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\C H A P T E R  I 
INTRODUCTION
The raw material of this study is a record for a number of years of the 
rates of return earned by quoted companies in the United Kingdom, previous 
authors^ have identified a systematic component in such data: regression
of profitability towards some central value. It is this systematic com­
ponent in the inter-temporal behaviour of rates of return that is to be 
isolated, measured and interpreted in the following chapters.
In order to avoid confusion, two terms need to be introduced. Firstly, 
the regression of profitability towards a central level is hereafter 
called "the decay of profitability"; and secondly that central point 
towards which decay is directed is called the "decay origin".
The connecting theme of this study is the particular interpretation that 
it puts upon the decay of profitability. The main exposition of this 
interpretation is in the next chapter, but a brief sketch is presented at. 
this stage. In the model of the working of perfectly competitive markets, 
resources are allocated in order to eliminate supernormal and subnormal 
profits. It is this process that we are observing when we study the decay 
of profitability. Just as the speed at which resources are transferred 
and introduced will determine in part how speedily the non-normal profits 
are eliminated, so we regard the rate of decay of profitability as a 
measure of the speed and efficiency with which resource allocation takes 
place. The aim of the theoretical work is to examine and develop that 
chain of argument and to consider how divergence from the competitive 
model will affect the decay of profitability.
l) References to this literature are given in Chapter II,
In isolating and measuring the deoay of profitability, a second aim 
of this study is fulfilled. This is to develop and demonstrate a stat­
istical technique that has advantages over the direct application of 
regression analysis when a large body of data is available. This 
technique is based upon the transition matrix of the Markov stochastic 
prooess.
A third aim is to report a piece of research. This involves recording 
not only the finally selected sequence of analysis but also reporting 
when certain directions turned out to be unrewarding.
To return again to the main theme, the literature on allocative efficiency 
has, of necessity, mainly dealt with static questions. Both neo-classical 
and Walrasian general equilibrium systems are primarily concerned to 
develop the characteristics of an equilibrium state. More recent work 
has considered the (mathematical) existence of such an equilibrium. Where 
dynamic systems are developed, major simplifications are made and very 
simple types of change imposed on the resulting models. In observing the 
real world, change is a complex phenomenon; different variables shift in 
conflicting directions and shocks are overlaid one upon another. It is 
the process of compensation for shocks and of adjustment for once-and-for- 
all changes that concerns us here and, in particular, the role of the 
firm in this process.
In the static general equilibrium system, the firm plays a very small
2part. This point is made by G C Archibald when, having sketched the 
allocation problem, he remarks:
2) Archibald G C (Ed), "The Theory of the Firm", Penguin London 1971» 
Editor's Introduction p 10
3"It will be noticed that the allocation problem was set out without 
any mention of 'firms'. This is because of its universality: it
exists whether there are firms or not, and however they may be
owned or organised. Yet firms exist, and must fit in somewhere. 
Formally we may think of them as intermediate agents, between 
resource owners and consumers, that perform certain organisational 
tasks. In neo-classical general equilibrium theory, firms are 
completely described by their production functions."
Without wishing to overstate the case it is not very far from the truth
to regard the firm as essentially a creature of disequilibrium. In
equilibrium, as Archibald says, the firm is merely a production plant
combining inputs in specific proportions to produce a given set of
outputs. If there is a change in prices then the firm will move along
its production function and/or its product transformation frontier to a
new equilibrium position. But it is in that process of movement from
one point of equilibrium to another that the raison d'etre of the firm
lies.
To talk of a "firm" is to refer to more than those "organisational tasks" 
involved in operating a production plant efficiently - managers do more 
than just stand guard over a production function. Our usual idea of a 
firm involves more than this because the firm operates in a world of dis­
equilibrium and it is the aspects of its operations that are connected 
with disequilibrium and its companion, uncertainty, that receive pre­
dominant attention. It may be helpful to draw a distinction between those 
actions of firms that tend towards the restoration of equilibrium and 
those that are disequilibrating. No one category of actions can be fitted 
into this classification without error, but, for example, we generally 
expect investment decisions to be equilibrating and innovation to be dis­
equilibrating. The intention in making this distinction is to emphasize
3) Arrow K J, "The Firm in General Equilibrium Theory" in Marris R 
and Woods A (Eds) "The Corporate Economy", Macmillan London 1972, 
p 68 where he states that in classical theory the role of the firm 
was "that of overcoming disequilibria."
that only part of the economically relevant behaviour of firms tends to 
restore equilibrium and it is only this part of the role of the firm that 
is examined here*
In the real world, however closely pure competition is approached, change 
ensures disequilibrium. So it is at least as interesting to examine the 
strength of the tendency to restore equilibrium as it is to consider the 
extent to which structural conditions compatible with an optimal allocation 
are attained (particularly in a second best world). Knowledge of the 
structure of an industry is needed to assess whether equilibrium, should 
it be attained, will be optimal. But if the movement of that industry 
towards equilibrium is exceedingly slow, such information is of arguable 
relevance.^
Such an industry may be more efficient in disequilibrium than another is
in equilibrium but that is not easy to test and, indeed, may not be a
5
meaningful question. The intention is not to dismiss measures of industry 
structure but to emphasize that amongst the important aspects of industry 
performance is the speed of adjustment of the industry to disturbances.
How can this speed of adjustment be observed? In the competition model, 
profits greater or less than normal only occur in disequilibrium. It is 
the existence of non-normal profits that motivates the shift of resources 
towards those products whose output is too low and away from those whose 
output is too high. This process eliminates the non-normal profits and
4) Svennilson I, "Monopoly, Efficiency and the Structure of Industry" 
in Chamberlin E H (Ed), "Monopoly and Competition and Their 
Regulation", Macmillan London 1954> p 275: "A cross-section of 
industrial structure at a given moment ... can only be regarded
as a snapshot of an industry in perpetual change."
5) The characteristics of an industry in disequilibrium change from 
time period to time period. Therefore a comparison at time t may 
be incorrect at time t+1.
we observe it as the decay of profitability. The performance measure 
that is required would seem therefore to be the rate of decay of 
profitability.
The aims of this study were set out at the start of this introduction 
and a brief sketch of the ideas underlying the primary theme has been 
given. It is this primary theme - the rate of decay of profitability 
as an aspeot of industry performance - that is the main contribution 
of this study. The theoretical development, whilst directed to an uncon­
ventional goal, deviates from common practice only by recognising both 
the heterogeneity of industries and the multiproduct nature of firms.
While it is not claimed that the statistical technique employed represents 
radical innovation, it is new and it does have some merits in work of 
the kind attempted here. Although the decay of profitability has been 
observed and measured before, the present study presents a fuller exam­
ination than has previously been made.
The three themes of the study are pursued in parallel. The economic ideas 
have been introduced in this chapter and their main theoretical develop­
ment occurs in Chapter II. The conclusions of that chapter are given 
mathematical formulation in Chapter VI, Section 1. Chapter VII reports 
the estimation of the equations and the estimated coefficients are used 
in Chapter VIII to calculate a summary measure of the behaviour of rates 
of return within industries. The characteristics and behaviour of the 
measure are also investigated in that chapter. Finally, in Chapter IX 
this measure is compared with established measures of industry structure 
and performance.
The statistical theme originates in Chapter III where the technique is 
developed. The data are introduced in Chapter IV. Chapter V reports the 
direct application of the technique to the data. Chapter VI, Section 2,
discusses the eoonometric difficulties inherent in using the results 
of Chapter V in the functional forms introduced in Chapter VI, Section 1. 
Then in Chapter VII the economic and statistical aspects come together 
at the estimation stage.
It may be noticed that the preceding description of the structure of
this study made no mention of a literature survey. The view has been
taken that there is little of precise relevance but much that relates
to particular aspects of the development. The literature whose influence
pervades many of the following chapters has been treated in one of two
ways. Firstly two works^ particularly important in the theoretical
7
development are discussed in Section 2.7* The other works' are empirical 
and deal with a broad range of questions, only some of which are relevant 
here. For these, the policy adopted has been to refer to them either 
textually or by footnote at the appropriate points in the argument.
6) Downie J, "The Competitive Process, Duckworth London 1958 
Robinson J, "The Impossibility of Competition1’ in Chamberlin E (Ed) 
"Monopoly and Competition and their Regulation", Macmillan London 1954
7) Singh A & G Whittington, "Growth, Profitability and Valuation", 
Cambridge University Press 1968
Whittington G, "The Prediction of Profitability", Cambridge Univ­
ersity Press 1971
Stigler G J, "Capital and Rates of Return in Manufacturing Industry", 
NBER 1963
1C H A P T E R  II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this chapter we are concerned to look in more detail into the 
process of resource allocation and in particular to consider the role 
played by the rate of return*
Section 2,1 introduces some basic ideas and assumptions. In Section 2.2 
we consider the organizational means for resource transfer and the types 
of resources that are transferred. Section 2,3 introduces the way the 
firm decides upon the allocation of its resources, A model is proposed 
in which the firm constructs a preference ordering of the markets it 
either operates in or feels itself capable of entering. Then the 
influence of the expected rate of return on that ordering for various 
hypotheses of firms1 objectives is analysed. Section 2,4 looks more 
closely into the expected rate of return and its relation to the present 
market rate of return, bearing in mind market structure and possible 
multiple entry. Section 2,5 summarizes the foregoing before in Section
2,6 the move is made from market to firm rate^ of return. Also in this 
penultimate section there is an examination of the problem of the point 
towards which convergence occurs and of the form that the relationship 
between rate of return in one period and in the next should take.
Section 2.7 discusses the similarities and contrasts between the 
arguments of this chapter and those of Downie in his book "The Competi­
tive Process". This leads it into an additional examination of the 
problem of over-capacity and industry contraction. Finally, Section 2,8 
summarises the chapter.
Section 2,1 : Initial Definitions a,nd As gumptions
The argument in this chapter will be based on a narrow precise idea 
of a commodity. This contrasts with the usual a.ssumption in industrial 
economics that commodity, market and industry are of similar extent.^ 
therefore some clarification of the idea of a commodity as used here 
must first be attempted.
Van Praag gives a warning of the problems involved in attempting to 
define a commodity: "One of the vaguest concents employed in economic
theory is that of a homogeneous or basic commodity.” This is reinfouced 
by Sa.mnelsonfs opinion that the pursuit of the narrowly defined or "ba.sic" 
commodity is endless:
"... even if we confine our attention to what is ordinarily 
called a commodity, such as 'wheat', we find ourselves dealing 
with a composite commodity made up of winter wheat, spring 
wheat, of varying grades. Each of these in turn is a composite 
of heterogeneous components and so forth in an infinite re­
gression,"?
Such views suggest that the pursuit of a definition is not a task to be 
attempted here. The approach will therefore be to regard the basic com­
modity as a primitive idea and merely attempt some clarification.
l) e.g, "Rain J, "Industrial Organisation", John Wiley New York 1967, 
p 7 may define a market as including all the sellers in any 
individual industry and all the buyers to whom (in common) they 
sell."
?) Van Pra.ag B M S, "Individual Welfare Unctions and Consumer Behaviour" 
North Holland Amsterdam 1968, Mention ?•?
3) Ramuelson P A, "foundations of Economic Analysis", Cambridge Mass. 
Harvard University Press 1947
sWe are concerned with the movement of resources between markets and 
we regard the firm as the allocating agent. Therefore our idea of a 
market need not, should not, be more specific than that which is dist­
inguishable by the firm. Producers of soap powders and detergents 
distinguish between the markets for materials for standard washing, for 
fine fabrics and for machine washing. On the other hand they will not 
regard powder in red boxes as being sold in a different market from 
that in blue boxes. A single distinct commodity must be dealt with in 
a distinct market and for two markets to be operationally distinguish­
able by firms the rewards must vary independently in each of them.
Thus at any one time there may be an excess supply of standard washing
powder and an excess demand for power for machine washing. The profit­
ability of the two markets will be different and firms will recognize 
and react to this. On the other hand, physical distinction may not 
imply a separate product either because consumers are indifferent to a 
particular variation or because there are so many variations of the 
product that only categories of the good can be distinguished for market 
purposes. This latter situation is well shown up by Stigler's example 
of hot rolled carbon steel sheets of which at least 135 million
varieties can be distinguished.^ It would be exceedingly difficult to
specify at what point a product distinction becomes too fine or too 
broad for our purposes. In the following market and commodity will be 
used in the narrowest sense consonant with resource allocation by firms 
between markets.
4) Stigler G J and Kindahl J K, "The Behaviour of Industrial Prices", 
NBER 1970 pp 4-5
With thia sense of "commodity" established, it becomes unreasonable
to limit analysis to the single product firm. Therefore multiproduct
firms will be treated as the usual case, but this does not of course
imply the assumption that there are no single product firms. It will
be assumed that firms generally restrict their activities to one
industry and that any firms that do operate in more than one industry
have a divisional structure in which no division overlaps industry
boundaries. But the single industry firm will be taken as the general 
5
pattern. At various points these assumptions will be supported by 
the argument but nonetheless they are to be taken as prior to the 
ensuing discussion.
5) See "Company Income and Finance 1949-1953”» NIESR 1956, 
Appendix A, where it is shown that an average of 87°]o of the 
employees of quoted companies classified to a particular 
SIC order worked in establishments of that order. It is 
thus not a serious simplification to regard firms as 
operating in a single industry.
I!
Section 2.2 : The Allocation of Resources
In this section there are two matters to consider. Firstly, what 
mechanisms are available to shift resources between uses, and secondly 
the nature of these resources.
In Chapter I one role of the firm in the capitalist economy was 
said to be to act as the agent by which adjustment to change is made.
The firm is therefore the prime means of resource transfer and allocation. 
This function may be carried out in a number of ways. We may classify 
these in two dimensions: the activities of single or raultiproduct
firms and exit/entry or expansion/contraction. It is suggested that 
expansion and contraction by multiproduct firms is the most important 
of these methods. This means that the firm either transfers its 
existing resources or allocates new resources among those markets in 
which it is already operating. The other possibilities for the multi­
product firm are complete withdrawal from one of its markets or entry 
into a new market. The equivalent actions of the single product firm 
are expansion or contraction within its market, withdrawal from that 
market, which would usually imply the death of that firm, or the birth 
of a new firm into a market.
Of these devices, births and deaths of single product firms seem least 
likely to make any significant contribution to the adjustment of 
resource allocations. It is necessary that a birth involve the intro­
duction of new capital and a death the withdrawal of existing capital.
In these terms births and deaths among any but the smallest companies 
are rare. If deviations from equilibrium are small, it may be that the 
marginal effect of births and deaths among the smallest members of an
industry is sufficient to push the whole industry back into equili­
brium. There are activities for which births and deaths of small
firms are the typical pattern but they are not major sectors in a
£
developed economy. Therefore in the presentation of the argument 
the emphasis will be on raultiproduct firms and on expansion and con­
traction rather than entry and exit; although the substance of the 
argument is not dependent upon such emphasis.
What are the resources to be transferred? In the short run the
capital stock of the firm is given and therefore conventional analysis 
allows only variations in the labour input. More labour can be applied 
by shift working th#.t increases the rate of utilisation of the existing 
capital, by using it to bring into operation capital equipment that 
was otherwise idle and, lastly, labour can be applied to increase the 
number of men operating the capital equipment at any one time. Labour 
may be newly recruited for the purpose or may be transferred from
another product within the multiproduct firm.
Discretionary expenditure may be used to improve a firm’s competitive 
position in a market by advertising, marketing or improved credit 
terms. These activities and their corresponding resources are of some 
importance in the process of eliminating extremes of profitability.
They must usually be accompanied by a rise in production if they are to 
have an effect upon market profitability.
6) Downie J, "The Competitive Process", Duckworth 1958> similarly 
concludes that births are unimportant, p 101
12)
In the long run fixed capital may be adjusted and any major shifts 
in production must require changes in capital allocation. A different 
model will follow from the assumption that existing fixed capital can 
change its use than from a "clay11 type assumption that existing capital 
is fixed in its use. In the latter model only the allocation of new 
capital can bring about the return to equilibrium. In the absence of 
any empirical studies of this, an assumption must be made. The most 
obvious is the moderate one that it is possible for some existing fixed 
capital to change its use. As a use of capital is intended to mean the 
production of a single commodity, the change of use of existing capital 
may involve only trivial alteration. For example, most machine tools 
can be quickly adapted to produce a considerable range of simple metal 
goods and this change of use is a fact of everyday life in the engineering 
industry. Of course, there are pieces of capital equipment for which a 
change of use is impossible. The general point is that change of use 
of existing capital can often occur.
While allowing for the possibility that capital equipment may be 
transferred between products, the major way of altering the resources 
committed to different markets is by applying new capital. A firm 
must choose how to employ its investible funds and it is the commitment 
of these to a particular product and thus to a particular market that 
provides the basic means of adjustment.
14
Section 2.5 : The Allocation Decision
In this section we first consider how a firm will order the various 
opportunities for employing its available resources. Then assuming 
that the firm formulates an expected rate of return for these opportunities 
we look at the influence of that expected value on the firm's preference ord­
ering for a range of objective functions that might characterise the firm*
7
The process by which a firm decides on the allocation of its resources' 
involves firstly information and secondly criteria for assessing that 
information. The information required is first a selection of markets 
to be considered - the whole set of markets could not be scanned by one 
firm. Once a subset of markets has been selected, the data needed on each 
one can be decided. With this data on a subset of markets, the aim must 
be to construct a preference ordering of the markets.
The selection of a subset of markets is a necessary first step in any 
periodic appraisal of a firm's range of products. Clearly such an 
appraisal must involve those products which the firm is presently produc­
ing, although the firm must be expected to apply rather different standards 
from those used for potential products. It is not feasible for a firm to 
consider all potential markets, primarily because of the search cost but
also because some markets will be so dissimilar from those the firm knows
8
that it may judge itself incapable of a competent appraisal. For such
7) That this is an area of decision facing the firm is suggested by 
Williamson .T F, "Profit, Growth & Sales Maximization", Economica 
Vol 33 1966, pp 1-16: "There are the decisions on input levels 
required to satisfy the efficiency conditions - the selection of 
least-cost input combinations, the optimal distribution of given 
investment funds between alternative projects, and the optimal 
distribution of sales effort."
8) Fownie op cit p 102: "... specialisation means that any point of 
time there will be what we may call a technological horizon, within 
which the firm will follow the light but beyond which it will not 
normdly leap."
reasons, it is reasonable to expect that the vast majority of firms 
restrict their attention to markets within their own industry. The firm 
has regularly to decide upon the allocation of its scarce resources 
between the markets that it is operating in. The two problems of deciding 
the product range and deciding resource allocation will not be dealt with 
independently. The former is just as much part of the problem of alloc­
ating resources within the firm as is the latter. Perhaps it is worth 
inserting here a reminder of the narrowness of the idea of a product that 
is being used here in order that this model of regular appraisal of 
potential products does not seem too far fetched. Where perhaps it does 
deviate from reality is in terminology; the firm will regard itself as 
looking for profitable opportunities rather than scanning potential 
markets, the substance is the same. The first component of the adjust­
ment model is, then, the multiproduct firm with a resource allocation 
decision to make and a limited set of markets (some of which it is already
engaged in) to consider - the set being limited by considerations of
9
search costs and the finrfs own range of competence. Such a situation 
must also describe the completely new firm (or independent entry in 
Downie's terms). The entrepreneur or embryonic management must consider 
a range of markets and they are at least equally constrained by the costs 
of search and range of competence.
One situation in which range of competence may not be immediately 
relevant is where a firm decides to enter a new industry and to buy the 
necessary skills. In general the purchase of skills will take the form 
of a takeover. Such a happening is not directly an entry as the
9) This range of competence is likely to include more than just techno­
logical factors; different marketing skills are clearly of relevance. 
It might be useful to regard both firms and markets as embedded in a 
space whose dimensions are measures of such relevant factors as 
technology and marketing. The subset examined by any firm might then 
be defined as an area of that space centred upon the point at which 
the firm is located.
lb
immediate consequence is not an expansion of capacity.^ Once the 
takeover has occurred, the range of competence again constrains the 
actions of the firm.
With a range of markets to consider, the next stage for the firm is to 
order them according to their attractiveness as uses of the firm's 
resources. This demands information upon each of these markets but not 
merely contemporaneous information but predictions of future conditions. 
Our limited scope is to consider how the rate of return influences 
the preference ordering. The first stage is to assume that firms have an 
expected rate of return in these markets and to consider how that expected 
value influences the ordering.
The effect of expected rate of return on the preference ordering of the 
firm will depend on the firm's utility function. This is a controversial 
matter. There are three "families" of utility function: profit maxi­
mising, growth maximising a.nd satisficing. Each major type of function 
has numerous variants. In this confusing situation, the one attitude 
that does not seem acceptable is to settle on any of these models as 
being the theory of the firm, that is to say, the model which describes 
all firms. Indeed, a case might be made for suggesting that the utility 
function of a firm is so complex that all three models must be amalga­
mated to describe it. We must briefly consider how each of these behav­
ioural patterns affects the decision upon which our attention is directed.
Tf a firm is a profit maximiser, its criterion for ranking markets will 
quite simply be the rate of return that it expects to earn in them.
10) Bain J S, "Barriers to New Competition", Cambridge Mass. Harvard 
University Press 1956: "Entry requires both the arrival of a new
legal entity in the industy and an addition to industry capacity 
in use."
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We may assume that the higher the rate of return expected in a market, 
the higher that market will appear in the preference ordering of a profit 
maximising firm. The only difficulty that arises is whether profit maxi­
mising means lump sum maximisation or rate of return maximisation.
Either interpretation may be single or multiperiod. In the latter case
the lump sum is a net present value and the rate of return is a yield
rate^ or internal rate of return. The ordering of projects should be
invariant under these different methods but not, of course, invariant as
between single and multiperiod assessments, or between different multi­
period horizons or for firms with different discount rates. The simple
12profit maximisation model is always formulated in lump sum terms but 
as it is a short run analysis the capital stock is unchanged and therefore 
lump sum and rate of return maximisation are completely equivalent. In 
the single period case, the rule then becomes that the firm invests 
until the return on the marginal project equals the cost of capital - 
i.e. a rate of return argument is used. Again this is completely equi­
valent to lump sum maximisation. This model leads to a preference 
ordering based solely upon the expected rate of return.
If the firm is operating under a constraint which limits its expansion 
the lowest rate of return on a project undertaken may be considerably 
above the cost of capital. Considerations of risk may also lead to such
11) Merrett A .J & fiykes a . "'Finance & Analysis of Capital Projects", 
Longmans London 1963? P 36
12) Henderson .T PT & Quandt P E, "Microeconomic Theory", WeCraw-Hill 
New York, 1st edition 1958> "The entrepreneur .... his 
ultimate aim is the maximisation of profit .... this profit
is the difference between his total revenue and his total 
cost", p 53
a cut-off point. Even under these conditions the preference ordering 
will be rate of return determined. The reformulation of the discussion 
in terms of multi-period comparison of investment opportunities does 
not alter that conclusion, although the expected multiperiod returns 
may produce a different ordering from that based on single period 
assessment. The assumption up till now has been that the firm involves 
itself in projects starting from that for which it has highest preference 
and continuing to less preferred projects until it decides either that 
subsequent projects are not attractive or that it has used up its avail­
able resources. But most projects will involve a minimum size of 
resource commitment, i.e. there are indivisibilities. It may therefore 
be that selecting projects in order of preference leads to a residual 
resource amount that is too small to be employed on the next most pre­
ferred use. The most desirable project that can be attempted with 
those resources may offer a very low rate of return. In such a situation, 
there may be a different set of markets from that selected by a simple 
preference ordering that provides the highest rate of return or, equally, 
the highest joint lump stun.
We can conclude that for the profit maximising firm its preference 
ordering will be solely determined by the expected rate of return. It 
is possible to say that the higher the expected rate of return is, the 
more likely it is that that project will rank high. But the compli­
cations of multiperiod assessment, project indivisibilities or conflicts, 
and constraints make it impossible to state that the preference ordering 
will exactly match the ordering by expected rote of return.
When we come to the family of firm utility functions that have been 
loosely called growth maximisers, the first task is to consider the 
variations in this group of functions. The first type is Baumol's 
static sales revenue maximisation and its dynamic counterpart is the
lcl
maximisation of the present value of future sales revenue. Then 
there is the simple growth rate maximiser. As in the profit maximi­
sation case, the static theory is not appropriate in the present 
context of resource allocation. In sales -revenue maximisation more 
will be produced than in profit or growth maximisation^ subject to 
some minimum profit constraint. The present value of sales revenue is 
dependent upon the growth of sales revenue, therefore there is some 
similarity between maximising this variable and maximising the growth 
rate, but they are not formally identical. Our concern is how the 
expected rate of return will affect the preference ordering of markets 
for firms whose utility function is best described by this type. It is
to be expected that such firms will have some minimum rate of return
that they demand from any project Therefore for any market, the 
higher the expected rate of return, the more likely it is that it will 
be in the operational section of the firm’s preference ordering. The 
Recond way that the expected rate of return can have influence on the 
preference ordering is if the firm has a finance constraint, 'For the 
sales revenue maximiser, the importance of finance will depend upon 
the importance of future sales, which in its turn will depend upon the
discount rate applied. Hut in any case, the expected -rate of return must
have some influence upon the preference ordering in this case. A growth 
rate maximiser must pursue a maximal investment policy which means 
maximising available funds if finance is a constraint. This implies 
the selection of projects according to their expected rate of return.
13) Williamson J H, op cit, deals with the thre» theories and proves 
the basic results.
14) This is usually explained as a management security device - 
to prevent takeover by maintaining shareholder satisfaction.
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If, on the other hand, finance is not the operational constraint but
15
management capacity, for example, there is no need for the firm to take 
note of the expected rate of return in determining its preference 
ordering as long, that is, as the projects satisfy the minimum return 
requirement. On the other hand, a firm in this position, when faced 
with a multiplicity of directions for expansion,is more likely than not 
to be partially influenced by the expected rates of return.
Generally, however, the sales revenue maximiser will, in the absence 
of a finance constraint, look primarily at expected future sales in 
determining his resource allocation plan. The growth rate maximiser 
will pursue a policy which minimizes the effect of whatever constrains 
his growth. In the most plausible situation where management capacity 
restricts growth, the growth rate maximiser will be concerned to operate 
in markets which themselves permit considerable growth. This assumes 
that diversification is more costly in its use of management resources 
than is expansion within a market. It is therefore likely that both 
growth rate and sales revenue maximisation will lead to the selection 
of markets that offer greatest growth of sales within them.
The third way in which the rate of return mav have an important influence 
upon market selection is if there is a relationship between expected 
sales and expected rate of return. Whilst it is not possible to state a 
universal rule for the sales/rate of return relation, it is likely that 
a market rate of return that is high indicates a considerable discrepancy 
between demand and supply - price is well above marginal cost. The 
greater this discrepancy, the greater ceteris paribus the potential for 
increasing sales in the market without eliminating profits. Therefore
15) Penrose E T, "Theory of the Growth of the Firm1', Oxford 
University Press 1959
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it is reasonable to presume that a highly profitable market will be 
attractive to both the sales revenue and the growth rate maximiser. On 
the other hand, markets may offer future increases in sales without 
presently displaying any supernormal profits. Such situations are 
those where either demand is expected to shift or costs to fall.
Therefore we may conclude that high rates of return will be attractive 
to both types of firm, whether or not there is a finance constraint 
operating.
Before leaving this topic, the satisficing firm demands brief attention.
It will have some minimum rate of return that it must attain for security 
reasons, but beyond this it is hard to develop any specific rules to 
describe its resource allocation behaviour that would suggest a con­
nection with the expected rate of return.
To summarize the impact of the expected rate of return on resource 
allocation: the profit maximising firm will be guided by expected rate
of return, sales revenue and growth rate maximisers with a finance 
constraint will be primarily though not solely guided by the expected 
rate of return. Without a finance constraint, markets with a high rate 
of return will be attractive but others may be equally or more attractive. 
The relationship is thus weaker. For the satisficing firm, the expected 
rate of return will only generally have influence through the minimum 
requirement. In all cases the higher the minimum requirement, the more 
influence the rate of return will have on resource allocatioh.
Section 2.4 : Determination of the Expected Rate of Return
Tn assessing a market, the firm will consider a number of time periods.
For these periods it will forecast resources and outgoings and it may 
then be assumed to follow conventional techniques of investment appraisal 
and discount these cash flows in order to get a single measure of the 
profitability of entering the market. Such a measure might be either a 
net present value or an internal rate of return. It is not material to 
this argument which is employed but for convenience the internal rate of 
return will be used in the following.
In forecasting the future of the market, three components may be identi­
fied: how the industry as a whole may be expected to perform, how that
particular market will fare relative to the industry and how that firm 
would perform in the market. The first component leads us to the 
previously made assumption that while the majority of firms are taken to be 
multiproduct, spanning of more than one industry is rare. To support this 
state of affairs, firms will only in exceptional circumstances include a 
market outside their own industry in the set of markets they consider.
So the expected profitability of the industry will not affect the alloc­
ation of resources by a firm but only their total amount. Tn other words,
we are concerned with intra-industry equilibration and not with inter-
16industry equilibration and so need only attend to profitabilities 
relative to the industry. That is with the latter two components listed 
above•
The market and firm effects cannot be completely separated. The situation 
is a firm considering a market in order to calculate how profitable the
(16) Stigler G J, "Capital and Hates of Heturn in Manufacturing
Industry", Princeton University Press for NBER 1963* Ch 3 looks 
at the process of movement towards equilibrium between industries.
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firm would find it were that firm to join the market. It must therefore 
take into account its own effect on that market and it must distinguish 
between the situation whilst it is establishing membership of that market 
and that prevailing after entry is established.
Consider first the case where the market involves a large number of firms 
and entry can be made on a small scale. In addition the entrant may 
presume that he and any other entrants will have little or no effect on 
price by their entry. He may therefore expect that his revenue per unit 
will be the same as the present firms in the market but that while he is 
building up output, sales and expertise, both in the technique of pro­
duction and in the approach to selling relevant to that market, he will 
have higher costs per unit than established firms. As his experience in 
the market increases so his cost will shift downwards. He may not expect 
to have identical costs even after adjustment is complete and he is an 
established member of the market. He may be using adapted capital 
equipment that is less efficient than that of other producers or he may 
be located further from the market and have higher transport costs.
Therefore after becoming established he may expect a continued deviation
17from the market rate of return. Downie ' suggests that a firm will expect 
to lie in about the same relative position in a new market as it does in 
its present markets, thus if it is in the second quartile of rates of 
return at the present it will expect to occupy the same position in a new 
market.
If the usual approach is taken, the expected market rate of return in 
this case where the entrant has no significant impact upon it may be 
assumed to be represented adequately by the present market rate of return.
(17) Downie J, op cit P 105
2^The firm's expected rate of return (after adjustment) may therefore be 
presumed to be the present rate of return in the market times some factor 
unique to the firm and the market. But it follows that the higher the 
market rate of return and therefore the higher the expected market rate 
of return, the more likely it is that a given firm will find even with 
its unique multiplying factor that an attractive return is to be gained 
in that market, once the adjustment period is over. Similarly, the 
higher the profitability in the market the quicker the new entrant will 
get his costs below price and start earning profits. Also the higher the 
profits once adjustment is over, the more adjustment costs will be worth 
bearing for the longer term benefit. Therefore the higher is the present 
rate of return, the higher is the firm's expected overall rate of return 
in the case where the entrant assumes that entry will have no impact on 
price•
A second case is that where the market is atomistic but the firm considering 
entry expects sufficient other entrants for there to be an aggregate 
effect upon the market. This may be the way case one develops when the 
present rate of return is very high. The market's attractiveness and 
visibility is likely to induce a large amount of entry. If significant 
entry is to be expected, the potential entrain must expect a fall in rates 
of return. Should the expected rate of return react so that a rise in the 
present rate of return produces a fall - through the increased level of 
expected entry - then there would be a disequilibrating tendency. This 
is probably only possible where the market is on the margin of the 
atomistic category where there are only just sufficient firms and where the 
minimum efficient scale is just small enough. Although such a reversal 
of the effect of the present rate of return on the expected level may be 
rather unlikely, the expectation of there being other entrants will
reduce for a single firm the attractiveness of a given present rate 
of return and thereby moderate the strength of the equilibrating 
tendency.
Once we move onto the situation where a single entrant may have a marked 
effect on a market, we enter the realm of oligopoly with its attendant
problems. Considering first the post-adjustment state: the firm is
assumed to have become established in the industry. The new entry may
have precipitated a movement away from oligopolistic behaviour in the 
market to something more freely competitive. The likely result of this is 
a decline in price and profits and a rise in output. Should the entrant
correctly forecast this occurence then the expected rate of return will 
still be influenced by the present rate of return as any competing away 
of excess profits earned under oligopoly conditions will take some time 
and therefore the average rate will bear some relation to the initial rate. 
The result holds more strongly if the firm fails to predict its effect 
on the conduct of the firms in the market. It will therefore expect to 
enjoy the higher profits of an oligopolistic situation and regard present 
rate of return as a good proxy for future rates of return.
The preceding paragraph presumes the effect of oligopoly is higher than 
normal profitsj while this may not be so in any time period under the 
assumptions of some oligopoly models, it will prevail under collusive 
joint maximisation or Cournot-type models. It is a reasonable assumption 
except in cases where the oligopolistic interdependence has generated 
considerable instability in the actions of the member firms.
So far the case where the entrant has no effect on the market and the 
case where his noticeable arrival in the market results in a reduction 
of the amount of oligopolistic interdependence have been considered.
2b
This latter case was only considered once entry had been completed;
before considering the problems of the adjustment process in such a case,
there is a third possibility to be considered. It is not impossible for
18the new entrant to precipitate more collusion or more interdependence 
though it is clearly a relatively unlikely occurence. Prediction of it 
by the entrant is sufficiently unlikely for it to be ignored in this 
discussion of the process by which firms form their rate of return 
expectations.
The question now is the adjustment process. If adjustment is quick, then 
the costs and revenues involved in it will not carry very much weight in 
the discounting process and therefore unless the costs are for some 
reason very large, the expected steady rate of return may be taken as 
the overall expected rate of return. But most of the difficult problems 
arise in considering the process of entry and adjustment to a market. It 
is necessary to point out that in this section the concern so far has been 
to show that under most conditions the present rate of return will be 
the prime determinant of the expected rate of return. Turning as we are 
now to the adjustment costs, this is to consider factors that may influence 
the relation between the firm's expected rate of return in a market and the 
present rate of return.
Adjustment costs may be divided into three categories: Those costs that
are incurred in increasing productive capacity in a market even if the 
investment is made by a firm already established in the market; those 
costs experienced by any entrant to the market; and thirdly those unique 
to a particular entrant. The basic costs of investment are straight­
forward and, therefore, for the present purposes, the first category
18) niearlv this does not agree with Houmot's result that for firms
maxi mining profit by output variations the mo^e firms there ere
in a market the closer that market will he to pure competition.
■',ee Henderson J F ^ hnndt R TC op cit p 179
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need not delay us. Leaving temporarily the second category to one side,
the third - factors unique to a particular firm - can next be dealt with.
Entry to a new market involves in general the acquiring of new techniques,
learning how to produce a different product and learning how to sell in a
new market and, perhaps of lesser importance, learning how to buy new raw
materials and intermediate goods and specialised factors of production.
Each potential entrant to a particular market will differ in the degree
to which it is equipped to engage in that market, so the costs of learning
will differ. The expected rate of return will consequently differ from
one firm to another. Therefore the number of entrants to a market will,
amongst other things, be affected by the number of firms employing similar
19skills to those relevant to that market.
Turning now to the second category - those factors common to all entrants
to a particular market. Such factors are of course those usually known
20
as "barriers to entry". They are costs that must be b o m  by a new 
entrant but not usually by an established firm considering expansion.
More correctly, of the three types of barrier suggested by Bain, one is 
definitely only a barrier to entrants and not to expansions of capacity, 
while the other two may affect all investments in the markets. Bain’s 
three types of barrier are: product differentiation, absolute cost
advantages and economies of scale. Product differentiation only affects 
new firms coming to a market as an established firm must have an estab­
lished product. Established firms may decide that to expand they should 
launch a new product, but this is a result of weighing relative costs, 
whereas the new entrant cannot avoid the costs of launching and estab­
lishing a new product. The second barrier - absolute cost advantages - 
conveys the possibility that established firms (or some of them) have
19) This might be represented in terms of the space described in footnote 
10 as the density of firms in the area of the market.
20) The primary source is J S Bain’s "Barriers to New Competition" op cit
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control of superior production techniques and/or advantageous positions 
in factor or raw material markets. The third barrier - economies of 
scale - refers to the case where the minimum optimal scale of operation is 
a significant fraction of the total scale or capacity of the industry.
If, in addition, unit costs are significantly raised at lower than minimum 
optimal scales, then entrants must either bear higher average costs than 
established firms or enter at the minimum optimal scale and thereby make a 
marked increase in the total capacity of the industry. The existence of 
any type of barrier means that adjustment costs for the new entrant will be
high and that the adjustment is likely to be lengthy. Therefore the expected
21rate of return will be well below the present market rate of return.
So far the discussion has been of new entrants to markets and the way they 
formulate the rate of return expectations that they use in making diversi­
fication decisions, in particular about how this expectation will relate to 
the present rate of return being earned in that market. But a very consider­
able amount of resource allocation will be done by firms between the 
markets they already operate in. Again the formation of the expected rate 
of return plays a part in the decision process, a part whose importance 
depends upon the objective function of the firm. But the factors that 
suggest a divergence between the present rate of return and the expected 
rate will be, apart from the barriers to entry, the same as for new entrants.
Briefly and finally in this section, what about exits? As the resource 
allocation decision is based on the firm's assessment of the future of
21) Modigliani P, "New Developments on the Oligopoly Front", Journal 
of Political Economy June 1958 discusses Bain's and Sylos-Labini1s 
assumptions about the likely reaction of established firms to new 
entrants. According to the view that the entering firm has of the 
policy that established firms will adopt, the expected to present 
market rate of return relationship will vary*
eaoh market it considers, not all firms will jump the same way* Some
will be entering or increasing their activity in a market while others
are reducing their activity or actually leaving the market. Any change
22in the market will be the net effect of various actions by firms.
Actual withdrawal from a market is probably a rare phenomenon, but given 
a certain degree of capital adaptability there may conceivably be 
occasions when the benefits of moving it to a new use outweighs the 
costs of that move and the profits to be earned in the original market. 
There it is profit relatives that decide the allocation of resources 
rather than levels of profit. Generally we may regard exit as determined 
by the same process as entry - in each case there are costs to be borne 
that may or may not be compensated for by later profits.
22) Andrews P W S, "Industrial Analysis in Economics" in Andrews P V S 
and T Wilson (eds) "Oxford Studies in the Price Mechanism", 0 U P 
1951 P 169, "The market will be in equilibrium as long as - any 
loss of capacity due to businesses being driven from production is 
made up by extensions to existing capacity or by the entry of new 
capacity."
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Section 2.5 I Resource Allocation and the Rate of Return - A Summary
We have argued that allocation of resources between markets is achieved 
by firms either expanding and contracting or entering and leaving those 
markets, and that expansion and contraction by raultiproduct firms 
within the markets they are already established in is the most important. 
The resources shifted (or newly applied) are labour, working capital 
(advertising, marketing, credit terms, etc), existing fixed capital and 
new capital.
It is suggested that the firm makes its resource allocation decisions 
after considering a number of markets - those in which it is already 
operating and a number of others within its horizon of technical, marketing 
etc, competence. The influence that the rate of return the firm expects 
to make in each of these markets upon the way in which it orders its 
preferences for increased (or new) activity in these markets is dependent 
upon the utility function of the firm. Expected rate of return will be 
the sole determinant of the ordering for the profit maximising firm, and it 
will be an important determinant for the growth rate or sales revenue 
maximiser if there is a finance constraint operative. It will still have 
some effect upon the ordering for these latter two groups even without the 
finance constraint. But then it is through the' minimum profit constraint 
that rate of return will primarily have an influence, as it is solely for 
the satisficing firm.
The final stage of the argument is to link the expected rate of return 
with the present rate of return in the market. We find that the more 
atomistic the market and the fewer expected entrants, the closer the 
present rate of return to be expected. As the market becomes more 
oligopolistic, or as more entrants are expected, so the rate of return
the firm expect* to earn in the market diverges from the present market 
rate of return. Similarly the higher the barriers to entry, the greater 
is this divergence.
We may therefore expect that the speed with which resources are allocated 
towards the most profitable opening will be increased by the presence of 
broadly diversified firms that can reallocate internally. An industry of 
single product firms will be much slower. Secondly the more capital 
intensive is production, the less swift will be adjustment. For a given 
level of capital intensity, adaptability and short life of capital assets 
will lead to faster adjustment. These factors will aid both expansion 
and contraction.
The more similar are the markets of an industry, the easier firms will 
find it to move into new activities and so the swifter resource allocation 
within that industry. An industry of profit maximising firms or growth 
maximisers under a finance constraint will transfer resources towards 
profitable opportunities more quickly than one of growth maximisers 
without a finance constraint, or one of satisficers. Whatever the utility 
function, a factor that raises the level of the minimum profit constraint 
will speed the elimination of high rates of return,
Generally the closer the industry structure is to the purely competitive - 
the more atomistic, the lower barriers to entry - then the faster high 
rates of return will be reduced. The reduction of high rates of return 
will be faster if firms expect few other entrants than if they expect 
many.
The nature of the production process - its capital intensity, capital 
adaptability and capital life - and the multiproduct or single product
nature of the firms within the industry must influence both expansion 
and contraction. Although it is perhaps less immediate a deduction, 
the profit maximisers and growth maxi misers with a finance constraint 
are likely to get out of low rate of return activities more quickly 
than those without a finance constraint and satisficers, and presumably 
none will tolerate persistent returns below their minimum standard. So 
the higher the minimum standard, the more rapidly will contraction of 
the market take place. On the other hand, market structure and barriers 
to entry are likely to have a weaker influence upon the rate of contraction 
than upon the rate of expansion, But any firms that contemplate the 
withdrawal of their resources from the unprofitable market and entrance 
to another market will be affected, as will any entrant, by the nature 
of that market, A much more general problem relating to the contraction 
rate is that capital assets wear out slowly and whilst low rates of 
return may kill firms, assets are more difficult to eliminate. This 
will be returned to in Section 2*7 > hut the general view taken by writers 
in this area is that contraction is much less speedy than expansion and 
therefore low rates of return may take more to eliminate than high 
rates of return.
Seotion 2,6 : The Firm’s Rate of Return
This section argues the connection between the firm’s rate of return 
and the market’s rate of return. It then discusses the implied point 
towards which profitability of firms tends, and finally specifies the 
basic requirement of the function relating the rate of return in one 
period with that in the ensuing period*
So far we have talked of firms allocating resources in response to market 
rates of return and of the consequences for the market rate of return of 
this transfer of resources. Simply we have said high (low) market rates 
bring in (drive out) resources that cause a fall (rise) in those market 
rates. But the observable variables are firms’ rates of return and these 
are averages of the rates of return earned in each of the markets that a 
particular firm is engaged in. Conversely, the market rate of return 
must be the average of the returns earned in that market by all firms 
active in it* Therefore if the rate of return in a given market declines 
by a certain proportion, so on average must (by definition) the rates of 
return earned in that market by the firms operating in it. So the effect 
of resource transfer on the market rate of return must on average be 
reflected in the rates of return earned in that market by firms operating 
in it. This effect will be experienced in every market in the industry 
to a greater or lesser extent and therefore every firm will experience 
it on average for all the markets in which it continues to operate. 
Therefore in the absence of entry to markets, we may expect that, on 
average, high (low) firms* rates of return will be reduced (increased) 
through the transfer of resources. This continues to be true unless the 
rather unlikely situation occurs in which a very high proportion of 
industry resources are used in entry.
This pattern is an average one as some firms in a market whose rate of 
return is decreasing may achieve increasing profitability. Some firms 
may for various reasons be thus situated in a number of markets and so, 
despite high average profitability, experience a rise in profitability. 
Some firms may undertake entry on such a scale that their change in 
profitability is dominated by the effect of this. But all these possi­
bilities notwithstanding, the average effect upon firms' rates of return 
will be as the markets' rates of return. Observing the average behaviour 
of all firms in an industry is to observe the average effect across all 
the markets of the industry.
So far we have spoken of high profitability inducing the inward movement 
of resources and low profitability outward movement. The consequence of 
this being a downward tendency for high profitability and an upward 
tendency for low. High and low need clarification. The movement of 
resources is motivated in a complex way - there will be markets where 
Borne firms are withdrawing resources while others are bringing them in.
We are therefore concerned with net movements of resources within an 
industry. There will be some level of the rate of return below which 
there is net loss of resources and above which there is a net gain of 
resources.
The precise point at which this reversal occurs is, in what follows, 
called the "decay origin" and is assumed to be the industry mean rate 
of return. Whilst it is not possible to formulate a strong argument for 
any specific rate of return, it does seem unlikely that the decay origin 
will deviate far from the mean. It is also likely that there is quite a 
range of rates of return over which net flows are approximately zero, 
so any point within that range will serve. In general rates of return
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in all that follows will be expressed as deviations from the mean.
We must now consider how we may describe this intertemporal behaviour
of rates of return in mathematical form. We will speak of the tendency
to convergence as the "decay of profitability". If we write the rate of
return (expressed as a deviation) of firm j at time t as r,., then the
J1'
function we are interested in is
rjt ■ + "jt
where u.+ is an error term with mean zero that encompasses all movements 
of profitability that counter its decay.
To put forward such a function is not to deny that more lagged rates of
return would be relevant to a complete description of r^. But we are
concerned with the annual movement of rates of return and it is therefore 
this first order function that we must investigate.
For there to be decay of profitability, such a function must satisfy
o < f 'O r j t . i )  < 1
This ensures that for high rates of return r , <  r ., n and for lowjt jt-l
rates of return (i.e. negative deviations) r.. >  r., , • No attemptjt jt-i.
has so far been ma.de to specify decay of profitability any further, 
and indeed a rigorous theoretical exercise would demand more than we 
know of the dynamics of micro resources allocation. What we should
expect is that the faster resources may flow in, the faster will the
decay of profitability occur, i.e. the smaller will be f*(r^ ^). So 
the more quickly an industry moves towards competitive equilibrium, the 
lower will be the first derivative of the function. It is plausible to
argue that the transfer of resources will tend to be faster into (out of)
markets with very high (low) rates of return than into (out of) 
markets with more moderate rates of return. We might therefore suspect
'bio
that the second derivative of the function would be negative (and 
certainly nonpositive):
f"(rjt_i) «  0
Graphically we may represent this as in Diagram 2.1 in which the axes
are rates of return measure as deviations. The 45 degree line
is the locus of points for which r .. - r .. n and we expect the decay of
jx jX-±
profitability line to intersect it at the origin: there is no decay of
average profitability*
Diagram 2*1
The algebraic specification of the function is necessarily a matter 
related to empirical convenience and will be discussed in Chapter VI. 
For the present, we conclude that the function should have positive 
slope of less than unity and, if not linear, the second derivative 
should be negative. If the point of convergence is specified correctly 
and all rates of return are expressed as deviations from it, then the 
function should pass through the origin*
The final empirical point to he mentioned in this section involves the 
dispersion of the rates of return of firms within an industry. In 
order to eliminate the effect of variations in this on inter-industry 
comparisons, each industry's data have been expressed in standard 
deviation units as well as in deviations from the mean, before the decay 
of profitability function has been estimated. The precise details of 
this transformation of the data are described in Section ^.3
Section 2.7 : Downie's "Competitive Process" - A Comparison
This section looks at the way the proceeding arguments relate to those 
in the most relevant other work: that of Downie. This leads to Joan
Robinson's paper "The Impossibility of Competition"^ and from there to 
further consideration of the problems involved in the contraction of 
markets.
Although large portions of the industrial economics literature is relevant 
to particular aspects of this study, only Downie's is pervasive in its 
connections. He is concerned with the competitive forces and defines 
two: the "transfer mechanism" and the "innovation mechanism". The
former term is used to describe the process which transfers market 
shares from the less to the more efficient. This tendency towards con­
centration is countered by the "innovation mechanism", which is the 
process by which firms change their efficiency by innovating. His argument 
relies upon the idea that such efficiency-enhancing innovations are 
brought about by the pressures of competition. As these pressures bear 
more heavily upon the less efficient firms, they will be the main inno­
vators. Thus the concentrating effect of the "transfer mechanism" is 
reduced by the "innovation mechanism" throwing up new leaders for the 
industry.
The first aspect demanding clarification is - what is meant by efficiency? 
Downie uses it in the sense of the difference between the value of inputs 
and outputs, constructing an expression whose numerator is the value of
23) Downie J, "The Competitive Process" op cit
24) Robinson J, op cit
inputs and the denominator the value of outputs. He tempers the 
ideal with his view of the practical and reaches an expression for 
efficiency which takes a final forms
€ - 1 -  g (r-r)
where is the capital output ratio, r ■ rate of return on capital
(pre-tax and post-depreciation) and r is the average rate of profit on
the assets of the industry. Such a measure will generally relate in a
simple way to the actual rate of return earned by firms unless the capital
output ratio fluctuates considerably. "The efficiency ranking indicated
by rates of return on capital .•• will •.• usually provide a fair 
25guide." This measure of efficiency will therefore correlate very
highly with the rate of return of the firm expressed as a deviation from 
the industry mean - the variable used in this present study.
The main distinction that must be drawn between Downie's analysis and
the present study’s is that Downie is concerned with a longer run process.
Thus he states: "The plausibility of ray account therefore rests upon
the assumption that fundamental disequilibrium will be corrected fairly 
26quickly." On the other hand, this study is concerned primarily with
the strength of forces working to correct fundamental disequilibrium. 
Downie*s transfer mechanism operates to shift market shares to the most 
efficient who will be able to win this increase because they can expand 
capacity more quickly than their competitors. This is possible because 
their efficiency provides a greater supply of internal finance for 
investment. The general operating environment is one characterised by 
excess demand that must be met rather than by a need to work to create
25) Downie op cit p 48
26) op cit p 113
UO
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extra demand* Downie therefore concerns himself with the relative 
increases in capacity and the tendency of the transfer mechanism to 
increase concentration*
The counter-force is changing relative efficiency through changes in 
technique. That this does counter the transfer mechanism is dependent 
upon the assumption that falling market shares will inspire such inno­
vations and so will originate in the less efficient firms* The most 
efficient are too concerned to increase their capacity to get involved 
in innovation of this kind. Therefore the innovation mechanism will 
work to change the relative efficiencies that direct the workings of the 
transfer mechanism. Just as tii. idea of the transfer mechanism ignores 
market creating activities, so the innovation mechanism is discussed in 
terms of technique rather than product innovations. This throws up the 
second main distinction between this and Downie's work: he talks in
terms of industries rather than markets. He means by 11 industry”, ”a 
group of firms whose techniques of production are sufficiently alike for 
it to make sense to conceive of one as being able to do the business of 
another” and points out that this definition is "very close to that used
by the authors of the standard Industrial Classification in the United 
28Kingdom*” Whilst the weight he has put upon technique rather than 
product innovation and upon meeting rather than creating demand may be 
appropriate at this level of aggregation, the problems of different 
markets within an industry do cause him some difficulty*
27) op cit p 113 "... makes it possible to virtually ignore the fact
that an expanding firm needs to pursue an active selling policy 
in order to win new customers.”
28) op cit p 33
He has a chapter (No VIII) in which he considers the effect of entry
and exit upon his model, of competition. The entry that he considers
important is that resulting from an existing firm deciding to diversify
29into another industry. The statement that he makes about this action 
by a firm also reveals very clearly that his firms are solely motivated 
by growth: "The potential migrant becomes an actual crosser of industrial
frontiers when it believes that its combined rate of growth in two (or
more) industries will be greater than that which it would achieve in only
,,30one."
So diversification is motivated by growth as are all other firm actions
and it means crossing to a new industry. Before looking at the impact of
this complication upon the two mechanisms of the competitive process, the
point must be made that Downie's reliance upon the industry rather than
the market means that it is only the rare "crosses of industrial frontiers"
that are explicitly treated as multiproduct. He does discuss the firms'
31choice of "production objectives" in a way that would permit the con­
sideration of the multiproduct but one industry firm, but does not develop 
the point. It is important because he points out that once firms have 
diversified, industries will contain firms that are insensitive to the 
transfer mechanism as their losses may be financed by the parent from 
activities outside the industry. Once firms are thus shielded from the 
transfer mechanism, the pressures that bring about innovation will also be 
severely diminished.
29) He calls these "dependent firms." and argues that "independent firms" 
(i.e. new firms) cannot be significant influences because of the 
constraint upon new capital.
30) op cit p 103
31) op cit p 86
Diversification by the firm will thus reduce the strength of Downie*s
two forces and therefore "the tendency to ossification in the structure
xo
of concentrated industries will be all the stronger. On the other
hand, he argues that the working of the two forces will be accelerated
in, what he terms, the "colonised industry"* The transfer mechanism
will be reinforced by the new entrants and this will, in its turn, enhance
the operation of the innovation mechanism* Thus there are very different
consequences of diversification according to whether the industry is
colonising or colonised. This distinction is very difficult to maintain
once the parts of the firm lose their clear parent-subsidiary relationship
and become competing users of the resources available to the firm, At
this stage we are faced with the multi product firm again and it has already
xx
been pointed out that Downie does not deal with this case. As long as 
moving into a. new industry is rare and as long as the industry can be 
treated as homogeneous, this is not a serious omission.
Having pointed out these two main contrasts between Downie*s and my 
approach, the connections should also be discussed. To deal first with 
the innovation mechanism: in so far as it is restricted to techniques,
its main place in the present study is amongst those factors that counter 
the decay of profitability and maintain the dispersion of profitability.
On occasion an innovation of technique may permit one or a minority of 
firms to compete more effectively in n. particular market and therefore 
bring about the decay of profitability for the majority of firms in the 
market. Tt might also be argued that if it is falling profitability 
rather than falling market share that inspires innovatory efforts, the 
innovation mechanism may Underlie some of the decay of profitability from
32) op cit p 109
33) See preceding page
low rates of return. Probably rather more rare but perhaps important 
nonetheless is the role of innovation in overcoming barriers to entry, 
particular scale barriers and absolute cost advantage barriers. Therefore 
the innovation mechanism, whilst playing mainly a disequilibrating role 
can, on occasion, contribute to the tendency towards equilibrium.
The transfer mechanism is a differential growth of capacity. It is the 
most efficient and therefore, in general, the most profitable who increase 
their capacity most rapidly. Within a model recognising industry hetero­
geneity, a proportion of firm profitability is explained by the profit­
ability of the markets in which it operates. Therefore Downie's transfer 
mechanism in this context is equivalent to the allocation of resources 
towards the most profitable markets. It therefore induces the decay of 
profitability. It is Downie*s emphasis on the effects of this process 
on industry structure rather than on the elimination of fundamental 
disequilibrium that leads to the different interpretations of the effect 
of this mechanism.
The pervading, although often implicit, assumption that growing demand 
is the usual situation means tha,t Downie does not spend much time on 
the problems of excess capacity. He recognises the problem:
"... what is needed to kill a firm is a period of negative gross 
profits, or a good takeover bid from another. But what is needed 
if capacity is to be scrapped is that reasonable men should 
believe that under no future conditions which it is reasonable 
to envisage will it be possible to earn any positive gross profit 
by working the capacity. Such a view will usually be taken only 
if the capacity is either very decrepit or, technical innovation 
in the industry having been very rapid, very old fashioned. In 
other words, firms can be killed by prices, but capacity only by 
time.** 34
The situation of excess capacity will interrupt the working of the 
transfer mechanism and because of low profits and need for the security 
of liquidity in an industry suffering from over-capacity, the innovation
34) op oit p 120
mechanism will "tend to be suspended for the duration of the disequil-
55ibrium which will be longer in consequence." Thus Downie*s model of 
the competitive process suggests that readjustment of excess capacity will 
be a slow process. He points out that the "saving grace of growing demand"^ 
will usually deal with the problem and therefore believes persistent over­
capacity to be rare.
57A more pessimistic discussion of this problem is that of Joan Robinson*s.
The problem as she expresses it is that: "Supernormal profits are usually
wiped out by new investment more quickly than subnormal profits are raised
58by disinvestment." The conclusions are much the same as Downie*s. There
clearly are examples of the over-capacity continuing for extended periods
but the industries where this is most likely to occur are suggested by
the statement that: "We will confine the following argument to an industry
59producing a homogeneous commodity" and by the remark that "most plant is 
40highly specific" • In the situation postulated as common in this present 
study - that is, multiproduct firms operating in industries encompassing 
many markets with capital permitting some degree of change of use - only 
quite extreme degrees of over-capacity or industry-wide over-capacity are 
likely to be particularly prolonged. Clearly this does occur: Cotton and
Shipbuilding may be cited. These examples also have quite specialised and 
unadaptable capital. Therefore while the Downie and Robinson situation 
does occur, its frequency can be overstated due to the assumption of 
industry homogeneity and capital equipment specificity. The present study 
uses post-war data and therefore will deal with the full employment growing 
demand that, Downie says, makes over-capacity an abnormal situation.
35) op cit p 121
36) op cit p 122
37) Robinson J op cit
38) op cit p 247
39) op cit ? 247
40) op cit p 251
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Section 2>8 : Summary
In Section 2*5 the various factors that may influence the speed of 
resource allocation were summarized. Here we may therefore merely state 
that resources will tend to be transferred from markets offering low 
profitability to markets offering high profitability. The nature of 
the industry will affect the strength of thiB process but is very unlikely 
to reverse it. It is net resource transfers that matter and there will 
be some rate of return (referred to as the "decay origin”) at which 
net outward movement will change to net inward movement*
It is argued that this resource transfer will lead to a tendency for 
market rates of return to move toward the decay origin* We then conclude 
that firm rates of return will display a similar tendency and assume that 
the decay origin may be represented by the industry mean. We then suggest 
the basic form that the relationship between the rates of return at time 
t-1 and at time t should obey and point out that we will use standardised 
data*
Finally it is argued that in the most closely related study to this one 
there is an emphasis on the long run problem of changes in industry 
structure and that much of thn divergence be- ween conclusions follows from 
the present study*s recognition of the heterogeneity of industries and 
the ubiquity of the multipro^uct firm. In particular this leads to a 
differing view of the likely period involved in eliminating excess 
capacity*
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C H A P T E R  III 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE
In this chapter, the main statistical technique used in the study is 
developed. It is based on the ideas of Markov chains, so Section 3*1 
presents the fundamentals of the Markov stochastic model. Section 
3.2 goes on to develop the continuous analogue of the Markov transition 
matrix, continuous in the state rather than the time dimension.
Section 3*3 introduces the method of using this device. The develop­
ment of mathematical ideas here is intended to be heuristic rather than 
rigorous*
Section 5.1 : The Markov Process
The first order Markov process is a particular form of stochastic 
process in which the outcome of any trial depends only on the outcome 
of the preceding trial. So if there are a set of outcomes E^ ,
Eg, ..., E^ , and if E^ is sucoeeded by E^ at the next trial, we 
describe this transition by (Ey E^) and ascribe a probability p ^  to 
it. The outcome of the trial preceding that at which the outcome was 
Ej does not affect the value of P^* An example of such a process is 
given by Howard^- where he introduces the usual terminology of Markov 
processes;
"As time goes by, the frog jumps from one lily pad to another 
according to his whim of the moment. The state of the 
system is the number of the pad currently occupied by the 
frog; the state transition is of course his leap.1
Thus "state" is used rather than the usual "outcome" of probability
theory and instead of referring to trials and pairs of trials, state
transitions are used.
This study is concerned with the change in rates of return from one 
period to the next. It is therefore acceptable to use the first-order 
Markov process as a model. It is not to deny that, at least, a higher 
order process is necessary for a full description of the behaviour of 
profitability over time.
Consider a system to be in one of N discrete states at time t and in 
another state at time t+1. Then if we denote the initial state by i 
and the state after transition by j, the transition probability - the
l) Howard R A, "Itynamic Programming and Markov Processes",
MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass, I960, pj.
probability of that particular transition from i to j - may be 
written p^. The behaviour of such a process may be summarised by 
a matrix of transition probabilities:
T ■» { ••••* N (l)
Certain conditions can of course be imposed on these probabilities. 
Firstly the fundamental:
O s < P i r < 1 (2)
Secondly for any if p ^  is a conditional probability - the probability 
of the system being in state j next period given that it is in the 
state i this period. If not moving is treated as a transition 
(i.e. i * j is not ruled out) then clearly in the next period the 
system must be in one of the set of N states. So the sum of the con­
ditional probabilities must be unity:
N
m 1 for i ■ 1, ••••, N (3)
With these two conditions, T is a stochastic matrix.
At this stage a simple example may be useful. Let there be two 
states; above average profitability and below average profitability. 
There is a quite high chance that a firm will stay in the above average
state next period and similarly a firm presently in the below average
range will most probably stay there. Therefore the transition matrix 
will look something like:
I 0.8 0.2'
* - \0.3 o.7y
The rows - the conditional distributions - add to unity as required.
In such a model, the firm is allowed no history. That is to say, if 
a below average firm lifts into the above average state it is then no 
more or less likely to stay above average than a firm that has been 
above average for some time. This is clearly a very sweeping assumption. 
It is of the kind fundamental to first order Markov processes. Generally 
Markovian analysis does have this implication that all that is relevant 
of the past is given when the state is specified.
Instead of treating a single firm by such a transition matrix it is 
equally possible to take a frequency distribution and apply the trans­
ition probabilities to that to get the next period distribution. So, 
if there are Xq^ companies in state 1 and x^  in state 2 at time zero, 
then the next period distribution is given in our example by:
(x01 *02) T
which we may write:
(*11 *12 ^ " x^01 x02^  T
Converting this into vector notation gives:
*1 “ *0 T ^
where Xq is the vector of initial state distribution and x^ is the 
vector of the state distribution after transition. Note that the 
number of individuals in the state distribution is constant over trans­
itions, i.e. if the sum of the elements in the vector Xq is M, then so 
is the sum of the elements in x^ . Therefore we can divide both sides 
of equation (4) by M and reduce the two x vectors to probability
50
vectors, i*e*:
where u is the sum vector*
The most interesting characteristic of the Markov process is its 
propensity to attain a steady state where the state probability dis­
tribution vector does not change between transitions* Assume that 
the transition probabilities are constant over time, then if x,^ is 
the vector at time 2
*2 - * (5)
Substituting (4) in (5)
x2 - xQ I2
or generally
Now there is a common type of transition matrix for which after some 
number of transitions the state probability distribution becomes 
constant, i.e.t
xn+l - xn T W
or we may write this
x - x T (7)
It is not necessary that this should hold for any particular transition 
matrix* A Markov process in which this characteristic holds, that 
state probability distributions for a large number of transitions are 
independent of the starting distribution, is known as completely ergodic. 
I do not intend to go into the discussion of ergodic and non-ergodic 
states*2
2) Howard, op* cit., has a very elegant discussion of these aspects 
in his first chapter*
Si
Returning now to the example concerning firms of above and below average 
profitability, let that matrix be completely ergodic and the steady 
state distribution is then (0#6, 0*4)* That is, if the transition 
probabilities are unchanged, a stage will be reached when 6 0 are in 
state 1 and 4 ^  in state 2# Once this has been reached these proportions
3
will be constant over time# The main comment must be that it is a very 
strong assumption that the transition probabilities are unchanged.
Any economic study which presented a steady state distribution as a 
forecast would only be reasonable if the steady state distribution was 
quite similar to the prevailing observed distribution. This is not to deny 
the valiie of deriving a steady state distribution for a transition matrix 
based on economic data, but that value lies not, except in exceptional 
circumstances, in accuracy as a predictor but rather in convenience as 
a description of tendencies inherent in present conditions and policies. 
That p-ressures of one kind or another are very likely to ensure that the 
steady state is not attained does not cancel the evidence on the desir­
ability or undesirability of present tendencies, "For example, if the 
steady state distribution of income is more inequitable than the present 
one, it suggests that the process working to change the distribution of 
income is inconsistent with any desire to reduce inequities. This is 
valuable information, but the steady state distribution is nontheless not 
to be regarded as a forecast of the future income distribution.
The idea of a steady state distribution does not imply stability for 
the individuals involved in the process. This is well shown by recourse
3) This is a steady state solution for that particular transition 
ma/fcrix. It has not been proved here that this will be reached 
whatever the starting distribution, but this must be so for a 
completely ergodic process#
4.
to Marshall's example of the "trees in the forest" where the number 
of trees or each height may remain constant but:
one tree will last longer in full vigour and attain 
a greater size than another; but sooner or later old age 
tells on them all. Though the taller ones have better 
access to light and air than their rivals, they gradually 
lose their vitality, and one after another they give place 
to others, which, though of less material strength, have 
on their side the vigour of youth."
Marshall was talking about the growth of firms and it would be reading
too ouch into his writing to claim that he was describing a complete
steady state. But his metaphor applies to the situation of a stable
frequency distribution describing a population within which individuals
are all the time mobile. It is well described as a statistical
equilibrium.
The idea of the steady state distribution has been used in empirical
economics a number of times, for example, Vandome's investigation of
5
the distribution of income and Adelman's study of the distribution of 
firms by size within an industry.^
4) Marshall A, "Principles of Economics" 8th edition,
Macmillan, London, 1949 reprint, 3k IV Ch XIII para 1 p 263•
5) Vandome P, "Aspects of the Dynamics of Consumer Behaviour",
Bulletin of the Oxford Institute of Economics & Statistics,
Vol 20 1958 pp 65-105.
6) Adelman I, "A Stochastic Analysis of the Size Distribution of Firms"
Journal of the American Statistical Association, Dec 1958 PP 895-904
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Section 5.2 : Continuous Analogue of the Markov Chain
Much has been done to avoid the temporal discreteness of the Markov 
chain, but this is not a problem when accounting data is being used.
On the other hand, the discrete states are inconvenient in economic 
work as continuous variables are usually employed. Unfortunately, the 
work done on developing the Markov chain in this direction seems to 
lie in the more unapproachable realms of mathematical statistics.^
The alternative is to seek some other stochastic model, but the sim­
plicity of the transition matrix idea is valuable. Therefore in this 
section an attempt is made to develop a continuous analogue of the 
Markov chain, or to show how the Markov model relates to simple ideas 
of distributions and conditional probability.
For any particular state probability distribution x^ , let the pro­
bability of a particular state i be written F ^ q )* That is, the vector 
Xq is a probability vector and therefore each element is the probability 
of the corresponding state being occupied under that probability scheme. 
Similarly for the subsequent vector x^ the jth element may be written 
P(j^). A conditional probability is defined:
"Let H be an event with positive probability. For an arbitrary event
A we shall write
P(A|H) - V T B ?
The quantity so defined will be called the conditional probability of
8A on the hypothesis H (or for given H)'.’
7) Feller W, "An Introduction to Probability Theory and its 
Applications" Vol I 3rd edition, John Wiley & Co, New York 1967,
p 375 refers to A Kolmogorov for the theory of chains with infinitely
many states, his work being briefly reported in a German language 
paper and fully developed only in Russian.
8) Feller op. cit. p 115
We can construct such a conditional probability statement: state i is
occupied at time 0V what is the probability of j being occupied at time 
1 given this information?
p ^ 0*^ 1^  (8)
pu 0;
rearranging:
pQ.ji^.pcy - p(i0,j1) (9)
summing over all the states at time 0: 
n n
EpUJij.pU.) .Ep(i0,ji) do)
xo 0
The right hand side becomes the probability of j and all possible 
states at time 0. This latter is unity, therefore the equation may 
be written:
n
E  p(j1|i0).p(i0) - p(jx) (li)
V 1
This is equivalent to the jth equation of the set given by the matrix 
equation (4)*
Now let the system be described by a single variable so that the N 
states of the system can now be specified as intervals in the range of 
the variable* These intervals are not necessarily adjacent and the 
problem is still in a discrete form. Let this variable be Z and let 
the ith state be defined by Z^ ^ Z ^ Z^ +AZ. Let the period be 
denoted by a superscript so Z^ is the value of Z at time 0 and Z^ at 
time 1.
Equation (9) may now be rewritten in this notation:
55
P(Zj ^  Z1 Zj +Az|za 4 Z° ^ Z± +AZ)>P(Zi 4 Z° ^ Z± +AZ)
- P(Z^ J ^  z1 <  Zj +AZ, ZA 4  z° 4 Z± +AZ) (12)
It is now possible to introduce probability density functions into the 
relationship. We may write the conditional probability of being in 
the interval Z^ to Z^ +AZ, given the state at time 0 is the interval 
Zi to ZjL +AZ as g ^ Z ^ Z ,  the function being defined for a standard 
value of Z• Similarly, the state probability distribution may be 
described by a function f(z^)AZ. The time zero distribution may be 
written f^(Z^)AZ and the distribution at time Is f^Z^AZ, Each of 
these functions is dependent upon a standard value of AZ,
At this point it is perhaps helpful to explain the steps so far taken. 
The aim is to show the relationship between the conventional Markov 
model of discrete states and a variant allowing a continuous variable 
to fulfill the function of the states of the system. The initial stage 
was to convert from the specific notation of Markov chains to standard 
probability notation. For this step equation (4) is shown to be 
derivable from the definition of conditional probability, once the 
elements of the transition matrix are recognised as conditional pro­
babilities and the state vectors are converted to state probability 
distributions. As the exact meaning of the elements of the state 
probability distributions is perhaps not yet clear, they may be 
regarded as the probability of a particular state being occupied at a 
particular time by a particular individual. Thus in the example 
employed before, if there are a number of companies operating subject 
to the given transition matrix, then the probability of company A, 
about which one has no previous knowledge, being in state 1 at time 1 
is given by x^j.
5k
With the translation to probability notation, we may ohoose to define 
the states in any way we wish. The use of intervals in the range of 
a continuous variable is selected here as a useful step towards the 
aim of defining the states of the system as a continuum. The last 
notational change takes us further towards our end result where 
functions must replace vectors and matrices if continuity is to be 
achieved. In this newest notation it is important to emphasize that 
the functions are defined for a specific interval in the range of Z, 
Using new functions in equation (11) we get: 
n
£  «(Zj|zi)AZ. f°(Zi)AZ - fJ(Zj)AZ (13)
i-1
If at this stage the intervals of Z are assumed to be adjacent, then 
these variables may now be regarded as continuous and once IsZ tends 
to zero the problem is converted to a straightforward continuous one 
and (13) may be written in integral form. One difficulty needs dealing 
with first; the summation is only over the states occupied in the 
first period, that is, Z^ varies but Z^ does not. This leads to a 
rather confusing notation, therefore let the final state be denoted 
by W and the initial state by Z,
Then (13) becomes:
f Z - b  0 ,
g(wlz) fu(z) dZ dW = f (v)dw (14)
Z *» a
Where a and b are the limits of the range of the continuous state 
variable. Just as (13) is equivalent to the jth equation of the set 
summarised by (4) so is (14)* The function of g(w|z) is the analogue
9of the transition matrix. It is not therefore a bivariate joint 
distribution, but rather a set of conditional distributions of W for 
given values of Z• Therefore:
rw - b
g(W|Z)dW - 1
J W ■ a
g(W|z) will be referred to as the transition function in what follows.
In the later empirical work it will be the transition function that 
we are investigating, summarising, as it does, all probability changes 
within an industry. But predominantly attention will be direoted at 
one function that may be derived from it. This relates the mean of 
the conditional distribution for a given Z to the value of Z* Other 
functions considered are those that relate the variance, skewness and 
kurtosis of the conditional distribution to the value of the prior 
variable. The results of this work are described in Chapter V. For 
the present the need is to clarify the empirical method and the 
meaning of such functions.
9) The demonstration of this analogy is obviously non-rigorous, 
hopefully it does have a heuristic value. It is done in the 
spirit expressed by Feller op. cit. p 444 when, having 
stated that much of Markov process theory is beyond the scope 
of the book, he says: "However many problems connected with
such processes can be treated by quite elementary methods 
provided it is taken for granted that the processes actually 
exist. We shall now proceed in this manner."
Seotion 3*5 : The Transition Function in an Empirical Context
The transition function summarises all the year to year changes in 
rates of return (or any other variable to which it is applied)* To 
identify its functional form and estimate the parameters involved 
would clearly be the ideal* But this is a difficult job that is 
made more so by some of the characteristics of the transition process 
that will be described in Chapter 5* It is therefore likely that any 
function fitted directly would involve considerable compromise. For 
these reasons the problem is attacked by considering the relationships 
between various summary statistics of the conditional distributions 
and the value of the prior variable. For example, the relationship 
between E(w|z) and Z - i.e. the relationship between the mean of the 
conditional distribution for a given Z and the value of Z ( the prior 
variable). Clearly such an approach could still lead to an estimation 
of the transition function.
An example of how this might be done can easily be set out* Let the 
mean of the conditional distribution be given by the function ^ (z) 
for any Z and let the standard deviation be given by the function 
cr(z). Then, presuming that the distributions are symmetric and 
mesokurtic, the normal distribution may be taken to be a satisfactory 
approximation for the transition function. The normal distribution 
may be written in the form:
2
f(x) -
Substituting for jx and <5 we may write:
2
Were the distribution function to involve extra parameters corresponding 
to higher moments of the distribution, then a similar approach could be 
adopted. In other words, the procedure consists in observing how 
various measures of the conditional distributions (the row distributions 
of the transition matrix) vary as one moves over the range of the prior 
variable. This information can then be inserted into a univariate 
distribution function which fits the conditional distributions.
In fact this step becomes less important when it is realised that it
is these very functions relating characteristics of the conditional
distributions that are of prime interest. Actually estimating the
transition function is unnecessary. The first function is that relating
E(w|z) to Z; this is the regression line of W on Z, if we quote Hoel:^
MA theoretical regression curve is basically the graph of 
the mean of the conditional distribution f(y)x) .... (or) 
the locus of such mean points, that is, the graph of 
jul , as a function of x  "y I*
Thus we see that it is only study of the higher moments of the 
conditional distributions that give more information than would 
straightforward regression analysis. On the other hand, information 
on the whole transition function makes it less likely that an inapprop­
riate form of function will be fitted to the means
Turning now to the variance relation, its interpretation in regression 
analysis terms is again illuminating. If the mean relationship is 
the regression line of W on Z, the variance relationship describes the
10) Hoel P G, "Introduction to Mathematical Statistics" 3rd edition,
J Wiley & Sons Inc New York 1962, p 194
11) Another advantage is that the demands on computer size can be 
much less than for a straightforward regression. This is 
relevant when, as in this study, there would be up to 3500 
observations for a single regression. This point, with respect to 
grouping data, is made by Prais S J and Aitchison J: "The Grouping 
of Observations in Regression Analysis". Review of the Inter­
national Statistical Institute Vol 22, p 1.
errors of the regression, and bo if the variance is related to Z 
the simple regression of W on f(z) would suffer from heterosceelas­
ticity. This, in
W « f(Z) + €
6 is not distributed with constant variance and its variance is not 
independent of Z* What of the regression line relating the means of 
the conditional distributions to a function of Z? If there is hetero- 
scedasticity in the straightforwardly estimated equation, then this 
equation will also have heteroscedastic errors. The errors in this 
equation are the result of sampling errors in the means of the con­
ditional distributions and this will have a variance given by
{o- (z)] 2/{n (z ) - l\ where cr(z) Is the standard derivation of the 
conditional distribution given Z, and N(z) is the number of obser­
vations in that distribution. So if there are heteroscedastic errors 
in the straightforward regression of V on f(z) there will also be the 
same problem in the regression using the conditional distributions.
That is, unless N(Z) varies with Z so as to compensate for the variation 
in C(z). One final point is that the total sum of squares in the 
regression of the conditional distribution means will be much lower 
than in the straightforward regression and this will lead to a much 
higher R2.
Finally, the skewness and kurtosis of the conditional distributions 
are primarily of interest as an indication of how far these distri­
butions deviate from the normal. Major divergence from normality would 
Indicate that the usual tests of significance on the estimates produced 
by a straightforward regression would be inexact. This applies more 
to skewness than kurtosis, as t and F tests are robust as long as the
distributions are unimodal and approximately symmetrical. On the 
other hand, the regression using the means of the conditional distri­
bution will avoid this problem to a considerable extent as the skewness
of the sampling distribution of the mean is much less than the skewness
12of the original distribution. A similar result applies to the
kurtosis, the sampling distribution being more mesokurtic than the
13original distribution* In other words, the regression using the 
means of the conditional distributions will be closer to possessing the 
desirable properties of having normally distributed errors than a 
straightforward regression.
12) See Croxton Cowden & Klein, "Applied General Statistics" 3rd 
edition, Pitman, London 1968, p 538-9
15) Croxton Cowden & Klein op*cit., p 540-541
Section 3.4 : Summary
The Markov chain is a stochastic model that describes transitions 
from one state to another. In the usual first order model, the 
only factor influencing the probability of a transition to a particular 
state is the present state occupied. This simple model can be deve­
loped to permit the substitution of a continuous variable for the set 
of discrete states. Such a substitution leads to a transition function 
rather than a transition matrix.
The form of the transition function can be investigated by considering 
the relationships between the value of the prior variable and the 
characteristics of the conditional distributions produced by setting 
a value to the prior variable. In particular the relationship 
involving the mean of the conditional distribution is equivalent to 
the regression of the final variable on the prior variable. The 
functions involving higher moments provide information on the errors 
of that regression.
C H A P T E R  IV 
THE DATA
This chapter is concerned with the data used - their origin, nature 
and problems. In Section 4*1 the history of the company accounts data 
is briefly given and their overall scope described* Section 4*2 deals 
with the rate of return employed in this study, the reasons for 
selecting it and the way it is calculated from the company accounts 
data* Section 4*5 brings us to two problems of time; firstly the 
choice of period to be used in the analysis and secondly whether to 
correct for differences in accounting date, and if so, how* Section 
4*4 describes the sample of companies for which the company accounts 
data is available and the classification of those companies first into 
industrial orders and then into more narrowly defined industry sub­
groups. Finally, in Section 4«5» the annual distributions of the rate 
of return by industry sire examined*
Section 4.1 : The Data
The National Institute of Economic and Social Research started to 
collect and standardize the accounts of UK quoted companies after 
the passing of the 1946 Companies Act had set new standards for the 
information to be provided in published accounts* They continued this 
work for five years for all quoted UK companies other than those
1 2engaged mainly in financial activities, shipping and agriculture* ’
After the National Institute had ceased this work, the Board of Trade 
continued it* In 1961 the sample was considerably reduced, therefore 
the data 1948-1960 are conveniently used where long runs of observations
for a large number of companies are required*
The Department of Applied Economics at Cambridge converted the data 
for this period on to magnetic tapes. The results of their use of the 
data are reported in "Growth, Profitability and Valuation" by A Singh 
and G Whittington, CUP 1968, "The Prediction of Profitability" by 
G Whittington, CUP 1971, and "Takeovers" by A Singh, CUP 1971. The 
first of these three books contains a useful account of the data in
Appendix A* The Cambridge magnetic tapes were further organised at
Stirling for convenience of use, but the company records are just as 
used at Cambridge*
Briefly there is for each company in the sample a record for each year
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that the company existed* This record consists firstly of indicative
1) NIESR, "Company Income and Finance 1949-1953" op.cit, summarises 
and describes the data*
2) Tew B & Henderson R F (eds), "Studies in Company Finance",
CUP 1959, does further analysis on these data*
3) A few were brought into and removed from the sample during the 
period, but generally companies appear when they gain a quotation 
and disappear upon death or merger*
data specifying, amongst other things, the accounting date, the 
industry and the industry sub-group to which the company belongs* 
The second and major part of the record is a set of standardized 
accounts for the company for that year. This comprises a Balance 
Sheet, Appropriation of Income Statement and a Sources and Uses of 
Funds Statement • The components of these accounts are listed in 
Table 4*1*
Table 4*1 : List of Standardized Variables in the Basic Accounting 
Data
Variable No. Title
Capital and Reserves
1 Issued Capital - Ordinary
2 do - Preference
5 Capital and Revenue Reserves
4 Provisions
5 Future Tax Reserves 
Memorandum
6 Contracts for capital outstanding 
Liabilities
7 Interest of minority shareholders in subsidiaries
6 Long term liabilities
9 "Rank overdrafts and loans
10 Trade and other creditors
11 Dividends and interest liabilities
12 Current taxation liabilities
Memorandum
13 Total depreciation
Variable No*
Asset8
Title
14 Fixed Assets: tangible, net of depreciation
15 do : intangible
16 do : trade investments
17 Stocks and work in progress
18 Trade and other debtors
19 Marketable securities
20 Tax reserve certificates
21 Cash 
Sill— ftTY
22 Total net assets 
Sources of Funds
25 Issue of Shares : Ordinary-
24 do : Preference
25 Increase in liability to minority interests
26 Issue of long term loans
27 Bank credit received
28 Trade and other credit received
29 Increase in dividend and interest liabilities
30 do current tax liabilities
31 do future tax reserves
32 Balance of profit : depreciation provision
33 do : provision for amortization
34 do : other provisions
33 do : retained in reserves
36 Other receipts
Variable No# Title
Uaea of Funds
37 Expenditure, less receipts, on fixed assets - tangible
38 do - intangible
39 do - trade
investments and investments in subsidiary companies
40 Increase in value of stocks and work in progress
41 increase in credit given - trade and other debtors
42 Expenditure ex provisions
43 Sundry expenditure 
Adjustments
44 Consolidation adjustment
43 Conversion do
46 Residual do
Balance
47 Change in securities
48 do tax reserve certificates
49 do cash
Appropriation of Income
50 Operating profit (before depreciation)
51 Dividends and interest received (gross of income tax)
52 Other income
33 Interest paid on long term liabilities - gross
54 Tax on current profit
55 Dividend, net of income tax, ordinary
56 do other
57 To minority interests in subsidiaries (net of taxation)
58 Prior year adjustments - tax
59 do - general
Variable No Title
Summary
60 Total capital and reserves (items 1 to 5)
61 Total liabilities (items 7 to 12)
62 Total fixed assets, net of depreciation (items 14 to 16)
63 Total current assets (items 17 to 21)
64 Total sources (items 23 to 36)
65 Total uses (items 37 to 43)
66 Total profit (items 50 to 52)
67 Total balance of profit (items 32 to 33)
Taken from Singh & Whittington op* cit., Appendix C*
Section 4*2 : The Bate of Return
The present analysis is concerned with the rate of return on net 
assets. The numerator is calculated gross of tax and net of depre­
ciation. It is thus insulated from the immediate effects of changes 
in tax rates or the tax system. But in so far as accounting figures 
permit, capital consumption is deducted. Profits are also calculated 
before deduction of interest on long term debt, so that the effects 
of variations in capital structure are removed.^ Included in this 
profit figure is investment and other income. This is on the assump­
tion that such income is usually derived primarily from activities 
within the same industry as that of the firm. In general it is small 
relative to operating profit so the choice of inclusion is unlikely 
to have any significant effect. In terms of the accounting quantities 
listed in Table 4*1* the profit figure used is the sum of operating 
profit (before depreciation) (variable number 50), dividends and 
interest received (gross of income tax) (51), other income (52) and 
prior year adjustments (general) (59)» minus the three components of 
balance of profit - depreciation provision (32), amortization provision 
(33) and other provisions (34)«
Such a quantity departs considerably from the economic concept of 
profit - including as it does income to be paid as interest explicitly. 
It is, of course, unavoidable that any reported profit figure bears 
rather a distant relation to economic profit: in many cases some com­
ponent that is strictly management wages will be included and some 
part of the income accruing to the equity holders is strictly interest.
4) Some interest is deducted before the operating profit figure is 
presented - bank interest for example. The removal of capital 
structure effects is therefore not complete.
One haB to trust that the relation with the pure economic concept 
is sufficiently close for the analysis to be interpreted in terms 
of economic theory*
The denominator of the rate of return is net assets* This is 
calculated as the sum of issued capital (ordinary and preference) 
(variable numbers 1 and 2), capital and revenue reserves (3)» future 
tax reserves (.5)* interest of minority shareholders in subsidiaries
(7) and long term liabilities (8). This encompasses what is usually
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known as Capital and Reserves* From the balance sheet identity it can 
be deduced that it is equal to the sum of fixed and current assets 
minus current liabilities, which may be regarded as fixed capital plus 
working capital* The fixed capital component being net of depreciation* 
Note also that, just as the profit figure includes investment income, 
so the net assets figure includes trade investments (variable number 16). 
The choice of net assets rather than equity assets, or any other denom­
inator, is based on the arguments of Chapter II in terms of resource 
allocation* Net assets being the sum of the two types of capital 
employed (fixed and working). On the other hand, what evidence there 
is suggests that the rate of return on equity assets behaves very 
similarly to the rate of return on net assets.^
This study is concerned with changes in rates of return - comparing 
values for two years for the same company - and the consequences of 
the weaknesses in the data are therefore not too serious. For example,
5) In Table 4*1 provisions are included and minority interests and 
long term debts are excluded. This is to accord with the NIESR 
and Board of Trade treatment*
6) Singh & Whittington op.cit. Ch 6.5.
P E Hart (ed), "Studies in Profit, Business Saving and Investment", 
Vol 1, Allen & Unwin 1965t Ch 8 "Alternative Measures of the 
Size of Firms" p 149s "••• in practice it does not seem to matter 
very much which measures (of size) are used, since they are mostly 
highly correlated with each other."
any persistent undervaluation of assets will tend to be reduced
in importance through these year to year comparisons. Secondly, all
the analysis is within industries or more narrowly defined groups
of firms and relative to the average of the industry or group. Common
accounting practices are thereby allowed for. But finally there is no
7
choice. Measures derived from the accounts have to be used and as 
such quantities sire the information or part of the information used 
within industries to guide resource allocation, they are not inapprop­
riate measures to employ here.
7) Hart P E (ed), "Studies in Profit, Business Saving and Investment" 
Vol II, Allen & Unwin 1968, p 269: "Rates of return calculated
from balance sheets of samples of companies may be used for this 
purpose because it was found •••• that accounting data are a 
reliable guide to trends in rates of return, in spite of the well 
known objections to balance sheet figures."
'M
Section 4.3 : The Accounting Period and Accounting Date
There is nothing in economic theory to suggest the correct interval 
at which rates of return should be calculated. On the other hand, the 
data constrain us to using a period of one year or a number of years. 
Fractions of years are ruled out by the convention of the annual 
account•
There are two main arguments for using a period of more than one year.
The first is that any concern with resource allocation is concerned with 
the long run. But to this it may be said that in the case of many 
capital goods the long run is less than a year. Additionally, the 
reallocation of working capital and labour can usually be achieved (or 
partically achieved) in less than a year. Complete adjustment of the 
allocation of productive resources may be a lengthy process but partial 
adjustment - and some profitability effects - will generally be possible 
within the basic accounting period.
The second argument is that year to year changes in rates of return 
will include many random factors that would average out over a longer 
period. This is undeniable but the assumption must be that these weaken 
the postulated relation between rates of return in adjacent periods 
rather than biasing that relation. The method of statistical analysis 
described in Chapter III, in effect, averages over large numbers of 
observations and so reduces the impact of these random factors.
Therefore it may be said that this second argument is one of statistical 
desirability and the results to be reported later will deal with it.
It seems fair to conclude that the case against using the single year 
as a basis is not strong. On the other hand, the empirical argument 
for not wasting observations seems very strong. Therefore the single
year is hereafter used. The likely effect is to provide us with a.
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rather low figure for the rate of decay of profitab.il.ity, It will be 
low because if resource allocation is slow, only a small amount will be 
completed within the year and therefore only a small movement of ra.tes 
of return brought about. But with ea.ch industry covering a number 
of markets and firms some reallocation will occur within any year and 
so therefore there will be some decay of profitability.
The other time period problem is tha.t of accounting date. Firms’ 
accounting years end at different times in the year, although this does 
not matter in so far as we are looking at year to year changes in ra.tes 
of return. But it causes problems because we are using rates of return 
relative to the industry experience - the industry mean. The industry 
mean for the year ending March 31st is different to that for the year 
ending "December 31st• Before proposing a. solution to this problem it 
is necessary to clarify the function of the industry average rate of 
return in this work* Primarily it is that rate of return to which the 
decay of profitability .is assumed to occur - the decay origin. This 
implies that markets with rates of return below that level a,re likely 
to experience a net withdrawal of assets, whereas markets with rates 
of return above that level are likely to experience a net addition of 
assets. Such a phenomenon will not follow the precise industry average 
but rather some idea of mean experience. This is likely to have a 
lagged response to actual changes in the average. For this reason the 
slight variations from one quarter to another are likely to be unim­
portant, therefore on. this basis adjusting for accounting date would not 
be necessary,
8) Whittington op cit estimates a, function like the linear regression 
used la I or, but on figures tha fc are five vea.r averages. vre may 
therefore exuect that he finds a. higher rate of do cay of prof it. ~ 
ability. See Chapter TX Section 3*
But the rate of return average does serve another purpose) it 
removes the variations in rates of return that are experienced by 
all firms in the industry* Effects of macroeconomic circumstances
are thus dealt with. The process of inter-industry equilibration is also
9
removed. Clearly netting out these effects would be done more com­
pletely if allowance were made for variations in accounting date.
There is therefore a choice to be made and it has been decided that 
allowance should be made for accounting date. It is very difficult to 
see that this will lead to any consistent bias in the estimated rate 
of decay of profitability and it does have the empirical advantages 
outlined earlier in this paragraph.
Having taken this decision, the next stage is to describe how the 
allowance is made. Firstly the data ascribes each company to a quarter 
according to its accounting date. Each company whose financial year 
ends in a particular quarter is treated as having the same financial 
year. Given that the two most common accounting dates are at the end 
of quarters December 51st and March 31st f this assumption does not 
involve any serious approximation. Secondly the average rate of return 
is calculated for each industry for each year for each accounting date. 
This average is the average rate of return of companies in the sample, 
i.e. most quoted companies. Theoretically it should include all and 
not just quoted companies but the lack of data makes this impossible 
and as in most industries the quoted companies account for a very 
large portion of total assets or total turnover, the divergence is 
probably not serious. In a few industries the number of companies 
with a particular accounting date is small and the mean is therefore
9) Stigler G J, "Capital & Rates of Return in Manufacturing
Industry", NBMR 1963> Ch 3 deals with inter-industry equili­
bration and its effects on rates of return. See Chapter IX
■>ction ? of this study.
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liable to considerable error* The ameliorating factor is that 
where there are few companies involved their impact on the full body 
of data for that industry will also be small* Industry 8 is an 
exoeption to this but, throughout, the small number of companies for 
this industry makes its figures suspect*
Just as means by accounting date have been used, so the standard­
ization has employed standard deviations by accounting date by year 
by industry. The caveat in the case of small numbers applies a 
fortiori to this*
Finally it must be mentioned that in calculating both means and standard 
deviations very extreme observations have been thrown out* In practice 
any rate of return with an absolute value greater than 150$ has been 
rejected - there were twenty such observations* These are indicated 
in Table 4*2 which also gives the numbers of companies with each 
accounting date by industry*
In summary, the data are standardized, the means and standard deviations 
are calculated separately and applied separately according to both year 
and accounting quarter*
lb
Table 4 * Account infr Date an^ No, of Homr>anieff
No. of Companies
Code Industry ~ AP^A 6 July 6 Oct 6 Jan
-- - 5 July - 5 Oct - 5 Jan - 5 April
1 Bricks, pottery, glass & 14
cement
4 Shipbuilding & non-electrical 42 (
engineering
5 Electrical engineering 13
6 Vehicles 11
7 Metal goods n.e.s. 16
8 Cotton & man-made fibres 4
9 Woollen & worsted 7
11 Clothing & footwear 13
12 Food 20
13 Drink 19
13 Paper, printing & pub- 31
lishing
16 Leather, leather goods & fur, 21
timber, furniture, 
other manufacturing
17 Construction 3
18 Wholesaling 47(2) 20 120(2) 82
19 Retailing 14 31 37 106
20 Entertainment & sport 13 15 39 17
21 Transport & communication 32 35 70 36
Miscellaneous services
16 58 33
59 136 84
17(1) 48 46
36 31 15
37 85(1) 51
5 9 21
8 31 26(2)
15 51(3) 17
22 55 35
83 33 41
13 55 44
33(1) 84(3) 50(3)
6 33 13
Numbers are for 1954* Those in brackets indicate number of company 
years omitted from that industry and accounting date, not just for 
1954 but for all years 1948-1960.
Section 4*4 * The Nature of tbe Sama 1 e
The analysis .is mainly lone by industry although some smaller sub­
divisions - referred to as "industry subgroups" - are employed later.
The industries and the number of companies in each is shown in Table 
4«3* Also given in this table are the number of pairs of years 
observations, that is, the number of transitions. The industry classi­
fication is based on the 1948 Standard Industrial Classification. It 
has, of course, to be a little arbitrary as classifying financial units 
must involve more anomalies than classifying establishments. Nonetheless 
an exercise carried out by the Board of Trade revealed that S T / of 
employees worked in establishments belonging to the industry to which 
their employing firm was classified.^ Therefore the broad industry 
classification is probably satisfactory.
When we turn to the industry subgroups the extent to which activities 
not relating to that group become included must increase considerably. 
Only those subgroups that have over 20 members have been used and these 
are shown, together with their meaning in terms of 194® S.I.O. minimum 
list headings, in Table 4*4* Forty subgroups have been used out of a 
possible 71* Again the classification was done during the collection 
of the data by the NIESR and the Board of Trade,
One way in which the sample does differ from that used by Singh and 
Whittington is that it has not been restricted to continuing companies. 
Every transition from one rate of return to the next year!s h^s been 
used.'*''*’ This means that nearly double the number of companies can be
10) See NTESR op, cit. Appendix A for the report of this work.
11) There is one general exception: the profit figure uses values from
the Sources end Uses statement, <'s this is nr od need by comnar.in^‘
two Balance Sheet’s , it is never e vai ]able for the first year in
which a. c o m a n y  apne»rs in the data. Therefore the first rate of 
return that is usnb’ls refers to the comnnny1 s second year.
used; of course, as the companies brought in in this way provide 
fewer years observations than continuing companies, the number of 
transitions is by no mekns doubled. The number of continuing 
companies, companies bora and companies dying in the data is shown 
in Table 4*5*
Table 4*3 : Number of Companies and Transitions for Each Industry
Cede Industry No. of Companies
No. of 
Transitions*
1 Bricks, pottery, glass & cement 146 1227
4 Shipbuilding & non-electrical 
engineering
370 3199
5 Electrical engineering 146 1261
6 Vehicles 107 916
7 Metal goods not elsewhere specified 217 1906
8 Cotton St man-made fibres+ 44 376
9 Woollen St worsted* 73 729
11 Clothing St footwear 118 994
12 Pood 152 1299
13 Brink 206 1753
15 Paper, printing St publishing 167 1470
16 Leather, leather goods, fur 
Timber, furniture,
Other manufacturing
212 1863
17 Construction 75 586
18 Wholesaling 294 2620
19 Retailing 236 1841
20 Entertainment St sport 95 872
21 Transport & communication 
Miscellaneous services
333 2260
* After omitting all rates of return more than three standard 
deviations from the mean - Section 5*1*
* This is only a part of the industry - see Table 4.5.
The industry codes and descriptions are taken from Whittington op* cit. 
p 6 Table 1*1* Certain industries - Chemicals St Allied Industries (2), 
Metal Manufacture (3)» Hosiery, Carpets & Other Textiles (10) - have 
been omitted as their data. wa,R not. available, The Tobacco industry (14) 
has been omitted as bei.ne* too small.
Table 4.4 : Subgroup Definitions and the Number of Companies and 
Transitions for Each
Code Industry Subgroup
I
SIC Minimum List 
Headings
No. of 
Companies
No. of 
Transitions
1.2 Building materials 461, 469, 102, 103,
109(5) & (3)
98 804
1.3 Pottery 462 27 220
4.1 Shipbuilding 370 38 351
4.2 Machine tools 332, 333 33 314
4.4 Constructional engineering 341(2) 23 206
4.5 Other engineering 331, 334, 336-9, 
341(1), 342, 349
258 2219
5.3 Wireless eto. 363, 364 28 268
5.4 Other electrical manufactures 365» 369 77 615
6*4 Vehicle components 381, 382 38 340
7.1 Other metal goods 364(2), 391-6, 399 
499(1)
, 176 1514
7.2 Instruments etc. 351, 352 43 418
8.1 Cotton spinning 412 31 255
9.1 Wool 414 66 658
11.1 Clothing 441-446, 449 86 725
11.2 Footwear 450, 888 32 278
t\
Table 4.4- (continued)
Cod. Industry Sub«rouu SIC Minimum List N o ^
—   -— -nr. .r Headings Companies Transitions
12.2 Baking etc. 212, 213 34 306
12.4 Sweets 217 33 257
12.6 Other food 215, 218, 219, 229 45 364
13.1 Brewing 231, 810(1) 184 1572
15.1 Paper 481 - 483 79 674
15.2 Newspapers 486 33 322
15.3 Printing eto. 489 55 483
16.1 Rubber 491 33 316
16.2 Timber 471, 474-5, 479 43 365
16.3 Furniture 472, 473 43 373
16*4 Leather 492, 431, 432 32 307
16.5 Other manufactures 433, 493-496, 499(2) 61 502
17.1 Building 500 68 531
18.1 Food wholesale 810(1) & (2) 57 526
18.2 Building merchants etc. 831 57 506
18.3 Other wholesale 831, 832, 810(3) - (8) 150 1432
19.1 Food retail 820(1) & (2) 45 388
19.2 Stores 820(6) & (7) 45 326
19.3 Other retail 820(3) & (5), 831, 887 145 1117
20*2 Dog racing 
20.$ Entertainment
882-3
881(2)
26
52
265
461
Table 4*4 (continued)
Code Industry Subgroup
21.2 Catering etc., hotels etc.
21.3 Laundries etc*
21.4 Storage
21*3 Transport & communication 
21.6 Other services
SIC Minimum List No* of No* of 
Headings Companies Transitions
884 74 677
885-6 28 244
709(2) 28 245
702 , 703, 705-7 , 30 270
709(1) & (3)
889, 899 42 342
Source of definitions: Hoard of Trade working paper*
Table 4*5 « Numbers of Births. Deaths and Continuimg Companies 
by Industry
Code Industry Total no. Mo, of Mo. of No. of Double
   of cos» continuing deaths births counting
cos*
1 Bricks, pottery etc. 145 81 26 42 4
4 Non-eleotrical engineering 369 214 70 102 17
5 Electrical engineering 147+ 84 33 35 6
6 Vehicles 107 57 30 23 3
7 Metal goods n.e.s. 217 128 36 60 9
8 Cotton & man-made fibres
*
44 18 16 15 5
9 Woollen & worsted
*
73 50 17 10 4
11 Clothing & footwear 118 70 26 26 4
12 Food 152 75 51 35 9
13 Brink 208+ 103 83 28 8
15 Paper, printing, pub­
lishing
169+ 105 35 33 5
16 Other manufacturing 208 124 44 42 2
17 Construction 75 40 8 29 2
18 Wholesaling 294 170 65 67 8
19 Retailing 237+ 112 79 56 11
20 Entertainment etc. 95 65 19 11 0
21 Misc. services 333+ 125 182 28 7
TOTAL 3015 1624 832 651 102
**
This allows for companies that were bom after the start of the 
period and died before the end.
These rows do not add correctly, due to the presence in the data 
of a few companies for which some observations in the middle of 
the period are not available*
These are smaller than the corresponding figures in Whittington op. oit. 
Table 1*2 because some companies were temporarily inaccessible on 
the Stirling magnetic tapes.
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Section k . 5  ' Annual Distributions of Rates of Return
Before looking at the transition functions of rates of return from
one year to the next, it is useful to look at the distributions of
rates of return in any given year. Clearly the form of these
distributions will have a profound influence upon the transition function,
and in particular on the distribution of r (rate of return at time t)
0
for a given range of
For each industry, for each year, the mean, variance, skewness and 
kurtosis have been calculated. Note that this has been done before 
the standardization of the data mentioned in Section 2.6. The results 
for the Shipbuilding & Mechanical Engineering Industry (No. *0 are shown 
in Table U.6 and for all industries in Appendix 1.
The measure of skewness used is that based on the third moment of the 
12distribution. This measure is computationally the most convenient
13and there is a significance test available. The precise form of the 
2 3
measure ($^) is y^ / y^ where y^ and y^ are second and third central 
moments of the distribution. The second moment providing a scale 
factor so that the measure is of relative skewness. A symmetrical 
distribution will have 3-^ equal to zero and in particular this will 
be so for the normal distribution. The significance test is based on 
the null hypothesis that the distribution is normal. This measure,
involving as it does the square of the third moment, does not indicate .
the direction of skewness. This is recorded in Table U.6, from the 
sign of the third central moment.
12) This leads to considerable sensitivity to outlying observations.
13) Pearson E.S., "A Further Development of Test of Normality", 
Biometrika Vol XXII pp 239 ff. ' Tables reproduced in Croxton,
Cowden & Klein op. cit. Appendix 0.
*5
Table A. 6 : Annual Distributions for the Shipbuilding and Mechanical 
Engineering Industry (No, 4-)
Year Mean Variance foff1 Skewness Kurtosis -~■■■.. ■■■'■ Skewness ..  ■ 1 ■  v — 1 Firms
1949 0.2090 0.01556 - 0.01760 5.694* 274
1950 0.2189 0.01748 + 0.005377 6.945* 283
1951 0.2394 0.01830 + 0.6859* 7.875* 292
1952 0.2200 0.01385 + O.2098* 4.288* 304
1955 0*2008 0.01532 + 0.1334* 7.705* 312
1954 0.2039 0.01211 - 0.1612* 5.816* 315
1955 0.2006 0.01015 + 0.02550 3.064 324
1956 0.1900 0.01121 + 0.02979 4.550* 332
1957 O.I845 0.01047 - 0.003957 5.935* 328
1958 0.1637 0.01158 0.01189 4.828* 330
1959 0.1605 0.01152 + 0.008471 4.996* 313
I960 0.1527 0.01356 + . 0.1239* 6.833* 298
* indicates - for skewnessj significantly different from zero at the
10% level
- for kurtosis; significantly different from 3 at the
5% level
The varying number of decimal places is a result of the need to use 
a computer output format of four significant figures*
All rates of return greater than 100% or less than -100% have been 
excluded from the calculation*
The measure of kurtosis used is that known as the ratio
*s» ^he fourth central moment divided by the second 
central moment squared. The denominator providing (as in J3> a scale 
factor to ensure a relative measure. jB> ^  takes the value 3 for the 
normal distribution. A leptokurtic (peaked) distribution has a value 
greater than 3» whilst a platykurtic (flat) one has a value below 3*
A test for whether the distribution is significantly non-mesokurtic is 
available.^
Referring now to Table 4*6, the means for this industry show the common 
pattern for the 1950s: a decline in the rate of return. As this is the
pattern reported by such studies as that of Samuels &  Smyth*^ and as 
the results will be required in Chapter TX, a regression of the 
average rate of return against time has been done for each industry.
The results are reported in Table 4.7» columns 1, 2 and 3. Nine out of 
seventeen industries have a significant trend and of these only those 
of the Drink Industry (No. 13) and Miscellaneous Services (No. 21) are 
upward. Overall the slope coefficient is negative in 13 out of 17 cases.
The main question of interest at this point is the stability of the 
average rate of return. Brief inspection shows that there are only 
rare cases of the average falling below 10% of exceeding 25% and a good 
number of these occur in the Textile Industries (Nos. 8 and 9) whose 
varied career in the 1950s is notorious. The stability across years 
within industries, even without taking note of the trend, is considerable. 
The coefficient of variation (Table 4*7» column 7) ranges between 
O.76968 for Industry 8 (Cotton) and 0.08077 for Industry 5 (Electrical
14) Pearson E S op. cit., also Croxton, Cowden & Klein op. cit.,
Appendix P.
15) Samuels J M &  Smyth D J, "Profits, Variability of Profits and 
Firm Size", Economica Vol 35 pp 127-140.
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Engineering), but the high value is exceptional: the next highest,
again in Textiles, is 0*37072 for Woollen & Worsted (No* 9)» Over 
all industries, the average coefficient is 0*18810, which reduces to 
0*13715 if the two Textile industries (Nos. 8 and 9) are omitted. The 
industry average is thus quite a stable variable*
If note is taken of the trend, then we may discuss the stability in
terms of the trend coefficient and the standard deviation of the 
errors (Table 4*7* columns 2 and 4)* Only the two Textile industries 
have slope coefficients that indicate an annual change in average of 
more than one percentage point. The Vehicle Industry (No* 6) is close 
to this with 0*9* For those industries showing a downward trend, the 
average annual change is 0*6, which falls to 0*4 percentage points if 
the Textile industries are omitted. To assess the variability about 
trend, the ratio of the standard deviation of the errors about trend
to the mean rate of return has been calculated for each industry
(column 5)* This may be compared with the coefficient of variation in 
column 7* Allowance for the trend has a particular impact on the two 
extreme cases - the Textile industries - in each case bringing about 
an approximate halving in the coefficient. Apart from these two 
industries, the crude variability without allowance for trend was 
small. In these two cases, allowance for trend has eliminated a 
considerable proportion of the variability and the residual standard 
deviation is quite small relative to the mean*
For the present purposes, only one aspect of the behaviour of dis­
persion of the annual distributions need concern us. That aspect is 
the stability over time. In Table 4-8> the average standard deviation 
over the twelve years is shown in column 1* There is a considerable
degree of uniformity in this measure between industries, but it is the 
behaviour over the years within an industry that is of interest. Column 
2 of the table therefore presents the standard deviation of the annual 
distribution standard deviations. The maximum value is for the Enter­
tainment & Sport Industry (No. 20) where the average standard deviation 
is approximately 10 percentage points and this has a dispersion over the 
twelve years of something less than 4*5 percentage points. Clearly, 
even this is not a great amount of fluctuation. A useful standard of 
comparison is to calculate the coefficient of variation of the standard 
deviation for each industry. This has been done and the results are 
shown in Table 4*8, column 3* Only four industries have a coefficient 
that exceeds 20$: Vehicles (No* 6), Cotton (No. 8), Woollen & Worsted
(No. 9) and Entertainment & Sport (No. 20). As usual, the Textile 
industries are distinguished for their extremely variable experience.
In contrast, four industries have a coefficient well below 10$:
Building Materials (No. l), Brink (No. 13), Retailing (No. 19) and 
Miscellaneous Services (No. 21). The conclusion is that the standard 
deviation of the annual distributions is a relatively stable quantity. 
This stability suggests that, in so far as we regard rates of return 
as an example of a first order Markov process, the distribution of 
rates of return approximates to a steady state solution to the process.
The evidence on the direction of skewness of the distribution of rates 
of return on net assets is inconclusive. In nine industries, there 
are more years in which the distribution is negatively rather than 
positively skewed. The converse is true for five industries and there 
are equal numbers skewed in each direction in the remaining three 
industries. When only significantly skewed distributions are used, the
Table 4-.8 : Standard Deviations of the Annual Distributions
Ind. No.
1
4
5
6
7
0
9
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21
Average Annual 
Standard Deviation
0.09654
0.11534
0.13070 
0.12240 
0.12781
0.11567
0.09952
0.14221
0.12099
0.06307
0.12221
0.13204
0.12412
0.11136
0.09726
0.10140
0.07984
Standard Deviation 
of Annual Standard 
Deviations
0.00756
0.01108
0.01559
0.02617
0.01188
0.03313
0.02968
0.02316
O.OI97O
0.00527
0.02130
0.01996
0.01563
0.01624
0.00532
0.04379
0.00647
Coefficient of 
Variation
0.07826 
0.09610
0.11927
0.21384
0.09296
0.28642
0.29823
0.16286
0.16280
0.08353
0.17430
0.15118
0.12592
0.14587
0.05473
0.43182
0.08103
'U
sarne results are achieved.^ Taking all distributions together,
we find 90 positively and 114 negatively skewed, which is hardly
17 18sufficient to support a firm conclusion. 1 Hart in his work 
concluded that there was a slight positive skewness.
It is of interest to see if this uncertain evidence can be strength­
ened by considering whether certain years are characterised by 
positive and others by negative skewness. If macroeconomic influences 
were producing such an effect, the average over a number of years 
would depend on the precise years chosen. In our case the years 
chosen appear approximately unskewed on average. The number of 
industries, positively and negatively, significantly and insignificantly 
skewed, are shown in Table 4*9 for each year.
16) Except that there are too few observations in Industry 8 to 
allow a test of significance. There are therefore 8 industries 
for which it can be said that the majority of significantly 
skewed distributions are negatively skewed.
17) There is a 12$ chance of there being 90 positive signs out of 
204 samples when the population is symmetric. The chance of 
this outcome when the population is positively skewed is, of 
course, less. It might be argued that rejection of all 
observations whose absolute value exceeds 100$ will tend to 
produce spurious negative skewness in the remaining data. In 
fact, similar analysis employing all observations found more 
negative skewness, e.g. 120 distributions were negatively 
skewed and only 84 positively skewed.
18) Hart P E (ed) op. cit. Vol II p 263; "The arithmetic mean and 
median rates of return of the 1844 companies .... are 13*6 and 
14.4, indicating a slight positive skewness."
^ 3
Table 4.9 : Direction of Skewness by Year
Year 1949 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
POSI­
Signi­
ficant 10 5 9 4 6 3 5 2 6 4 6 5
TIVE Insigni­
ficant
mm 4 1 2 3 3 3 4 1 0 2 2
NEGA­
Insigni­
ficant 3 3 1 3 1 3 5 3 3 4 2 3
TIVE Signi­
ficant
3 4 5 7 6 7 5 7 6 8 6 6
Industry 8 has been omitted from this analysis, as the significance 
test cannot be applied, there being insufficient observations.
A majority of years are negatively skewed: 7 against 4 if all values are
used, 6 against 3 if only significant ones are counted. The four years 
that are predominantly positively skewed occur at the beginning of the 
period: 1949, 1950, 1951 and 1955* 1953 is lost from this list if only
significant skewness is considered. If we further restrict attention 
to those years in which there is a marked difference in the numbers 
displaying significant skewness in each direction, we are left with 1949 
and 1951 being positive and 1952, 1954* 1956 and 1958 being negative. 
There does seem to be some support for the proposition that the 
direction of skewness varies between years. It is not the intention 
here to pursue this matter much further. It is worth interpreting this 
preliminary result: positive skewness means that the lengthy tail of
rates of return points towards the higher values, whereas negative 
skewness means that the distribution tail points to lower values. Or, 
positive skewness means that we find more observations at a given large
positive deviation from the mean than at an equal negative dev;i at ion#
So in the early years of the period v«ry high rates of return were more 
common than very ]ow ones# The distribution of rates of return might 
be regarded as having a, partial constraint at zero - firms will try very 
hard to avoid, reporting losses. Therefore positive skewness might be 
the result of low average profitability and this partial constraint•
But in the early period rates of return were high relative to their 
values in the 1950s (see above). Therefore this type of explanation 
does not look very promising given that it is the l.ater years of lower 
average rates of return that display the negative skew. It is tempting 
to conclude that negative skewness is the usual situation and that the 
positive skew of the early years is a consequence of special conditions 
then prevailing. Particularly one might point to the age of the capital 
stock at that time and its resultant low net book value.
Having pursued the ambiguities of the skewness a little, the behaviour 
of the kurtosis is satisfactorily straightforward. In every industry, 
more years have leptokurtic than pla.tykurtic distributions, in fact 
only 14 out of 204 distributions are platvkurtic and none is signifi­
cantly so. We may therefore conclude that rates of return are lepto- 
kurtically distributed.
S5
Section 4*6 : Summary
The data used in this study are the NIESR - Board of Trade collection 
of standardised accounts for quoted companies as organised for machine 
processing by Singh and Whittington at Cambridge, The period covered 
is 1948*1960. Within this body of data companies are arranged by 
industrial orders (1948 S.I.C.) and within these into more homogeneous 
groups whose meaning in terms of Minimum List Headings is given in 
Table 4*4*
The variable used is the rate of return on net assets calculated before 
tax and interest payments but after depreciation. The time period used 
is one year and the rates of return are standardised according to year 
and accounting quarter for each industry (and for each of the smaller 
groups where these are used).
In the examination of the annual distributions of rates of return, it 
was found that, within industries, the means and standard deviations are 
quite stable. There was slight evidence that the distributions are 
usually negatively skewed but it would appear that positive skewness 
predominated at the beginning of the period. There was strong evidence 
that the distributions were leptokurtic.
TRANSITION MATRICES
In this chapter certain characteristics of the transition matrices 
are considered* The intention is twofold: to obtain an initial pointer
to the consistency of the decay of profitability and secondly to get 
some guidance on the form of the conditional distributions.
For the decay of profitability aspect we must first ask whether there 
is decay at all and, if it does occur, is it general, within an industry 
for all rates of return, for all industries and for all subgroups. Then 
it is possible that certain parts of the range of profitability display 
more consistent decay than others. The main tool used for this is 
comparison of the final and prior means - if there is decay then the 
prior mean should have a greater absolute value than the final mean.
The investigation of the form of the conditional distributions is
pursued in terms of the skewness and kurtosis.
These topics are discussed for one industry in Section 5*1* then for all 
industries in Section 5*2 and for all subgroups in Section 5.3.
Finally, in Section 5*4 the relationship between the variance and the 
prior mean is explored. This is preparatory to the consideration of the 
heteroscedasticity of the decay function in Section 6.2.
Section 5.1 : Transition Matrices for Industry 1
At an early stage in the statistical work here described, conventional 
discrete transition matrices were prepared, an example of which is
t  ,
shown in Table 5-1. Note that the class intervals relate to deviations 
from the mean but are in rate of return percentage point units rather 
than standard deviation units. The general pattern is immediately 
apparent: the .mode of the row distribution lies on the main diagonal whil
the mean lies to the right of the mode for rows above and to the left for 
those below the industry average. That is, as each row is a conditional 
distribution for a given rate of return interval in the initial period, 
the expected value in the next period is lower than in the initial 
period. It appears that there is regression towards the mean. Thi 
transitions on which this matrix is based are all pairs of rates of 
return for adjacent years in the period 19^8-1960 for Industry 1 
(Building Materials, Pottery & Glass). This pooling of 12 years data 
is discussed in Section 6.3.
As described in Chapter III, the analysis is carried out using discrete 
intervals for the initial states but calculating summary statistics 
(without grouping) for the row or contingent distributions. It will be 
seen that the initial impressions from the discrete transition matrix are 
confirmed when this technique is used.
The process by which these transition matrices are produced is as 
follows: the data is read into the computer on paper tape and standard­
ised. Observations more than three standard deviations from the mean are 
rejected. Then for each year up to the penultimate one the rates of 
return are ordered. This set of rates of return is the set of all the 
first members of the pairs of rates of return that make up transitions.
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Now for a given number of transitions for each row distribution, the 
class intervals can be fixed using this ordering of rates of return.
Thus the class intervals are determined in each case to maximise the 
number of rows subject to a constraint on the minimum number of trans­
itions necessary per row. With the data standardised and the class 
intervals set, the statistics of each row distribution can be calculated. 
Mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis are produced, as is the mean of 
the prior variable.^ The measures of skewnevss and kurtosis are those 
described in Section 4*5* As before, the sign of the third moment is 
recorded to indicate the direction of skewness.
The industry transition matrices are given in Appendix B but for 
convenience that for the Building Materials Industry (No. l) is presented 
in Table 5*2. The pattern observed in the discrete matrix is repeated. 
The final mean is in nearly every case nearer to the industry average 
rate of return than the prior mean. So companies with an above average 
rate of return in one year do, on average, experience a decline in 
profitability in the subsequent period. For those companies below the 
industry mean, the corresponding effect is an improvement in profit­
ability, but even casual inspection of columns 2 and 3 suggests that the
process is less consistent for firms with below average profitability.
2
There are more cases where the absolute value of the final mean is 
greater than that of the prior mean in those classes below the industry 
average (referred to in the ensuing text as the "negative range") than in
1) The calculation of the prior mean rather than the assumption that 
it is the midpoint of the class avoids the usual need in the 
grouping of data to apply Sheppard's correction.
2) Classes 11, 15> 19 above average; classes ?3, 25, 31, 35, 36 
below average; and class 22 about on the average value.
Table 5*2 : Transition Matrix - Industry 1
No. of transitions ■ 1227 No. of rejected observations » 5
Class Lower Prior Mean Variance Sign of Skewness Kurtosis No.
No. Limit Mean Skewness
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1 1.714 2.145 1.737 0.359 0.296 3.008 432 1.489 1.604 1.349 O.234 + 0.041 2.800 30
3 1.321 1.410 1.176 O.251 + 0.438 3.449 30
4 1.183 1.244 0.880 0.272 - 0.252 2.785 30
5 1.068 1.127 0.727 O.384 - 0.066 2.497 30
6 0.961 1.010 0.775 0.291 - 0.124 2.324 30
7 0.872 0.917 0.819 0.309 + 0.325 3.361 30
8 0.802 0.843 0.710 0.212 + 0.539 4.479 30
9 0.705 0.759 0.674 0.393 - 0.318 3.403 30
10 0.638 0.674 O.662 0.293 — 0.009 2.639 30
11 0.581 0.607 0.611 0.189 - 1.094 5.042 30
12 0.522 0.555 0.522 0.215 - 0.392 2.652 30
13 0.476 0.498 0.445 O.264 - 0.250 3.278 30
14 0.424 0.454 0.214 0.234 + 0.035 2.542 30
15 0.357 0.396 0.412 0.382 - . 1.900 7.343 30
16 0.290 0.327 0.207 0.131 + 0.127 2.387 30
17 0.241 0.266 0.219 0.094 + 0.311 2.457 30
18 0.175 0.212 0.187 0.263 + 0.205 3.330 30
19 0.115 0.143 0.169 0.111 + 0.003 2.125 30
20 0.052 0.083 0.021 0.181 - 0.137 6.139 30
21 -0.017 0.024 0.010 0.249 - 0.104 2.198 30
22 -O.O69 —0.044 0.055 0.356 + 3.826 8.788 30
23 -0.116 -0.091 —0.144 0.159 - 0.086 2.750 30
24 -0.173 —0.144 -0.122 0.308 - 0.769 6.334 30
25 -0.233 -0.208 -0.435 0.202 + 0.006 2.624 29
26 -0.274 -0.252 -0.212 0.083 - 0.008 2.313 31
27 -0.323 -0.299 -0.292 0.447 + 0.271 3.533 30
28 -0.395 -0.360 -0.303 0.230 + 0.172 4.425 30
29 -0.467 -0.425 -0.386 0.297 ■ - 2.707 7.962 30
30 -0.535 —0.498 -0.462 0.112 - 0.124 3.334 30
31 -O.592 -0.562 -0.603 0.277 + 0.101 2.394 30
32 -O.642 -0.618 —0.461 0.235 + 0.214 3.665 30
33 -0.723 -0.687 -0.547 0.190 + 0.294 2.623 30
34 -0.821 -0,768 -0.692 0.181 + 0.002 5.232 30
35 -0.927 —0.882 -0.943 0.273 - 0.363 3.952 30
36 -1.025 -0.969 -0.880 0.535 + 0.722 3.181 30
37 -1.152 -1.086 -0.933 0.241 - 0.016 2.822 30
38 -1.317 -1.242 -1.249 0.379 + 0.304 4.441 30
39 -1.576 -1.445 -1.268 0.620 + 0.129 3.537 30
40 - -2.075 -1.529 0.475 - 0.035 2.592 44
those classes above the industry average (the "positive range"). Such 
an occurence means that the average rate of return in time t+1 of firms 
whose time t standardised rate of return lies in that class is further 
from the mean than their average in time t. Profitability relative to 
the industry has moved against the general regression. This is perhaps 
an appropriate point to emphasize that measurement is now in terms of 
standardised rates of return, whereas the discrete matrix was in terms 
of rates of return expressed as straightforward deviations from the mean.
Another simple indicator of the stability of the regression towards the 
mean is to count the number of cases where the final mean of class N 
is greater than that of class N-l. As the prior means take successively 
lower values, an inversion in the size of final means means a disturbance 
in the regression. There are eight such inversions out of 40 classes 
evenly split between the positive and negative ranges. Finally in the 
discussion of these two columns, it is to be noted that two of the cases 
where the prior mean is less divergent than the final mean occur at the 
industry origin, as does one of the inversions in the final mean column.
Moving onto the variance column, there appears to be little regularity 
in the behaviour of this statistic; a few classes have very large values, 
in particular the last two, the result no doubt of extreme values. It 
would not be surprising if both extreme classes had very high variance 
because of the much wider range of values encompassed by them. While 
this effect is observable, it is perhaps less marked than might be 
expected, especially at the upper end. Although later analysis will 
reveal a relationship between the variance and the initial mean, there is 
little evidence on inspection of this. The standard deviation of 
column (4) is 0,1154* which when linked with a mean of 0.2727 suggests a 
reasonably stable variable. The variance is considered further in Section
lo'2_
Moving now from the question of the consistency of the decay process 
to the form of the conditional distribution, we must first consider 
the direction of skewness. Neither appears dominant - 20 classes have
t
negative and 20 positive skewness. Neither the positive range nor the
i
negative range shows any divergence from this even split. But this 
Sjlgnores whether the skewness is significant or not. In testing for 
significant skewness the problem arises that Pearson*s tables are only 
for more than 50 observations, at which the 10% level is 0.285. It 
is evident from the tables that the value of J3 corresponding to a 
10% chance that a sample from a normal population may exceed that value 
rises rapidly as the member of observations diminish. It would clearly 
for this purpose hare been preferable to use larger class sizes, but 
given the more important need to have a good number of classes this 
had to be foregone. Therefore some approximate way of distinguishing 
the seriously skewed distributions had to be used. It was considered 
that error should be of Type I rather than Type II, that is, the null 
hypothesis of normality should be rejected mistakenly rather than 
accepted mistakenly. Then the procedure adopted is to use the 10% 
significance level of 50 observations as the standard. This might, 
roughly be a 20% significance level. On this crude basis, 16 distri­
butions are seriously skewed, 9 of these being positively skewed and 
7 negatively skewed; these being evenly spread between the positive 
range of classes and the negative range, and within the ranges evenly 
spread between directions of skewness. This even balance continues even 
if a more stringent cut-off level is used. It may, therefore, reasonably 
be concluded that the conditional distributions for this industry are 
not skewed. Although such a result is awkwardly doubtful, given the
3) See Croxton, Cowden & Klein op. cit,,_ Appendix 0.
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inability to properly test for significance, it is reassuring to 
record that sone earlier results on a transition matrix for this 
industry, with aooeptable numbers in each class, produce supporting 
evidence.^
Turning now to the kurtosis of the distributions, the same signifi­
cance testing problem arises. The lowest number of observations 
in the published table'* for ^ is 100. Again a crude test must be 
used and again the preference is for Type I rather than Type II errors. 
So the 5°/° limits for the 100 observations are used. But first the 
simple count of leptokurtic and platykurtic distributions: 23 dis­
tributions have (^2^  3*0> i.e. are leptokurtic, and 17 are platykurtic. 
Each range of classes shows a similar balance. Using P 2 >  3.77 as a 
test of serious leptokurtosis* 11 distributions exceed this value of 
which 7 are in the negative range of classes. Only 4 distributions are 
platykurtic 2.35) with 2 in the positive range and 2 in the
negative range. Thus there is some evidence of leptokurtosis.
Before going onto the other industries, a little more consideration of 
the crude tests used on the measures of skewness and kurtosis is in 
order. The main reason for Pearson restricting his tables to large
numbers of observations lies in the numerical approximation that he
was employing** but undoubtedly the sampling error of both J3> and (3  ^
increase very rapidly as the sample size diminishes. Therefore the 
tests of significance employed are certainly equivalent to a high 
probability of Type I errors. It then becomes likely that with the
4) In that work 6 out of 17 classes had skewness significant at the 
lO /o level and 2 of these were positive and 4 negative.
5) See Croxton, Cowden & Klein op. cit., Appendix P.
6) Pearson E S op. cit., p 244 «t seq.
number of distributions for each industry, even with normal pop­
ulations, a number of the distributions will reveal values of 
and g that lie outside the significance limits. On the other hand, 
some cut-off point must be employed and in a context where the 
desirable (and convenient) result is that the population is normally 
distributed, it is only proper that the cut-off point should err 
against the desired result. On the other hand, it is not really possible 
to conclude anything about the distributions by the application of such 
methods to one industry. It is to be hoped that the accumulated 
evidence of all the industries will enable a more positive conclusion 
to be attained.
Section 5+2 : Transition Matrices for Bach Industry
Rather than present transition matrices for each industry in this 
chapter, a table summarising their characteristics is given - Table 5*3*
The full data are given in Appendix B,
Column 4 of the table gives the number of classes used in each industry.
Only two industries provide less than 20 classes; these are No, 8 
(Cotton) for which the data used are not complete, and No, 17 (Construction), 
The maximum is not surprisingly provided by the Shipbuilding and 
Mechanical Engineering Industry (No. 4) with 106, Of more interest is 
the way in which the classes divide between above and below the industry 
average (column 5)* The only industry in which the numbers in the two 
groups diverge to any great extent is Miscellaneous Services (No. 21) 
for which there are 33 classes in the positive range (above average) and 
42 in the negative range (below average). This means that the median 
is well below the mean and therefore the distribution of rates of return 
appears positively skewed. The distribution here is the sum of the 
annual distributions after they have been standardised. Of the annual 
distributions for Industry 21 (see Appendix A) 8 are positively skewed 
and it is therefore to be expected that the aggregate standardised 
distribution would be positively skewed. This similarly explains why 
Industry 13 (Brink) has 27 classes in the positive range to 31 in the 
negative, and Industry 20 (Entertainment and Sport) has 12 and 17 
respectively. Overall in column 5 eleven industries show a negative skew 
and 5 a positive skew, whilst one (No. 5> Electrical Engineering) appears 
symmetrical. It is probably a fair conclusion that in the two positively 
skewed Service industries, low asset to turnover situations generate a 
tail of very high rate of return of firms. The explanation of the
' OU
Table 5«3 s Stannary of Industry Transition Matrices
Ind
No.
No. of
Trans­
it ions
No. of 
Rejected
No. of Classes Sinai Mean
>
Prior Mean
Nth Mean
>
(N+l)th MeanTotal 1 Pos. 
Range
Neg.
RangeObserv­
ations
-
Pos.
Rangel
Neg.
Range
Pos.
Range
Neg.
Range
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
L .
-------- ,
(6) (7)
1 1277 5 40 21 19 3 6 4 5
4 3199 44 106 54 52 10 20 21 19
5 1261 16 42 21 21 2 8 5 6
6 916 11 30 17 13 3 1 3 4
7 1906 33 63 31 32 3 7 10 11
6 376 3 12 7 5 1 2 l 0
9 729 8 24 13 11 2 3 5 2
11 994 24 33 18 15 1 8 6
4
12 1299 12 43 22 21 5 8 6 5
13 1753 34 58 27 31 7 15 10j. 13
15 1470 18 49 26 23 4 4 ; 9 7
16 1063 36 62 32 30 2 9 9 12
17 586 10 19 9 10 2 3 2 2
18 2620 43 87 45 42 3 16 20 19
19 1841 16 61 31 30 2 10 10 9
20 872 15 29 12 17 1 3 3 4
21 2260 37
•
75 33 42 2 14 ' 8i
1
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positive skew of the Drink industry is less obvious.
As an 1nrti.oa.to-r of the consistency of the decay process, column (6) 
gives the number of cases where a .final mean is further from the 
industry mean than the cor-responrting prior mean. Numbers ere 
shown for <=>ach industry end separately within industries for the 
positive and‘negative rang-R, In total, the highest number relative 
to the number of classes for that industry is for the Drink industry, 
where it is just over a third, the usual value being about one quarter. 
But generally the total number of such cases is of less interest, once 
we have seen they are a small minority, than the distribution of them 
between the positive and negative ranges. The total number relative to 
the number of classes is likely to be reflected in the later regression 
analysis. The number of instances of the final mean being more divergent 
than the prior mean in the negative range exceed the number in the 
positive range in all industries but two. The one case where the 
opposite is true is Industry 6 (Vehicles) and in that there are only 4 
instances, 3 in the positive and 1 in the negative range. So the effect 
found for Industry 1 is supported by the evidence of other industries: 
this is the perhaps unsurprising result that the regression towards the 
mean (which requires that the final mean be closer to the average than 
the prior mean) is a less even process for firms of below average 
profitability. In other words, transfer of resources from unprofitable 
markets is less straightforward than the movement of resources into 
profitable ones.
The next column also gives a guide to the consistency of the decay 
process as it records the number of cases where the final mean of 
class N is greater than that of class N-l. That is, cases where the
KJ*s
expected profitability for a group of firms whose prior mean is r^  
is less than for a number of firms whose prior mean r  ^is more than 
r^ . It is another indication of how steady the regression is towards 
the mean and again the overall number shows what will be better shown 
by the goodness-of-fit of the regression of the final mean on the prior 
mean# Considering the distribution between the positive and negative 
ranges, the number of industries with a majority of snob inversions in 
the positive range is balanced by the number that displays the converse. 
Only Miscellaneous Services (No, ?l) displays a marked disparity in 
the numbers in each range, there being eight in the positive and 19 
in the negative.
Coming to the evidence on the skewness of the conditional distributions, 
shown in Table 5*4* the first stage is to count the number of positive 
and negatively skewed distributions without consideration of significance. 
In 13 out of 17 industries there are more negatively skewed than positively 
skewed distributions. When only significantly skewed (in the sense 
described above) distributions are counted, the predominance of negative 
skew increases: 16 industries have more negatively than positively
skewed distributions. In many cases there is a considerable divergence 
between the numbers of each type. This seems reasonably to establish 
that the general form of the contingent distribution shows a negative 
skewness, that is, the long tail of the distribution stretches towards 
the low rate of return end. This means that a large fall in profit­
ability is more likely than an equally large rise. This is observed 
despite the rejection of very extreme observations - more than 3 
standard deviations from the mean.
It is of interest to question whether this holds equally both for above 
industry average and below industry average distributions. The analysis
ITable 3>4 « Skewness of the Industry Conditional Distributions
Ind
No.
All Values Significant Values Only
Positivea Range Negative Range
------- Positive Range Negative Range
No.with 
pos. 
skew
No.with 
neg. 
skew
No.with 
pos. 
skew
No,with 
neg. 
skew
No.with 
pos. 
skew
No.with 
neg. 
skew
i---------
j No.with 
pos. 
skew
.....
No.with 
neg. 
skew
1 9 12 11 8 4 5
---------
4
1 3
4 19 35 20 32 5 22 6 17
5 12 9 12 9 5 7 4 8
6 7 10 6 7 2 7
!
5 5
7 12 19 16 16 4 11 6 11
8 0 7 2 3 0 3 1 2
9 3 10 5 6 1 7 1 4
11 5 13 2 13 1 8 0 7
12 7 15 7 14 4 8 5 7
13 13 14 14 17 6 9 10 12
15 10 16 8 15 4 7 5 8
16 8 24 10 20 3 13 5 9
17 0 9 2 8 0 0 0 4
18 17 28 20 22 7 14 14 !! 14
19 10 21 22 8 1 12 13 i 3
20 6 6 10 7 1 2
1
5 ! 3
21 11 22 21 21 3 11 14
1
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separately for those two sets of distributions for eaoh industry is also 
shown in Table 5*4* The conclusion has to be that negative skewness 
predominates in both ranges, although there are more industries for which 
the dominant skewness is positive in the negative range than there are for 
which the same is true in the positive range. There is a hint that the 
Service industries (.Nos• lfi-21) are slightly different in. this respect as 
the nonconforming cases seem primarily to be from these four industries.
The conclusion on the kurtosis of the distributions is more definite ~ 
leptokurtosis is shown to be predominant in Table 5*5* Taking no account 
of the significance of deviations from rnesokurtosis, every industry has 
more distributions that are leptokurtic than ones that are platykurtic*
This is equally true for the negative range, in the positive range 3 
industries chow more platykurtic distributions but the difference in numbers 
in these industries is small, When the previously described test of sig­
nificance is used, the result is unchanged for all distributions taken 
together, Tn the negative range, the only change is that one industry 
(Woollen & Worsted, No, 9) with only two significantly nonmesokurtic dis­
tributions has one leptokurtic and one platykurtic. Tn the positive range 
only one industry (Construction, No, 17)? again with very few significant 
values, has more platykurtic than, leptokurtic distributions. Generally 
it may be concluded that the conditional distributions are leptokurtic both 
in the positive and negative ranges.
So far we h a v e  considered the conditional distributions together and 
senarately for the positive a.nd. negative ranges. Now we separate out 
those distributions whose prior means are close to the industry mean,
Tt is not surprising that it is here that most of the ca.ses where the 
final mean is further from the industry average than the initial mean 
occur, on the other* hand, inversions in th*> declining order of the .final
111
Table 5*5 ? Kurt, os js of th^ Industry Conditional r>j retributions 
1 » leptokurtic p * platykurtic
Ind
No*
All Values Significant Values Only
Positive Range Negative Range Positive Range Negative Range
No.of 1 No.of p No.of 1 No.of p No.of 1 No.of p No.of 1
---
No.of p
1 10 11 12 7 3 0 7 0
4 40 14 38 14 26 5 23 5
5 15 6 17 4 13 0 14 0
6 12 5 11 2 7 1 8 2
7 18 13 24 8 10 1 16 3
8 4 3 3 2 2 0 1 0
9 9 4 8 3 3 0 1 1
11 14 4 9 6 9 1 6 1
12 15 7 16 5 13 2 13 2
13 23 4 24 7 15 1 22 0
15 19 7 17 6 15 1 9 4
16 21 11 23 7 14 3 11 0
17 4 5 7 3 1 2 3 0
18 39 6 36 6 30 3 25 1
19 19 12 25 5 8 2 18 0
20 5 7 14 3 3 3 11 1
21 25 8 37 5 13 2 22 0
means appear to be evenly spread throughout the range. The central group 
has been separately analysed for 4 industries (7,11,12,16) and the 
results are presented in Table 5.6 with those for the whole of these 
industries for comparison. About one quarter of the classes symmetric- 
ally arranged about the industry mean have been used as this central group 
Apart from the final prior mean observation, this group is not distinguish 
able from the overall set of distributions in any way. Although in one 
industry (No, 7) the predominant direction of skewness is positive, which 
is opposite to that for the whole distribution of that industry, this 
phenomenon is not repeated in any of the other industries. In none of 
the four industries does the nature of the kurtosis for the central group 
differ in any way from that for the whole industry.
The few classes at the industry mean do show up one other matter. As is 
to be expected in some cases, the sign of the final mean differs from that 
of the corresponding prior mean. If such occurrences are random, they 
are of no interest, but if there is any pattern it is a guide to the 
suitability of the industry average as a proxy for the decay origin. Ther 
is such a regularity: in nearly every case the sign errors are of the
kind where the prior mean is positive and the final mean negative. They 
are also, usually, together nearest the zero class. There would seem to 
be a suggestion from this that the industry mean is higher than the point 
towards which the regression of profits is directed.
The salient points that emerge from this examination of the transition 
matrices are five; firstly the regression of profits towards some 
central value does certainly occur although there is some evidence to 
suggest that the central value is lower than the mean. Secondly, this 
regression appears more regular above the industry average than below.
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Thirdly, the conditional distributions are best represented with 
negative skew. Fourthly, they are leptokurtic. Fifthly, these two 
characteristics prevail throughout the profitability range.
In this section the variance has not been examined beyond the very 
earliest stage as this will be pursued with regression analysis in the 
next section.
What can be concluded is that an assumption of normality would be
unjustified by the evidence that the conditional distributions are
assymetric and more peaked than the normal curve. On the other hand, the
evidence of the leptokurtic form of the distribution suggests that the
lognormal curve might fit; it would require some transformation to
produce negative skewness and would introduce the problem of negative
values. In the absence of an immediately applicable distribution, this
7
line of development will be pursued no further and consolation must be
8
found in the remark that: "The fitting of distributions to obser­
vational data has a certain intrinsic interest which is apt to outrun 
its statistical usefulness." The rest of this study will therefore be 
concerned with relations between the prior mean and the final mean.
7) See Pretorius S J, "Skew Bivariate Frequency Surfaces",
Biometrika Vol 22 1930-31 for a study of the type that would be 
appropriate to the characteristics of the data so far uncovered.
8) Kendall M G & Stuart A, "Advanced Theory of Statistics" Vol I, 
Charles Griffin & Co Ltd London, 3rd edition 1969 P 173.
Section 5*5 s Transition Matrices - Subgroups
Ttse only need in this discussion is to comment on any ways in which the 
results for subgroups deviate from those for industries. The results 
for each subgroup are shown in Appendix C and a summary is given in 
‘Sable 5.?.
fhe only difference in their calculation from those for the industries 
is that the generally fewer companies meant that using means and standard 
deviations by accounting date was usually not possible, in fact only 11 
subgroups out of 41 were large enough to allow this. For the rest 
a n n u a l averages and standard deviations were used. Overall the small 
number of observations led to a small number of classes in each trans­
ition matrix — the minimum number was 12 which occurred in a number of 
subgroups*
•Turning now to the specific results, just as for the industries, the 
Majority of subgroups had more classes in the positive range than in
the negative, indicating that the median is greater than the mean and
9
there is therefore negative skewness. Only Industry 7 Subgroup 2 
(Other ffetal 'Goods - Instruments etc) shows any marked difference 
between the numbers in the ranges with 14 positive and 6 negative range 
classes.
Again the industry pattern is repeated when we turn to enumerating the 
classes where the final mean exceeds the prior mean: 28 out of 41 have
more such occurrences in the negative range. Similarly the overall 
negative skewness of the conditional distributions is again found, as
9) Sk =* Pearson's measure
7 s
See Croxton, Cowden & Klein p 202.
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Table 5*7 • Summary of Subgroup Transition Matrices
1 * leptokurtic p * platykurtic
Ind
No.
Sub-
Group
No.
No. of 
Trans­
itions
No. of 
Rejected 
Observ­
ations
No. of Classes
Final Mean
>
Prior Mean Skewness Kurt'
Total Pos. | Neg. 
Range jRange
t
Pos.
Range
Neg.
Range
No.
Pos.
Skewed
No.
Neg.
Skewed
No. 
of 1
No 0 
of p
1 2* 804 4 26 14 12 1 3 14 12 17 ! 9
3 220 - 14 6 5 0 3 4 7 5 6
4 1 351 4 17 8 9 1 3 10 7 9 H
2 314 2 15 7 a 1 2 5 10 9
/'O
4 206 - 10 5 5 1 2 4 6 6 4
5* 2219 29 73 38 35 9 12 23 50 57 16
5 3 268 9 13 7 6 0 2 3 10 6 7
4* 615 5 20 10 . 10 2 4 6 14 20 0
6 4 340 2 17 9 8 0 2 7 10 14 3
7 1* 1514 27 50 24 26 4 10 17 33 34 16
2 418 7 20 14 6 4 0 13 7 11 Gy
8 1 255 4 12 7 5 2 3 5 7 4 8
9 1* 658 10 21 12 9 4 2 8 13 14 I
11 1* 725 16 24 13 11 2 5 5 19 19 5
2 278 2 13 7 6 1 2 4 9 8 5
12 2 306 4 15 7 8 2 4 6 9 11 4
4 257 3 12 7 5 2 0 4 8 9 5
6 364 4 18 9 9 3 2 8 10 11 7
13 1* 1572 32 52 26 26 4 10 24 28 40 "1 /*iJL rl
15 1* 674 2 22 12 10 3 3 7 15 15
0/
2 322 4 16 8 8 1 2 6 10 11 F
3 483 6 24 13 11 4 5 12 12 12 1 2
16 1 316 4 15 8 7 2 2 6 9 6 9
2 365 11 18 10 8 2 1 7 11 12 6
3 373 9 18 10 8 3 3 9 9 7 i. A
4 307 4 15 8 7 2 1 6 9 4 11
5 502 9 16 7 9 0 6 10 6 11
17 1 531 13 17 9 8 2 1 7 10 11
18 1 526 7 26 13 13 2 5 13 13 16 10
'■) 2 506 14 25 13 12 4 4 10 15 12 13
3* 1432 21 47 23 24 6 9 24 23 38 9
19 1 388 3 19 9 10 1 2 9 10 7 12
2 326 4 16 8 8 1 6 6 10 10 6
3* 1117 7 37 19 18 4 7 15 22 26 11
20 2 263 1 13 6 7 1 1 5 8 7 6
3 461 11 23 9 14 2 6 12 11 12 11
21 2* 677 10 22 10 12 1 5 9 5 14 8
3 244 4 12 5 7 1 3 5 7 6 O
4 245 1 12 6 6 2 2 7 5 4 8
S 270 8 13 6 7 0 4 4 9 5 H
; 6 i 342 1 17
8 9 1 3 13 4 14
* data standardised by accounting quarter
is the leptokurtosis. Both these being enhanced when only "significant” 
values of these two statistics are taken.
The general conclusion is that none of the characteristics of the 
transition matrices found for industries stemmed from their being 
aggregates of heterogeneous subgroups. Or at least reducing the degree 
of aggregation and increasing the homogeneity has not removed any of 
these characteristics.
.Section 5.4 : The Variance of the Conditional Distribution
In Section 5»1 it was remarked that there appeared to be no regularity 
in the pattern of the variance except that the extreme classes had 
rather high variance. It is necessary to look a little more closely 
into the relation between the variances of the conditional distributions 
and their prior means.
There are $ factors working to bring about a positive relationship
between the variance and the absolute value o f the pm’or mean. It to be
the absolute value both because of the way these factors work and the
nonnegative nature of the variance. The first two of these factors
derive from the bell-shaped prior distribution of rates of return.
Assume that there is a nonstochastic linear relationship between rate of
return at time t-1 and at time t (i.e. r.. « f(r., ,). The distribution' jt ' jt-1'
of within a given class will be set by the distribution of  ^under 
this assumption. Consider class intervals of equal size imposed upon a 
bell-shaped distribution; the distribution within each class will be 
approximately shaped:
i i
i
< ...—  a ..... —  9
The variance of this distribution is a decreasing function^ of (d-c), 
so beyond the point of inflexion of the bell-shaped distribution the 
class variances will increase.
10) See the Appendix to this chapter for proof of this and a further 
investigation of how this problem may influence the conditional 
distributions.
The second factor is that the analysis has been performed, with classes 
conta.ining equal numbers of members, nofc with classes covering equal 
intervals# Therefore moving from the origin involves increasing the 
interval ('a’ in the preceding diagram) and thus again increasing the 
variance. Although this effect applies as one moves from the origin 
while the .first applies only from the point of inflexion, the interval 
effect is probably the stronger and therefore we may expect that the 
variance within classes containing equal numbers of members from a bell­
shaped distribution will increase as one moves a.wa.y from the origin#
Now if we relax the assumption of a nonstochastic relationship between 
and the error term in the relationship may, depending upon its
nature, provide the tnird of the factors. If the variance of the error 
term rises as ^ deviates further from the mean, then this hetero- 
scedast.icity will add to the strength of the variance-prior mean relation­
ship# If the errors are homoscedastic then ve are left with the effect 
of the first two factors. Were they to be heteroseedastic but decreasing
with increases in r , ,, then there is a theoretical nossibility that the
t-1
end result coulu be constant variance of the conditional distributions 
(excepting, of course, the open-ended extreme distributions)#
It seems most likely that it is the former kind of heteroscedasticity 
that applies, for some of the firms earning very high profits owe their 
position to very short term factors and are likely to experience a very 
rapid return to more modest profitability. Also there are some firms 
which continually strive to reach high profit positions where others are 
ouietly content with average r e t u r n s , I t  is reasonable to expect that,
ll) pov ex-rude, see Political and Pconcmic Planning? "Thrusters .and 
SlceTiers" - Allen A- TTnw.i n T,end on .lUtn,
of firms with high rates of return, an exceptional proportion are arch 
strivers, More attempts will therefore be marie to go against the competi­
tive pressure on profitability by firms with high rates of return, There 
is thus likely to be more variability of experience and behaviour among 
high profit earners,
A similar pair of arguments for high variability may be made for the case 
of firms with rates of return well below average. Some will be there 
through short term random .influences and will rise quickly back to more 
acceptable levels of profitability* Although there may be few striving 
companies among those with low profitability, the threat of bankruptcy or 
takeover may alter the behaviour of firms and inspire them to great efforts 
to raise their rate of return. Therefore it seems at least plausible that 
the variability of profit movements will increase as the absolute value of 
the prior mean increases and that there are three factors all working to 
strengthen this -relationship*
A linear regression of the variance on the prior mean for the full range 
of classes would not be helpful. Rather than try a parabolic form, (say), 
straight lines have been separately fitted to each range. The Durbin- 
Watson statistics indicate that this method does not lead to any serial 
correlation. The expected signs were found in every case: a positive
slope coefficient for the positive range and negative for the negative
1?
range, Tn the majority of cases the slope coefficient wa,s significant 
but generally the explanatory power of the equation was quite low, Rut 
overall there was sufficient evidence to support the predictions about 
the va.ri.snoe-prior mean relation,
1?) Three industries (8, 9, 90) show no reIniionship in either range,
industries lb and 17 none in. the positive range and 6 in the
77 p p -a l i ve ra n ° e ,
i 7. \
Section 5*5 : Conclusion
It is clear that the transition matrices for the industries and for 
the subgroups do not display any different characteristics. We can 
therefore report our findings as applying at both levels of aggregation. 
These findings are that profit decay is displayed in every industry and 
subgroup, and that it is a less steady process in the negative range than 
in the positive range, i.e. above average profitability is more steadily 
(this does not imply more quickly) eroded than below average profitability 
is built up. Apart from this we find no other differences between the 
ranges.
The conditional distributions are predominantly negatively skewed and 
leptokurtic. These last two conclusions rule out the normality assump­
tion for the conditional distribution and lead to the decision that an 
attempt to fit a distribution function to them would be difficult, quite 
possibly unsatisfactory and certainly of doubtful value in the present 
context. Therefore the prior mean to final mean relation will be the 
sole aspect of the transition function to be further developed.
Separate analysis of those conditional distributions whose prior means 
were close to zero revealed only one way in which they differed from the 
whole set: the majority of cases where the final mean was further from
zero than the prior mean occurred in these central distributions. Perhaps 
unsurprisingly this indicates that the profit decay process is more 
disturbed near the industry average. Also the cases where the final mean 
had the opposite sign to the prior mean were mainly with the final mean 
negative and suggested that the industry mean was perhaps higher than the 
point of convergence.
Finally, we found that the variance of the conditional distribution is 
an increasing function of the absolute value of the prior mean.
IZZ
APPENDIX TO CHAPTER V
The Influence of the Distribution of r. , on the Conditional Distributions
The are distributed according to an approximately bell-shaped
distribution* Deviations from normality with respect to kurtosis or 
skewness are not important in the following. The distribution is divided 
into intervals and it is intended to consider the characteristics of the 
distribution within an interval. This interval distribution may be 
illustrated:
c
0
-it
Such a distribution has a density function
f(x) - (c+d) + (d^«)x
2a2
We require that: f(x)dx - 1
i.e. a(c+d) » 1
The mean is given byi
The second origin moment:
■ I2L2>
The variance » - (d-c)2
5 9
This deoreases as the difference between d and c increases, or as the 
absolute value of the slope of the bell-shaped distribution decreases. 
Therefore maintaining a constant (i.e. equal class intervals) and 
moving away from the centre of the distribution will first produce 
decreasing variance until the point of inflexion on the distribution 
is reached, whereafter the variance will increase.
In practice the class intervals are not kept constant but are chosen 
to provide equal numbers in each class. This necessarily means that a
increases as one moves away from the centre of the distribution and
therefore so does the variance.
It is a.n obvious development to consider the skewness and kurtosis of 
these interval distributions. It is immediately apparent that the sign 
of the skewness will depend upon (c-d) and that interval distributions 
to the left of mean of the bell-shaped distribution will be negatively 
and those to the right positively skewed.
For the kurtosis the 4*th origin moment:
and the 4th central moment:
/ y  * / y  ~ +  ^A? " 5 ^
« a4 - 2 (d-c)2 a^ - 1 (d-c)^ a8
T  45 27
It can easily be shown that the ratio/y)y cannot take a value as 
large as 3 and therefore that the interval distributions are plstykurtic.
So far we have considered the di «tr.i. but ions of r. . within the class
v *~JL
intei’vals and we have found these distributions to have jncreasing
variance as the deviation of the class from the mean r, , increases#
t~l
It has a.lso heen shown that these interval distributions will be narra­
tively skewed, on one side of the moan  ^ and positively skewed, on the 
other. They will he platykurtxo#
Mow were the relation between, r, and r. , to lack a stochastic term,
t t-1 7
these character! at.ics wou.ld he carried straight over into the conditional
distributions of r, and the form of these distributions would be rvurelv
t ■
a. conseonence of ta.ki.nc* intervals in the ran.ee of r , _ • ‘sjven if the 
~ “ t-1
enuation linkin'? r . n to x* is stochastic, the effect of the stochastic
t-1 t 1
term will he overlaid on the distributions described above#
Therefore we may conclude that some of the increase in variance that 
accompanies increases in the absolute value of the prior mean is explained 
in this way# On the other hand the similar skewness pattern both above 
and below the mean that we have found means that the stochastic term 
dominates in. this respect# The leptokurtosis found similarly must 
indicate the relative importance of the stochastic term#
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C H A P T E R  VI
THE FORM OF THE DECAY FUNCTION AND THE PROBLEMS OF ITS ESTIMATION
t *
In this chapter we are concerned with the regression of the rate of 
return at time t on a function of the rate of return in the previous 
period - the decay function. The actual observations to be used are 
those derived from the transition functions described in the preceding 
chapter. So we are concerned with standardized rates of return and 
the data are the means of the conditional distributions and the means 
of the initial period values falling within a particular class - in 
the terminology of Chapter III, the final means and the prior means.
This chapter falls into three main sections; firstly an attempt to 
isolate functional forms that fulfill thi- criteria set out in Chapter 
II for the behaviour of the decay of profitability (Section 6.1); 
secondly, a consideration of the problems of estimating these functions 
(Section 6.?). The third section considers the pooling of the data 
(Section 6.3).
IZ6
Section 6.1 : The Form of the Faction
For brevity, the final mean will be written as r , and the prior
St
mean as ®a°h referring to the sth class of the transition
matrix. Our topic is therefore:
In Chapter II we argued that the first derivative of this function 
should only take values between 0 and 1:
and that the second derivative should be nonpositive above the mean 
and nonriegative below. The first condition (2) is to ensure that 
there is decay of profitability.
Before developing any more constraints upon the functional form, it 
is appropriate to indicate how the concept of regression towards the 
mean that is employed here differs from that of Galt on* s. Hart and 
Prais*^  summarise it and emphasize the reduction in dispersion thus: 
if variable x at time t is related to variable x in the previous 
period by a simple linear relationship:
r8t ■ (1)
(2)
*t+i - V l  ■ P (lt ” V  + 6
then writing the variance of x^ as V(x^)
so the change in variance will depend upon f t and o L .
1) Hart P E & Prais S J, "The Analysis of Business Concent ration”, 
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A 195& P 1?2
12 7
2
Changing "the other side and dividing through by V(x. - ):
t+1
y(xt+i) - Qj2 - JS2y(xt)
vK +i> T(xt+1)
The left hand side is the ratio of explained to total variance* and is
thus the square of the correlation coefficient of x. n to x. ,
t+1 t
v(xt) e
There is thus a reduction in variance if p < £ .
There was no attempt in Chapter II to claim anything about the behaviour 
of the variance of rates of return from year to year; the postulate 
was that the dominant systematic movement of individual rates of 
return was towards the mean (or some approximately central value).
For this, the expected value of r ^  must be closer to this central 
value than was r ^ Thus in the equivalent simple linear relationship 
to that postulated by Hart and Praia we are only putting a constraint 
upon p> • We are saying something about the average year to year 
pattern of movement of individuals in the population but nothing about 
the year to year movement of the dispersion of the population. In 
fact we found in Section 4.5 considerable stability in the annual dis­
persion of rates of return which would suggest that on average over a
o p
number of years £ —  £ • The original use of Galt on* s concept was 
with a characteristic fixed for any individual but with a changing 
population. Here we are considering a characteristic which changes 
for any individual from a population whose membership varies little.
Galton's regression is the regression of a population, the regression 
considered here is the regression of individuals.
\ Z.&
To continue with the main topic , although there is not any certainty 
that the regression is towards the mean rather than some other point, 
we will develop the functional form on the basis of this assumption*
We may therefore state a third condition: that the function should
pass through the origin:
f(0) - 0
That is, at the mean r  ^■ rst-l ^^®re no Pr°fit decay. A necessary 
consequence of this condition and condition (2) is that the function 
nruEst always take the sign of its argument or, to put that another way, 
that function can only lie in the first and third quadrants (see 
Diagram 2.1).
The second derivative condition restricts the range of curvilinear 
shapes and permits a straight line relationship. If a linear relation­
ship is used, it may be argued that the working of the competitive 
resource allocation does bring increased pressure on very high rather 
than moderately high rates of return as the absolute fall in rate of 
return will be greater in the former case. If it is felt that this 
increased competitive pressure should bring about an increased pro­
portional fall in the rate of return, then a nonlinear relationship is 
required. The form shown in Diagram 2.1 would meet this latter 
requirement.
This means that the slope diminishes with increasing positive values
and should increase with increases in rs^.^ wkile r^_^ is negative: 
f"(r8t-l)> 0  f0r rst-l< 0
Therefore we must use:
“ 1 rrt-x 0 (3)
Ve will develop this case first. Integrating (3) gives:
“ H * 2st-i + 3
Now the limits within which this slope must fall give:
0 <  H r2st - i + 3 <  1
It is apparent that any such restrictions mean that the function is 
only suitable within some range of I*®*'1'8 this range are
20~P,) <  r2et_i <- for 0
These may be expressed as:
2r 8t-x<-^ a o<|J< x, <^0
2
The second ensures that the lower limit on r is negative and the 
third that the upper limit is positive.
Integrating for the second time we get the function itself:
r 8t ■ 6 rl r5 8t-X  + K t - X  (4 )
The constant of integration must be zero in order to ensure that the 
curve passes through the origin. Redefining the coefficients we have:
r st “ P r st-X  “  " l^ s t - x  (5)
The limit on r now becomes:
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If n is zero then we get the linear form:
rst ■ P r8t-l (6)
a n d  f "(r 8 t -l ^  “  0
The range of is now unrestricted and the ohly requirement for
the parameter values is:
0 < ‘£ <  1
If we now bring into question the location of the decay origin, we 
derive two other forms* Let us assume that if our rates of return are 
expressed as deviations from the decay origin, then one of the preceding 
pair of functional forms will fit. Let the true decay origin be on 
average © standard deviations below the mean* Then we must substitute 
rst-l + ^ rst + ^ i11^ 0 ik® aquations. So if a linear form is 
appropriate and if the rates of return are expressed as deviations from 
the mean, then:
(rst +0) ■ P (r8t-1 +0) 
is the equation. This may be written:
rBt “ -1) + P r8t-l M
Therefore we may calculate from the coefficients of an equation:
r8t “ a + br8t-l (8)
the values of p and©. Given 0 < p>< 1, a negative’a' implies a 
positive ©  and therefore that the decay origin is below the mean* 
a may be insignificantly different from zero without implying that the 
mean is a good approximation for the decay origin if £ is insignificantly
different from 1. The important point is that b is an unbiased 
estimate of |3> .
Should a nonlinear form be appropriate, then under the same assumptions 
we must substitute:
(rst +0) - £ +©) + 1_(r8t_1 + 6 ) 5
which may be written:
rst 6 ( p - l + f 2) +(f,tXG2)rat_1 + 3r\6r^et-l 4l'Vr5Bt_1 (9) 
Therefore we may estimate:
r8t “ a + br8t-l + °r28t-l + dr58t-l (l0)
Now calculating p,v^ and 9 from this equation runs into the problem of 
overidentification - we may solve for these unknowns in more than one 
way and we may expect to get different numerical values for each method 
of solution. The usual method in this situation is to assume a value 
for one of the structural parameters - as we are doing when we assume 
the mean is the decay origin. We might regard it in the light; are 
b and d good estimates of and The answer would be that d is a
good estimate of x\^ and as long as G is small, b will be close but 
below (3> . We will deal with these matters again when we discuss the 
actual estimated equations in Section 7*1*
The objection to these power function forms is their limited range.
The other family of functions that appear applicable are those based on 
exponentials. They have an immediate limitation in that estimation has 
to be done in terms of the logarithmic transforms and then we are 
limited to positive values of the variables. This is not insuperable
in that except for a very small number of observations* 
sign (rjt) - sign
and the function can be moved into the positive quadrant by multi­
plying both variables by -1. But it is necessary to estimate the 
function separately for the data above the industry mean and for the 
data below the industry mean*
A possible form will be briefly discussed below although it will 
ultimately be rejected due to the difficulty of estimating it. The 
function:
r ^ ^  + a « ao^d* (11)
has the correct characteristics, taking logarithms:
rjt “ Fl0«(rjt-i + a) " Fl0« a (12)
^.it 1
^jt-l b r^jt-l + *>
This is greater than zero for a, b >  0 as r^_^>0 • It will reach a
Th:
slope is V^b. This is less than 1 if ab >  1.
maxi mum value when r .. n is at a minimum. is is r , ■ 0 when thejt-1 jt-1
Taking the second derivative:
Ji - -
^ j t - i  b(rjt-i + a>2 
which is negative given the prior restriction upon b#
Finally, it goes through the origin in the form given in (ll). If 
the constant term does not equal the coefficient of the exponential
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term then this is not so* It is exactly this term which causes the 
estimation problems — if it is assumed that the line does go through 
the origin, then an iterative method^ suggests itself* Otherwise the 
problem looks intractible* But even in the simple case an iterative 
method is not a realistic proposition when a separate function for each 
industry has to be estimated* The third form to be considered is:
(3
rjt " rjt-i
This assumes that the mean is the correct decay origin but otherwise 
the function is quite convenient* The first derivative:
£ -1 
it.- *|Sr
is greater than zero for ^  ® ^  ^ and have the same sign.
But we require that the sign of r .. equal the sign of r .. -, thereforejt jt-i
>  0 and so therefore |2> >  0*
The restrictions upon the coefficients can more efficiently be dealt 
with once the second derivative has been examined:
a 2  P * " 2
 fjt -
to2a t-i
which is only negative as required if £ < 1, given that we require the 
product o<p> to be positive in order that the first derivative be positive* 
Returning now to the slope, we require:
P - l
‘it- <  1
3) A first pass on r - £  log ( r ^  + l) - £  log a gives a value
1  A A
of a, say a, which can be substituted in: r ^  » ^  log (ar^_^ + a)
This equation can be estimated and the cycle repeated*
O'
fM
Now as (?> < 1, the left-hand expression tends to infinity as ^
tends to zero* Therefore there must be some value r of r.x - below
jt-1
which the slope exceeds one. This is given by:
It is desirable that this be as small as possible in order that the
range of ^or which the first derivative condition is violated be
as small as possible.
The estimation of this form is done by a logarithmic transformation:
log r^t - log ex + p log (13)
There is not an ideal function and, having rejected the exponential
because of the difficulty of estimating it, we are left with the power 
functions or the log linear function. We may summarise the power 
functions into three forms:
(a) linear r  ^- a + ^rst-i
where b is an estimate of p and a of O(p-l). The only 
restriction is 0 < |3< 1.
(b) cubic without squared form - in future referred to as linear-cubic
rst“ brBt-l - ^ S t - l  
where b is an estimate of p and d of The restrictions 
are that 0 < f*> < 1, v^< 0 and r This form assumes
that the mean is the decay origin.
(c) cubic rst - a + brst_1 + er2^  + ic5st_1
2 2 
where a is an estimate of 0 (|2> -1+ ), b of(|343v^G ), c of
3^0 and d of \  • The constraints upon p,v^are as in the 
preceding form. There is a similar restriction upon the range
The log-linear form is:
(d) log rgt - log a + b log rgt-1
where a and b are estimates of c* and (?> respectively. The
i
constraints are that c* > 0, 0 < £< 1 and  ^ should
be close to zero. This form assumes that the mean is the 
decay origin.
i2>6
Section 6.2 s Estimation of the Decay Function
We now have Tour possible forms of the decay function and some expect­
ations about the values their coefficients should take. Estimation of 
these functions is a little out of the ordinary because of the amount 
of knowledge we have about the process. This information comes from 
the examination of the transition matrices in Chapter 5. If we had 
estimated the decay function from the raw data we can see that the 
equation would have heteroscedastic and nonnormal errors. This is
apparent because we may regard the conditional distribution of r, given
*6
rt-l as con(^ i onal distribution of the error term in the decay
function given “ once the mean is set to zero. We therefore discover
that the variance of this conditional distribution varies with the value 
of the independent variable and that this distribution appears negatively 
skewed and leptokurtic.
Neither problem is very serious for ordinary least squares regression (OLS) 
but they are nontheless undesirable. Their consequences are heterosced- 
asticity - the OLS estimator is not the minimum variance estimator but 
is unbiased. Nonnormally distributed errors mean that the OLS estimators 
are not mum likelihood estimators and that small sample tests of
significance are not exact: but t and F tests are robust as long as 
the distribution is unimodal and not seriously assymetrical. As was 
pointed out at the end of Section 3*3* the method of handling the data 
results in errors whose distribution is closer to the normal than would 
be the case of a straightforward regression on the raw data.
The problem of heteroscedasticity, on the other hand, does demand more 
attention. Its consideration requires clarification of the nature of the
equation that we are attempting to estimate. In Section 2.6 the model 
for an individual firm at time t is given:
1 + ujt • d >
where the effect of the transfer of resources is represented by the 
first term on the right hand side, and random factors both internal and 
external by the second. For simplicity we will use the linear form and 
writes
rjt " ^  rjt-l + Ujt- (2)
We will assume:
E(u.t. . ) - °  
and B(r.t-1 ) - 0
Now we may assume that u,, . is homoscedastic or that its variance isjt
dependent upon ^ - the heteroscedastic assumption.
The estimation process uses groups of observations, so summing over a
it of firms S ® [o|a < ^ < *>}* (2) becomes:seu ui. hik> m  ^j |«. ^
E r 3t =  E  ( P r3t-i + . v  ■ >
jes jes
Dividing through by N(s) - the number of members of the set S - gives 
the means of the variables over the set S :
E t  - £  E t - i + E t  (4)
Now what are the terms of this equation? We have a fixed known set
of r ., , a subset of the set of rates of return of all firms in the
Ot-1*
industry at time t—1, Nov with each firm’s rate of return (r. )
Jt-l
at a particular time there will be associated a random drawing from the
population of errors. Therefore u , will be the mean of a random 
■- st
sample and therefore a stochastic variable. As the population mean is
zero and it is distributed independently of r. , it follows that
«]t 1
E(u ) = 0 for all sets S. The regression of r on r _ with error
S u St St -L
- k
term ug^ is well behaved by our previous assumptions except for its 
possible heteroscedasticity and serial correlation. The latter we will 
assume only arises through a misspecification of the resource transfer 
expression, and so we may assume for the present exercise that the linear 
form is appropriate and therefore that E(u u +.) = 0 s ^ r .
Xv/ St
We must therefore consider the variance of the error term. If we take 
the variances of equation (2) we get:
Var (r. ) = 32 Var (r. ) + Var (u. ) (5)
S Jt S jt—1 s Jt
where Var (r.^) indicates the variance of the rates of return at time t 
s jt
for those firms in set S at time t-1. The assumption of independent
errors means that there is no covariance term. We have observed in
Section 5 . b that:
Var (r. ) = f(r , _ ) + e with f' > 0 (6)
S jt st-1 st
e ^ has mean zero and is distributed independently of rsi-_2_*
In the Appendix to Ch. V
Var (r. . ) = g(r . ,) with g* > 0 (T)
S J "t x St X
This is a nobstochastic equation describing the behaviour of the
variance of r . _ within the groups used in classifying the data. The
jt 1
b) Note that we are not faced with the problem of lagged dependent
variables as we are looking at a cross-section in one time period.
way in which this variance is related to r is purely a consequence
S o  "*"X
of the grouping procedure.
Equation (7) may be substituted into (5):
vars (rjt} = 02 S(rst_1) + Vars(u^) (8)
Now whether or not equation (1+) has heteroscedastic erros depends
upon whether Var (u., ) is or is not a function of r , . . If 
f s jt st-1
Var (u..) is not dependent upon r , then the only cause of covariation
S J *C So X
between Var (r . ) and r is the grouping procedure that underlies (j).
S Ju St X
So heteroscedastic errors in 0+) involve' some systematic variation of
-  2 —
Var (r.^) with r  ^ _ that is not covered by 3 g(r n ).
s jt st-1 st-1
As estimates of (6) using a linear functional form show no evidence of
misspecification3 it may be presumed that that function represents
all the relationship between an(i Var^r^). In other words, the
-  2 —
Var (u. ) ma,y be considered by comparing f(r ) and 3 g(r Thiss Jy St X SX X
is made clear if (6) is substituted into (8):
V a r 3 (Uj t ) = f(?St - l ) " 02g(;s t - l ) + ESt (9)
Both f and g are increasing functions of argued m
Section 5 X  that if Var (u., ) does vary with r n s at also will be ans jt ST.--L
increasing function.
Therefore taking the derivative of (9) with respect to rs-j.„-^ will give us
an expression which, if zero, will indicate that Varr< ( u ) is not dependent
upon r and equation (U) has homoscedastic errors. So we must
st-1
consider the nature of
f’ - 32g f (10)
The function f and the coefficient 3 have been estimated. The fnue oion
m o
g has not been estimated or specified theoretically. As f is linear,
any nonlinearity in g will lead to (10) being non zero and the errors
heteroscedastic. It is apparent from the reasoning in the Appendix 
*
to Ch. V that g is nearly certainly nonlinear; on the other hand it 
is not clear whether the coefficients of any nonlinear terms are large 
enough to cause serious concern in this context.
We will have a good indication that (10) is positive, if it takes that 
sign when the slope coefficient of linear approximation to g is inserted.
This conclusion can be drawn because g is convex downwards and any linear 
approximation will overestimate the coefficient of the linear term in a 
polynomial expression for g.
This rough estimate can be gained by graphing /3 against rs^_1a an(i 
fitting a line to those points.  As the full expression of the variance
2 2 2 h
is not a /3 but a /3 - (d-c) a /9, the graph exaggerates the variances and 
therefore exaggerates the slope of the function.
This exercise has been carried out on Industry 5 which has not untypical
values for the estimated coefficients of f or for 3. The value of g*
found is 0.010 in the positive and 0.015 in the negative range. The
slope coefficients of f are 0.270 and 0.180 and the estimated values of
3 are 0.871 and O.7I+3 respectively. It is'evident that (10) is positive.
Inspection of the other industries does not suggest that any other conclusion
will apply there. So we find that Yar (u. ) seems to depend positively
s jx
upon r and consequently equation (U) has heteroscedastic errors. 
st-1
The estimation method appropriate to an equation with heteroscedastic errors 
is weighted least squares (WLS), which is a particular case of generalized
least squares. Let the variance—covariance matrix he:
2
E(ust- ust 1
V„ O  -
c
o
0 . . *■ - o Va a/
then the weights to he applied to the regression are given hy the matrix:
M =
'/lv- O
0 />{
\ 0
‘ • o  
O Vi/vM l
Instead of the regression:
Y = X$ + u 
WLS uses MY = MXf3 + Mu 
and Var (3) = a2(X,M ,M ) " 1
This method gives minimum variance estimators.
But we are faced with inadequate knowledge of the variance-covariance 
matrix, so let us consider the effect of applying incorrect weights:
'/r—  O
\f.---
0
\ O  ■
o 
0
A
o
o
.H
= EM
5) Johnston J, "Econometric Methods", McGraw Hill 19^3, P 207 et seq.
i LvV-
U s m g  these weights gives an equation.
RMY = RMXS + RMu
r>
and ECu’M'R'RMu) will not have the form a I, in other words there will 
still be heteroscedasticity. In the simple case where .. = p
then E(ufM'R‘RMu) = p2E(u!MMu) = p2cr2I 
end Var (3) = p2cr2(XfM ^ M X ) -1
_ = a2(X*M'MX)"1
Thus a constant proportional error is of no concern. But generally 
whether it is preferable to use WLS with inexact weights or OLS will 
depend upon the particular R matrix.
In the present case, the choice is between OLS or WLS using the 
Vars(r^) as approximate values (or some adjustment of them). Our main 
concern is with the values of the estimated coefficients, and therefore 
the unbiasedness of the OLS estimators makes the choice less crucial. It 
is also made more difficult as the standard formula for calculating 
the standard error of estimate is biased downwards when OLS is used in 
the presence of heteroscedastic errors.
WLS was tried for Industry l6 using the reciprocals of the standard 
deviations of the conditional distributions as weights. There was 
little consistent pattern to the differences in standard errors produced 
by this procedure and by OLS. The differences were also very small, 
none exceeding 10# and most being less than 5#. Therefore with the 
weights employed WLS does not seem to offer any marked improvement in 
efficiency. It does, on the other hand, take us into an area of some 
difficulty - the effects of using weights that probably overestimate the 
amount of variation in the error variance. We could have regarded this 
as less serious if the standard errors of estimate were consistently 
improved when we used WLS, but this not being so, OLS will be used. We
6) Theil H, "Principles of Econometrics", North Holland 1971, P 27-3
must therefore keep in mind their inefficiency.
A problem of estimation that arises in using the linear-cubic and cubic
power functions is multicollinearity: There is very high correlation
3between rs .^_^  and- r s-k-i over the whole range of data, both negative and
I . . 2 3positive, and between r _ , r and r for data all of one sign.
j ST* -L St JL S“D i.
' . . .
Wd must therefore expect high standard errors for the coefficients for
this reason as well as because of the heteroscedasticity previously 
discussed.
\U-U-
Seotion 6,3 : The Pooling of the Data
In Section 5.1 the transition matrices are introduced as calculated 
on 12 years data of profitability. The decay functions are then 
estimated upon statistics calculated from these matrices. These 
functions and the derived statistics developed in Chapter VIII 
therefore bear something of the characters of 12 year averages. The
question arises of whether much interesting and relevant variation
\
is being lost by pooling such a long run of data. A complete answer 
can only be provided by attempting to investigate year-to-year 
variations in the decay function, a study that demands a separate and 
major exercise. A partial answer may be provided by three routes: 
firstly, are there any economic arguments that might suggest that the 
decay of profitability is quite stable. Secondly, is there any 
available statistical evidence already produced in this study that 
might suggest the answer to this problem. Thirdly, what relation 
will our observed functions have to .the arnual functions if these 
latter do vary from year to year.
With respect to the first: it has been argued (in Chapter I especially)
that the decay of profitability measures an aspect of industry 
performance. In the short run,-we. expect the chain of causation to 
run from structure to performance and this linkage has been discussed 
in Chapter 2. Whilst it would not be sensible to argue that only 
changes in structure vary performance, it would not be excessive to take 
the view that only structural changes would bring about persistent changes
r. '
in performance. Of course, changes in the general operating environment 
of all companies as well as those particular to the industry must be taken 
into account in this. Over any time period, trade cycle changes will occur 
and affect profitability and there will also be changes in legal and
varying the dispersion of profitability or mean profitability may 
be disregarded. Also profitability is calculated gross of tax and 
therefore straightforward changes in tax rates should have little 
effect. Further the one radical change in company taxation since the 
■war - corporation tax - occurs outside our period. Therefore it 
seems safe to conclude that changes in the general operating 
environment do not have a major impact on the decay of profitability.
In addition, the use to which we put the rates of decay is one based 
upon inter-industry relativities, so common effects upon all industries 
do not in practice cause difficulties.
7The structure of an industry is a stable parameter. Indeed Adelman 
was led to the use of the phrase "glacial drift' to suggest the slowness 
of the change in the concentration of U.S. manufacturing industry.
A quantitative estimate may be obtained for our period from
Q
Shepherd’s work. He found 73 industries that could be compared
/‘
between 1951 and 1958 Censures of Production. Of these 735 6l showed a change 
in concentration of less than 10 percentage points and k2 of less than 
5 points. Nearly 90$ of the changes in concentration were increases.
There is also evidence to suggest that relative concentration is stable over 
time. So in so far as the structure to performance relation predominates 
it is not to be expected that performance characteristics were at all • 
volatile during our period.
7) M. A. Adelman ’The Measurement of Industrial Concentration’ Review of
Economics and Statistics Vol. 33 PP 269~296
8) W.G. Shepherd ’Changes in British Industrial Concentration’ Oxford
Economic Papers Vol. 18 1966 PP 126-132
'With respect to the second question, the results of Section k . rj  may 
be helpful. In that section, the annual distributions for each industry 
of the rates of return of firms were presented and considered. The 
conclusions were: mean rates of return showed gentle downwards trend
movements. The annual variances showed marked stability. The skewness 
seemed to change its predominant direction during the period. The 
kurtosis was uniformly leptokurtic. It is first necessary to emphasize
that changes in annual distributions may be brought about by the continuing
effect of a stable Markov process. On the other hand apparent stability 
of annual distributions does not inevitably lead to the conclusion that 
a stable: process is operating, though it must raise the probability 
that such is the case. This is the basis on which we may conclude
from Section ^ .5 that pooling the data for the period probably does not
involve conflating markedly differing processes.
Our first two approaches have provided some degree of confidence that
the rate of decay of profitability did not'vary greatly during the
period for which the data is pooled. But we cannot eliminate the
possibility that there are some variations. Therefore we must consider
9the third approach to the problem. This is to ask how we may, if we so 
wish, interpret the coefficients of the decay functions estimated upon 
pooled data in terms of their annual equivalents. The ideal situation 
would be if the pooled coefficients are arithmetic means of the annual 
coefficients. We will in fact find this to be so for the linear form 
coefficients but not for the cubed term coefficients.
9) Justifying the pooling because of the completeness of the model would 
in some circumstances - but not these - be possible. If all these 
factors that influence the dependent variable are included in the 
model, then pooling would be appropriate because the model would apply 
to all time periods and all groups of data.
IU1
If we first investigate the linear decay function, the assumption is 
that the mean ol the row distribution of the transition ma.trix is a 
linear function of the prior mean. Should the slope of this function 
vary from year to year, we must write the relationship for a particular 
firm j at time t:
= + u-jt
The linearity assumption implies that 3^ is uncorrelated with r. ,
t jt-1
Each year's set of rates of return is separately expressed in standard 
deviation units from the mean. Therefore unless the form of the 
distribution (skewness or kurtosis, not variance) varies systematically 
over the estimation period, we may expect that each of the classes into 
which the pooled data is grouped will have equal representation from each 
year. The change from positive to negative skewness that is suggested 
by the data of Section would lead to a slight over-representation 
of observations from early years in the negative (below average), range 
and of later years' observations in the positive (above average) range.
The data is averaged over each class. Therefore for the class 
S = {j | a < < *>} with N(S) members, summing over the individual
decay relations:
N f c b £ Ujb (1)
Using the -notation r as the mean over the set S of final rates of return
s
and similarly for the other terms, we may write (l) as
r = B . r n + u  „ (2)
s s s,-l s
The question we wish to consider is the relation between 3g and the annual
3, values. Assuming that each class S has no disproportionate
IUS
representation of observations from any one year, and further that
the expected representation is of equal numbers ^ from each year,
ve may demonstrate, by using the zero correlation between 3 and
t
that 3g must have an expected value equal to the arithmetic.
1 11 
mean of the 3. s.t
With r and r - calculated for each class, a regression line is
S b ^ ""J. ~
fitted to the resultant data. The estimated slope coefficient 
(the summation being over all the sets S).
This formulation follows because both r and r . have zero means.
s s,—1
Substituting from (2)
Assuming independent errors i.e. E ( . r^..^ = C
T  <v,
£ { f > )  -
S r 2-,
Given the nature of 8 previously established, the squared deviations
— 2 . . .
(r ) will induce no particular and persistant direction of bias to
s, 1
A
E(3). Therefore we may regard the calculated value 3 as an unbiased
t
estimate of the arithmetic mean of the 3^ s.
A similar argument may be developed for the nonlinear function with the 
same conclusion for the coefficient of the linear term. But there is, 
on the other hand, demonstrable bias in the coefficient of the cubed term,
10) This is a simplification as the number of observations varies 
somewhat between years.
11) Ccv v;v ../) C
. t . , , v _ where '3 is the arithmetic mean of the G, ’
) ( 1? |M r — V A O t• ' V , " V l>
Equivalent to (2) above we get
u  * Pb v >  + £1G.S '-t O'5''
$s has the same property as in the linear form. If we assume
3
independence between ri^ and ^  may write the cubic term as the
product of the arithmetic mean of the n 1s over the set S and the
z
3arithmetic mean of the **. over the same set. Again there being no
Jo J_
reason to expect anything other than equal representation of all years
in each class, the expected value of the arithmetic mean of the
\
n 1 s over the set S is the arithmetic mean of the n.’s over the whole
t v
12 . 
period'of 12 years. Therefore we may write the cubic term:
J -  y
N(s) ^
But the form of the cubed variable used in the regression differs from
this. It is:
' N(s) js-0 "!
i.e. instead of using the mean of the cubed values, the cube of the
mean value has been employed. The relatipnship between these two .
quantities may be investigating by expanding the discrete expression
. . .  13
for the third central moment of a distribution. We find that
Nts> = n cT} “ rvij +
2where a is the variance of r.. _ taken over the set S.Ju 1
Let this be abbreviated to:
%  =
where 2 is the discrepancy between the two measures with which we are 
concerned.
12) Again making the simplification that there are equal numbers of 
observations in each year.
13) I am indebted to Robin Ruffell. for suggesting this approach.
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Now g = 0 according as y + 3a r = 0
< 3 ' s,-l <
For all classes excepting that overlapping the mean, all the r .a
0 c—1
in any one class have the same sign.
... - -].h
Case (l) rst-l > then y^ > 0 ' and therefore 2 > 0 
Case (ii) rs .^_]_ < 0* then y^ < 0"^ and therefore 2 < 0
As the sign of the cube of the mean and the mean of the cubes will be 
the same (on our previous reasoning), these two cases may be summarised
as: the absolute value of the mean of cubes always exceeds the absolute
\
value of the cube of the means.
This result is only sufficient to indicate a possible direction of bias 
in the intercept on the r ^ axis. To establish anything about the bias 
of r) demands evidence about the way the discrepancy varies with 
But we know that 2 depends upon r and takes the same sign as r JL_1.
SZ -L So -L
2
Therefore, unless the other elements in the expression (y^ and a )
counteract this, we do find that |z| varies positively with lrs -^„2_!*
2 . . . 15 .
In fact o strengthens this inter-relationship. It was observed m
7 _
Section 5*2 that the skewness does not seem to vary with A s
2 3 2 2 
skewness was measured as y^ /y^ and a - y^ ~ (p^) » it seems likely
that y also contributes to the strength of the relationship.
So the variable actually used shows an increasing discrepancy from the
correct variable as |r .1 increases. Therefore we must expect an
1 st-11
upward bias in the coefficient of the cubed term. That is, upward bias 
if we wish to interpret it in terms of its annual equivalents.
The conclusions of this section are, firstly that pooling does not ajjpear 
to involve lumping very disparate processes together. Secondly that the 
estimated coef f3 cm ents may be interpreted, as the arithmetic means of their
lH) See Appendix to Chapter V«
15) See Section
annual equivalent3. The exception to this second result is as
consequence of the form of variable used and not o f  the pooling
1C H A P T E R  fTI
THE ESTIMATED EQUATIONS
This chapter has two functions: firstly, in Section 7*1 there is a
brief report of the results of estimating' the various equation forms 
both on industry ahd subgroup data. The full results are in Appendix D. 
Secondly, in Section 7*2, an attempt is made to decide upon the best 
equation for each industry and subgroup. In this section, the principles 
employed are set out, a few examples of their application described and 
the selections tabulated. In each of these sections the industry cases 
are dealt with before the subgroups. Section 7*3 summarizes the chapter*
I5i
Section 7.1 : The Fitted Aquations
Before reporting the results of the estimation, mention must first be 
made of a data problem. It will be recalled that observations involving 
rates of return ol over three standard deviations from the mean have been 
rejected. Inspection reveals that a firm which earns such a rate of 
return in one year will usually have a, rate of return in the preceding 
year that falls in the extreme class of the acceptable range. Therefore 
when we look at the average rate of return in year t of firms that 
occupied an extreme class in year t-1 we have a biased statistic that 
indicates very rapid decay of profitability. This is because a number of 
the adverse moves have been rejected from the sample.^ For this reason 
the extreme classes at each end of the range have been rejected. If 
there is no bias in the extreme class, its omission should have no 
systematic effect upon the estimated equations. But as the nonlinearity, 
if any, will be mainly detectable well away from the mean, there is a 
strong possibility that dropping these observations lowers the amount of 
nonlinearity found. On the other hand, of course, the likely bias in 
those data points may induce a spurious nonlinearity.
7«l(a) ; Industries
The four functional forms have been estimated for each industry. This 
has been done first for the data relating to above average profitability, 
then for that relating to below average profitability and then to the 
full body of data for that industry. These three sets of data are 
referred to as the "positive range", the "negative range" and the "full 
range". The forms estimated differ in only one respect from those sum­
marised at the end of Section 6.1: the linear-cubic is used with a constant
term. This is done so that the usual measures of goodness-of-fit such
l) Tt may be argued that the unavoidable orpi ssioc of the death of firms 
will also lead to a bias in the lowest class.
2
as R and Durbin—Watson statistic can be used. If the constant is 
found to be significant then the equation form is inappropriate.
2
Although R measured on these equations is not a measure of the relation­
ship between the rate of return at time t and at time t-1 for a set of 
firms, it is a measure of the goodness-of-fit of the final mean r ^ on 
the prior mean f°r the set of conditional distributions. It is
therefore one standard to employ in judging between the functions proposed. 
2The corrected R is nearly always above 0.9 for the linear form and this 
in a majority of cases is bettered when we move to the linear cubic form. 
The addition of a squared term only makes a worthwhile contribution in a 
handful of cases. The log-linear is less good than any of the power 
functions on this criterion although it still attains quite respectable 
levels.
The second indicator of the goodness-of-fit is the Durbin-Watson statistic. 
This measure of serial correlation may be regarded as an indicator of 
how satisfactory the functional form is in cross-section analysis such as 
this. "For example, Diagram 7»1 illustrates the fitting of a straight 
line to data displaying the form of non-linearity we expect.
Diagram 7*1
The relationship between successive residuals is immediately obvious.
Seven linear equations have some evidence (i.e. the Durbin—Watson 
statistic lies below the upper bound d^ at the %  level of significance) 
of serial correlation, the number falls in the linear-cubic a.nd the 
cubic having just a single case. It would seem that there is little 
evidence of nonlinearity provided by the consideration of serial correlation.
The goodness-of-fit of the log-linear equation is in all but a handful of
cases less good than any of the power functions. As it also has rather a
large number of examples where one of the coefficient requirements is 
violated, this form was not developed any further. Our attention from 
now on will be limited to the three power function forms.
Coming now to the coefficients of the equations, we find for the linear 
form that every slope coefficient lies between 0 and 1. Thus we have 
further confirmation of the general occurrence of decay of profitability.
For a majority of industries, the negative range slope is less steep 
than that of the positive range - this means that profit decay is faster 
below than above the mean. It is apparent from Diagram 7«1 that any 
nonlinearity in the data will lead to a spurious value for the constant 
term of a linear equation fitted to that data. Therefore we must delay 
consideration of this term until appropriate equation forms for particular 
ranges in industries ha.ve been selected.
In the linear-cubic form, there are only a few cases where the require­
ments of Section 6.1 are not fulfilled by the coefficients. The commonest 
deviation from those requirements is a significant constant term, and this
2) When the extreme observations were included the linear form had 
some evidence of serial correlation in one third of cases.
is commonest in the full range equations. Although the coefficient of 
the cubed term is only significant (at the 5% level) in about one fifth 
of cases (of which only one occurs in the positive range), it is negative 
in 39 out of 51 equations. There are only two cases, both in the negative 
range, where the coefficient of the first degree term is greater than 1.
In summary, the linear-cubic has acceptable coefficients but the nonlinearity
in the data is insufficient in most cases to justify a nonlinear form. In 
so far as differences between the ranges are detectable, the positive range 
shows less nonlinearity than the other ranges.^
When we come to the cubic we find that multicollinearity has become quite
a problem for the positive and negative range equations and the pattern 
of significance and size of coefficients is very confusing. Discussion of 
this will be left to the section on selecting appropriate forms for the 
various ranges and industries. The full range case is rather different as
there is much less inter-correlation between the independent variables.
2
This is because when r , , varies above and below zero, r , n is notst-1 st-1
5
correlated with r ^ ^ or r ^  y  In the separate range equations,
takes only one sign and all three terms are highly correlated. Therefore
it is only in the full range that the cubic seems appropriate. As it
appears that the decay process is different above and below the mean (see
Section 8.4), it is also to be expected that in some cases a cubic form 
will be needed to describe the decay process over the full range where 
there is in fact no error in using the mean as the decay origin.
7»lfb) ; Subgroups
Only two functional forms have been applied to the industry subgroup data: 
the linear and the linear—cubic, each with a. constant term. Experience
3) An effect that is stronger if the extreme classes are not rejected.
'51
of the industry data suggested that the log-linea,r form was not worth 
pursuing, while the degrees of freedom problem meant that the cubic form 
would be inappropriate for a considerable number of subgroups* For 
fifteen industry subgroups, 3 equations have been estimated: one each
for the positive, negative and full ranges. For the other 26 subgroups
only a full range equation has been estimated as there are insufficient
data to allow the separate treatment of above and below average values.
As for the industries, the goodness-of-fit is high. There is very little
evidence of serial correlation. Generally the coefficients satisfy the 
requirements although there are a few cases where the slope coefficient 
of the linear form is greater but not significantly greater than one.
The cubed term of the linear-cubic is only significant in a minority of 
cases.
\5%
Section 7*2 : Choice of Appropriate Equation
Industries
In attempting to select a single equation form for each range of each 
industry, there are two aims in view. Firstly to find the form that 
best characterises the decay process in that case and thereby conclude 
something about the decay process. Secondly, at a later stage, we will 
be calculating summary measures of the rate of decay in each case and for 
this we need, where possible, a single best form of function*
Choice of equation must take into account both the statistical aspects 
of the equations and the suitability of their parameter values. This 
has been done in two steps. First an equation was chosen on the basis 
of its goodness-of-fit and parameter significance, then with this initial 
allocation a few cases were reconsidered because of inconvenient para­
meter values. Final choices are shown in Table 7*1*
Ignoring temporarily the difficulties of deciding upon parameter signifi­
cance, we might set up a selection scheme based on the cubic form* To 
show this, equation 9 of Section 6*1 is reproduced:-
r8t - G (P>-' + v\_0*) + Ip + *n.e)r5t_( + + T ' -**-<
3
If the cubed term is insignificant, then the coefficient of r 
the true relation may be taken as zero and therefore the true relation 
must be linear and we may go straight to that form. If, on the other 
hand, the cubed term is significantly different from zero but the 
squared term is not, then this implies
■v^ O = o but \^_ £ ^
We may then conclude that 0 «■ 0, that is, the mean is the decay origin 
and the correct curvilinear form is the linear cubic. If in the cubic
15^
both the squared and cubed terms are significantly different from zero, 
then we conclude that the relationship is nonlinear and the decay origin 
diverges significantly from the mean# The cubic is therefore the approp­
riate form. If in this case the constant is insignificantly different 
from zero, it merely means that (^>- 1 +v^9^) is insignificantly different 
zero# If the linear form is selected and it has an insignificant constant, 
this does not necessarily show that the mean is a good choice for the 
decay origin# This is because the constant^ is 0 ( £ -  l) and its insig­
nificance may be a consequence of being insignificantly different 
from 1. On the other hand, a significant constant does necessarily 
imply a significant value for the divergence of the decay origin from 
the mean, if the linear equation is the correct choice#
The multicollinearity and heteroscedasticity from which the equations 
suffer both imply exaggerated standard errors and some care must therefore 
be taken with the judgement of coefficient significance. Multicollin­
earity is only a problem in the cubic form where the intercorrelation 
2 ^of r _ and r . , may make them both insignificant despite there being 
St— JL St—1
nonlinearity in the data. The correlation between r^st-l
the linear cubic is not a problem in judging significance. This is 
primarily because the t-statistic of the linear term is always very high 
and therefore there is never a problem in deciding its significance#
If> on the other hand, the cubed term is insignificant, we may take this 
as an indication that its distinctive contribution is not required, i.e. 
that the data are not nonlinear. To cope with the multicollinearity in
4) Section 6#1 equation 7
\bo
the cubic we can call upon the linear cubic as supporting evidence for 
or against nonlinearity in the data. If the nonlinear terms are 
insignificant in both equations, then the linear form is chosen* An 
example of this is shown in Table 1*2 for Industry 1 negative range* In 
order to avoid incorrect rejections due not to multicollinearity but to 
heteroscedasticity, insignificance is only decided where the t-statistic 
is well below the critical 5 per cent value.^
Acceptance of the cubic form is the easiest choice to make, as the 
likely problems of the equations all tend towards spurious insignificance. 
So if all the coefficients of the cubic are significant, no interpretation 
is needed. If we permit cases where one coefficient has a t-statistic 
slightly below the 5 per cent significance level, then all but two of the 
cubic choices are explained. An example is shown in Table 7*2 - Industry 
5 full range.
Choosing the linear-cubic is the most difficult of the three as we are 
making a decision on the basis of misleading standard errors without any 
other supporting evidence. The crucial indicator according to the basic 
selection scheme is the significance of the squared term in the cubic, 
by only allowing very low t-statistics for this term to guide rejection of 
the cubic form. In practice the very few linear-cubic forms selected (5 
in all) came from the problem cases: such as those where although the
linear form was indicated, it suffered from serial correlation. In this 
situation the linear cubic was chosen if the t-statistic of the eubed 
term was reasonably close to the critical value. In all, six cases did 
not fit well with the selection scheme of which five were in the separate 
ranges where multicollinearity in the cubic made its use as a basis for
2 3
5) An F-test could be applied to t£e pair of coefficients of r and r% 
or we might use the corrected R~ to guide equation choice. The 
final selection would not be affected. It is helpful, though, to 
keep the t-statistics of the individual parameters in view in this 
particular exercise, as the precision of parameters is important when 
we come to calculate decay measures.
Table 7.1 s Choice of Equation Forms for Industries
1 ■* linear, I.e. ■ linear-cubic, c = cubic
Industry No. Positive Range Negative Range Full Range
1 1 1 1
4 1 I.e.* c
5 1 1 c
6 1 I.e.* 1
7 1 1 1
8 1 1 1
9 1 1 1
11 1 1 c
12 1 1 c
13 1 1 >
15 I.e.* 1 1
16 1* I.e. c*
17 1 1 1
18 I.e.* 1 c
19 1 • 1 1
20 1 1 1
21 1 1 1
* indicates case where selection scheme did not provide direct choice.
the scheme awkward. The 6 cases are marked in Table 7.1. Reference to
the goodness—of—fit of the equations to aid selection would have led to
little if any change in the chosen forms. In nearly every case the
2
change in corrected R from one form to another wa.s extremely small. 
Further the lack of serial correlation meant tha/b this aspect of goodness 
of-fit would only have been appropriately considered in a very few cases 
it did influence the choice on three occasions.
nhe separate ranges are predominantly linear while the full range has 
some nonlinearity. For the separate ranges, the cubic ma,kes hardly any 
showing, despite the efforts made to allow for its multicollinearity.
This hint8 that the mean may not be unsuitable as a decay origin. In 
the full range, by contrast, seven of the industries are best fitted by 
the cubic. Given the difference above and below the decay origin, the 
choice of the cubic for the full range cannot be taken as evidence of 
the need for the decay origin to be different from the mean. Rather it 
lends support to the feeling that a single function for the full range 
has weaknesses.
Subgroups
As only the linear and linear-cubic forms have been estimated for the 
subgroups, the choice is more restricted and the selection scheme 
appropriate is simpler. "Because of the omission of the cubic form we 
do not have the problem of multicollinearity that made choice of the 
industry equations particularly difficult. On the other hand, hetero­
scedasticity is still present to make coefficient significance a problem. 
The scheme can nonetheless be expressed simply: if the coefficient of
the cubed term of the linear—cubic form is significant then that form is 
chosen. Otherwise the linear is selected. In order to deal with the 
likely effect of heteroscedasticity, the linear is only chosen if the
nonlinear term of the linear-cubic has a t-statistic well below the 
5 per cent critical value*
In 5® out of 71 cases, this leads to the choice of the linear form*
Most of the linear-cubic choices are straightforward but 5 have signifi­
cant constant terms which suggest that the cubic would have been the 
appropriate equation form. There are also 5 where the coefficient of 
the first degree is greater than one, and in 2 of these it is significantly 
so. This implies that close to the mean the tendency to decay of profit­
ability is outweighed by factors working to increase the dispersion of 
profitability. There are also two chosen linear equations for which the 
slope coefficient is greater than one (but not significantly). In the 
event, there is no subgroup for which the choice between linear or linear- 
cubic is ambiguous.
Table 7.2 : Examples of the Equation Selection Process
Oon8tant r8t-i r?st-i t m e
Industry 1 negative rarijtre
linear 0.0183 0.79? 0.943 1*518 20
(0.517) (11.716)
linear-cubic -0.0182 O.904 -0.00208 0.938 2.374 20
(O.350) (7.172) (0.033)
cubic -0.0247 0.854 -0.0843 -0.0397 0.933 2.369 20
(0.292) (1.635) (0.099) (0.103)
Industry 5 full ranpg
linear -0.0452 0.835 0.984 2.049 40
(3.503) (48.597)
linear—cubic -0.0422 O.865 -0.0193 0.984 2.098 40
(3.217) (27.930) (1.163)
cubic -0.0700 0.890 O.0591 -O.0484 0.987 2.570 40
(4.652) (30.459) (3.012) (2.707)
Table 7*3 : Choice of Aquation for Subgroups
Linear
Positive Range Negative Range Full Range
1/2 4/5 5/4 1/2 4/5 5/4 1/2 1/3 4/1
7/1 9/1 15/1 7/1 9/1 11/1 4/2 4/4 5/1
15/1 18/2 19/5 13/1 15/1 15/3 5/4 6/4 7/1
20/5 21/2 18/1 18/2 18/3 7/2 8/1 9/1
19/5 21/2 11/1 11/2 12/2
12/4 12/6 15/1
15/2 16/1 16/2
16/3 16/4 17/1
18/1 19/1 19/2
20/2 20/5 21/2
21/3 21/4 21/5
21/6
Linear-Cubic ll/l 15/3 
18/1 18/5
20/5 4/5 15/1 15/5 
16/5 18/2 18/5
Section 7*5 : Summary
The results of this examination of the estimated equations support the 
concept of decay of profitability. The basic evidence for this comes 
from the linear form - in every case at the industry level and nearly 
every one at the subgroup level, the slope coefficient is less than one. 
This means that the expected value of the rate of return at time t is 
closer to the decay origin than at time (t-l). When we look at curvi­
linear forms we find a small number where this decay does not appear to 
operate in the immediate vicinity of the mean, but it is only a sure 
result in a few instances. Therefore it may be taken that decay of 
profitability occurs.
In the majority of cases, the linear form proves sufficient although 
there are 7 full range industry cases where the cubic is needed. The 
subgroup full range results show much less need for nonlinear decay 
functions than this. Overall violations of the requirements for the 
coefficients were rare and the goodness-of-fit very high.
TKEi DECAY OF PROFITABILITY -  ITS MKASUREMBNT
In this chapter the decay functions of the previous chapter are put 
to use. Section 8.1 is concerned with developing; a summary statistic 
of the rate of decay of profitability implicit in a decay function.
Then in Section 8.2 the measure is calculated, the values given and 
their precision evaluated. Section 8.^ considers whether the differences 
in rates of decay between industries are statistically significant.
Section 8.4 looks at differences between the ranges. Finally, Section 8.S 
looks at the results for specific industries and subgroups and introduces
i ;
an interpretation of the rate of decay in terms of a vears-equivalent •
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Section 6,1 : Measures of t,he Decay of Froritabj lity
In this section, the aim is to derive from the decay function a 
statistic summarising’ the rate of decay of profitability for an industry 
range. For this purpose we will first presume that we have a decay 
funct ion:
and the ra.tes of return are measured as deviations from the decay origin*
The rate of decay of profitability may be defined as the ratio of the 
rate of return at time t to the rate of return at time t-1. An alternative 
would be the first derivative of the decay function, but it is the ratio 
that will be used. This choice is motivated by interest in comparing 
annual levels, that is, in the proportionate decay in the rate of return 
from one year to another towards the decay origin. The rate of decay
(that we will denote by D) is therefore:
D ■» rt 
rt-l
and, given our decay function, by
D = f(rt-1)
^ - 1
Substituting specific functional forms for f(r^.^^) will give various
measures of D. Still taking the rates of return as measured from the
decay origin gives two measures:
ID - (3
from the linear form and:
2
lcD = + \ r  t_1
from the linea.r-cubic form.
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The lcD measure presents a problem in that it is dependent upon the 
value of chosen. It is quite conceivable that for one such value
industry A has a higher rate of decay than industry B? while another 
value reverses such an ordering. This is illustrated in Diagram 8.1.
Diagram 8.1
b
decay measure at a for industry A *
ac 
Oa 
af 
Ob 
ae 
Ob
II n n a n ii B »
II n n b n •i A -
It M n b n it B *
There is clearly some interest in its value at particular values of
r. t but it is also desirable to have a measure not no dependent for 
tJ "1
industries with nonlinear decay functions. Such a measure would be an
n o
average of the point measure ovor noma rnnpe of r _ , ‘Phis 1.s nrovided
u •*! *
by the integral; t
1 r jk-,}
(lr - a)
6
lex rt-l
t-l
which averages over the range;
Ol ^ v, ^ fcrt • i
We may now redefine the linear—cubic measure;
k b  , — L
U-cx)J<x
= 1 \  ^  ^  + °^ )
This formulation permits the direct comparison of profit decay in the
positive and nega’tive ranges as the limits of integration all appear as
second degree terms# Tf the limits of integration are;
O  * ^ **
where R is the extreme permitted value, then the positive value is;
tc V  = &  4
Tf the limits ares
- R ^ *V, ^ O  
then the negative range value is;
k k  -- g> -t
although Jk will take different values from t,ho=e for the positive range. 
Tf the limits are;
-  f< $ v t ^ '< 
then the full range value is;
k V  = |s '
again (^taking different values.
'Phis definition in terms of the integral ran be used in the linear case 
also. Tts value will always be whatever the limits nf the integral.
Tn practice all the equation forms have constant terms and both the 
linear and the cubic imply (or may imply) that the mean is not the 
decay origin. So we must use the coefficients of these forms to derive 
the coefficients of the true relationship. For the linear this causes 
no problems, the slope coefficient being an unbia.sed estimate of the 
slope of the true relation* This coefficient is therefore the value of 
ID, The cubic is more difficult and using it returns us to the problem 
of overidentification previously mentioned. It will be recalled that 
the cubic form is postulated to occur where the true relation is linear- 
cubic but the decay origin is not the mean. So we wish to obtain from 
the cubic estimates of the coefficients of the true linear cubic. The 
cubed term poses no problems in that the coefficient in the cubic is an 
unbiased estimate of the corresponding coefficient in the true linear- 
cubic. But given the overidentification, the structural coefficients 
may be calculated in more than one way and thus produce more than one 
set of values. The imprecision of the coefficients of the nonlinear 
terms in the separate range equations suggests that any involved sequence 
of calculation is going to produce estimates with a very low level of 
precision. Therefore no attempt is made to deal with the problem by 
such means, Rather the coefficient of the linear term is taken as a 
direct estimate of the equivalent coefficient in the true linear-cubic 
relationship. This estimate is biased, as the cubic coefficient is (in 
the notation of Section 6,1) (fVi '>V{93). As ^  is of t.ho order 0.01 and 
Q is nearly certainly less than 0.5» bias is likely to be less 
than 0,01 which is considerably less than the standard error of the 
linear coefficient.
The symbols used for the various measures of profit decay will abide 
by the .following- conventions: the prefix letter(s) will denote the
equation form used - 1 for linear, lc for linear-cubic and c for cubic. 
The need to distinguish between linear-cubic and cubic is not to 
distinguish the form of the measure — which is the same - but the source 
of the estimates of £ and used. A superscript + , - or f will denote 
which range is being referred to.
Choosing the limits of integration poses a problem and the solution must 
be to some extent arbitrary. It seems undesirable to employ in the 
measure any portion of the decay function beyond the extreme points used 
in estimation. That is, extrapolation is to be avoided. Having rejected 
the extreme classes, the outer values actually used rarely exceed an 
absolute value of ? standard deviations. Therefore this has been chosen 
as the limit of integration and its justification is purely empirical.
With this value of R we haves
-kb = 'P> -v
aB the decay measure for each range.
Section 8.2 : The Decay Measures - Selection and Standard Errors
In this section a set of decay measures is produced for each range and 
for each industry and subgroup. 'Phe definition of the measure of 
decay was formulated in the preceding section* We wish to find a single 
measure for each Industry-range and it is to this end that we attempted 
to choose the best equation for each. Inevitably there were a number of 
cases where such a choice was difficult. Therefore one of our concerns 
in this section is to ask whether, in these cases, equation choice is 
critical. The second question that will be considered is the reliability 
of these measures.
The first task then is to examine in general how sensitive the choice 
of equation is for the decay measure and in particular whether the 
choice is crucial for those industries and subgroups which do not allow 
an unambiguous selection. The main tool to be employed in this is 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. The choice of this particular 
statistic is primarily motivated by the recognition that we cannot make 
judgements about the desirability of particular levels of the decay 
measure but only relative judgements: that industry A has a faster rate
of decay than industry B. Secondly, whilst we will consider the statis­
tical significance of differences in the decay measure, we are not able 
to discuss the economic importance of such differences. Therefore our 
prime concern will be with the ranking of rates of decay.
In Table 8.1 the rank correlations are reported for comparisons between 
equation forms within ranges.
Eq^'tTon^oims^ C°rrelation of Decay Measures Derived From Different
ID against lcD ID against cD lcD against cD
0.77
0.93
0*97 0.96 0.99
0.73 
0.91 
0.82
Because of the unreliability of the cubic form coefficients in the 
separate range cases, the measure was only calculated for this equation 
form in the full range case. The values of the decay coefficients are 
given in Appendix E. In general the rank correlations are satisfactorily 
high and, the lower values can be attributed to one or two particular 
industries (or subgroups) whose measures differ very markedly between one 
equation form and another. It is concluded that these statistics do 
not point to any great sensitivity to equation form.
This is not sufficient for two reasons. Firstly, it may be that the 
cases of problematic equation selection are the ones whose ranking changes 
drastically between equation forms. Secondly, we are not choosing one 
form for all industries (or subgroups) but rather the best form separately 
for each industry (subgroup). A very high correlation between two sets 
of measures may obscure very great differences between the numerical 
values attached to particular individual industries or subgroups. A 
new set of values taken partly from one of the original sets and partly
Subgroups 
positive range 
negative range 
full range
Industry 
positive range 
negative range 
full range
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from the other may hardly correlate at all with the original sets. We 
could clearly check on this by looking at the means and standard 
deviations of the original sets. But a simpler method is to assemble 
our composite set and calculate how it correlates with the originals.
So we next compile the vector of the measures for each industry that 
are derived from the best equations and correlate this with the vectors 
of measures relating to the original equations. These best measures will 
be denoted by D with the appropriate superscript to denote the range.
The results are shown in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2 : Rank Correlation of the Best Measures with those from 
Specific Equation Forms
D against ID D against lcD D against cD
Industry
positive range 0.93 0.81
negative range 0*99 0.94
full range 0.97 0.98 0.99
Subgroups
positive range 0.80 0.88
negative range 0.93 0.98
full range 0.97 0.84
It is apparent that the best set correlates very highly with the others 
and therefore in general the choice of equation form for a particular 
industry is not crucial• Nonetheless those cases where the choice is 
not obvious must be examined one by one to see whether the choice in 
these particular cases makes an important difference to the ranking of 
these particular industries (or subgroups) in the best set. There are 
6 such cases and 4 involve a ranking change in the best set of 2 places
OT 1 ess « I1 he re a'r*p> 1; hen I C { t, '? O-IRpp) ? both in the 1 ndustry T)Ositiye 
ranee, These nre noted in Table 8.3 where the best measures for each 
range for industries are given, The wee. on re a for subgroups ere rresenieb 
.in Table 8,4, Apart from these three excent, ions it seems safe to 
conclude that the ranking of industries given by the best measures (d) 
is unlikely to be seriously affected, by any errors in the select ion of 
the best equations.
We must next consider the calculation of the standard error of the decay 
measure. In the case of a measure derived from the linear form we have*
IT) * £
and therefore the standard error of ID equals the standard error of the 
slope coefficient in the linear form. But in the case of the linear- 
cubic or cubic measure we have:
lcD = cD = g -h
Taking the variance of these:
Var (lcD) = uor ( g \-V2>^v^
- E[{( £ + 1-W5>yO  —  (I -v >-3V5>iOs ]
“ E L C E , t l  + ^ ^ e U & - M v T 1 +  '^u e U v T)1]
= "V l-bbb VjOr (p'xj)
,• Standard _ | 
error* of lcD ~ ** O c w  (\V) i 1 - b b b  Cc5X> (^\2>»\) d  l X x x ( v \ ^
This exnressi on can be calculated from the results for the relevant 
regression.
The standard errors are given for each of the chosen measures in 
Tables 8,3 &nd 8,4* Their interpretation is held over to the next 
section.
Table 8.5 : Values of D for Industries
(a) Positive Range
Ind. No* D rank standard error— — —  —  —  ----;.. — ——  freedom
1 0.792 12 0.045 18
4 0.760 13 0.025 51
5 0.871 3 0.038 18
6 0.710 15 0.057 14
7 0.851 7 0.028 28
8 0.630 17 0.124 . 4
9 0.706 16 0.092 10
11 0.843 9 0.04? 15
12 0.751 14 0.034 19
13 0.836 10 0.035 24
15* 0.807 11 0.062 22
16 0.872 4 0.041 29
17 O.844 8 0.102 6
18* 0.865 6 0.038 41
19 0.874 3 0.024 28
20 0.918 1 0.068 9
21 0.883 2 0.028 30
* Choice of equation makes more than two places change in ranking.
Table 8,3 : Values of D for Industries
(b) Negative Range
Incl No. 
1
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21
JL
0.901
0.801
0.743
0.755
0.759
0.578
0.439
0.551
0.870
0.884
0.638
0.838
0.850
0.705
0.939
0.862
0.875
rank
2
9
12
11
10
15 
17
16
5
3
14
8
7
13
1
6
4
standard error 
0.054 
0.033 
0.043 
0.077 
0.042 
0.075 
0.092 
0.076 
0.038 
0.037 
0.046 
. 0.046
0.094
0.041
0.033
0.041
0.031
degrees of 
freedom
16
49
18
9
29
3
8
12
18
28
20
7
39
27
14
39
\%o
Table 8.3 : Values of D for Industries
(c) Pull Range
Ind.. No. rank standard error degrees of freedom
1 0.863 4 0.020 36
4 0.830 8 0.012 100
5 0.825 9 O.OI7 36
6 0.745 14 0*028 26
7 0.803 11 0.015 59
8 0.642 17 0.039 9
9 0.677 16 0.041 20
11 0.761 13 0.030 27
12 0.851 6 0.016 57
13 0.907 1 0.016 53
15 0.737 15 0.021 45
16 0.797 12 0.019 56
17 0.855 5 0.037 15
18 0.813 10 0.015 81
19 Q.897 2 0.011 57
20 0.847 7 0.022 25
21 0.881 3 0.012 71
\s \
Table 8,4 : Values of D for Subgroups
(a) Positive Range - D*
Ind No. SubgroupNo. x rank standarderror degrees of freedom
1 2 0.798 9 0.088 11
4 0.761 13 0.034 35
5 0.957 4 0.072 7
7 0.881 6 0.035 21
9 0.705 15 0.157 8
11 1.029 1 0.064 9
13 0.876 7 0.029 23
15 1 0.784 11 0.089 9
15 3 0.945 5 O.O93 9
18 0.758 14 0.055 9
18 2 0.676 12 0.065 10
18 3 0.875 8 0.074 19
19 3 0.794 1° 0.043 16
20 3 1.029 1 0.117 6
21 2 1.011 3 0.061 7
\ 9)2.
Table 8.4 : Values of D for Subgroups
(b) Negative Range - D~
Ind No.
1
4
5 
7 
9
11
13
15
15
18
18
18
19
20 
21
Subgroup
No* IL
0.916
0.819
0.803
0.709
0.557
0.401
0.866
0.638
0.799
0.886
0.63?
0.712
0.881
0.740
0.998
rank
2
6
7 
11
14
15 
5
12
8
3
13
10
4 
9 
1
standard
error
0.068
0.038
0.148
0.049
0.139
0.082
0.029
0.032
0.108
0.070
0.078
0.062
0.035
0.087
0.078
degrees of 
freedom
9
32
7
23
7
8
23
7
8 
10
9
21
15
10
9 '
Table 8,4 : Values of D for Subgroups
(c) 'Pull Range - D
Ind Ho. Subgroup
■ "  ...... No#
1 2 0.843
1 5 0.972
4 1 0.812
4 2 0.759
4 4 0.888
4 5 0.847
5 5 0.746
5 4 0.858
6 4 0.802
7 1 0.808
7 2 0.757
8 1 0.6 36
9 1 0.665
11 1 0.800
11 2 0*907
12 2 0.940
12 4 0.794
12 6 0.807
15 1 0.901
15 1 0.760
15 2 0.850
15 3 0.816
rank standard degrees of
— - error freedom
18 0.032 22
2 0.065 7
24 0.035 15
35 0.044 12
8 0.084 6
17 0.015 68
35 0.059 8
15 0.040 16
28 0.029 13
25 0.019 46
38 O.O42 16
41 0.082 8
40 O.O52 17
29 0.045 20
6 0.063 9
4 0.049 11
30 0.057 8
24 0.042 14
7 0.012 47
32 0.029 18
16 0.042 12
22 0.051 19
»(e) 'Pu.ll Fiance - T) (cont ld')
Tnd No, SubgroupNo, £ rank standarderror degrees of freedom
16 1 0.823 21 0.060 11
16 2 0.750 34 0.055 14
16 3 0.859 14 0.041 14
16 4 0.690 39 0.055 11
16 5 0.825 ?1 0.052 11
17 1 0.802 28 0.044 13
18 1 0.880 10 0.027 22
18 2 0.739 37 0.040 20
18 3 0.781 31 0.027 42
19 1 0.887 9 0.054 15
19 2 0.980 1 0.052 12
19 3 0.864 13 0.015 32
20 2 0.840 19 0.048 9
20 3 0.868 12 0.044 19
21 2 0.938 3 0.028 18
21 3 0.871 n 0.045 8
21 4 0.812 24 0.074 8
21 5 0.741 56 0.047 9
21 6 0.910 5 0.058 13
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Section 8.5 : Significance of Tnter-Industry Differences in Decay
In this section the question to be considered is that of the differences 
between industries (and subgroups) in the rate of decay of profitability. 
The last section presented the results and their standard errors. To test 
for the significance of the differences in rates of decay between indus­
tries poses a slight statistical problem: there is no reason to expect
that the sampling errors of the decay measure have the same variance in 
different industries. Therefore the most conventional tests are not 
appropriate. Fortunately there is a suitable test - the Welch-Aspin 
test."*- This is designed:
"for use when the precision of an estimate  of a
population parameter ..... depends linearly on two population 
variances,"^
Tt has been used to test the difference within ranges between each pair of 
industries. The pattern of the results may be briefly summarised as 
showing that the industry ranked n is generally not significantly different 
from the industry ranked n + 1, but is significantly different from 
industries ranked n + r where r >  1. For example, the industry ranked 6th 
is not significantly different from that ranked 7th, but is significantly 
different from those ranked 8th and below. There are, of course, a few 
industries whose decay measures have large standard errors and break this 
pattern. The insignificant differences (at the 5/' level) are shown in 
Table 8.5. They amount to somewhat less than 10^ of all pairwise com­
parisons in the negative and positive ranges and less than 29" >for the full
1) Aspin A A, "Tables for ITse in Comparisons Whose Accuracy Involves Two 
Variances Separately Estimated", Biometrika. 1949 PP 290—295
2) Aspin A A, op cit p 290
I ^
range. The testing of significance has not been done for all the 
subgroup results but the behaviour of those tested, is similar to that 
found for the industries.
The results enable us to conclude that the decay rate does vary signif­
icantly between industries and therefore that it is a dimension of 
industry performance by which industries may be distinguished.
Table 8.5 « Differences Between Industries in their Rates of Decay
Pairs of industries for which differences are insignificant at the
%  level.
(a) Positive Range
Industry No. 1 with Industry No. 5
4 1?
6 8, 9
7 11
16 5, 15, 18, 21
17 5, 7, 11, 15, 16,.18, 19, 20, 21
19 5, 16, 20, 21
21 ' ' 5, 16, 19, 20
(b) Negative Range ■
5 . 6 7 .,
6 7
8 ' * ' • 11, 15
' ■ 12 20, 21
15 ~ 1,
12, 17, 21
17 4, 12, 15, 16, 20, 21
(c) Pull Range
1 17
4 5
6 15
. -12 ....•■■■. ... -17, 20. '..
17 2°
See text for test of significance used.
\<\ \
Section 6*4 : Comparison Between Ranges
The results for the positive and negative ranges differ and it is 
relevant to ask whether these differences may or may not have arisen 
by chance. Having considered whether if is significantly different from 
D for each industry, we must turn to consider the similarity in the 
ordering of industries according to the decay rates in the two ranges.
Although there might be more justification for assuming a similar dis­
tribution of errors in each range for a given industry, this has not been 
done and so the Welch—Aspin test has again been used. Twelve out of 
the 17 industries have significantly (5°f> level) different decay measures 
for the positive and negative ranges.^ It is therefore reasonable to 
conclude that the decay rate does generally differ above and below the 
mean. Whereas 12 of the 17 industries showed D~ < D+, i.e. that profit­
ability decays faster below the mean, only 7 o u t of the 12 with signi­
ficant differences show the same inequality. This weak support for the
^  •»
thesis that D has a tendency to exceed D is reinforced by the subgroup
figures. These show that 12 out of IS subgroups for which separate 
range figures have been calculated have if significantly different from 
if and 8 out of that 12 have if greater than D~. It seems safe to
5
conclude that the general pattern is of faster decay below the mean.
3) The five with insignificant differences are Industries 6, 8, 9,
17 and 21.
4) The three with insignificant differences are Industry 13 subgroup 1, 
Industry 18 subgroup 2 and Industry 21 subgroup 3*
3) It might be argued that revaluations raise the rate of decay more 
in one range than the other. Whittington op cit pp 64-65 finds 
that in 1948-1954 "we cannot say whether revaluing companies would 
be more or less profitable than average ..." while in 1954-1960 it 
appears "companies which revalued were rather more profitable than 
the average." Therefore if revaluation introduces any bias it 
should lower D+ relative to I) .
Looking now at the ordering of industries for the two ranges. Table 8.6 
shows the rank correlation coefficients between the different ranges.
The correlation between the positive and negative ranges is moderate at 
the industry level and negligible at the subgroup level. This has
important implications for any attempt to identify factors that explain 
the rate of decay of profitability. The process that brings about a 
fast rate of decay of'high'profitability must differ from that which 
brings low rates of return quickly back towards normal levels. This 
question will be dealt with in Chapter IX where the factors affecting 
the decay process receive some preliminary investigation.
Table 8.6: Rank Correlations Between Decay Measures for the
Different Ranges
+ + f - f
D against D D against D D against D
Industry O . h l 0.1*8 0.91
Subgroup -0.02 0.32 0.83
When we move on to consider the rank correlations between the separate
and full range measures, moderate correlation coefficients are found
+ f - f
between D and Dx while the correlation between D and D is strong at
both levels of aggregation. It would appear that the below average
observations have more influence upon the full range equations than the
above average observations. This may wholely or partly be explained by
the fact that the negative skewness of the distributions of rates of return
leads to larger absolute deviations from the mean in the negative range clas
6) See Section U.5
Section 8,5: Discussion of Rome Individual Oases
In this chapter we have decided upon a measure of decay and determined
I
that there are only a handful of cases where the choice of decs.y function
i
is critical. With a chosen set of measures for each range we have 
considered the statistical significance of differences between industries 
and concluded that we can distinguish between most industries according 
to their rate of decay. Finally, in the previous section we found that 
the positive and negative ranges must be regarded separately, both because 
of the actual values of the decay rates and because of their ordering.
Here the intention is to look a little more closely at the actual 
results at the industry level. The first point to be made is that we 
have no absolute standard by which to decide whether a decay rate is too 
slow or too fast, Tt is only in cases where great importance is placed 
upon sufficient incentives to technical innovation that the decay rate 
might be regarded as too fast. The view that will be taken here is that 
industries err towards the laggardly rate of decay. The causes of such 
impeded decay were discussed in Chapter TT and will be pursued empirically 
in the next chapter.
Without a standard by which to discuss rates of decay, the only basis of 
evaluative judgements must be the performance of other industries in this 
respect. The question at its most basic must be: does this industry
have a particularly slow rate of decay by comparison with the remaining 
16? The question of whether to use the mean or median as the reference 
point is unimportant as their locations are close and fine distinctions 
cannot be drawn in this context. As a starting point in a 
comparison of industries, Diagrams B„? to R.4 show fnr t,bo throe 
ranges the relative positions of each industry, the standard errors being
also graphically represented. With these diagrams and the information 
about significant differences provided in Table 8.6, various patterns 
of grouping may be attempted. Unfortunately the positive and negative 
ranges differ sufficiently to prevent any similar grouping being emoloyed 
in both. Even if a pattern of grouping is chosen arbitrarily and imposed 
upon the ranges, the dissimilarity in ordering is grea.t enough to mean 
that there are few industries that fall in the same group in each range.
Therefore the method of procedure adopted is to first look at the few 
industries that have very slow rates of decay in both positive and 
negative ranges and then at those with very fast rates in both ranges.
Two industries only have extremely slow rates of decay in both ranges; 
they are both in the Service sector - 'Retail ing (no. 19) and Miscellaneous 
Services (no. 21), A third Service industry - Entertainment (no. 20) - 
is not quite as consistent as the other two but does have slower than 
average decay in both ranges, and the slowest of all in the positive 
range. There is no immediate explanation for this distinctive behaviour 
of 3 out of the 4 service industries. One reason might be the relative 
size of quoted companies to all companies in these industries. If, as 
seems plausible, quoted companies in the Service sector are very much 
larger than the average service company, their market power following from 
that size differential may permit the maintenance nf rates of -return at a 
stable level. The approximately average behaviour of the Wholesaling 
industry (no. 18) suits the argument as it is characterised by larger 
units than the other Service industries. The exceptional behaviour of 
Retailing is also na.rtly exnlained by the conditions of local monopoly 
which often nreva.il and by the constraints upon margins that applied to 
retail traders during the period under examination. It is initially
\95
surprising that the Service sector, which is usually regarded as 
particularly competitive should have a slow rate of erosion of high 
profits, especially as it has a small ratio of fixed to working capital 
and rather unspecialised fixed capital - both factors that should lead 
to fast rates of decay. Of course the earlier point about the si7,e of 
quoted companies in the Service sector may mean not only exceptional 
market power but also that in other respects the quoted companies may 
be uncharacteristic of the industries as a whole.
Turning now to industries with a fast rate of decay, two industries are 
consistent: Cotton (No 8) and Woollen and Worsted (No 9). These are
perhaps predictable occupants of this particular place. The experience 
of the Textile industries since the early 1950's has been one of fierce, 
mainly foreign, competition and thus a rapid decay of above average 
profitability is unsurprising. There has also been a continuing policy 
of encouraging the scrapping of old machinery and therefore the main 
obstacle to the rapid restoration of normal profitability has been, at 
least, lowered in these industries.
Whilst no other industries clearly stand as having fast or slow decay 
in both ranges, the evidence of the separate ranges and the full range 
results does suggest two more industries are worth examination. The 
slow decay one is Industry 13 (brink). This is completely dominated 
numerically by the Brewers, as a comparison of Tables 4.3 and 4*4 shows. 
Although the consolidation of the Brewing industry was only just begin­
ning in the period under consideration, competition at the local level 
was not great, prices and market shares being reasonably stable. In such 
an environment a slow rate of decay is to be expected. The Paper, Printing 
and Publishing industry (No lb) is on balance a fast decay industry, but
■iCj'o
to treat it as one entity is difficult given its heterogeneity.
Looking at the subgroup results reveals that whilst the Newsuaper 
subgroup has slightly below average decay, the Printing grotm is verv 
nearly average and the Paper group has quite a fast rate of decay. As 
the Newspaper group is the smallest and Paper the largest, the ae’vregate 
result is fast decay. Tt is compatible with the ideas of this study 
that the difficult entry and differentiated nature of the product of 
the Newspaper subgroup should lead to slow decay. The fast decay of the 
Paper industry tallies with the pressure of foreign competition in this 
industry.
Tt is appropriate at this point to look directly at the subgroup results 
and consider the extreme cases, as has just been done at the industry 
level. The subgroup results are notable first for the very great variety 
of rates of decay within one industry: Industry 4? for example, has
subgroups ranked 8, 17, 24 ^od 3?* The industry value is therefore very 
much influenced by the proportions of firms in each of its constituent 
subgroups and general comments about the industry (except in terms of 
similar summary statistics) are difficult to make. Taking as an example 
the previously cited Industry 4 ^od bearing in mind that full range decay 
rates reflect more of the negative than the positive range performances, 
we find Machine Tools (4/2) with a fast rate of decay and Constructional 
Engineering (4/4) with a very slow rate, whilst Shipbuilding (4/1) and 
Other Engineering (4/?) s.re around the average. Another very marked 
contrast occurs in the Clothing and Mootwear industry (No 11) where 
Clothing (11/1) has a fast and Moot wear (ll/2) a slow rate of decay for 
the full range. This difference fits with basic knowledge about these 
two industries. As 86 out of 118 companies in this industry are in the 
Clothing, sobjrro-up, ue find thst tha. M l  r*ne* ranking' for- the industry
\ 9~1
1r fifth fastest. Tn the senamhe ranges, TJ in only available for the 
Clothing1 subgroup and thin behaves peculiarly. Tt has the slowest rata 
of decay amongst the subgroup results for the uositive range and the 
fastest for the negative range, The effeot of this unon the industrv 
results lowers the ranking from ninth Plowest in the nosifive to second 
fastest in the negative range.
Of the top h subgroups showing the slowest rate of deer-y, the Mi sop! 1 - 
aneous Services industry provides two; Catering etc (21/2) and Other 
Cervices (21/6). Retailing is represented by Stores (19/2). The Baking 
subgroup (l?/2) also appears with Pottery (l/3) making up the list. At 
the other end of the list, fast decay is displayed by Cotton Spinning (8/1) 
and Wool (9/1). Building: Merchants (18/2) and T.eather (16/4) also appear 
at this end of the list, together with one subgroup from Miscellaneous 
Services, viz transport and Communication (21,/s).
Without bringing additional quantitative information on industry character­
istics we can only conclude from this brief discussion that to some extent 
decay rates accord with expectations but that the very great differences 
between ranges makes interpretation difficult.
Much of the difficulty in discussing rates of decay follows from the lack 
of any economic standard by which to adjudge their desirability. The 
present study cannot hope to provide this, but it can help a little by 
proffering an equivalent mea.sure to the rate of decay that is perhaps 
more intuitive.
The rate of decay tells us what proportion of the abnormal profitability 
is eliminated in one year. We could a,s well a.sk about; the half-life of 
the abnormal, profitability: how many years does it hake ho eliminate
ma given proportion of these abnormal rates of return? Taking the given 
proportion a.s 50 per cent we get an equation:
- G • S
where N * the half-life, i.e. the number of years to eliminate half the 
excess (or deficient) rates of return.
Such an equation may be evaluated by taking logs:
\oc\ (ot>)
N -- - J
\o. r,^  ( lt> )
The values of this measure for the three ranges for th^ industry level 
are given in Table 8.7. The measure has the useful characteristic of 
throwing up more clearly than I) the extreme cases. In the positive 
range, Industry 20 has a half-life 50 per cent longer than any other 
industry, whilst in the negative range Industry 19 has a half-life almost 
double that of any other industry. Omitting these extreme cases, the 
span of values in the positive range is from 1,5 to S.6 years and in 
the negative range from 0.8 to 6.6 years. Ouch a spread of values as 
these might well be regarded as acceptable, leaving only the previously 
mentioned extreme cases representing undesirable situations; although 
perhaps a half-life of under one year might err on the rapid sidle.
'Hiere is still no standard by which to judge those results absolutely, 
so such statements as have just been made can only be suggested appraisals. 
Before leaving this measure of decay, it is worth pointing out that for 
all three ranges the average half-life is nearly 4 years. To present a 
numerical example; this means that a firm earning in an industry 
whose average is 15°^  would on average be earning 20°Jn after 4 years and 
lljtfo after 8 years. Such a rate of adjustment surely cannot be regarded 
as over-rapid and therefore the initial premise that decay rates generally 
arr on the slow side does not seem unjustified.
‘99
Table 8.7 : Half-Life Equivalent s to Rate a of Decay 
Measured in years
Industry No. Positive Range Negative Range Pull Range
1 2.97 6.64 4.70
4 2.53 3,1? 3.7?
5 5.02 2.33 3.6O
6 2.02 2.47 2.36
7 4.29 2.S1 3.I6
8 1.50 1.26 1.36
9 1.99 O.84 1.78
11 4.06 1.16 2.54
12 2.42 4.98 4.29
13 3.87 5.63 7.10
13 3.23 1.54 2.27
16 5.06 3.92 3 .O6
17 4.08 3.86 4.43
18 4.78 1.98 3.35
19 5.15 11.03 6.38
20 8.09 4.67 4.17
21 5.57 5.19: 5.47
ioo
The general conclusions of this section are rather nawq.tive, Tt is 
clear that decay is not simply or strongly related to other character— 
istics of industries - this will be pursued further in the next 
chapter. Secondly, only a few industries display distinctive and 
similar decay characteristics in both ranges. This clearly raises 
problems in evaluating industries unless one or the other range is 
regarded as the more important. Thirdly, the constituent subgroups of 
some industries have considerable differences in their.rates of decay 
leading to problems in performing analysis, of decay at the industry 
level.
20 t
Section 8.6 : Summary
Tn this chapter a decay statistic has been formulated. Tt is the 
average ratio of r^ to r ^ ^  over the relevant range and its form depends 
upon the decay function. For this purpose, the coefficients of the 
decay functions are regarded as estimates of the parameters of the true 
decay function with the decay origin properly specified. Tt was found 
that the decay statistics based on one equation form correlated highly 
with those from the other forms. Further, there were only a few instances 
of the equation choice making more than a minor impact upon the ranking 
of the particular industry or subgroup. Therefore it was concluded that 
equation choice did not have a critical influence upon the overall ranking 
of industries according to their rates of decay.
Consideration of the precision of the decay coefficients revealed that most 
pairs of industries differed significantly in this respect and therefore 
that decay of profitability is a dimension of industry performance which 
does separate and distinguish industries (and subgroupsJ. Tn the last 
section certain industries displaying' rather extreme rates of decay were 
briefly examined.
The positive and negative ranges were found to differ very greatly, the 
ordering of industries in the positive range bearing approximately no 
relation to the ordering in the negative range. Some evidence was also 
found to support the view derived from the inspection of the estimated 
equations, that the rate of decay is faster in the negative than the 
positive range.
1
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER .VIII 
The Decay Origin
So far the assumption has been made that the mean industry rate of return 
is a good approximation for the decay origin, that is, the point towards 
which the decay of profitability is directed. It is now possible to 
consider the validity of this assumption.
In the first part of this Appendix, the calculated values of the decay
\
origin are presented. In the second section we directly consider the 
assumption that the decay origin and the mean coincide;. Thirdly the 
evidence for differing decay origins for the positive and negative 
ranges is examined. Fourthly the possibility of relationships between 
decay origins and decay coefficients is investigated. The last two 
sections attempt statistical and economic explanations respectively of 
the foregoing observations.
8A1 Calculation of the Decay Origin
7
In Section IV.1 where various forms of <?ec.ay function were developed, the 
possibility and effects of a deviation of the mean from the decay origin 
were considered. In the case of the linear form, if the deviation of the 
decay origin from, the mean is 0, then the constant term equals 0(3-1) where 
8 is the slope coefficient and 0 is positive when the mean is greater than 
the decay origin. If the linear cubic form is found to be appropriate, 
then the mean must coincide with the decay origin. If this is not so and 
there is nonlinearity, the cubic form become appropriate.
It was found in Section 8.H that, for most industries, a different decay 
rate prevailed in the positive range than in the negative range. This 
indicates that the full range function will be an untrustworthy guide to 
the decay origin. Therefore this appendix wil—i. restrict its attention to 
the separate range functions. This has a beneficial side~effect. the
'2o3
cubic was never chosen for a separate range and. so we are not faced with
the problems of estimating 0 from that functional form.
Table 7-1 shows five cases where the linear cubic form was found
appropriate for the separate ranges. For these therefore 0 may be taken
to be zero - the mean coincides with the decay origin. There are another
2
five such cases amongst the subgroups . The remaining cases are all linear.
To calculate 0 from the linear function, we take the ratio a/(b-l) where a 
is the estimated constant and b the estimated slope coefficient. The 
results at the industry level are shown in Table 8A1 in standard deviation 
units in columns 1 and U and in percentage point units in columns 3 and 6.
0 takes predominantly positive values and in both ranges has an average 
value of between 2 and 3 percentage points. In other words, the decay 
origin seems to lie a small amount below the industry mean. This is more 
consistently demonstrated in the_ negative range than the positive. This 
contrast is also found at the subgroup level.
8A2 Does the Decay Origin Differ Significantly from the Mean?
Further discussion of the value of 0 mu^t depend upon the confidence limits 
that can be assigned to the calculated values. The standard error of the 
ratio of two stochastic quantities poses considerable problems. In what 
follows, reliance will be placed upon the result presented by'O’Brien and 
Hilton^ that gives (asymptotic) 95$ confidence intervals:
1 Positive range, industries 15 5 18. Negative range, industries H, 6, l6.
2 Positive range, ll/l, 15/3} 18/1, 18/3* Negative range, 20/3.
3 O ’Brien, R.J. and Hilton, K., ’The Significance of Structural
Coefficients in Economic Models', unpublished.
A.verage
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Decay 
Origin 
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Industry 
level
los
+ 1.96/({S^ - 2S S .p. + s l ( _ a ^ 2}/(b-l)2 )
(b-l) D 1 b-l I(b-l)
'k /
2
■where S is the estimated variance of a 8#
?
S.^  is the estimated variance of b
p is the correlation coefficient between a and b
It is the square root portion of the above formula that is given as the 
standard error in Table 8A1.
At the industry level, the hypothesis that 6 is zero is rejected in 8 
instances by the above test. This will tend to reject the null hypothesis 
incorrectly rather than accept it because the confidence interval is 
asymptotic. In only 2 subgroup cases is the hypothesis that 0 is zero reject­
ed. Overall therefore the use of the mean as the decay origin does not 
seem to have involved very much approximation.
As the subgroup results reveal only 2 out of 30 cases where 0 is significantly 
different from zero - a number that might well occur by chance with this
7 # #
test “ • attention will from now on be restricted to the industry level 
results. It is worth noting that the contrast between industry and 
subgroup results might be used to argae that the deviations of the industry 
level decay origins from the mean are a consequence of aggregating over 
subgroups. But inspection of the component subgroups of those industries 
with significant values of 0 does not suggest more heterogeneity of average 
rates of return than usual, nor more heterogeneity of decay rates.
Therefore whilst it may stand as a general explanation of the industry/ 
subgroup contrast, it does not seem to assist in explaining differences 
between particular industries'in this respect.
Of the 8 values of 0 that differ significantly from zero, all but one are 
positive. Thus the evidence that, if the decay origin lies away from the 
mean, it lies below the mean is strengthened. Of uhe 12 industries wi hi
0 having the same sign both for positive and negative ranges, 10 have 
0 non negative and 2 have it non—positive. Of the remaining industries 
(with contradictory signs) only one has a significant value for 0: 
industry 13 for the negative range. So the significant results and the 
consistent results point to a decay origin at or below the mean. But 
as only 8 out of 3^- estimates of 0 differ significantly from zero and as 
the test used underestimates the standard error, the evidence against the
mean is not strong.
\
8A3 Does the Decay Origin Differ Si gnificantly between Ranges?
For every industry the decay function has been estimated separately for 
those observations relating to above average profitability and for 
those relating to below average profitability. Consequently there are two 
estimates of 0 for each industry (0+ & 0 ). Inevitably these will differ, 
the question is whether the differences can or cannot be attributed to 
chance.
As this question is taken after that of the preceding section it must take
+  —
note of the results there reported. So where both 0 and 0 were there 
found insignificantly different from zero and of the same sign, it must be 
concluded that they do not differ significantly one fron another. Where 
one of the ranges has had the linear -cubic form of decay function fitted, 
the exercise is more awkward. There is no standard error estimated for 
0 in such cases. The uncertainty relating to the value of 0 is primarily 
derived from the fact that selection of a particular equation form is never . 
sure. Such uncertainty is not amenable to standard statistical techniques.
Therefore in the present context, 0 has been taken as known with certainty
" k 
to equal zero where the linear cubic form has been selected. The remaining
 ^ This will lead to incorrect rejection rather than incorrect acceptance 
of the null hypothesis of no difference. But only one industry (6 ) 
might thus be misclassified.
XO‘1
cases have been dealt with using the Welch-Aspin test. Apart from
those involving the linear-cubic form, the test ~ - p. - w  >1-1 - ^
r ^  *b -i. a. v_. lIu x . j. 1 ta v_^ xi c^ * ^  fu
one.
The results are evenly balanced: 8 industries'^ have 0+ significantly
dilfeient from 0 and 9 do not show a significant difference. It therefore 
must be concluded that for some industries, either for statistical or 
economic reasons, the estimates of the location of the decay origin 
calculated from the separate ranges do diverge.
V
8Ak Decay Origins and Decay Coefficients
It proves interesting to look at the connection between 0 and the slope of 
the decay functions. The results are summarized in Table 8A2.
Table 8A2 Decay Origin and D - Numbers of Industries
T)+—Z D - D+ < I)
e+ , e~ » o 9(7) 2(1)
. e+ < o,o” » o. 1(0) ' (<s)
Bracketed values give the number of industries where D+ differs significantly 
from D see Section 8.i+ footnote 3.
H" • •
In the majority of cases, the sign of 0 is the same as the sign of
(D - D ). This result is not altered if the industries where D does 
not differ significantly from D are rejected. Of the two industries where 
9+ is significantly different from zero, both lie in cells on the principal- 
diagonal of Table 8A2. If we restrict ourselves to those industries where
5 Industries 1, U, 8, 12, 13, 15, l8> 20.
2,0%
0 and 0 ai e significantly different , ‘then we find 7 out of 8 on the
main diagonal. (b in the top left hand cell and h in the lower right hand
cell). Before attempting explanation of this result, it can be reported
+  —
that the sign of (0 - 0 ) shows no relationship with either the sign
+ +  —
of 0 or the sign (D — D ).
8A5 Statistical Explanation of the Relationship between D and 0 
Explanations based on linear decay relationships lead to the requirement that 
0 and 0 should have the same sign. The results of Table 8A2 clearly rule 
out that as a general explanation, though it would suffice for the upper left 
hand cell of that table. But in the lower right hand cell, the decay
origin appropriate to the positive range function lies above the mean whilst
that for the negative range lies below.
If it is assumed that there is some nonlinearity of the form illustrated in 
Diagram 2.1, then fitting linear functions to the separate ranges would
lead to a negative value of 0 in the positive range and a positive yaJ.ue in
/ • • •
the negative range. This holds in the case when the decay origin is
correctly located at the mean. If the true decay origin lies below the mean, 
then the sign prediction for 0 is reinforced. But the sign of 0 now 
depends upon the actual shape of the curve in the positive range and the 
size, of the deviation of the decay origin from the mean.
This argument based on nonlinearity now provides the link between the sign 
of 0 and the sign of (D ~ D ), or rather the size of D . For it implies
that the smaller D+, all other things being equal, the larger 0 will be
and therefore the more likely 0 is to be negative despite the decay origin 
lying below the mean. In fact every industry for which 0 is positive has 
a below average value of D and conversely of those industries foi whicn
+  —
that D and D are only moderately correlated; it is not surprising that we 
have detected a relationship with the sign of (D+ - D~).
Therefore we may fit the results into a consistent pattern with the decay 
origin lying below the mean. This is not to reject the possibility that 
there are industries where it is above the mean. But the evidence that 
we have suggests that the converse predominates.
8A6 The Economics of the Decay Origin
It is now possible to turn to the economics of the decay origin and consider
whether it is reasonable for the decay origin to lie below the mean. In 
addition it would be desirable to see whether there are economic arguments 
for the link with the decay rate, for which we have so far only provided a 
possible statistical explanation.
If the decay origin lies below the mean, then the interpretation in terms 
of the analysis of Chapter 2 would be that/there is a net inflow of resources
to markets even when rates of return in those markets are below the industry
average. The decay origin is the point of reversal in the direction of 
net resource movement.
If the positive range decay origin exceeds the negative one^ then there 
would appear to be a range of rates of return where resource in and outflows 
are in balance. The expected change in the rate of return in the next 
period for a firm whose rate of return in the present period is in that 
range would be zero. It is important to note that any such behaviour of the 
decay of profitability would lead to nonlinearity in the decay function.
In a situation with no capital rationing and firms investing down to the 
project whose rate of return equals the cost of capital, we would expect the 
decay origin to be the cost of capital. It is to be expected that average
n • +  . . .
6. 12 and 17 industries share this and 7 out of 8 for which 6 significantly
different from Q“' .
2,10
rates of return are above the cost of capital. Therefore the" decay '■ 
origin will be below the mean. Factors that deter firms from investing 
right down to the margin will raise the decay origin above the cost of 
capital but may very well leave it below the industry mean.^
A second framework for explanation can be found in the behavioural theory 
of the firm. The model of Chapter 2 was based upon the resource allocation 
decisions of a multi“product firm. We may interpret those decisions 
behaviourally. In Chapter 2 a periodic search of markets in which the 
firm was already operating and of markets the firm felt capable of 
entering was posited.
In a behavioural context we might expect some standard resource allocation 
procedure to be generally.employed and for search to occur only when 
certain stimuli were experienced. It might be more appropriate to suggest 
a three level process: firstly a standard allocation procedure is employed;
secondly, that procedure is adjusted but no change in the set of markets 
is considered; thirdly, the search for new markets is initiated.
Cyert and March have discussed a situation very much akin to that presently 
under examination:
M... on each dimension of organisational goals there are a number of 
critical values - critical that is from the point of view of shifts in 
search strategy"®.
The goal of profitability •is our concern and the critical values are levels 
of profitability that trigger off changes in the resource allocation process. 
Because we are talking of multi-product firms, there are two types of critical 
profitabilities: those for individual products and those for the whole firm. 
If profitability of any one product falls below a critical value, some
7- It might be argued that this would lead to a larger divergence of the
decay origin from the mean if the mean is high. But no such relationship 
is detectable in the results.
8 . Cyert, R.M. arid March J.G. 'A Behavioural Theory of the Firm’ Prentice 
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, 1963 p. 123.
assessment of that product's share of available resources is likely.
This may veil occur whatever the firm’s overall profitability. Although 
some connection between that overall value and the critical value for 
individual products would seem probable.
It is likely therefore that change in the standard allocation scheme will 
occur because of experience in individual markets and this will happen 
whilst the firm's overall profitability is above its critical value. This 
in itself may induce improvements in profitability i.e. decay of 
profitability from below origin levels, Once the firm’s overall profitabil 
falls below the critical level, it may be that efforts are contained within 
the range of possibilities defined by reallocation within the existing set 
of markets. But it is more likely that the third level ~ the full search - 
is embarked upon. As we move upwards away from the critical value, the 
likelihood of search or even reapprais ci_L of standa rd allocations b 6 C OiiiC 3 
decreasingly likely. So overlaid upon the process of resource allocation 
developed in Chapter 2 is this behavioural process.
7
The other behavioural effect that must be incorporated is the accretion or 
erosion of organisational slack. When the firm is well clear of its 
critical profitability such costs increase and play some part in the decay 
of high profitability. Conversely once the critical value lies above 
actual profitability, strenuous efforts will be made to reduce slack.
-f- ^  .
Now turn to the observation that D generally exceeds D . This means 
that the rate at which profitability returns towards central values is 
usually faster for low than for high profitability: firms recover from bad
periods more rapidly than they' slip from-successful situations. In the 
present analysis high profitability is eroded by the basic resource transfer 
process of Ch. 2 and by the accretion of organisational slack. Whereas 
low profitability is corrected by the resource transfer piocess..by the
/A 2.
of the firm s decision process'. It is the behavioural components that 
seem likely to contribute the observed asymmetry of decay. As the 
second and third stages of the decision process are activated, so rates 
of improvement of profitability are likely to be increased. The precise 
rate of return at which the extra factor will come into operation depends 
upon the whole constellation of critical values. But it may be presumed 
that many more firms in the negative than the positive range- are engaged 
in the latter stages of the decision process. It is also at least 
plausible to expect that the sloughing off of management slack will occur
• • • *4* —“■
more rapidly than its accumulation. So D , if it differs from D should
exceed it. This we have found.
If our behavioural arguments lead to the expectation that D+ and D will
differ, they also lead us to expect thatJthe decay origin will tend to lie
below the mean. We have seen the role that may be made out for the critical
values of profitability. It is important to bear in mind that these values
are adaptive: one of the effects of failure to achieve is an adjustment of
/
the standard. Indeed it may well be that failure to attain only affects 
the decision process once there is little room for their further downward 
adjustment. The critical value will become less flexible as it falls
towards that level of profitability regarded by management as the minimum
safe level. It is probably not too cavalier to ignore the role of critical 
values until we get near the minimum safe levels and these - playing a 
part rather akin to the minimum profit constraint of such models of the 
firm as sales revenue maximisation — may be presumed to lie well below the 
industry mean in all except the most troubled industries. Therefore the 
behavioural factors involved in the decay of profitability will tend.to 
produce a decay origin below rather than above the mean.
Ill
The qualitative difference between the processes bringing about the decay • 
of high and low profitabilities cannot be presumed to be separated at a 
point profitability. There is likely to be a range of profitabilities 
where some firms are, for example, eliminating management slack whilst 
others are accumulating it. There will be some overlap. In this range 
the slope of the decay function will differ from both D+ and D~. There 
'will therefore be some nonlinearity about the decay origin if there is an 
asymmetry in the decay process. This supports the explanation of the 
discrepancy between 0+ and 0 . The lines fitted to the separate ranges 
will hardly be affected by a small interval of different slope such as is 
suggested here. Therefore they will become inaccurate very close to the 
decay origin and bring about the effect suggested in 8A 5.
Finally, can the behavioural factors provide an explanation of the
+ “ * + 
relationship between sign (D D ) and sign (0 )? An argument with some
plausibility may be constructed: the stranger the part played by
• • +  ”
behavioural factors, the more likely it becomes that D exceeds D . Another
effect of trie behavioural factors is to lower the decay origin. The further
the decay origin lies below the mean, the more likely it becomes that the 
observed 0 is positive despite the negative bias in this figure because 
of nonlinearity at the decay origin. So we may regard both the items in 
the relationship under consideration as reflecting the overall strength 
of behavioural factors.
In summary, we have seen that the use of the mean as. an estimate of the 
decay origin is not seriously amiss. But any error is one of overestimation. 
Secondly we have seen that estimates of the location of the decay origin do 
differ between ranges and that this is probably a consequence of some 
nonlinearity in the decay function near to the decay origin. Thirdly we 
have found a relationship between the deviation of the decay origin from
2.1 Ly
the mean (as ^stimat-od from the mqi + ivo~ • Jr ^ —  ‘ ^  -* ^ ^  u j .a o  -j- v j. v . x j , ^
between positive and negative range, decay coefficients. Explanation of 
this is probably primarily statistical. Finally by introducing ideas 
from the behavioural theory of the firm it has been possible to explain
• 4- — . ,
both the difference between D and D and the location of the decay origin,
% \ < >  _
C H A P T E R  IX
DhiCAY OE PROFITABILITY ANT) OTHfiR INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS
The main purpose of this study is achieved with the final measures 
of the decay of profitability* But in Chapter I it was argued tha.t 
this measure contributed extra, information about the nerformance of an 
industry, in particular giving a measure of the speed s/fc which the 
equilibrating forces in the industry could bring about competitive eouil— 
ibrium. The ranking of industries according to their decay of profit­
ability gives us a comparison between industries along this dimension*
The question to be investigated in this chapter is: "Row do other
measures of industry structure, performance and experience relate to 
this measure?".
We may divide this question in a number of ways. But the main distinction 
must be between studying relationships because of a belief in a ca.usal 
connection, that is, where we believe some factor has influence upon 
the rate of decay of profitability, and studying relationships between 
variables which may each be influenced by a third factor and therefore 
are likely to vary together. This a.ppuoximstely coincides
with the structure/performance distinction. Tt is reasonable to presume 
that the structure of an industry will influence performance in general 
and therefore, in particular, the rate of decay of prof itability. Some 
arguments to this effect were presented in Chapter TT and will be 
reviewed below. Comparing the rate of decoy with other measures of 
performance will only7- partly involve the idea of direct ca.usal connection 
between the two performance measures. But it is worth looking at in o^der 
to see to what extent comparison between industries on the basis of other
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performance measures h=>s, through close correlation, involved 
implicitly comparison of rates of decay.
The statistical method of this chapter is very basic a,nd rank- cor— 
relations will he the main tool. The limitations of this are recognised 
hut what multivariate analysis was attempted did not yield oualifatively 
different, or indeed stronger, results* Tn the event, the rank cor­
relations that are found are very weak and only a minority attain even 
*ffo significance. Although in a few situations the consistent behaviour 
of rank correlations is felt to strengthen the probability that the 
results are not chance ones, in general we are adducing evidence in 
support of hypotheses rather than providing tests of those hypotheses.
The second limitation of this work relates to the data employed. Tt 
would be a separate and considerable study to prepare the usual measures 
of structure and performance for the industry classification used here. 
Therefore attention has been restricted to published .figures in a con­
venient form, and to measures that can be derived from the data used in 
this Rtudy. Measures of the latter kind have the serious disadvantage 
that they are based purely upon quoted companies and therefore are faulty 
representations of the industry as a whole. Tecauso of this data problem, 
fewer variables are available at the subgroup level than at the industry 
level. All the data used, and where necessary explanations of their 
derivation, are given in Appendix T1.
The remainder of the chapter is divided into three portions. ri1he first, 
deals with the relation between the rate of decay of profitability and 
five measures of industry structure. The second section looks at the rate 
of decay and its relation to various performance measures. The third
section reports the comparison of Whittington's decay coefficients
with those produced in the present study, A summary concludes the 
chapter.
f!Vo fnmiR of concentration. ratio are used* the conventional /J.-f irrn 
concentration h ased on full indue try date"1' and a me a cure calculated 
by Wbitt.in/H-.ou, namely the proport j.on of the total net assets of minted 
companies controlled by firms owning over f,4 million net assets in 1954. 
The former is only available for the manufacturing' industries and con­
struction but at both industry and subgroup level, whilst the latter is 
available only at the industry level but tor the service sector as well, 
as menu fa cturing and construction*
The third main concent rat ion measure employed is the Variance of the
2
Logarithms of Size (Net Assets) of the firms in the sample« Fart 
says:
"If the underlying size distribution of firms is log norma,1, 
then (the variance of the logarithms of size) is the 
appropriate measure of concentration,"
It also has the feature that calculating it only on quoted companies 
is likely to lead to a downward bias, whereas the concentration ratio 
of Whittington biased upwards by the omission of the unquoted sector. 
The remaining two structural measures used are average size (net assets) 
and the variance of net assets,
y
The levels of correlation between CB4 and ‘the other measures in Table 
9,1 suggests that the latter are reasonably robust and. not too severely
distorted by the omission of unquoted companies,
1) Sawyer W (1, ’’Concentration in British Manufacturing Industry”, 
Oxford Economic Papers Vol. 23 197^, PP 352-^33
2) Bart P E, "Cntrouy and Other Measures of Concentration", .Journal
of the Boyal Statistical Society Series A Vol 134, 1971, PP 73-35
Table 9,1 t Rank Correlations Between the Structural., Measures
At the Industry level
i n nn Var ,, \ Avera.eeWhfR \ Var (^i ze )
■ -  r 1 I t,op' S i z e  ' i . ■■■' S i z e
Sawyer 4-fiTm
Concentration Patio (CTM)* 0.83 0,7? 0 ,77 0.8?
Whittington
Concentration Ratio (WhOR) 0,70 0,79 0,75
Variance of the
Logarithm of Size 0,8/1 0 ,83
Variance of Size 0,87
* rPhia measure is only available for Manufacturing and Construction 
and therefore 13 observations, not 17* are used in calculating 
these rank correlation coefficients.
Tn Chapter IT, Section P.h, it is stated that: ’"•’he closer the
industrv structure is to the purely competitive the fa,ster high
rates of return will be reduced." The initial presumption is therefore 
that rates of deoa.v will fall as the industry structure deviates 
further from the competitive ideal. talking first specifically of 
the concent rat i on measure, it is to be expected that high concentrations 
are maintained by devices to restrict new competition. These devices, 
of which barriers to entry are probably the most important, will 
obstruct the allocation of resources according to rates of return and 
therefore will slow down the rate of decay (and thus raise T>). Two 
factors may act to weaken this relationship. Tn the first place, 
the measurement of the decay of profitability is not weighted y 
the size D f firm. a highly concentrated market strneture
may be composed of a few large and many small firms. The operating 
environment of the small firms may appear highly competitive and their 
decay rates may be correspondingly high. Because of their numerical 
dominance, the industry decay rate may be relatively high. If such 
cases arise, the variance measures may show a stronger relationship with 
D than the concentration measures. The second factor relates to firm 
diversification; a high industry concentration measure may not 
necessarily imply highly concentrated markets if the firms of the 
industry are all well diversified.
The average size of firm in an industry is inserted to provide a proxy 
(probably weak) for the capital cost barrier to entry; as such we may 
expect it to correlate negatively with the rate of decay for reasons 
already given with reference to barriers to entry in general.^
There is another reason for expecting a negative correlation between 
average size of firm and the rate of decay of profitability. It is 
generally found^ that there is a negative relationship between size 
and the variability of rateB of return. It is reasonable to expect 
that high rates of decay accompany highly volatile rates of return. 
Therefore an industry of large firms might be expected to have a higher 
value of D, all other things being equal, than an industry of low average 
size. This line of reasoning and that based upon barriers to entry 
may not be independent - the scale barrier to entry by obstructing the 
reallocation of resources reduces the variability of profit experience.
3) Whittington Gt op cit p 72, and Samuels & Smyth op cit
4) Shepherd W G, "Elements of Market Structure", Review of 
Economics & Statistics Feb 1972 p 29, uses log (net assets) to 
catch more effectively the capital—cost aspect of barriers, duch 
a transformation is irrelevant for rank correlation purposes.
Table 9*2 shows how these structural measures relate to the rate of 
decay of profitability for the three ranges. The first point i» that 
the correlations are weak with only one attaining a 5°J> level of 
significance. On the other hand, the majority of the correlations are,
as expected, positive. That is, structures that would be regarded ;
Table 9.2 : Rank Correlations Between D and Measures of Structure
c m ! WhCR
Var 
(Log Size) Var (Size)
Average
Size
Industry ^+
-0.04 0.10 0.24 0.19 -0.16
D" 0.39 0.36 0.50* 0.34 0.25
0.30 0.25 0.35 0.24 0.23
Subgroup r 
D 0.02 * 0.13 -0.09 -0.10
+ Using only Manufacturing industries and Construction.
* Significant at the 5% level. For test see T Yarnane "Statistics"
2nd Edition, Harper Row New York I960, p 470
more divergent from the competitive ideal than others do tend in the 
present sample of industries to be accompanied by slower rates of decay 
of profitability. But the structural measures have been shown to be 
intercorrelated (Table 9.1), and therefore the correlations with the 
rates of decay are not independent. That is, we cannot regard the 
results as five separate tests and take comfort from the similarity of 
the results despite the general insignificance. The intercorrelations 
between the structural measures were not so high that similar results 
for each of them provides no extra evidence over and above that given 
by one, but it supplies considerably less than would be provided by 
five separate tests. As the positive and negative range decay rates
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show very low correlation with one another, their similar results for
three structural measures might be taken as extra support for the
existence of positive relationship between JD and non-competitive 
industry structures. As was stated in the introduction to this chapter, 
hypothesis testing is rarely possible. In the case of structure/decay 
relationships, the evidence we have obtained lends support to our 
expectations.
Whilst the general insignificance makes any more detailed examination 
rather dangerous, it may just be permissible to look at the difference 
between the ranges at the industry level. For each structural measure
the correlation is lowest with the positive range decay measure. The
negative range results are in every case the strongest. This consistent 
pattern suggests that the industry structure has more influence upon the 
decay of low profitability than of high profitability. The intermediate
f
rank correlations for I) follow from its nature as a form of average of 
the separate range decay rates.
The subgroup results are disappointingly weak and contrary. This is 
most likely a consequence of the data - the criticisms of the measures 
of structure already made apply with added strength at the industry 
subgroup level. Also, the reliability of the rates of decay is lower at 
the subgroup level. The range of rates of decay is very nearly the same 
for industries and for subgroups, but in the subgroup case 41 observations 
fall within this range while only 17 industries have to be fitted in.
Even if industry and subgroup rates of decay were equally well determined, 
more random disturbance of the ordering would be likely for the subgroups. 
When the subgroups are less well determined, the ordering becomes even less 
reliable. Therefore it is not too disturbing to find rank correlations 
for the subgroups are lower than for the industries.
The conclusion of this section is that what evidence we have found 
supports the idea that the less competitive the industry the slower the 
rate of decay of profitability, but the evidence is by no means 
conclusive.
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Section 9.2 i The Relation of Decay ajid Other Performance Measures
The definition of performance measure is rather hroa.d in this section, 
First; there are two conventional measures! growth of net assets and 
industry average profitability; then three measures relating- to the 
inter-temporal behaviour of average profitability. These are the 
standard deviation of the annual averages, the trend in the annual 
average and the standard deviation of the residual, error of the trend 
equation. The final measure is the average annual dispersion of rates 
of return within the industry. The precise definitions of these various 
measures are given in Appendix F, together with their values.
The reasons for looking at these various aspects of industry performance 
(or, more generally, behaviour) will emerge as this section proceeds, 
but the second group relating to the behaviour of the industry average 
rate of return over the period 1948-1.960 needs some initial explanation. 
Tn Whittington's book "The Prediction of Profitability" he finds that 
part of the variation from industry to industry of the rate of decay is 
explained by variations in the industry average rate of return. It 
will be recalled that he uses two 6-year periods in his analysis. He 
therefore takes the difference in industry average between those two 
periods as the independent variable in an equation whose dependent 
variable is the industry rate of decay.' The strength of the results 
that he gets makes it essential to perform similar analysis with the 
decay ra/fces presented in the preceding chapter. Whereas Whittington 
had only one available measure of the variability of industry average 
profit, because of his use of only two periods, here the choice is 
wider with twelve periods. Two s e p a r a t a  arguments are available that
?) Whittington (1, op cit pp 91-97
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are compatible with Whittington's results but suggest different measures 
for the present analysis. The first is that it is the rate at which 
industry average profi.tability falls that influences the internal rate 
of decay of profitability: this leads to using the trend. The other
argument says that it is the volatility of the industry ayeraae tha.t 
affects the rate of decay: this would imply the use of the sta.nda.rd
deviation of the industry average or, removing th» t^end, the standard 
deviation of the variations about the trend line.
With a range of performance measures to consider it is neoessarv to 
clarify their inter-relations before progressing to an examination of 
how each of them is related to the rate of decay. A key to the inter­
relation of three of the measures - growth, profitability and trend in 
profitability - may be found in the inter-industry equilibrium nrooess. 
So far intra-industry adjustments have been looked at, but the same 
arguments lead to an analogous process between industries. In reality 
it is not a separate process but another facet of the overall adjustment 
of resource alloca.tion. Tt was argued in Chapter IT that most entry and 
exit will occur within the bounds of a single industry, so the inter­
industry equilibration will primarily result from differential rates'of 
accumulation of assets in different industries. There will be some 
movements of firms between industries but this is of lesser importance. 
Tf there is such a process of inter-industrv equilibration, resources 
will accumulate fastest in the most profitable industries and d;his will 
tend to reduce profitability most quickly in these industries.^ This
6) As Whittington points out, " no industry experienced a substantial 
increase in profitability." On cit p 91. Therefore it is relative 
rates of decrease of p r o f i t a b i l i t y  that are appropriate to the 
argument in this context.
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latter conclusion is supported by Whittington, who in his empirical
conclusions finds: "•• a tendency for the average profitability • ••
of industries to regress towards the mean for all industries bv an
amount proportionate to their initial distance from the mean.11 This
tendency for inter—industry profitability differences to be eroded has
8
also been examined by Stigler. Tt therefore seems reasonable to
expect that average profitability will be positively correlated with 
9
growth' and that both of these variables will be correlated with the
trend in average rates of return. This latter correlation will be
negative as the fastest growing industries will have the steenest (most
negative) trends. There is a possibility that taking 1? year averages
of these variables will obscure the postulated relationships because
inter-industry differentials are eliminated well within that period,
Stigler, for example, considers that there is no correlation between
10
annual hierarchies of industry rates of return after 6 or 7 years, 
Whittington, on the other hand, has already been mentioned as finding 
considerable persistency of inter-industry differences in profitability 
using 6 year averages. Such inter-correlations between growth and 
profitability would tie in with well-established links between growth 
and profitability at the firm level and with the importance of internal 
financing of investment. An influx of resources will have a tendency 
to lower profitability and the greater the influx the stronger that 
tendency.
7) op cit p 104
8) Stigler 0 J, op cit
9) Whittington op cit p 25, finds his evidence supports the view that: 
"those industries which have the most nrof.ita.ble companies have the 
faster growing companies."
10) Stigler G J, op cit p 5
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Referring to Table 9.3 where these rank correla/fcions are presented, 
we see that expectations are confirmed. The growth to profitability 
correlation is quite the highest, while the correlations with the trend 
in average profitability are lower but of the correct sign. The weaker 
relations in this latter case probably reflect both the length of the 
period and the more complex relationships involved.
Table 9*3 » Rank Correlations Retween Growth of Net Assets, Average 
Profitability and the Trend in Average Profitability
* Significant at the level - see Table 9.2 for test used.
The next question is: how does the inter-industry adjustment process
industry were evenly spread through all markets of that industry, any 
effect would be upon the industry average rate of return rather than on 
rates of decay. The same result would hold if the allocation of these 
resources to particular markets was independent of the profitability of 
the markets. But it is assumed throughout that, the profitability of a. 
market has some influence upon the allocation of resources within an 
industry. This must apnl.y equally to these additional resources. Therefore 
an influx of resources to an industry means an influx predominantly to the
Growth .in Net 
Assets
Average 
Profitable ity
Industry Industry Subgroup
Average Profitability 0.94*
Trend in
Average Profitability -0.30 -0.23 -0.37*
a.ffect the .intra-industry adjustment? Tf resources flowing into the
1 1 )  Whittington op cit p 9 7  finds "the i n t e r - f j  cm persistency o f
oro fitabi lity . * . ne m  11 ve 1 y oo rre L a.t e d with p ro f i t a b 11 i. t y . h o t  
this he uses the average industry rate of return in the earlier 
of his two periods - 194^“]954•
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above average 1 y profitable markets. 'Phis will partly affect the 
industry average rate of return but the whole effect will not be 
absorbed, in that way because of the concentration of the extra resources 
in the above average markets. The remainder of the effect will appear 
as a.n increase in the rate of decay in the positive ranee.
This can best be demonstrated by a simple example, jet the influx of 
resources be divided into two parts, the first encomnaseine an even 
spread through all markets, Tt will only a.ffect the industry averare 
rate of return. The second part is that which is concentrated in the 
above average markets. let this, for simplicity, be evenly distributed 
through all the above average markets. With similar markets, this 
extra influx may be a.ssumed to lower all rates of return by an equal
amount: A*~ • If M markets are of above and N of below average profit-
. Mability, the industry average wil 1 fa.l 1 by A<~ and each above
Naverage market will move towards the mean bv an amount —---  A r ,
. “ M + N
Therefore the positive range rate of decay will be thus infla.ted.
The simple model may be extended to demonstrate the effect upon the
negative range rate of decay. The extra influx of resources does not
impinge upon below average markets but the industry average rate of
return is lowered by  r A r  and therefore the negative rana-e of rate
J M + N
of decay is also increased because resources flow more strongly into the 
above average markets of the industry. Just a.s in Chapter TT, the 
argument has been developed in terms of markets, the step to firms is 
direct as was explained in Section 2.6,
Therefore once we move from considera.tion of the process that iwoOviu. 
firms towards normal profitability relative to the industry, to the 
factors and way industries move towards equilibrium, we find that a net
influx of resources, unless distributed without res mo t  to profit­
ability, will tend to r a i s e  the r a t e s  of decay of b o t h  ranges.
Unless the proportion of incoming resources that go to the more nrofit-
able raarJcets diminishes quite markedly with increases in the volume of
resources flowing' in, the effect upon rates of decay will be an
increasing function of the growth rate of the industry. Therefore it
seems reasonable to expect that an industry with hi all a vera./ae urofit—
1 0 .
ability will on avera.ge have a high rate of decay. ^rom this we may 
derive expectations that growth will have a. negative correlation with 
D and the trend in average profitabil itv will have a nositive correlation 
with T). The results are shown in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4 : Rank dome 1 a t ions of Decay with Average Profita.bility.
Growth of Net Assets, and Trend in Average Profitability
Growth in Averace Trend in Average
Net Assets Profitability Profitability
Industry
-0.14 -0.27 O.65*
if -0.12 -0.26 0.78*
Df -0.05 -0.25 0.83*
Subgroup r 
D -0.09 0.28*
* Significant at the level. See Table 9*? fee test used.
With the very notable exception of the trend variable, the correla.tions 
are weak, but in every case the sign predictions are .fulfilled. The 
argument in terms of the inter-action of the equilibration processes at 
industry and firm level is therefore provided with some support.
12) Most researchers find a positive correlation between concentration 
end average profitability, and thereby link back to the preceding 
section r9.ll. See ^eiss 1, W, "quantitative Studies of Industrial 
Organisation"’in M I"tri 1 i ga tor (?d), "JVnntvro of quantitative 
Koonomics", North Holland Amsterdam 1971, pp 363-366 review this 
research.
Tn Table 9*3 trend was only weakly correlated with mowth and avera.ve 
profitability, yet in Teble 9*4? despite the week correlations of these 
variables with the rate o.f decay, trend, is very strongly correlated 
with decay. Therefore an explanation is not sufficient that relies noon 
growth as the prime mover of both the trend in industry average profit­
ability and the internal rate of decay. The results do not conflict 
with the idea of a causal chain working from growth to trend and influencin 
decay en route, but they do suggest strongly that this is not the whole 
explanation of the high correlation between trend and decay.
There seem to be two possibilities. The first is that the other pressures
bringing about downward trends in average profitability are, like the
one aJ. ready discussed, more effective in the more profitable markets.
This would bring about a rise in rate of decay as previously argued, The
other possibility is that variability of average profitability is related
to the rate of decay: "in a less stable industry individual companies
might have more onportunity to change their relative profitability, for
1 3better or for worse." Before considering this line of reasoning, the 
correlations between the three measures of the inter-temporal behaviour 
of average nrofitability must be examined.^ They are shown in Table 9*5*
The correlation between the trend and the standard deviation of average 
profitability is high, as was to be expected., because a large trend
coefficient will tend to mean a high dispersion. The negative sign of
the correlation is explained by the general pattern of downward sloping
1$) Whittington op cit p 91
14) See Smyth 1) J, 0 Briscoe A: J N Samuels, "The Variability of Industry
Profit. Pates", Aoulied Economics 1969 Vol. 1, pp 137-149* They 
renort industrial concentration is insignificantly correlated with 
trend and variance of industry average profitability but significantly 
(5%) rank correlated with the residual variance about trend.
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Table 9.8 » Rank CorraIatinns of T%>afl-n m s  o f  tho Tnt^r—Temporal 
Behaviour of Average Pro fit,ability
Standard Deviation of 
A ve rage Pr o f i t a h i 1 i ix
Industry Bubaroir
r?o s i b i ig 1 Srrnr
about Trend
roun Industry Sub^ 'r^ u/n
Trend in
A v p rage Pro f i t a b i1i t y -0.80* -0.64* -0.70* -0.81*
Standard Deviation of 
Avera.ge Profitability 0.80* O.74*
* 8i vni f i cant a.t the 8®/. level.
trendB, On the oiher hand, the correlation between the trend and t,h<=> 
standard deviation of the errors about the trend line ie unexpected. It 
implies that the fasten average profitability declines, the more irregular 
its behaviour. A steep decline over the period will tend to be associated 
with year to year volatility.
Tt is apparent from the high correlations between these three measures 
that it will not he p o s s i b l e  to distinguish between the trend effect and 
the volatility effect. This is borne out by the very similar correlations 
between each of th-se variables and the rate of decay - shown in Table 9.6, 
The strength of the relationships found here is considerably greater than 
the equivalent values that Whittington found. We was, in effect,
regressing T) upon a measure of the volatility of industry average profit 
ability. We found an R2 of 0.31 using PI observations whereas the result
p
in Table 9.6, using 17 observations, approximate to in n of over 0.6.
Before these last two sets of results were introduced, two possible 
explanations of the strong correlation between trend and decay were 
suggested. Now we are faced with the more general problem of =n explan­
ation of the strong c o r r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  decay and all three measures of 
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Table 9.6 * ifo-nk Correlations between D and Measures of the Inter- 
Temporal behaviour of Average Profitability
Subgroup r
D 0,28* -0.36* -0.36*
* Significant at the 5^’ level. See Table 9,2 for test used,
inter-temporal variations in industry average profitability. The link 
between trend and decay following from the process of inter—industry 
equilibration has not been, rejected but has been found insufficient as a 
full explanation.
The first possibility refers back to the process whereby movements of 
profitability experienced more strongly by groups of firms with above 
average profitability bring about increases in the rate of decay. Can
Trend in Standard Deviation of Residual Mrror
Average Profitability Average Profitability About Trend
Industry
0,75* -0.39* - 0,17
T) 0,78* -0.87* ■0 , 70*
TV.f 0,83* - 0 . 91* •0,78*
this be generalised to explain the link between the volatility of Industry 
average profitability and the rate of decay, or is it only relevant to
the tnend-deoay relationship? The initial step in considering this
question is to apply the argument used for the case jn^t stated to th- 
other possibilities. So .far we have looked at a fall ^profitability 
of above average companies. The case of a rise in profitability of the
o -Tall in the rate ot* decav both above more profitable companies implies a tail i i .n .
and below the mean. If it is below evere- companies that experience a 
change in profitability relative to the rest of the industry, the COn-
n „ in nrofi tabil i tv leads to a rise in theelusions are reversed: a ri.->o in proi
,, n _ .n . in Tvvn-f i f.abi 1 i tv to a fall in the rate of decay.rate of decay end a fell in p
23*
These contradictory effects make it unlikely that volatility of 
Industry profitability experience would, lead to an overall influence 
upon the rate of decay in either directi.on* The result we are tryinp* 
to explain is a, negative correlation between T) and volatility, i.e. 
that volatility raises the rate of decay. In so far a.s volatilitv is 
mainly produced by the movement of above (below) average .firms, its 
effect over a. number of years should be approximately neutral on the rate 
of decay. A rise in the rate of decay would o n l y  b n  produced if falls i n  
profitability were mainly experienced by the more profitable firms and 
rises in profitability by firms with below average profitability. •T’his 
would involve a. contraction in industry dispersion which is at least n o t  
evident (see Appendix-A). Further, it is hard to think of an explanation 
for such a continuing; phenomenon.
Therefore two possibil ities are left. ,»:ither it is the trend that is
producing; the relationship or volatility does reflect conditions within
the industry conducive to the rapid adjustment of resource allocations.
The first argument relies upon the statistical effect previously employed,
but says that, clearly the inter-industry epui 1 ibration process is not
the sole cause and that s o m e  other factor(s) must he operating* to lower
the relative profitabili ty of the more profitable firms in the industry.
The other argument is stated by Whittington:
"Instability in the environment of the industry, as reflected 
in the chance in its average profitabi 1 ity, was asso^i-ted with 
area ter internal mobi I. ity in terms of relative -pro f i tabi.l i ty 
of the individual member companies". IS
Stialer establishes a. link between the instability of industry profit­
ability and the competitiveness of the industry. He argues that:
15) Whittington op cit p 95
"Competitive industries will have a volatile pattern of rates 
of return, for the movements into high profit industries and 
out of low profit industries will - together with the flow of 
new disturbances of equilibrium - lead to a constantly changing 
hierarchy of rates of return. In the monopolistic industries, 
on the other hand, the unusually profitable industries will be 
able to preserve their preferential position for considerable 
periods of time." 16
Such an argument may be extended to decay rates via the structure-d.ecav 
relationships investigated m  the previous section. Thus the association 
between industry volatility a.nd interna,!, mobility suggested, by Whittington 
may be explained (or partly explained) in terms of the influence of 
industry structure upon the inter-industry equilibration process.
The last of the performance measures to be considered is the average
annual dispersion of profitability within an industry, ^he standard
deviation of the rates of return of all companies in the industry has
been calculated for each year of the twelve year period and then the
standard deviations have been averaged over these year's. Tt is possible
that in all industries extreme absolute (rather than relative) rates of
return decay faster than moderate r a t e s  o f  return. If this were so a
high dispersion industry would have faster rates of decay because it
contained, more firms with such extreme rates of return. This leads to a.
17
predicted negative correlation between T) and dispersion. ’ Table 9,7 
shows this prediction to be fulfilled in the negative and full ranges 
while there is anparently no rela.tionship in the positive range. So in 
the positive range, the rate of decay appears unaffected by the dispersion
16) Stigler op cit p JO
17) Whittington op cit p ^3 observes a positive correlation between the 
average~orofita.bi.lity of an industry and its inter-company dispersion 
of profitability. Stigler op cit p 63 finds such a relationship but 
an insignificant one. As we find a negative correlation between 
average "profitability and T), these results would lead to an expected 
negative^correlation”between dispersion and b. <\ contrary indication 
PcTy-ivno hy Stigler's .finding (op cit p 6) that dispersion is larger 
in concentrated^industries which, from Section 0.1 , leads to a 
positive correlation between 0 and dispersion.
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Table 9,7 * Rank Correlations of D with Average Oisperslon of 
Profitability
- 0.01 
-0.51*
-0.54*
* Significant at the 57/' level. See Table 9«? foir teat used,
of profitability. On the other hand, in the negative rang** (and. con 
sequently in the full range), wide dispersion leads to fast decay.
Industry
D+
if
Sep.l~,i on W♦y r (■ompa.r.i son of' D with ^hl tt 1 nrton *s Profit ^ersi stenerr
In his hook !.he Prediction of Profitability”, Whittington consid.ers the
persistence of prof it ability.18 This is, in fact, the same as the rate
of decay examined, in thi s study. He only considers a linear re-rressi on
equation of rate of return at time t on that at time t-1. His equation
differs from the ones used here in employing six year eve rares of relative
profitability. So his independent variable is the average rate of return
earned by firm i over the six years 1948—1954 expressed as a, deviation
from the industry average. His dependent variable is similar but relates
to 1954“1?60, A further difference is that he did not use standardi peri 
IQ
data# ' The purpose here is to compare the decay measures of this study
20
with those of Whittington.~
The average levels of the decay coefficients are shown in Table 9*8> 
and it is found that the decay rate of six year averages is faster than 
for year to year comparisons. If the simple first order Markov process
Table 9*8 * Average Hates of Decay
Whittington* 0*54
Pull range linear (lD^) 0.81
Pull range (Df) 0.81
* ITsing only the 17 industries of the present study.
18) Whittington op cit Chapter 4
19) This is immaterial for a comparison of linear forms.
20) Whittington only provides industry level figures.
1n t M n  * full Script.ion of the inh-r-temnorRl'
linkages of profitabil itv, Whittington's rate of decay eWorld be the 
sixth power of T)f. fi0 the average of Whittington's measure should be 
0*28» or conversely the average of T)f eWorld be 0.90. This diserenanov 
is a valuable, reminder that the decay function, has a very limited purpose. 
Xt is not intended to provide the best possible explanation of its 
dependent variable but merely to clarify the relstionsbin of relative 
profitabilities oocuring in adjacent years.' '^ or the former objective 
it would, at least, be necessary to use a higher order Markov nrooess,^
fuming now to the rank correlations between rates of decav. it car be• *>7 •'
seen from Table 9.9 that, they are quite low. One industry is responsible 
for a. considerable proportion of the apparent lock of correlation. This
Tftble 9 ,9  : Rank Correlations between Whittington's Rate of T)ecay and 
1Vf and lT)f
l)f 0,49
ll)f 0.44
is the Food industry (no 1?): Whittington’s decay mea.srre is 0,27 ficd
f
1) is O.8 5. for this industry, choice of equation is not -critical - the 
range of possible decay coefficients is O .84 to 0.8f. Therefore a wrong 
choice cannot explain the difference. A possible solution lies in the 
idiosyncratic behaviour of average profitability in this industry. Tt has 
a steen downward trend (ranked hth steepest) and a. small standard deviation 
(ranked 15th). As wa.s remarked in the previous section, sheen trend 
usually a.ccomnarhes a high standard deviation. The fail between two six
21) Whittington on cit up 97-101 considers various combinations of
profitabilities in previous years as independent variables in
his linear decay function.
year averages will he much greater than that observed in.year to v^ar 
comparisons where there .is a steep trend. Tn most cases this effect 
is moderated by the high volatility that, accompanies the trend.
Apart from the Food industry, the ranking is not too dissimilar and 
may be ascribed to the various differences in technique mentioned at 
the beginning of this section.
Section 9.4 : Summary
rPhis chapter has dealt with the relationships between the rate of 
decay and other industry character! sties, fhese chars,cteri sti cs have 
been divided into two broad groups: structural mea.sures and oerformance
measures. Hank correlation coefficients have been used to investigate 
these relationships which have generally been found to be weak. For 
that reason, the approach has not been to test hypotheses but rather to 
present evidence suggestive of the nature of the relationsbios.
Chapter IT showed that obstacles to competition could be exnected to 
slow the rate of decay. This v/a.s supported by the correlations found 
between the rate of decay and the structural measures, Ro the evidence 
found does not. contradict the hypothesis that on average high, levels of 
concentration are associated with slow rates of decay of profitability.
The performance measures were of three types: firstly, two orthodox
performance measures, average profitability and growth. Secondly, there 
were three measures of the inter-temporal behaviour of average profit­
ability. Finally there was the avera.ge dispersion of profitability 
within a.n industry. Tt was argued in Section 9.3 that inter-industry 
equilibration would link growth of assets to average profitability and to 
the trend in average profitability. The reasoning is analogous to that 
used when considering the intra-industry process of equilibration. This 
inter-industry process is not distinct from that operating within the 
industry and the two interact. A highly profitable industry will 
experience a faster rate of decay because the industry as a whole is 
under strong oressure to force it toward more normal (economy-wide) level 
of profitability. The correlations suggested by this model were found.
These were: high growth with high profitability and steep trend,
high growth with fast decay and the various other relations corres­
pondingly.
Trend was too strongly correlated with the rate of decay for the nre- 
ced.ing argument to provide the whole explanation. High correlations 
were found between all three inter-temporal measures and the rate of 
decay. Tt seemed necessary to conclude that this was not a statistical 
effect but rather that volatility of industry experience implies the 
conditions for a fast rate of decay of profitability.
The final section of this chapter compares Whi11ington*s estimated 
measures of the degree of persistence of profitability with the rates 
of decay calculated in this study. Whittington’s figures, being based on 
six year averages, should be lower than the single year figures derived 
here, but they are not as low as direct calculation would suggest. This 
is because a full description of changes in profitability demands a more 
complex model than that used here. Apart from one industry, the ordering 
of the two measures is about as high as could be expected given the 
differences in methods used.
ILvV.
C H A P T E R  X 
CONCLUSIONS
Before turn inf to the primary theme - the rate of decay -of profitability 
and its interpretation as an indicator of the speed of resource allocation - 
the secondary aim of the study will be reviewed.
The statistical technique does relax the discreteness of the Markov trans­
ition matrix: the conditional or row distributions can be treated contin­
uously. Considering various summary st.a hi sti.es of these conditional 
distributions, a.nd in particular their relationships to the prior variable 
(that upon which the. distributions are contingent), does reveal considerably 
more about the process than straightforward regression analysis. Tn fact 
it may be regarded as information about the error variance-covari.a.nce 
matrix of the equivalent regression equation. Hnfortunately the synthesis 
of the conditional distributions into a single continuous' mathematical 
statement about the whole hi.vsria.te transition matrix proved too complex 
pm exercise ho be worth its practical (if.not aesthetic) rewards.
The theoretical development of the primary theme was in terms of narrowly 
ripfined products and markets and consequently multi product firms were 
taken to be tvnioal. Tn this context, a major portion of resources is 
allocated bv management decision and hhe allocation is between the items 
of the firm's product rapae, hntrv and exit are taken.to be common but to 
he predominant!v the results of expansions and contractions of established 
firms’ product nappes, Rirths apd deaths are assumed to be nape phenomena,. 
Resource allocation decisions will depend upon the objectives of management, 
but. W h a t e v e r  these are, pro f i tahi 1 i ty of 'activities under consi.dera.ti on 
will he relevant to some extent. The weight given tn p r o f itahi1itv wi 11
depend upon the particular* objective function apd therefore the 1 at ter 
will influence the speed with which resources are shifted in response to 
variations xn profitability* The speed also denends ijron.the ef.ficscv of 
present prof itability as a proxy for expected nrofitabilttv» as it is the 
expected value which directs ma,pavement decisions,, The sreed of resource 
movement depends also upon the flexibility of capital stock and many other 
technological factors* finally, it denends nnon those ohsfca.des to compati — 
tive activity in an industry such a.s barriers to entrv and olimpo! i stic 
interdependencies•
The allocation of resources towards markets of ferine* hi ah nrofi tahi 1 i W  
and away fr*om those offering' low profitability loads to the decay of market 
profitability. Firms will, on average, axnorience chances in thei.r -rates 
of return -that reflect those occurring in the markets in which they operate. 
Therefore it is to he expected that the profitability of firms wi11 decay 
and that those factors previously mentioned as inflnencinv the speed of 
resource allocation will also influence the firms’ rate of decay of profit- 
ability*
The ernnirical work does establish that decay occurs from year to year in 
all industries and nearly every subgroup - the few exceptions are such that 
little weivht need be nut nnon them, Whittinei;on has previously shown 
that decay occurs in all industries when rates of return are six-year 
averages, that is, he finds a- relatively long period decay. The present 
results confirm that, despite all the disturbances, profit decay is 
detectable .in short period year by year analysis. The ublenity of decay 
indicates that, with the grouping of firms used, competition is working 
to bring about the c o n v e r g e n c e  of profitability. The evidence shows that
those fan torn which obstruct the competitive process are never strong 
enough bo obliterate this underlying tendency, Tt is important to 
emphasize that this evidence relates to the size of groups used and does 
not rule out individual markets or groups of markets where the comuetitive 
forces are completely negated. But there are neither industries nor sub­
groups where such markets predominate.
The theoretical development led to the view that there miaht be differences 
between the ra.te of erosion of high profitabil it3^ and the rate o f restor­
ation of low rates of return. 'For this reason, the rate of decay was 
measured separately for above average and below a,veraae nrofitabi 1 itv. The 
two rates of decay were significantly different in a majority of cases witb 
the general pattern being a. faster rate of decay below than above the mean. 
This rather weak evidence disagrees with the generally held view that it 
is harder to eliminate excess capacity than supernormal profits. The 
general growth in demand during the period studied may well explain this 
apparent conflict.
Allowance wa.s made for a. nonlinear relationship between relative profit­
ability at time t and at time t-1. Any nonlinearitv was expected to take 
the form of a.n increasing rate of decay accompanying increases in the 
absolute value of deviations of profitability from the decay origin. A 
nonlinear function was in nracti.ce only required in a minority of cases and 
in these the expected form of nonlinearitv wa.s found. The linear form 
involves increasing competitive pressure at extreme rates of return because 
its constant nroportional decay means increasing absolute decay as rates 
of return deviate further from the decay origin. The nonlinear form 
demonstrates this increasing competiti.ve pressure more strongly as it 
involves increasing proportional decay.
ZUk
Perhaps, after the establishment of the fact of profitability decay, 
the most important conclusion is that industries do differ signj.ficantlv 
with respect to their rates of decay. It is, of course, statistically 
significant differences, not economically significant ones, that have 
been established. This latter problem brings us to the question of the 
place of the rate of decay of profitability in determining public nolicy 
on industry structure, conduct and performance« It was emnhasized in the 
first chapter that the rate of decay shows how effective the forces working 
to return the industry to equilibrium are; and that this contrasts with 
static measures of market structure which relate to the nature of an 
equilibrium should it be attained, firstly, it is necessary to query 
whether fast decay is preferable to slow decay and secondly, whether market 
structure is a good indicator of rate of decay, i.e. whether both are needed.
If the equilibrium towards which the system is tending is optimal (in the 
Paretian sense), then unless fast decay has direct disadvantages, it is 
preferable to slow decay. Past, decay may be disadvantageous if it brings 
uncertainty and disorder to the industry - none of the decay ra.tes measured 
would seem fast enough to raise this problem. The second way in which 
fast decay may be disadvantageous is if it acts to deter valuable activities, 
Tn particular, too rapid erosion of hi gh nrofitah.i.l ity may deter investment 
in research and development as competitive advanta.ges gained from these 
activities may be too shortlived.
Tn the ca.se where the notent.ia,l equilibrium state is. not Pareto optimal, 
the nuestion of whether fast decay is preferable becomes more difficult. 
Profit deoar shows the transfer of resources from the unprofitable to the 
profitable activities. This must be a. shift towards the optimum although 
the industry may be one that would r e a c h  an equilibrium situation before
an optimum in attained. Abstracting from the problems of a second best 
situation, there most be a presumption that decay brings about an improve­
ment and therefore fast decay is to be preferred to slow a,s long as the 
disadvantages of fast growth mentioned previously can be ignored.
The second aspect of the relevance of the rate of decay to public policy 
is the way that the newly suggested variable relates to other commonly 
employed measures of industry characteristics. These Questions were 
examined in Chapter IX* Theory led us to expect that the rate of decay 
would, be slower in concentrated than unconcentrated industries. The 
evidence did not contradict this. Therefore it seems that, on average, 
taking note of the rate of decay in an industry appraisal would not conflict 
with the evidence of industry structure. On the other hand, the correlation 
between decay and concentration was Tow and suggests that decay can only 
be taken account of by its explicit inclusion and not kj reliance on con- , 
centration as a proxy.
The relationships between decay and various performance characteristics 
were less simple. They were consistent with an interaction between inter- 
and intra-industry allocation processes. That is to say, an industry of 
high profitability would be expected to grow quickly and to have a relatively 
rapid decay of industry average profitability towards the economy-wide 
normal level. The process involved would affect profitability relativities 
within the industry and lead to a high rate of decay of firm profitability. 
This now leads to a conflict between the average profitability variable 
and the rate of decay. Preferred values of one tend to accompany less 
preferred values of the other.
The whole eouilibrating process between and within industries lends some 
attractiveness to a passive industry policy. Intervention then hangs
upon whether the process is working quickly enough and this is a problem 
area that the economist is ill-equipped to handle. This has already been 
seen at the intra-industry level where no minimum acceptable value of the 
rate of decay could be put forward. But the question of intervention is 
not restricted solely to timing. The relationships between the various 
performance measures are average relationships - there will be cases where 
there is little evidence of self-equilibration. The intra-industry process 
applies on average over the markets of that industry and there may well 
be markets where no profitability decay takes place. A laissez-faire 
conclusion is not necessarily appropriate.
In summary, the decay of profitability has been found in nearly every 
instance examined. Because the rate of decay of profitability measures 
the speed of resource allocation, it is a relevant variable to include in 
any assessment of industry performance and, because industries may be 
distinguished statistically in this respect, it is a practical variable 
for such use•
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ANNUAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF RA TffiS- 07 PHTPFRN
Nummary statistics of the distributions of rates of return on 
net assets are provided for each industry for each of the years 
1948-1960.
See Chapter TV Section 5 for definitions and summary;
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TRANSITION MATRICES - INRTT'STRIRS
\.
X
See Chapter V Section I for definitions and explanations and 
Section 2 for discussion of these data.
X.
INDUSTRY 1 
CLASS MID-PT H F; A H VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KijRTQSIS
2.1450 1,737 0 0.3592 0,2957 3,0000
1,60 4 0 1.3490 0.2336 + 0.0410 2 , 800 0
1.4;l00 1*1760 0.2512 0,4378 3,4490
1 . 2 4 4 n 0.8804 0.2717 - 0 , 2 519 2,7850
1.127 0 0.7273 0.3837 0 . 0661 2,4970
1 . 010 0 0,7745 0.2912 - 0 .1236 2,3240
0,9174 0.8190 0.309 0 H- 0,3248 3.3610
0,3432 0.7103 Q .2119 + 0,5388 4,4790
0.7589 0.6743 0.3932 «W» 0.3179 3,4030
0.6740 0.6616 0.2932 * 0 . 00B7 2.6390
0,6071 0.6109 0.1893 1.0940 5,0420
0,5546 0.5215 0.2153 •f* 0.3922 2,65 20
0 . 4978 0.4447 0.2639 m  ■ 0.2500 3,27 8 0
0 . 4540 0.2138 0.2338 0.0349 2,5420
0 , 3956 0.4122 0.3820 1.9000 7.3430
0.3269 0,2072 0 .130 8 ■f 0.1268 2,3870
0.2 657 0,2189 0.0939 4- 0 .3108 2,4570
0,2117 0.1866 0.2630 0,2052 3,3301)
0,1433 0 . 1 6 8 8 0.1110 0,0026 2,1250
0,0834 0,0211 0.1607 ** 0,1372 6,1390
0,0235 0.0095 0.2491 «*« 0,10 4 0 2,1980
-0.0440 0,0555 0.3555 4* 3,8260 8,7880
-0.0905 -0.1.444 0.1592 • 0,0863 2.7500
-0,1437 -0.1216 0.3075 •* • 0,7690 6.3340
-0,2077 -0,4348 0.2021 'f 0.0057 2,6240
-0,2524 -0.2115 0,0827 • 0,0081 2,3130
-0,2985 -0.2921 0.4467 ♦ 0.270 9 3*5330
-0.3599 -0.3030 0.2302 + 0,1723 4,4250
-0,4252 -0.3858 0.2973 im 2.7070 7,9620
-0 , 4983 -0.4623 0.1122 0.1242 3,3340
-0,5624 -0.6027 . 0.2767 4- 0.1007 2,3940
-0.6177 -0.4609 0.2347 0,2140 3.6650
-0,6668 -0.5473 0.1904 0,2943 2,6230
-0.7684 -0.6923 0.1812 + 0.0023 5,2320
-0.8821 -0.9433 0.2730 m 0,3630 3,9520
-0,9690 -0,8799 0.5346 + 0.7224 3.1810
-1.0860 -0.9330 0.2411 m 0,0162 2,8220
-1.2420 -1.2490 0.3792 + 0.3044 4.441,0
-1.4450 -1.2680 0.6195 + 0.1292 3.5370
-2,0750 -1,5290 0.4747
m 0,0350 2.5920
2b?>
I N U U S T R Y 4
c l a s s  Min-pT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTQSi:
2,5320 1.8530 0.4157 T* 0.1200 3,5940
1. .9990 1.5390 0 .5223 - 0.6797 4,9510
1.7 97 0 1.3210 0 .3956 - 0,2012 4.6890
1,6730 1.2730 0.5578 + 0.0001 2.1520
1,5680 1,1720 0 .4068 - 0.7370 3,6500
1.4700 1,1670 0.2136 "m 0.3096 2.6710
1,3820 1.059 0 C ,1668 « 0.0971 3,329 0
1 , 3100 1.067 0 0 . 4741 ’ 0,0754 3,6820
1,2570 1.217 0 0.3250 0.3904 3.2620
1.2090 1.050 0 0,4111 0.0 016 2,3440
1, .1550 • 0.9832 C.1686 - 0.1448 3,6930
1.1040 0.6252 0.3685 + 0,2806 4 .1360
1.0640 0,8667 0 . 327 2 ** 0.0000 '3.9290
1 . 0 0 9 0 0,8933 0.3764 - 0,3725 4.8860
0.9517 0.6775 0.2410 0.7428 3.4970
0.9138 0,6932 0.29 0 0 - 1,0220 4.7900
0,8778 0.7218 0.4013 ■¥ 0.1450 3.2710
0 . 8406 0,5831 0.2912 •ft Q., 8392 6.0610
0.8043 0.5994 0,3041 * 0.0112 3.2010
0 , 7799 0,4742 0.6474 * 0.2054 4,2-720
0,7462 0.7 0 77 0.2161 4- 0,1805 2,1370
0,7113 0.7455 0.1888 + 0,0091 2,3350
0.6661 0.6 889 0.4737 * 0,3678 5,1980
0,6349 0,3660 0,3172 0,0511 2.5060
0 . 6102- 0 ,5907 0 .1299 ftp 0.6766 5.4440
0.5891 0.5167 0.2035 - 4,6550 10,3500
0.5721 0.5371 0.1085 ■** 0.4187 3.1490
0 . 5498 0.5206 0.17 7 0 4* 0.0036 3.0870
0,5260 0.4619 0.2992 2.2970 7 » 6 3 3 0
0.5008 0,3744 0.1927 1,0640 4.1070
0.4794 0.3469 0,24 71 + 0.1811 4,8120
0,4614 0 ,3773. 0 .1398 • 1.2780 3.7850
0 , 4406 0.2199 0.4265 - 13,1600 18.0200
0,4224 0,3247 0.4478 • 6.7840 11.7700
0.4075 0.3971 0.1435 - 0,1847 2.6770
0,3392 0.401 a 0 .2127 0,3640 2.9360
0.3652 0,3023 0.1636 , 0,0374 5,7210
0.3395 0,3162 0.2710 *■> 0.5858 3,3660
0.8204 0.2850 0.1922 + 0,7058 4,2160
0,29 81 0.3167 0.1865 0.5643 2.8230
0,2726 0.3446 0.3707 ■»* 1.2710 4,5020
0 , 2485 0.2090 0.2317 + 0,0178 3,0180
0 , 2309 0 , 3307 0.2171 0,6472 5,0600
0,2100 0.1618 0.1165 •* 0,0073 3 . 2420
0,1882 0.1719 0.1041 + 0.0123 2,5800
0.1677 0.0945 0.1471 0,0106 4,5970
" 0~. 14 47 0.1971 0.2815 + 0.1177 3,7710
0.1233 0,1828 0.2458
<1* 0,2985 3,3230
0.1012 0,0458 0.1822 0,5041 3,5060
0 .0821 0.0303 0.1533 0,1822 2,0960
0 . 0 639 0.0870 0.1612 0,0293
2.7180
0,0451 0,0507 0.2538 2.7640 9.9480
I N D U S T R Y  4 ( C O n T D )
ativ
ASS HID-PT M11A N
0 0 ?. 6 0 0 0 218
0 0 0 9 9 *0 0 394
-0 0 0 4 3 -o 0388
-0 U 2 2 6 -0 0 885
-0 0 3 3 ? -o OB 57
-0 0 94 8 -0 i j 9 5 7
-0 0 7 4 6 "0 1380
-0 0 9 9 C -o 1920
-0 1.1 4 9 0 0439
-a 135? -o 0724
-0 157? -o 1122
"0 i 7 5 7 -0 1.097
-0 19 55 -o 16:1 6
-0 2136 -0 2730
-0 2291 - o 2528
~ 0 2 '4 8 0 -o 2 8 7 3
- 0 2681 ” 0 19 2 6
-0 2912 “0 3743
>” Q 3098 ” 0 4480
-0 33 2 9 ~ 0 2781
- G 3496 "0 4 396
-0 3686 *"0 3299
«- o 3913 -0 2764
-0 4133 - Q 2428
-0 4417 -o 4 265
-0 4 623 *■’ 0 6499
«" 0 4342 -0 5473
** 0 5 0 Q X ” 0 5284
-0 3283 -o 5320
-0 5529 -0 4 656
-0 5793 -o 5435
-0 5989 -o 5334
-0 6215 «0 4 4 84
-0 65 0 9 -o 5788
-0 6843 -0 5153
-0 7126 -0 7130
- 0 7391 ~ nu 8013
-0 7667 "0 7776
-0 7955 “0 5599
-0 8237 -o 7838
*"? 0 6 4 8 9 *0 7651
0 8862 , 0 6718
"* 0 9158 -0 6034
-0 9407 -0 9558
*” o 9740 "0 7962
"1 016 0 **0 7822
-1 0 52 0 "0 8 6 4 9
*■ 1 1140 -0 87 62
-1 1790 “0 9721
-1 2480 "1 0530
3340 -1 0830
1" -4- 4720 -1 1340
VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KUR T OS I
0,1409 + 0 1275 2.7770
0.1667 1 7660 4.7480
0.3967 - 1 6260 5 . 0 910
0.1529 * 0 0050 3,2480
0.2148 0 8 0 41 3 « 3 9 0 0
0 .1864 - 0 0235 3,2280
0.1011 + 0 5933 4.17 0 0
0.2273 - ir* 12 0 0 5 , 0 350
0 ,16 3 0 ■f 0 114 7 2.7570
0 .1679 + 0 0 610 3.712 0
0.1271 rm 0 1188 2, -0530
n , 181 6 n 0197 1,7550
0.1533 0 0536 2,6820
0.1339 Wt Li 3 0 5 8 2,2340
0.2169 *r* 7 3370 12,9700
0.1324 0 5 0 23 3,6560
0.3936 0 0027 4,0460
0.1189 X* 1 5 Q 4 0 6,4860
0.315 4 * 2 230G 6,7350
0,1097 0 0014 2,6990
0.1244 » 0 0327 3,3600
0.2237 41 0 0269 5,7230
0.0928 4- 0 0406 2,9730
0.1732 ”1* 0 0 4 75 3,1780
0.3112 4- 2 2810 7.9450
0 , 2 0 4 1 * 0 1178 2,4340
0.4361 » 1 1080 4.0210
0.2429 - 0 6466 4,2180
0,2063 3 856 0 8,9070
0.1908 + 0 1080 2 , 7880
0.2237 - 0 0766 3,6500
0.1089 + 0 C 0 44 1,9030
0.1808 - 0 0 0 82 3,4190
0.2858 » 8 2390 13.7900
0.2795 + 1 6720 5.5950
0.4215 ■t 0 0986 5,8470
0.3074 » 1lit 5410 5,1430
0.2226 » 0 7051 4,9550
0.27-31 ■f 0 4017 2,7940
0 .1452 m 0 5881 3,0500
0.1073 - 0 0106 2,7510
0.1040 + 1 5670 5.5180
0.4185 * 0 0 956 5.0630
0.3436 - 3 3370 6,7660
0.2418 + 0 0467 4,9450
0.2063 0 1710 3,3310
0.1569 + 0 0136 2,6330
0.2096 0 3338 3.6460
0.1093 - 0 0428 4.8920
0.5512 0 1290 3.4910
0.3187 * 0 4,129 2.5360
0.6506 • 0 0517 2.5460
2&S
INDUSTRY 4 (CONTD;)
C L A S S  M I D - P T  M EAN V A R I A N C E  SIGN S K E W N E S S  K U R T 0 S I 3
-1,6820 -1,3220 / 0 /3060 • .0.0624 3,1400
-2.3170 - 1.5100 0.4411 - 0.1596 2.2410
7.U>
MijUSTRY 5
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VAR Iance SIGN SKEWNESS
2 . 3 6 5 0 1.5440 0.9707 9 7332 0
1.8510 1.4790 0,5793 • 1.4200
1.5320 1.3160 0 .5 722 - 0,1479
1.3500 1.0210 0.4060 0.0008
1.1340 0,9786 0.3 655 0,2128
1.0 110 0,9376 0,3934 - 0.0004
0.9114 0.6410 0.2397 *. 0.3041
0 . 8176 0.7676 0 .18 51 0,1336
0.7258 0,5553 0.1850 0,0000
0.6349 0,5289 0.3162 + 0.8827
0,5551 0.4101 0 .3226 m 1.415 0
0.4 339 0 . 5 2 7 5 0,2130 + 1.0120
0.4179 0.1743 0,2939 ** 0.0158
0,3671 • 0.2737 0.0 89 6 + 0,1056
0 . 3 0 2 6 0 ,1740 0.2304 - 2.1400
0,2427 0.2884 0.2493 + 0.0579
0.19 57 0.0 4 96 0.1870 - 1.2280
0 ,1518 ”0 . 0166 0.1736 - 2,1400
0.1036 0,019 7 0,2188 + 1,2230
0,0546 ”0.0361 0 .1146 + 0.9609
0,0020 -0.1135 0,3363 + 0.5660
-0,0491 -0.09 n 9 0.1415 + 0.9557
- 0 . 0966 -Q.1595 0 . 8 0 0 3 rff 2.8320
•-0 .1414 **0 .2 3 8 6 0.2024 - 0,8657
-0,1923 -0.1522 0,2414 + 2.1290
-0.2434 -0.2902 0.3230 * 1,5690
-0,2851 -0.2795 0.2477 * 0.0361
-0.3309 ”0,3240 0.1747 + 0.0146
-0,3731 -0 . 3413 0.1586 + 0,0901
-0.4272 -0.4336 0.2473 *- 3,0520
-0,4824 -0,5424 0.2362 - 0,3179
-0,5330 -0.5629 0.4769 + 0.0017
-0.5897 -0,5132 0.2428 0,2823
- 0 , b 2 9 3 -0.3423 0.2370 0,7594
-0 . 6913 -0.5989, 0.2951 + 0,0794
-0 , 7468 -0,8237 0.4288 - 0,1696
-0.8260 -0,8048 0.2377 •tr 0.2063
-0.91,45 -0.7466 0.224 6 + 1,2890
-1.0310 -0.7702 0.3401 1.4710
-1.1940 -1. 0 4 8 0 0.4479 0.7251
-1.4310 -1. 0 610 0,3810 Q,. 9662
-2,0670 -0,8600 0.7063 * 0 .1603
K U R T O S I S
14 . 75-00 
5 . ?. 9 > 0 
2 .6290
2.4800 
2 . 73S0 
3,0750 
2,7010
3,2140 
4,8410 
5.9310 
4,2100 
‘ 5 ,5630 
2,5190 
2.819Q 
6.9100 
5,2180 
17 50 
6 4 9 0 
920 0 
0160 
4 ,1680 
4.4090 
6,8640 
6,0580 
4,6390 
5,6230 
4.710Q
3.4800 
2,6360 
8,4750 
3,8020 
6,4560 
3,4340 
4,3370 
2,7620 
2.9920 
2,8140 
5,1130 
5.3360 
3.6190 
3,9510 
4.1740
Xb~l
t NIDUS TRY 6
CLASS MlD-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEGNESS KURTOS1S
2.0560 1.4550 0,7035 1*4680 4,9490
1. 5540 1.2170 0.4893 - 1,5570 6.0950
1,?830 0.7941 0.3600 n* 0.1819 3.2500
1,0820 0.7437 0,2923 + 0.1414 3,2750
0,9?43 0,6902 0.2324 - 0.1625 3,3480
0 , 8 1.0 2 n ,688 3 0.2316 0,0890 3.7240
0,7192 0,6628 0.1727 + 0.0006 2,3070
0,63 2 6 0.3519 0,2185 - Q,4451 2.59 00
0.6550 0.5134 0 .1944 4 0.27 9? 2.9620
0.4813 0,4194 0.2301 + 0.8064 5.3040
o .  4 o e n 0 .2774 0.1689 2,6680 7,6130
0.33 4 5 0,1384 0.1490 ■i. 0.6465 4,0990
0.2515 . 0.151,4 0.34 75 4 0,0204 2,9240
0 .1795 0,2771 0.2B35 - 0.1262 4 , 2450
0.1231 -0.0220 0.2111 - 0,4408 2,6650
0 , 0611 0,0900 0 .13 3 7 - 1,7320 4.9790
0 . 0 0 65 0.10 34 0,3964 - 0.6617 3,2630
-0.0516 "0,0037 0 . 34 0 8 - 1,5320 5,5850
-0,1331 **0 .1256 Q.2155 4 0,30 08 3,4470
-0 .2175 -0.1761 0.3269 - 1*2930 4.8290
-0,3053 -0.1434 0.3558 4 0.4271 3,8760
-0,3950 "0.3600 0,4382 « 0,8611 4.9280
-0.4542 "0,260 6 0.2765 4 1.4460 4,4650
-0.5478 -0,5876 0.396 4 - 0.6301 4,0890
-0.6523 "0,5838 0.4420 mi 0.3307 3,0100
-0 , 7861 -0.7298 0,1911 J, 0.0612 2.0090
-0,9272 -0.8375 0.2597 0,2509 3,1170
-1,0550 ”0,6413 0,2866 4 2,2260 6.6440
-1.2840 -0.8120 0.7473 4 0.8074 5,6890
-1.9640 -1.5170 0.5477 0,0116 1,8770
TJcft
I N n U S T R Y 7 
C L A S S  M I D - P T MEAN VARIANCE SIGN
2 3340 1 8860 0 3215 -
1 7490 1 3110 0 4 435
1 5400 1 4280 . 0 1701
1 3470 1 061 0 0 2340
1 1900 1i 0 750 0 2458 4*
1 U67C 0 7798 f] 2 0 9 0 •f
0 9807 0 7198 0 2094 m
0 88 0 3 0 69 63 0 1686 -
0 6 0 54 0 7 0 2 2 0 3663 r-
0 7 4 62 0 5532 0 2265 "ft
0 6857 0 4817 0 10 46
0 6 2 8 7 0 4 5 4 o 0 2653
0 5867 0 4 997 0 1541 *T
a 5 4 6 :L 0 4 2 0 6 0 1219 -
0 5000 0 3244 0 1061 -r>V 4673 0 3702 0 0970
0 4261 0 3187 0 1130 4-
0 3 921 0 2275 0 12 5 9 *
0 3623 0 2223 0 2223 4”
0 3282 0 2111 0 1336
0 2943 0 30 98 0 0723
0 2656 0 1960 o 0719 +
0 2301 0 2217 n 1795
0 1957 0 1995 0 1396
0 1721 0 0625 n 1910 -
0 .1416 0 fl 2 0 9 o 1444
D 1168 0 0522 0 142/7 +
0 0880 **0 0 89 4 0 2155
0 0590 0 0120 0 106 6 +
0 U 330 ”0 0 756 0 0 933 •f
0 0120 0 0167 _ 0 1342 +
*• 0 0160 -0 0 0 76 0 0531
— o 04 08 "*Q 089 0 0 1034
-0 0617 -o 0454 0 0 6 6 5 rm
-0 0 8 90 " 0 0657 0 0790 f*
-0 1171 0 0391 0 1431 4-
-0 1391 "0 0566 0 1330 +
-0 1601 -o 2826 0 1743
- 0 1824 ”0 1 8 4 8 0 0615 +
-0 2027 -0 2981 0 2015
-0 2249 “0 2249 0 1484 +
-0 2484 -o 1874 0 0619 +
-0 2689 -o 264 8 0 0 6 85
-0 2395 -0 4015 0 1112 +
-0 3165 "0 2710 0 0632
-a 3503 -0 3716 0 1333
-0 3817 -0 4273 0 4 0 4 0
W¥
— 0 41.59 -n 2286 0 1160 4-
-0 4454 -0 4 0 4 2 0 2362
“0 4878 -o 4121 0 1966
-0 5237 -0 4769 0 3078 +
-0 5688 -0 4 73 8 0 1443
S K E h NESS KURT OS IS
O'. 0981 2,37 6 0
1 . 04 00 5,1520
(1. 43 71 2,6640
0.0045 2,6590
0.0044 3,0760
0.0014 1.7660
1,1330 4.64 9 0
2.6440 7,9990
0.1295 2,9210
0.0047 3,1200
0.0216 2,3740
3.8820 9.3870
0,0130 2 ,399 0
0 . 719 3 3,2850
0.1501 2,3600
0 , 4 2 6 9 3.60 3 0
0,0309 2,6950
0.1352 2,2730
0,4483 5,0530
0.0020 2 . 610 0
0.4339 3,4020
0.0 0 32 2.8000
3.4170 8,6950
0,0109 3,1730
2,6160 5.8060
8,0030 13.4300
0,0463 3,5590
1,6240 4,163 0
0.3572 5,0210
0.2027 2,3680
0,3048 3,6490
0 . 9 0 7 0 4,3010
0.5252 5,9510
0.5242 2,9350
0.6832 3,8650
1,3180 3,7250
0.9684 3,9660
1,0880 3.3080
0,0007 2,1210
3.5750 7,5820
0 .4509 3.7170
0,0639 2,5570
1,2130 4,1130
0.5070 3,4140
0.0239 4,4820
0.1436 3.3180
1.3850 5.6420
0.0239 2,5770
3,6430 9,7850
1,6400 9.1260
6,8030 12.7000
0.0163 2.2690
iNnUSTi-:r 7 (CONTO)
CLASS MID-PT MEAN v a r i a n c e SIGN $4EWNESS KURTOSIS
*"'0 . 616? " 0 • 4 644 0.3150 + 0 . 0 0 6 8 3,1210
-0 ,65 65 "0 ,4691 0,0956 - 0.0131 1.9680
- G . 7059 “0.6855 0.1134 + 0.1562 3.2110
-0,776? -0.4 992 0.3111 - 0.0006 3 , 0 0 0 0
-0.84 36 "0,6105 0.2197 - 0,0232 4.6920
- 0 , 9 0 6 0 - 0.85 0 8 0,2923 - 1.2150 4,4420
-0,9716 "0.7199 0,1660 + 0,1999 2,5810
-1,0720 -0 ,7328 0,2332 0.1349 5.2790
-1,1980 "1,0420 0,3261 0,0974 3.7340
-1,3750 "1.0880 Q .5699 ■f 0.0323 3.2940
-2,0580 “1,4 930 0.6326 + 0.2222 3.8100
x~|o
T \i I ) U SIR Y 8
CLASS M I D - P T MEAN VARIANCE S I GN SKEWNESS K U R T O S I S
1.6420 1.10 40 0.6572 0.7325 2.9090
1. 1200 0.7107 0.4 302 » 0.2712 2.9270
0 . 7978 0.6572 0.5318 * 0.1574 2.5910
0.3650 0.2752 0,3401 •* 0.2215 3,1730
0 , 4 0 0 7 0,26 0 4 0,3159 0.2046 3,5000
0.2210 0 . 0 6 2 0 0.6743 - 1.8790 7,4540
0,0102 0 . 1336- 0.5222 - 0.5067 5,6660
-0.1361 ’*0.1508 0.6393 - 0,31.09 3,4260
-0.2836 "*0,2922 0.4336 - 0.5710 3.4390
« 0 . 4 8 97 -0,2940 0.6865 0.1325 2,9920
-0.8457 -0.4 380 0.4687 • 0.0198 2,8050
-1.5530 -1.0070 0.6836 Q , 6 7 0 7 4,4590
2“|)
I N  I) U S r rf Y 9
A S S M I D " P T MEAN v a r i a n c e SIGN S K E W NESS KtiRTGSl
1 ,6920 1.4390 0 .4373 - 0.5490 3,4110
1.474Q 1.067Q 0.3491 - 0.1073 2, 48 30
1.1940 0.7781 0.5065 0.5975 3,2840
1.0030 0.6824 0.5105 - 0 .5764 3 , 0 9 8 0
0.6 4 87 0 .3847 0 9714 - 1.5560 4,7630
0 . 6 8 8 2 0,3927 0.4710 - 0,5639 3.1300
0 . 5 8 3 0 0.6336 0,2212 4 0.0220 3,14 3 0
0.4 654 0.37 92 0.3962 > 0.0 84 0 2.5460
0.3559 0 . 0791 0,5888 " 2.5610 5,8560
0.2788 0,2443 0,4803 - 0.4663 3. 024 0
0,1920 -0.1097 0.3365 - 0,0232 2.5280
0 «0 942 0.0486 0 , 3026 0.1615 2,4330
0 . 0 1.8 0 . 0.0756 0.5377 0.4043 4,54 7 0
-0.0679 -0.20 28 0.3158 - 1,0550 3.97 9 0
-0,1447 -0 .2649 0.8997 wr 0,7274 3.4610
- 0,2485 - i ) , l l  97 0.5233 0.4697 3, 4 0X0
-0.3538 -0.5743 0.5252 + 0 ,1238 2,°4910
-0,4521 -0.3608 0.3524 0.1624 2,1760
"0.5546 -0,4077 0.6502 + 0.011 4 3.4210
"0,6728 -0.5177 0.3965 , 1,0490 3,614 0
"0.6253 -0.5785 0.3414 + 0 . 00 95 3,1700
-0,9858 -0.5830 013114 - 0.2098 3.4170
-I.2700 -0.7344 0.3966 m 0,6220 3.6450
"1,8790 -0.9239 0.84 71 4* 0,0314 2.9450
%~\z
INDUSTRY 11
C L A S S H I D - P T MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KuRTOSlS
2.1770 1.3620 0,7028 * 1.3780 5,450 0
1,3730 1,2080 0.3041 0.0010 2.8940
1,3180 1,0920 0.4152 - 0.4117 5,7360
1.14 40 0.8826 0,2976 - 0,1745 3,32 4 0
0 . 9  8 4 5 0,9016 0.395 7 0 . 6516 4,1240
0 . 8 4  5 9 0.5931 f t.3601 0,0129 2,7480
0,7198 0,6238 0.3151 0,2621 4,3320
0,6177 0.6054 0.2133 0.4220 3.7080
0.3394 0.4447 0,112 0 0,0136 2,6670
0,4 3 46 0,4932 0,1145 ■4* 0.0598 3,3110
0.4 26 0 0.3142 0.3056 m 1,0970 5.4250
0,3623 0.16 7 0 0.3056 2.3500 5.1710
0,2903 0,2676 0.2106 ■f 0,6048 5.2890
0.2283 a  r \ cr tr -f U « U 'J  .J 1 0 » 1 o 3 U if* 0.9491 4 » 4 0 5 0
0,1760 0,0860 0.1818 + 0,0196 3.1510
0,1069 0 * 0 9 0 0 0.0 714 - 0,0000 2,1520
0.0 4 71 -0 . 0 3 4 5 0.2519 4,0620 10.4100
0,0026 -0.0619 0 ,11D 2 - 0,2394 3,1690
-0,0432 -0,2447 0 ,2180 3,50 00 7,0160
-0.0857 -0 ,1591 0.1671 - 0 . 01 9 0 2,5590
-0,1354 *0.4549 0 «\) 9 4 4 - 3,7320 6,5960
-0.1873 "0.1997 0,1593 - 0.0921 2,8350
-0 , 2330 "0.2601 0 .1603 - * 1,6910 4,8820
-0,2960 -0.3151 ft.4249 —■ 1,2060 4.837 0
-0.3613 ”0 ,3951 0.4953 + 0 ,2186 5,1510
-0.4295 -0,4684 0.4596 - 0.5630 2.8750
-0,5165 -0,2737 0.1341 0 , 0262. 3.5250
-0 , 5919 -0.4033 0.2402 r? 0,2277 3,6010
-0,6822 -0 ,54 69 0.1065 9*T 0.4043 2,9040
-0.8124 -0.7174 0.4513 0,5678 3,2820
-0,9678 -0,7101 . 0.2738 - 0.0292 2.6130
-1.2520 -0,8899 0.4777 + 0.0165 4,2720
-1,9040 -1,0590 0.6117 *Q» 0,0385 2,2500
a-|3
INDUSTRY 12
CLASS MIQ-pT M E A Ni VARIANCE SIGN s k e w n e s s K U R T 0 S I 3
2.4900 1,9020 0.5479 * 1.4340 5,2850
1.9090 1.3280 0 .5401 0.3246 2.370 0
1.5590 1*3950 0,7612 w* 1,8090 6,8200
1. 3 '5 ft 0 1.1140 0.4365 ir> 0*9314 5,2530
1.1620 0.9469 0.5227 - 1.2280 5.5340
1. 0 5 7 0 0.7741 0.9429 - 0,6658 4,3130
0 . 9449 0,7146 0.470 0 * 3,3420 8.7170
0 . ft 19 9 0 .6349 0.2756 * 0,0008 2,3460
0 .7320 0 6917 0.1726 0,2021 4,4060
0 . 6650 0 .5:102 0,2363 - 0,0066 2,7930
0.6026 0.4382 0.2250 - 0.0009 2,2730
0.54 76 0.455 9 0.2095 *• 0 , 00 6 6 2.6140
0.4832 0.3952 0.2243 ■*£* 2.9020 7.5020
0.4344 u.21/5 0,2310 0.1895 3.2400
0.3673 0.3525 0.2470 4- 1,6590 5.9190
0 . 3150 0.3421 0.1084 + 0,0540 2,5770
0.2627 0.2170 0.1218 + 0,8560 3,7320
0.2195 0,2796 0.1317 *5" 0.9119 5.8910
0 .1717 0.1238 0,1234 - 0,0246 3,4550
0 .1249 0 .14 0 3 0.1523 1.4190 8,194 0
0.0 765 0,1123 0.3177 0,1134 8.0990
0 .0326 0.0477 0,1365 - 0.0069 2,5350
-0,0113 0< 0365 0.2224 0,8699 4.8210
- 0,0553 "0,0344 0,1550 - 2.3980 7,6950
-0 , 0956 "0,1479 0.2687 - 1.7460 5,1540
-0.1370 -0.1465 0.1340 0.0366 2, 3470
-0.1884 -0.1261 0 .1408 - 0,0011 2,1820
-0 . 2606 -0,2800 0.1142 - 0.5486 3.4390
-0 , 3172. -0,1641 0.1406 - 0.0 329 3,5200
-0,3775 -0.3577 0.1520 - 0.4231 3,9630
-0.4335 -0,4533 - 0 .1986 « 0,1867 2.9830
-0.4983 -0.580 7 0.2693 0,1817 4.0340
-0 . 5 5 7 7 -0.5467 0.2983 - 0.8855 5,5560
-0,6077 -0.6176 0.4778 - 0.1747 5,1470
-0,6875 -Q . 7511 0.2164 - 0,0194 2.4870
-0,7511 -0,5785 0.2225 2.3850 6.0350
-C .8366 -0,6755 0.2353 T* 0.4528 5,0020
-0 , 9250 -0.8209 0.1411 m 0,9286 4.6140
-1.0140 -0,9613 0.1916 + 0,8993 .4,4629
-1,1530 -0.9726 0.3835 + ■ 1.2710 4.8730
-1,3420 -1,2140 0.4563 + 0.0263 2.8320
-1.5610 -1.3230 0.4415 - 0.0426 3.4 610
-2.0790 -1,3290 0.5844 + 1,0470 4,4770
2.-]^
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTQSI
2 ‘3 29 0 2 0 6 8 o 0 3535 *■* 0.54 68 3 , 0 9 4 0
1 9220 .1 5480 0 4556 - 0.6277 3,3860
1 64 8 0 1 4 0 60 0 2195 - 0 * 9654 5.454 0
1 4110 1 116 0 0 3133 - 2.8070 8,2560
1 2130 0 9 6 4 6 0 1661 0,0013 2,2360
1 1090 0 9796 0 19 45 0,0440 3,1650
. 0 9876 1 0 4 6 0 0 1691 0.4653 3,2150
0 90 3 0 0 7575 0 1924 2,7060 8,8100
0 8 0 0 0 0 8403 (i 1887 - 0,1989 6.3290
0 7232 0 7681 0 2203 « Q,0012 3.7 93 0
0 6349 0 6338 o 4438 4, 0,0857 7,2890
0 5989 0 5395 u 1410 + 1 . 0 4 4 0 • 5,5560
0 5498 ' 0 4 8 4 6 0 1093 •f 0.0747 ■ 2.6290
0 4 9 3 6 0 4 0 97 0 1697 m 0 . 710 7 4,2100
0 4330 0 2346 0 3505 r. 4,5920 6,7190
0 3878 0 3 50 6 0 2362 + 0,2540 6.1150
0 ■3471 0 3678 0 1266 + fl . 2944 3.1380
0 3215 0 2296 0 1074 - 0.5451 4,3030
0 2792 0 1927 0 3332 0.1928 6.2320
0 2315 0  ^(S A ^5 0 0 649 « 0, 7514 3,7300
0 1897 0 2554 ■ 0 1779 2.5120 8.4380
D 1628 0 14 6 0 0 0488 + 0,5247 2,6760
0 1246 -0 0 27 6 0 2297 16.2000 20 ,5700
0 0 9 75 0 0266 0 1061 - 0.0621 4,6320
0 0662 0 0 5 5 6 0 0357 +• 0. 0384 2,985 0
0 0376 0 10 84 0 0871 + 0,1367 3.4920
0 0135 0 1261 0 0953 + 0,9214 3,0890
«* 0 0131 -o 061.2 0 0804 W Q . 6 8 0 5 4,0630
-0 0350 -Q 1160 0 0590 w* 0.1076 2,9320
m Q 0622 -0 0771 0 1497 0 . 4 017 6.7560
-0 0929 -0 2 0 9 0 0 0647 ** 0.1230 2.6820
-0 1220 “0 1535 0 1439 4, 4 94 0 10 . 06 00
-0 1569 "0 2547 0 2086 4 . 8760 7,2650
-0 1859 ”0 16 0 8 0 0481 + Q . 0278 2.8290
-0 2113 " Q 0 5'55 0 1355 + 6.0/40 11,7100
** 0 2376 “0 3274 0 2553 - 8,4300 13,9800
0 2 834 -0 2954 0 u o vj 7 1 . 9 4 c3 0 5.5150
-0 2946 "0 3511 0 0682 + 0.0833 4,9070
-0 330 5 -o 24 0 4 0 0 462 0 .1967 ~ 2,8490
-0 3706 4135 0 1156 + 0.8103 6,1880
-0 4058 ” 0 3972 0 0830 3.8440 9,9440
^0 4423 -0 4 61 6 0 0933 . 0.7934 4.2590
-0 4732 ”  0 6193 0 1536 2.2000 6.30 00
n» Q 5018 "0 4 44 9 0 0898 + 0,9841 5.7020
-0 5329 ”0 5792 0 1381 7.2040 13.5400
—  o- •5 729 * 0 5481 • 0 1238 0*9959 4,3910
-0 6210 "0 6125 0 0645 - 0.4394 3.9400
-0 6599 -0 6836 0 0385
- 0.0000 2. 8240
0 7:1 65 - o 6799 0 2247 o . noio 4,3150
— 0 7620 -0 7552 0 0384 0.3515 2 ,9740
-0 8112 . "0 6771 0 0 9 41 4 1.8510 5,3960
~ o 87 4 7 -0 7822 0 0761 4“ 0,4571 3,5600
Z~|5
I N D U S T R Y  1.3 (CONTD)
CLASS MID-PT ME AM VARIANCE SIGN Sk EWNESS KURT OS I
0.9382 
.1,014 0 
■1 . 0920 
■1 .2120 
1,5650 
■1.9220
-0.7743
”0,9836
”0,8979
”1.2140
”1,3290
”1,4210
0 ,154 8
0.1066 
0.0334 
0.2169 
0,1212 
0,5941
0.9014
0.2448
0,0200
1,3160
0,0141
4.5050
4,2130 
4,5430 
2,5490 
5,6670 
3,379 0 
11, 5 0 0 0
li
(Nil US TRY 1.5
•;lass h i d -pt MEAN! variance SIGN S K E WNESS KURTOSi:
2 .3550 1♦ 6 4 8 0 0 B152 0 ,2124 1,8660
1. 7310 1. 290 0 0 5929 *4* 0 * 0 0 68 2,4330
1. 4 3 2 0 1.0250 0 4856 0.0450 2,369 0
• 1. 2 7 0 0 0.7312 0 6394 - 1.7060 4,6410
1. 1350 0. 8 4 28 0 4 475 0.2269 5,69 0 0
1. 0 2 6 0 0.8375 (I 2721 - 0.6613 5,2620
0 .9356' 0, 7 8 9 0 0 4325 - 0.5926 4,70 B0
0 ,3 3 6 5 0, 6 9 0 4 0 2852 - 0.8123 5 , 4910
0 ,7696 0.6171 0 4757 0,2 443 6,9510
0, 7113 0.5620 0 3 441 « 1,4840 5,0920
0 ,656 4 0.595 3 0 4326 m 0 . 0 0 o 0 4,5730
0 .6 0 5 6 0.4536 fl 2735 - 0.1051 3,4050
0 *54 93 0• 5 0 6 4 0 1662 + 0.0003 3, 63 00
0 ,50 5 4 0. 5759 0 2 7 8 4 •f 1.1380 4,2820
0 ,4 6 6 6 o, 3134 0 2484 * 0,0021 2,7790
0 ,410 9 0. 3 0 4 6 0 2539 *- 0 . 010 7 3,8410
0 .3 5 3 4 0 , 5 0 9 9 0 2657 + 1,1280 5,4070
0 ,3039 0.2901 0 4275 - Q,1446 2,6400
0 .264 6 -o . 0062 0 3581 * 0,02.16 2,7220
0. 2340 0. 0793 0 17 62 - 1,3720 6,6150
0 .1970 0.2019 0 2321 0.0286 .4,2660
0. 1629 0.2322 0 2188 + 1,5730 4,5080
0 ,1183 0,0184 0 1309 + 0.1428 2,6120
- o, U 8 5 0 ~ 0. 0086 0 170 3 ■f 0,1303 3,4170
0, 0443 ” 0. 0627 0 3791 + 0,5855 3,9170
0* 0127 ”0.1415 0 1978 0,2653 3,2100
" 0 ,0206 "0 .1630 0 3777 «. 0.1028 3,3520
-0, 0634 ” 0.1733 0 47 26 0*6475 4,2290
-0, 1121 -0 . 0362 0 2145 0,4538 4,6430
"0 i14 68 -o .3:179 0 3038 0.5330 3,6440
*" 0 *19 01. - 0, 0245 0 3396 + 1.4200 5,9740
-0. 23 31 "*0,2194. 0 2353 0 .6907 4.2330
-0 .2805 *0 .26 77 0 3198 4* 1. 0670 7.4530
-0 .3321 ~0 . 3348 0 3473 0.0 285 4,7430
-0 .3778 -o .1742 0 2225 + 0.4338 3.5000
-0 ,41.97 *"0, 3423 0 1996 0.0485 2,2550
"0 .4574 ~0 ,3284 0 2608 ■f 0,0237 1,9410
-0 .5216 - 0, 5 0 9 5 0 1763 m 0.3417 2,9230
-Q ,5818 *0 .3558 0 2067 - 0.5272 3.5010
-0 .6489 -0 .571 0 0 2701 0,6344 3.2090
-0 ,7190 -0 .6850 0 3047 •f 0,0284 3,0220
-»o .7933 "0 ,6271 0 4517 2,0330 6,1480
*0 i8831 **0.5273 0 4733 0,5736 4,7780
- 0 .9575 -0 .5672 0 5560 * 0.6469 4,0680
-1. 0410 -0 ,8383 0 4848
ft 0.0 039 3,7230
*“ 1 ♦1810 -o , 9021 0 4289
w* 0.0313 2,2600
-1~,3760 -0 ,9167 0 5626 0 , 0201 2,5850
-1. 6990 -1 .1570 0 4331 0,0214 3.0910
-2. 2420 -1 .1700 1 1720 0,1309 2.2960
•J D : 
.ASS
T rl Y 16
h i d -p r jv4EAN
2 2630 1 7250
1 93 4 0 . 1 6270
1 6810 1 381,0
1 4790 1 199Q
1 3530 0 9253
1 2 4 2 0 0 8 3 B o
1 1550 0 9 9 0 0
1 07 4 0 0 814 6
0 9999 0 7962
0 9369 0 67 8 0
0 3792 0 8704
0 81 82 0 705 7
0 7 699 0 6 0 7 2
0 7.198 ’ 0 5920
0 67 01 0 634 4
0 6273 0 413 3
0 5 81 5 0 3030
0 5 3 81 0 3 v5 8
0 4 88 2 0 4573
0 44 48 o 5321
0 3948 0 2359
0 3548 0 339 0
0 3313 0 2832
' 0 2962 0 2390
0 2564 0 114- 8
0 2.1.82 -o 1370
0 1784 0 1835
0 14 23 0 0506
0 1132 “* o 024 3
0 0799 "0 2010
0 0552 0 0 0 95
0 0279 -o 199 0
-0 0071 0 1617
-0 0 2 85 0 0 754
"0 0543 0 D 333
«* Q 0 899 *“0 1640
-0 1220 "* 0 1411
-0 1579 -0 1750
-0 1877 -0 10 22
-0 2223 **0 2651
-0 2490 -o 3538
-0 2874 -o 1961
-0 3227 -0 3 0 7 0
” 0 3629 -0 2994
-0 3915 ~0 2314
0- 4234 -o 5021
«* 0 4650 -o 4722
-0 4971 -o 4724
-0 5264 ~Q 6109
~Q 5714 -o 5 5 2 9
«Q 623 8 -o 4 36 8
•* 0 6673 ”0 6020
v a r i a n c e  s i g n
0 2813
0 2 811
0 3370 -
0 5710
0 3075 -
0 5322 -
0 2 6 0 8 +
0 3259 +
Q 2560 -
0 2826
0 1256 -
0 2282
n 2249 ■4"
0 1532 -
0 2702 V,
ntr A X k ow K* C.
0 5082
0 3059 "
0 2257
0 1649 -
o 1902 ■f
0 1557 4
0 1782 ”
0 2324
0 1454
0 4563 -*
0 0964 +
0 2666
0 0 975
0 4277 -
0 2318 -
0 2609 «
0 2606 +
0 2432 +
0 2306
0 1268 *
0 1716
0 3326
0 1365
0 1879
0 30 99
0 2835 «*
0 2228 4“
0 1781 +
0 0801 1W»
0 2557
0 2024
0 3465 •r
0 1963 m
0 2270 w?
0 2361 *~
0 3793 r.
SKEWNESS K U R T O S I ;
1.5980 5.1140
0.1244 2.3350
0.01.95 2.0 98 0
2.5-960 6.7240
0.0293 3*2890
1.6920 4.5450
1.6990 5.4850
0.1561 3.7040
0.0443 2.8770
3.1720 6*6790
0.5446 3.3910
0.0000 3.7 23 0
0.0 437 2.666 0
0♦0000 2.7610
1.6630 5.6010
0.0061 2,6110
0.4620 4.4300
1.1770 4,3890
0.1372 3,7120
0.0245 2,4040
0,1440 2.6750
0,4175 2,4780
0.0712 4.8800
0,8857 3.5990
0.1531 2,0750
2,2330 5.3170
0.4 051 2.714 0
0*0190 4.3720
0*2320 3,1080
1,8210 6.7900
2,8310 6,7940
0.2150 4.6460
1.0390 3,0050
2.4160 7.4850
0.7127 3,1110
0.0077 3,5830
0,0002 2,9610
0.0900 3.7170
0.3039 3,1840
0,0471 3,2160
1.7060 5.7410
0,2598 4.2830
0.0734 2,3580
0.5728 5,221.0
0,2300 2,8580
0,0311 2,6790
0.0 0 28 2.5710
0.1554 3,7380
0,6406 3.6440
0.9516 4,7050
0.246? 3.0990
0.6198 4,5360
2*| &
INDUS l'NY lo t, C0N I IJ )
CLASS MiD-PT H E  A W VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSl
- 0 , 7329 
-0 . 7910 
-0 * 8431 
-0 .9331 
- I . 0210 
1060 
2210 
4 ;L 6 0 
5970
-2,1860
0.6689 
0.8461 
0.8370 
0.7999 
0,8043 
0,8768 
0,8379 
■6 . 9402 
1.1810 
1.153 0
0.2565 
O'. 366 0 
0 .5165 
0.3777 
0.2742 
0.2862 
0.3273 
0.6648 
0.5970 
0.4838
2*1890 
0,0251 
0.0570 
0,9749 
0,0773 
0,1002 
1.6340 
0.3282 
1.3760 
0,1253
5,6330 
3.0760 
3.0920 
5,3590 
3,1920 
3,8620 
6,2960 
2.6680 
4.3680 
2.5250
I'll
INDUSTRY 17
CLASS MIU-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSI
1, 6 3.0 0 1.0990 0.3926 0,0327 2.1460
1.2130 1.0110 0.1819 0.0136 2.3340
0 . 9 6 0 3 0.9371 0.2216 «r» 0.2181 2,5150
0.762 0 0.4811 0.1769 0.0582 2,3910
0 , 5 3 9 0 0 . 4 3 91 0.3050 - 0 ,0008 3.2650
0 . 45 31 0,4620 0.2431 0 . 0 0 0 o 3,2820
0 . 3.175 0.2 052 0.2314 0,2657 3,38 3 0
0 . 19 8 A 0.2 7 49 0.2984 - 0,1820 3,8040
0,0938 0,0185 0,1446 - 0.0820 2. 462 0
— 0 < U 0 ,1.4 -0.0476 0.1864 1,0210 3,76 y 0
-0 . 0947 -0.0 725 0.144 0 - 0.1810 3,0780
-0.1643 "0.2293 Q.2287 a* 0,8782 4,254 0
"0.2639 ,-0 .2460 0.2702 - 0,0002 3.6410
-0.3 A 4 0 ’-0.3656 0 .2592 + 0,0104 3.8170
-0.4744 -0 .2639 0.2567 - 2,0660 9,2500
-0.6199 "0,5929 0,2448 • •» 0.2674 2.5130
-0.6267 -0.5906 0.4002 + 0,0130 2.8660
—1,9420 -1.0200 0.2865 m 0.7194 3.5900
-1,5360 -1.2170 0.4470 - 0 ,2804 2,7760
2J50
1 M!,.) U S T R Y 10
LASS M1D~PT MEAN v a r i a n c e SIGN S K EWN ESS K i: K T 0 S T
2.6600 1.7080 0.9337 1.3620 4,0 23 0
2.2090 1.4910 0.6837 m 0.0198 2.062 0
1 . 6 6 3 0 1,3960 0.3653 - O'. 0384 4.4A2 0
1.04 0 0 1.0320 0.4959 - 0.3604 3.8750
1.3130 0.9924 0.6379 - 1,9490 5,1790
1 . 4200 1.12 3 0 0.5197 - 0,0077 3.8010
1.3260 1.U780 0.5634 0.6683 4,4 25 0
1.24 70 1 .1.310 0.3535 - 0-0039 4.1310
1.1910 0,8903 0.646 7 m 0 , 0 7 5 3 3,5860
1.0980 0 ,934 0 0.4121 + 0 . 0 5 0 2 4,5700
1.0280 1 .0150 0.3051 -v 0.148 7 3,502 0
0 ,9692 0,6474 0 , 2 6 7 4 + 0.1901 3,1320
0 . 9229 0.6236 0.3530 0,8552 4,6160
0 , 8 6 3 0 0,7601 0.274# - 0 , 0962 2-17 7 0
0.84 3 9 0.6419 0.3969 1,1700 4,5230
0 , 8 0 0 7 0.7172 0 .17 5 0 +■ 0,0006 2 » 5 2 8 0
0 ,7552 0.5 624 0 ,5301 - 2,94 9 0 8. 7350
0 . 73.16 0,5101 0,1836 + 0.5555 3,2390
0.66 86 0.5151 0.5474 + 0 . 0 3.0 2 4', 1520
0.62 91 0.5697 0.2180 - Q .2878 4,6010
0 , 5911 0,4066 Q.3227 - 0.1754 3.9020
0.5552 0.5620 0.5095 ■f 0.0798 4,7570
0.5213 0,4936 0.1293 - o . o o i o 2,9570
0.4977 0.3185 0.3933 - 4.1590 10.4300
0.4711 0.40 74 0.1610 - 0.2998 3.0910
0,4498 0,4280 0.2009 + 1,6090 6.2490
• 0,4215 0.3428 0 . 0839 - 1,0790 5.3510
0.3931 0.3718 0,1890 + 0,0063 2.1680
0.3690 0.2063 0.2444 + 0,0297 ; 5,0530
0.3462 0.3926 0.0967 4U 0,1778 4 , 0300
' 0,3241 0.2410 , 0.2062 - 0.3006 5.0040
0.3025 0,2504 0.2207 - 3.0540 6,0510
0 . 2831 0,2545 0.2184 +■ 0,0555 4.3750
0.2601 -0,0052 0.2285 - 0.0866 2.0000
0.2380 0,1872 0.2257 - 1.2960 7,2110
0,2191 0.1283 0.2308 - 0-0763 3.4110
0,1980 0.0429 0.079 8 - 0.1213 3,3140
0 .1772 0.1030 0.1684 0.0422 4,2920
0 .1521 0.0843 0.2005 - 0.0115 6.0070
0,1283 0.1137 0.1368 0.3598 4,6850
0.0 982 0.0704 0.1212 4- 2.2930 7,7670
0,0762 0.0071 0.1696 - 0.0078 3,1270
0 . 05 5 4 -0.0999 0.3291 4- 0,2986 5.0180
0,0301 -0.1571 0.2413 - 0.4751 4,2870
0,0019 0,0793 0.1837 + 0.3814 3,2090
-,0~. 01'9 4 -0,0884 0.1768 0 , '896
3,4060
-0.0453 0.0545 0.2147 «• 8 . 0 330
12.9400
"0,0 717 -0.1434 0.3097 - 2,2140
5.1490
-0 . 0968 -0,2382 0.4584 - 4,8290 9.0950
-0.1225 -0.2758 0.4192 - 2,6750 9.5550
— 0 . i 415 - 0 . 0 7 4 3 C .197 3
*4> 0,2781 3,0600
-0.1534 -0,0262 0.2437 + 0.6690 3.6840
\{[jmctbv j R { r.nMtn )
LASS MID-PT HP AN VARIANCE SIOM SKgwKSSS KURT061
-0.1834 ""0 *3069 0,1966 - 0*0087 2, 7 66 i
-0.2073 "0,33 99 0,4 022 w* 1,6500 5*431 0
-0.2255 “0*3404 0.3867 - 1,6390 6*916 i
-0,24 81 -0 .3537 0 .2336 - 0,8244 4 . ‘ .' i
-0,2728 -0,2389 0.3256 4 0*7334 A ,
-0 , 2920 “0.2104 0,2638 4- 3.6440 9. -’6.M
-0.316? “0,5061 0.4158 - 4,5990 8 * 143«i
-0 . 3356 “0.4038 0.1930 ** 0 ,0876 3, >"'3 1 4
-0 . 3593 -0.5685 0.1796 - 3,4010 7*8.1 0‘i
-0.3828 “0,3639 0.2329 4 4 * 4250 ID  , J 5;’. )
-0 . 4079 “0.3556 0.1075 4 0,0677 3 * 5 ^ 3. i
-0 . 4852 “0 .3621 0,2104 4 0 . 7149 6 . i!U.-,r
-0 ,4595 . “0,6877 0.3357 - 0,0448 3 * 14 ’11
-0 . 4825 "0,5711 0,1522 - 0 ,3339 4 * 4 9r.*i)
-0.5065 “0 .5022 0.1831 4 0.2588 3,4430
-0.5372 “0.5714 0.1414 - o.oifii 2.02/0
-0.5748 “0.4778 0.3693 - 0 .8685 5.7950
-0.6103 - 0 . 4 u 6 5 0 .1887 + 2,54 70 7* 0130
-0.6387 “0.6315 0.3975 3,5300 7.3090
-0.6677 *0 . 65 7 7 0.1840 f*, 1.0900 4 . 8 700
-0,7007 “0,6630 0.2243 - 0,2070 3.0750
-0.7314 ”0 »62 0 8 0.3158 - 2.8030 8,9760
-0 . 7671 "0.5712 0,2885 •*» 0.1458 6*1530
-0.8111 -0.5994 0.4421 4 10*0600 15.730 0
-0,0613 “0,4141 0.3153 4 1.0310 3,6760
-0,9085 “0.9319 0.244? 0.0767 2,2940
-0,9570 -0,7646 0.4264 4 0.2637 3. 7370
-1.0160 -0.7165 0.2429 4 0.4073 , 3*4650
-I,0780 “0,9770 0,2913 4 0 * 4926 * 2*5670
-1,1590 “1.0030 0,3798 m 0,1205 2*8190
-1,2230 “0.8340 - 0.680 0 + 0*3402 3*790 0
-1.3380 “1.1300 ' 0.3624 4 0*4151 5*2120
-1,4820 “1,1430 0.4255 » 0,7067 3*0830
-1,6970 "1.2540 0,6503 4 0*0624 ■2.7430
-2,3200 “0,9662 0.6058 4 1,2810 7.0190
1SZ
:.JS try 19
S3 M'D~P'T MEAN VARIANCE
2 . 3900 1 7850 0 4575
1,9670 1 6410 0 3 713
1.750 0 1 3880 c 2672
1.6060 1 38 0 0 0 2223
1.4 9 40 1 41 n o 0 3854
1.3670 1 251.0 0 1472
1.2770 1 18 8 0 0 294 2
1.20 i 0 1 0 8 8 0 fj 3269
1.1250 0 6970 0 2457
1.0330 n 8 7 6 4 0 2052
0.9664 n 9092 0 171,2
0 , 6 8 4 0 0 7 4 84 0 3 7 8 5
0,6195 n 6 0 4 6 0 2 727
0,77 0 7 0 6 9 0 2 l 4 20 4
0,7102 o 59 01 0 1868
0.6522 0 6107 0 1041
0 , 60 0 3 0 3817 0 1350
0.5476 0 4 6 6 4 0 1736
0.4905 0 45 0 2 0 5142
0 . 444 7 0 4592 0 1389
0 , 4 0 01 0 3 6 6 6 0 1474
0,3508 0 3199 0 1458
0.3112 0 1510 0 3280
0,2629 0 28 0 0 0 10 8 0
0.2238 o 2632 0 1238
0,1963 0 1193 0 5218
0,1611 0 1132 0 0 89 3
0.1360 0 0 412 0 1328
0,1025 0 0 7 6 4 0 1607
0,0712 0 0097 0 20 89
0.0313 0 0190 - 0 0617
0 . 00 69 0 0311 0 0987
0 , 0447 T.0 14 25 0 1262
0 , 0810 "0 12 68 0 1555
0,1189 0 0 24 6 0 2747
0.1551 -o 10 2 6 0 0 363
0,1860 "0 C\ p r-J. J? O u nU 1913
0 . 2187 -o 2597 0 0867
0 , 2525 -0 2790 0 0 763
0.2848 " 0 3 55 0 0 1290
0,3270 -o 3987 0 0927
0 , 3625 -o 4 0 02 0 1713
0.3987 -o 4 419 0 2331
0.4435 -0 3 7 7 0 0 0761
0,4813 -0 3529 0 1026
Q-, 5 O'91 “0 6 0 3 4 0 1666
0,5473 -0 63 01 0 1710
0.5676 -0 5221 0 3206
0 . 630 0 ~0 5 913 0 1427
0,6698 **0 6611 f) 2273
0,7209 •0 6959 . 0 1018
0.7718 -0 7371 0 0810
C> J i;i !Sf SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
■rf 1.5430 5,5360
1,10 0 0 4 .1530
- 0,1599 2.8250
0.2585 3,0910
0,1019 3,2700
- 0.4 75 0 4.4500
+ 0,0565 2.1670
- 0,1665 3.685 0
- 0.1801 2.9430
- 0 , 0 64 8 3,1170
-* 0.3214 2,6680
' 0,2393 . 3.1380
0,57 65 . 2.8380
<n. 1.6470 6,7420
- 0,3151 2,8350
A. 0,0233 3,4 750
0 .7211 3.7250
- 0 . 3 8 9 4 3,6050
5,8600 10,6800
+ 0 , 0 0 4 7 2,1280
+ 0 » 0164 3,4 56 0
0.0022 2 ,7610
•m 0.3134 5.7300
0,0310 2,5210
An. 0,0708 3,0250
0.4749 6,7860
0,0160 2,7600
0 ,5349 6,5570
+ 0.0952 2,9080
J- 0.1068 3.4350
+ 0.1338 " 2,3600
+ 7.146G ■ 13,42 0 0
0,4726 3,8720
+ 0,3757 2.8930
1.3840 6.4200
+ 0 . 0 0 58 3.876.0
4. 0,1320 3,225 0
+ 0 . 3410 4,3510
+ 0.1604 3.0560
+ 0,0949 A , 0 5 0 0
0,2145 2,7900
2.1520 7,4140
* 0.2246 5,1240
- 0.0204 2,4300
+ 0,1169 2,4410
0.7875 4,5590
- 0.2191 3,1110
4.9670 11,8700
•f 0.0259 3.0220
«*■ 0.0001 3.75 0 0
+ 0,0131 4.2980
4 0.3550 3.7190
Z&3
pJ[j:JSTRY J 9 (CONTI.))
■CLASS MID-PT ME AM VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSI
- (J , 8351 -0 ,8343 0,2169 + 0,8373 7,1.850
- 0 , 8 815 6 **0 . 7640 0.2418 + 2.5780 6,9980
-'0,9519 - 0 . 8 4 5 4 0.1964 + 0.0 255 3.3680
-1,01.90 ’*‘1.0450 0.3069 * 1.376 0 5.0510
-1.10 60 -1.0210 0.1090 + 1.1990 3,9650
-1,1950 -1.116 0 0.1568 - 0.1269 2.5H0
-1,3340 "1,184 0 0.3989 + 2,8890 8.8330
-1,5300 "1.4980 0.4120 + 0,5071 4,7650
-1, 9 S 5 0 "1.3600 0,6073 + 1,1770 4,4390
t
I N D U S T R Y  ?0
ASS MID-PT MEAN variance SIGN SKEWNESS KURT OS I S
2.2570 1.7330 0.5146 0.1644 2.7450
1.7060 1.8630 0.2469 + 0,2685 2.9470
1.38 3 C 1.1560 0.3593 — 0.0028 2.2390
1.0490 0.6447 0 .5594 1.7820- 5,3060
0.8496 0,7176 0 .194 6 + 0 .14 84 3,0490
0 .6959 0.5300 0.2300 + 0,0150 2,0370
0.55 96 0.5662 0.4519 + 1.04B0 4.4590
0.4561 0.3734 0,4446 + 0.0000 3,3220
0 . 36 8 0 0,1035 0.1682 + 0,1590 2 . o 9 8 0
0,24 38 0.2127 0 . 2 0 4 x * 0,1073 2,0820
0,1584 0 . 0304 0.1775 - 0 .0065 1,9980
0,0 735 0 . 0 3 9 7 0.2397 2,0270 6.5720
-0.0020 0 . 0074 0.1038 - 0,0102 2,0660
-0,0817 ”0,11u 5 0 .18 9 7 - 0,2262 6.2400
-0,1513 -0.1290 0,1828 0 .1105 6.7020
-0.2094 ”0,1571 0.3766 5,6220 10.3700
-0.2729 -0,3183 0.1670 - 2.9670 8,0030
-0,3418 -0,2524 0.0976 + 0,0183 • 3,4060
-0.4047 ”0.2866 0.1105 + 0.0356 3.2700
-0,4652 ”0.3850 0.2650 + 0,0029 4,5140
-0,5346 -0,4509 0,1321 + 0,6673 3.5100
— 0 , 6 y 0 4 -Q.6660 0.1234 0,0110 2.7230
-0,665? ”0,6417 0.1807 - 0.0377 2,7820
-0,7589 - Q , 6 6 71 0.1158 + 0 ,6217 3.8440
-0,8468 -0.7484 0.1362 ” 2.0780 5.9500
-0.9663 -Q.8923 0.2959 + 0.1620 3.9630
-1,0910 ”0,8677 0,2352 + 1.7670 4.3740
-1.2700 ”1.0930 0.2068 - 0,0287 4,4180
-1.7570 ”1,0670 0.4271 0,4592 . 4,2590'
I MDU 
C L A S S
i h Y 21
I1ID-PT MG  AM V A R I A N C E  S I G N s k e w n e s s K U R T 0 S I 5
2 6 A 2 0 1 9370 0 .4320 0 4 28 0 3.0140
2 2 A 9 0 2 0820 0.2553 - 0 6347 3,5340
2 0130 1 8060 0,5816 1 2310 3,6930
1 8030 1 6220 •0 . 7738 0 1633 2,0810
1 39 8 0 1 4370 0.5031 3 0 48 0 8.4710
1 4360 1 0 3 8 0 0.6475 - 0 8847 4.0430
1 310 0 0 9854 0.5183 Q 0687 4,1430
1 2 010 1 0 7 40 0.1904 - 0 28 81 2.9440
1 0 6 2 0 1 0 35 0 0,3987 - 0 0 0 24 3,8990
0 9972 0 9379 •0.3165 f 0 2853 3,0240
0 9125 0 9042 0.2980 + 0 4014 3.8470
0 8306 0 7 69 0 0.1769 0 01 1.7 ■ 2.6020
0 7 5 8 0 0 6 0 6 4 0.3253 4- n 0 010 . 3,6040
0 7 0 71 0 4 363 (.j. 4213 * 0 3955 5 . 4 4 B 0
0 64 57 0 5 4 3 5 0.1324 - 0 0138 3.5920
0 5823 0 4 413 0,1316 4. 0 0 0 76 4.1100
0 5205 0 4117 0.2862 - 0 0164 2,6040
0 4635 0 3537 0.3833 - 3 9 6 9 0 9.1730
0 416 5 0 29 4 7 0 .0 783 - 0 0346 4,1920
0 3817 0 2117 0.1122 - 0 0590 2,920 0
0 3557 0 3631 0.2922 + 0 0193 5,1970
0 3189 0 3110 0 ,2188 + 0 0589 3,3480
0 2856 0 2391 0,1487 W» 0 2015 3.1390
0 2589 0 1668 0 .1860 + 0 0 0 00 2,4420
0 2321 0 2334 0.1477 + 0 5994 3,7380
0 2 0 91 0 1887 0 . 0647 - 0 2846 3,5260
0 1843 0 1493 0.2803 - 0 0098 5,2300
0 1594 0
0
0 415 0.2278 4* 0 0 0 61 3,5050
0 1325 0 0 4 4 0.0908 - 0 7560 . 4,1160
0 1012 -“0 0441 0.1420 PM 1 0670 3,8810
0 0717 0 0832 - 0.1092 - 0 •3500 3.1040
0 0 4 4 9 "0 0449 0.1910 - 0 0 0i9 2.6700
0 018 4 -o 0152 0.1392 ■4* 0 0 0 65 2,1420
•i- Q 0102 - 0 1558 0.2402 - 0 1241 3.1130
-0 0345 -o 0232 0.1022 0 0010 3,5240
■" 0 0610 -'0 1282 0,1055 + 0 0 889 3. 4 96.0
-0 0 916 -0 0659 0.0871 - 0 0568 2,3650
-0 1254 ~ 0 1303 0.0571 - 0 3924 3,0160
-o 1563 ~0 1229 0.1581 + 5 0020 11,0900
•i o 13 0 5 -0 0962 0.1835 + 0 3532 5,2740
-0 20 48 ~0 20 87 0.1419 + 0 3530 4,7650
-0 2288 -o 2995 0.1050 - 0 0 090 3 .55 0 0
*0 2543 -o 2798 ■ 0.1120 ’* 0 0077 5,0 220
-0 27 69 -0 3550 0.1053 "■ 9 2960 ■15, 3000
-0 2932 -0 2708 0.1052 + 2 3900 6.9550
T 0- 31/3 2 ~o 3 421 0.0624 — 0 4130 3,7160
-0
-0
3336 
350 9
-0
"0
2989
2578
0.1058
0.0974
+
4
0
0
1846
5181
3,5390
3,0630
•» 0 3724 -o 3016 0.1015 0 1982 3.7010
-0 3 y 0 0 -o 3561 0.0543 • 1 2050 6.1610
— IJ 412 6 - 0 4 0 22 0,0931
- 0 0125 2.9300
-0 4 3 0 2 -o 4993 0.1525 0 0642 3,3920
t \ i -•; t f -) v o  1
I  *  p. *  +A  1 »  <  *  * * »  '  > v »  O *  » «  I  *
C L A S S  h i d - p t H E  A 2 V A R
- 0 , 4  5 5  0 - 0 , 4 2 7 2 n .
- 0  . 4 7 7 6 -•n , 4 5  4 7 n ,
- 0 , 4 9 8  0 " 0 , 4 2 5 9 o .
- 0 , 6 1 7 3 " 0 . 5 1 1 0 o .
- 0  , 5 3 6 6 " 0 . 5 0 7 2 o .
- 0 , 5 6 0 5 " 0 , 6  8.3 0 o .
- 0  . 5 8 4 9 - 0 . 5 4 3 8 0 .
- 0 , 6 0 7 3 “ 0 , 6  9 5 3 0 .
- 0 , 6  3 1 9 - 0 , 4 9 1 4 0 .
- 0 , 6 5 6  2 " 0 . 7 3 1 2 0 .
-  0 , 6 6 9  4 " 0 , 7 1 2 4 0 .
- 0 , 7 1 4 7 - 0 , 6  6 5 2 0,
- 0 , 7 4 5 7 - 0 . 7 3  8 9 0.
- 0  . 7 9 5 7 " 0 , 7 4  2 0 0 .
- 0 . 6 4  3 4 " 0 . 8 4 5 6 0 .
- 0  , 8 9 8 6 - 0 . 7 7 6 0 0 .
- 0 . 9 6 9 7 " 0 . 9 2 6 6 0 .
- 1 , 0 4 5 0 - 0 . 9 2 3 2 0 ,
- 1 , 1 2 7 0 - 0 . 9 9 0 7 0 .
- 1 , 2 3 5 0 " 0 , 9 4 4 9 . 0 .
- 1 . 3 7 5 0 " 1 , 1 6 9 0 0 .
- 1 , 5 6 9 0 - 1 . 5 4 2 0 0,
- 2 . 1 0 8 0 - 1 . 4 0 3 0 0.
SIGN SKECNESS KURTOSJ3
4' 2*4160 7,8120
- 5.7290 11.1200
+ 3.9210 11,150 0
- 2,4830 7.5160
- 0,5130 5.6300
- 0,1110 4 , 6090
+ 0 ,8037 4.7900
+ Q.1322 4,7780
+ 7,6630 12.3900
• 0*7295 3,5490
- 1.8590 5.7490
0.0219 3,0 6 40
4- 0.2919 3.4800
+ 2 . 2 6 3 D 6.764 0
m - 0 ,61.37 4,3780
. - 0,0176 3.0000
« 3.6980 0.8470
+ 1.2500 6.4100
+ 0.1913 3.1010
+ 2.3060 7,5640
+ 0.5174 3.4620
+ 0.0989 2,7070
* 0.0032 2.5230
i A MCE
0 8 9 8
0811
2823
1 8 7  0
1 5 1 3
1 5 6 5
0 7 7 2
1 3 8 8
2 1 0 6
2 3 1 3
1 3 7 2
0 5 9 3
1 2 5 9
0 9 7 6
1 5 0 8
. 1 6 6 7
2 3 4 4
2727
2 3 3 5
4836
4175
6567
3952
a p p e n d i x  c
'TRANSITION MATH 1GSS - SirBCROtTPS
Re© Chapter V Section I for' definitions and explanations and 
Section 3 for discussion of these data#
2&%
I N D U S T R Y  1 S U B G R O U P  1
CLASS MID-PT MEAN v a r i a n c e SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
2.0180 1,6800 0.3121 0,0126 2,3070
1.4740 1,2470 0.2283 *. 0.0000 2,2750
1.238 0 1,0480 0.2674 99 0*0003 2,7990
1.0320 0.4577 0.3601 - 0.0078 3,3000
0.8698 0.7961 0.2018 • 0.2915 2,9770
0.7416 0,5917 0.2562 0.4413 3.8930
0.6240 0 .6067 0.2172 + 0-0264 2,9460
0.5294 0,5220 0.3242 - 0.4543 3.4400
0.4492 0.4508 0.3063 + 0,0695 3,0350
0,3523 0 . 3 0 3 4 0.2019 0,0233 2,7450
0,2539 0 .2345 0,1420 + 0,1468 2,4910
0,1684 0.1554 0,1620 + 0,5917 4,3710
0.0867 -0,0774 0.1973 m 0 • 1402 3,5190
0.0268 0.0207 0.2739 + 0 . 0003 3.0020
-0.0602 0.0545 0.1123 0.3435 3,6940
. -0,1582 -0,20.14 0.1694 < ■ 0.0 0 02 2,5060
-0.2484 **0 . 2702 0.2118 + 0.0262 2,6880
-0.3186 -0.2906 0.1692 + 1,614 0 5,7790
-0,4140 -0.4078 0.3267 0•4955 4.5110
-0,5249 “0.3413 0.1879 - 0.0596 3,0900
-0.6441 “0.6004 0.1752 + 0.0028 4,4180
-0.7541 “0,5653 0.1643 + 0.8203 4,0100
-0.8667 “0,8717 0,3234 . «p 0,4098 4,6370
-1.0150 -0,9001 0.2836 + 0,7346 4,5270
-1.2040 “1,0920 0.2609 + 0-6286 5,1820
-1,8480 “1,6370 0.4722 . 0*0960 3,6130
I N D U S T R Y  1 S U B G R O U P  3
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
1.7520 1.3650 0.3514 • r * 0.0260 3,1940
1,1400 1.2460 fl .2684 0,1026 3.6730
0.6264 0,6602 0.150 0 - 0,6598 3,7280
0,5544 0.3554 ’ 0.1563 + 0.2819 2,8440
0.2916 0.1660 0.2668 + 0,4651 4,1730
0,1273 "0.0003 0.3802 0,3110 2,4110
-0,0389 "0.1204 0,1793 + 0.4427 3,4660
-0.2596 "0.3559 0,2483 0.3555 2.5580
-0,5500 "0,6803 0.3155 T» 0,0227 2.1590
-0.9067 "0.7841 0.5567 •f 0.0008 2.1120
-1,67 90 "1,1150 0.5322 0,0163 2,3390
I N D U S T R Y  4 s u b g r o u p  1
C L A S S  M I D - P T MEAN VAR I ANCG SIGN S K E W N E S S K U R T O S I S
2 , 0 1 9 0 1.0810 0 . 8442 *(• 0.0299 2 ,1360
1 , 2 5 3 0 1,1090 0 .3879 0,0050 3 , 3 4 3 0
0 , 9 5 7 7 0,7 9 1 6 0.5267 + 0.0 015 3, 6 9 7 0
0 . 7120 0.5 0 7 2 0.2758 0,0535 2 ,1560
0 .4765 0 ,393 0 0.5949 0,0391 . 2 . 3 3 4 0
0 . 3 2 0 8 0.2 3 8 7 0.4096 m 0.2425 2, 8 4 2 0
0 , 1 9 4 2 0 .1143 0.2522 + 2,0270 5 . 2 5 5 0
0 , 0904 0. 1 1 5 5 0.2321 - 0,4509 2 . 6 6 5 0
" 0 . 0 5 0 8 - 0 , 0 7 7 1 0.2876 + 0,1314 2 , 4 5 4 0
- 0 , 1 7 9 3 - 0 . 0 7 6 7 0.7507 + 3.6710 6 , 0 6 7 0
" 0 . 2 6 3 2 -'0.2887 0.3655 0.1870 2 . 7 3 5 0
«"* 0 , 37 66 ""0 . 4684 0 .2314 • 1.4130 4. 1 7 3 0
" 0 , 4 9 7 6 - 0 , 3 3 5 0 0 .2926 m 0 . 4 7 4 4 4 . 0 9 5 0
"0 . 6704 - 0 , 3 5 9 2 0.7236 1 ,3220 4 , 7 7 1 0
- 0 , 8 4 9 0 - 0 , 7 6 7 7 0.3252 •f 0 ,1119 2 , 6 5 1 0
- 1 , 1 2 0 0 - 0 , 8 6 9 3 0.3717 + 0 .7981 3 , 0 6 8 0
- 1 , 5 4 5 0 - 1 . 0 0 7 0 0 .4682 + 0,0560 3 , 4 0 5 0
v\\
I N D U S T R Y  4 S U B G R O U P  2
C L A S S  M I D - P T M EAN V A R I A N C E SIGN S K E W N E S S K U R T Q S I S
1 , 8 4 5 0 1 .4240 0.4630 *■* 0,0000 3 , 1 2 4 0
1 . 2 3 4 0 1 .0420 0.4290 0.8527 3 . 7 6 9 0
0 , 8 8 3 4 0 ,8244 0.4597 m 0.1232 2 . 6 4 6 0
0 , 6319 0, 4 2 5 6 0.4005 *+ 0.2940 2 . 8 9 0 0
0 , 3 6 6 1 0. 1 3 6 2 0.7189 T* 1,3330 5 , 0 7 8 0
0 , 2 0 1 4 0, 2 0 0 6 0.4529 wr­ Q . 0 0 0 6 2 , 6 6 3 0
0,. 0367 " 0 , 1 3 5 5 0.2905 ap 0.0126 1 , 9110
- 0 , 1 4 3 4 "0 ,1880 0.4755 + 0.0028 3. 4 9 0 0
- 0 , 2 8 3 6 " 0 . 2 4 1 8 0.3095 ** 0 .0716 3 , 9 1 1 0
-0 , 3 838 - 0 , 2 2 6 8 0.2.148 . 0 .5838 2 . 9 2 1 0
- 0 . 5 1 7 9 " 0 . 6 0 1 2 0,1857 + 0.5839 4, 6 1 1 0
- 0 , 6 7 9 2 " 0 . 4 0 2 6 0.2016 + 0 .1102 3 . 8 8 7 0
• 0 , 6 1 8 0 " 0 . 6 0 6 2 0.3647 - 0 .0317 3 , 6 3 3 0
- 1 . 0 2 4 0 - 0 . 8 4 2 7 0.4511 0 .3359 2 , 4 1 1 0
- 1 . 5 9 9 0 - 1 , 0 5 5 0 0.3918 + 0.6827 5 , 9 3 5 0
I N D U S T R Y  4 S U B G R O U P  4
C L A S S  M I D - P T MEAN VARIANCE- SIGN S K E W N E S S K U R T O S I S
1 . 7 3 6 0 1.5 3 4 0 0.4932 + 0,0141 2. 4 2 3 0
0 , 9 7 0 0 0.9372 0.1691 + 0.0968 2. 7 8 0 0
0 . 7 1 3 5 0.3564 0.3880 1.0620 4 , 1 7 9 0
0.4 368 0 . 4 6 1 0 0.4605 + 0,2136 3 , 7 8 2 0
0 . 2 0 2 8 0 . 1 0 6 1 0.2331 m 0.3632 3, 0 4 4 0
*0 . 0 599 0 , 0908 0.2669 f * 0,4959 3. 3 0 8 0
- 0 . 4 1 5 5 -0 .5568 0.1911 4* 0,01.87 2 , 0 6 6 0
- 0 . 7 2 1 3 " 0 , 6 5 1 4 0.2664 - 0 .3326 2 , 8 9 8 0
- 0 , 9 7 7 3 " 0 , 8 9 1 7 0.1136 m 1 ,.2860 4, 9 1 2 0
«■ 1 , 4 0 0 0 * 1 , 0 5 8 0 0.4307 m 0,9148 4, 8 1 1 0
I N D U S T R Y  4 S U B G R O U P  5
C L A S S  ' M l ' D - P T M E A N V A R  I A N C
2 . 3 3 2 0 1 , 6 9 3 0 0 . 4 9 3 7
1 . 7 6 3 0 1 . 2 7 2 0 0 . 3 5 7 9
1 . 5 9 8 0 1 , 2 3 0 0 0 . 5 3 5 6
1 . 4 5 5 0 1 . 2 6 1 0 0 . 3 3 3 3
. 1 . 3 3 6 0 1 , 0 2 6 0 0 . 3 0 0 1
1 . 2 5  0 0 0 . 9 5 7 2 0 . 3 1 5 0
1 .  1 8 7 0 1 , 0 2 4  0 ' 0 . 2 2 1 2
1 . 1 0 7 0 0 , 9 1 8 2 0 , 3 1 1 3
1 . 0 4  6 0 0 . 8 7 2 3 0 . 4 3 9 0
0 , 9 7 6 9 0 , 8 0 2 6 0 . 5 3 4 0
0 , 9 1 2 5 0 , 7 4 6 4 0 , 2 0 0 1
0 , 8 6  0 0 0 . 6 3 9 3 0 . 2 2 9 0
0 . 8 0  3 4 0 , 5 7 8 0 0 , 2 9 0 1
0 . 7 4 7 1 0 , 4 1 6 5 0 . 2 4  5 4
0 . 6 9  6 2 0 , 6 7 1 4 0 . 3 9 2 0
0 . 6 5 6 9 0 , 5 8 7 1 0 . 2 5 2 9
0 , 6 1 0 4 0 , 6 0 4 6 0 . 2 7 2 5
0 , 5 7 0 9 0 , 5 7 0 5 0 . 1 3 9 5
0 3  5 3 6 4 0 , 4  8 6 8 0 . 1 1 0 2
0 , 5  0 6 4 0 . 5 9 4 6 0 . 1 8 1 4
0 . 4 7 8 6 0 . 4 6 9 8 0 . 4 5 8 2
0 , 4 5 3 6 0 . 2 8 0 1 0 * 2 6 7 9
0 . 4 2 1 7 0 . 2 8 4 9 0 . 1 2 7 7
0 . 3 9 7 1 0 , 2 1 2 6 0 , 4 8 6 3
0 . 3 7 1 5 0 , 1 8 6 8 0 . 2 5 8 9
0 . 3 5 0 9 0 . 4 5 0 0 0 . 3 6 5 8
0 . 3 2 3 7 0 . 3 1 8 6 0 . 1 0 9 1
0 . 2 9 3 1 0 . 3 5 8 5 0 . 1 8 1 8
0 . 2 6 3 5 0 . 1 9 2 5 0 . 2 0 2 6
0 . 2 3 4 5 0 , 2 8 2 9 0 . 1 2 4 3
' 0 . 2 0 2 7 0 . 3 7 5 8 0 . 2 8 2 3
0 . 1 7 3 5 0 , 1 0 8 3 0 . 1 5 8 8
0 , 1 4 4 6 0 , 0 7 5 1 0 . 2 4 6 7
0 . 1 1 6 5 0 . 1 8 5 3 0 . 2 2 0 4
0 . 0 9 0 2 0 . 1 1 6 8 0 . 1 8 6 3
0 , 0 6 1 4 0 , 0 3 8 9 0 . 1 7 1 5
0 . 0 3 4 2 - 0 , 1 1 1 7 0 . 2 5 6 9
0 . 0 1 1 9 0 . 0 6 2 6 0 . 1 6 9 5
- 0 . 0 1 8 0 - 0 . 0 8 2 3 0 . 1 7 3 3
- 0 . 0 4 7 7 - 0 . 0  3 1 6 0 . 2 5 4 5
- 0 . 0 7 7 6 - 0 . 1 0 9 3 0 . 1 9 3 3
- 0 . 1 0 5 2 - 0 . 1 3 1 8 0 . 2 6 3 9
- 0 . 1 3 4 2 - 0 . 2 7 1 5 0 . 1 8 7 8
- 0 . 1 6 1 5 - 0 . 1 2 9 8 0 . 1 7 5 5
- 0 . 1 8 7 2 - 0 . 1 1 7 5 0 . 1 4 1 8
- 0  . 21-4 0 - 0 . 2 0 4 5 0 . 1 0 4 5
- 0 , 2 3 7 6 - 0 . 3 0 3 1 0 . 1 2 8 6
- 0 , 2 6 2 0 - 0 . 2 6 0 4
0 . 1 6 0 9
- 0 . 2 9 3 6 - 0 . 4 3 3 9
0 . 2 2 1 1
- 0 . 3 3 0 9 - 0 . 1 9 5 0 0 . 1 0 8 0
- 0 . 3 6 3 1 - 0 . 3 2 1 3
0 . 1 1 1 8
- 0 . 3 9 8 5 - 0 , 4 4 5 0
0 . 3 8 9 3
I G N s k e w n e s s K U R T O S I S
1 , 0 0 0 0 5 , 1 1 6 0
« Q , 1 6 7 6 2 . 0 9 8 0
+ 0 » 0 6 6 4 3 , 7 8 6 0
0 . 1 3 8 3 2 , 6 3 0 0
- 1 , 3 8 4 0 5 , 9 8 7 0
0 , 1 1 6 0 3 . 4 3 4 0
0 . 4 9 1 1 3 . 9 4 5 0
+ C , 0 0 0 2 3 , 7 0 1 0
+ 0 . 0 8 6 5 3 , 4 4 5 0
• 0 . 0 5 6 1 2 . 5 8 6 0
- 4 , 4 6 7 0 9 , 3 1 3 0
• 0 , 2 9 1 4 3 , 3 3 7 0
0 . 0  0 9 8 3 . 7 6 0 0
4 , 6 8 5 0 1 0 . 3 4 0 0
+ 0 , 4 5 6 6 3 . 2 4 1 0
+ 0 , 0 3 6 4 2 . 1 8 6 0
+ 0 , 3 9 9 0 2 , 9 0 2 0
0 , 5 5 4 1 4 , 0 5 2 0
- f 0 . 0 7 4 7 3 . 0 2 3 0
0 , 5 2 2 8 4 , 6 2 7 0
»n» 5 , 1 6 1 0 1 0 , 6 6 0 0
0 , 9 7 7 0 4 , 6 3 9 0
- 0 , 0 1 1 0 3 , 0 6 3 0
- 7 , 2 6 3 0 1 2 , 3 1 0  0
• 3 , 3 0 9 0 6 , 9 1 9 0
+ 3 , 4 9 6 0 8 , 5 2 1 0
0 , 0 0 0 1 3 . 0 0 8 0
* 0 . 4 1 3 0 4 , 1 2 8 0
0 . 1 8 0 7 5 , 7 7 6 0
2 . 4 0 0 0 6 , 2 6 2 0
+ 2 . 4 2 4 0 5 . 3 2 1 0
U K 0 . 7 9 0 7 4 , 8 9 2 0
♦ 0 . 1 1 4 1 5 , 1 2 3 0
0 . 0 4 1 8 2 , 9 4 5 0
0 . 9 9 4 4 5 , 3 8 0 0
+ 0 . 6 1 8 3 3 , 3 2 1 0
• 4 , 1 5 6 0 7 . 7 3 7 0
- 0 . 0 2 8 4 4 . 7 3 1 0
- 1 . 5 3 3 0 3 , 9 4 5 0
* 1 . 8 1 3 0 7 , 1 8 4 0
m 0 , 9 0 2 4 4 , 0 4 1 0
m 0 . 2 3 7 5 3 . 8 5 8 0
- 0 , 7 4 3 8 4 , 0 1 5 0
+ 0 . 3 6 3 0 2 . 7 9 7 0
- 0 , 2 9 5 3 2 , 5 3 0 0
o , ; ' n a 7 2 , 6 3 2 0
0 .  - * 242 3 . 2 8 3 0
I P * 0 . 6 4 6 4 3 , 3 0 0 0
- 3 . 3 1 6 0 7 , 6 0 0 0
+ 0 . 0 3 4 8 2 , 0 9 0 0
- 0 . 0 4 3 3 2 . 0 1 5 0
1 . 8 5 1 0 7 , 7 1 5 0
INDUSTRY 4 SUBGROUP 5 (CDNTD)
CLASS 'iID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURT0SI5
-0.4333 -0 ,3344 0.3021 2.2990 6,4390
— 0 . 4 6 -3 3 -*0.4324 0.1629 m- ■ 0*0157 3,1540
-0.494 6 -0 ,5613 0,3037 - 1.4510 4.8890
-0 . ‘3953 -0.5489 0.1352 0,1569 4,7040
-0 . 3380 -0,4221 0,1559 0.0422 2,9860
-0.6020 -0 .5981 0.1165 + 0,3747 3,7100
-0.6349 -0 ,394 9 0,1636 ** 3,1870 8,7970
-0.6986 -0.5500 0.1099 0,5064 3,3510
-0.7242 -0,7110 0.1383 - Q.0198 5.9310
-0,7333 -0,6970 0.2384 + 0,5180 3*6390
-0.8001 -0 ,6432 0 .3107 4- 1,1770 5,6920
-0,8443 . -0.7391 0 , 3 716 1*6260 • 7 ,5280
-0.6330 -0 , 9378 0.2511 m 1.9430 • 5,7860
-0,9372 -0,7664 0.1836 + 2,5900 8,3770
i o
 
{—
»■ -0,7477 0.2954 rrr 0,0443 4.1760
-1,0310 -0,8881 0.4117 m 0.4459 5,3390
-1.1190 -1.2200 0.4608 0.4195 2,7410
-1 . 2 G 6 0 -0,9467 0.1833 - 0,0775 2.3330
-1.3320 -1.1040 0.5096 m 0,1575 2,5730
-1,5:180 *1,2930 0,3892 o* 0.0690 3,4960
-2.1680 -1,4.680 0.3733 0.3130 2,5540
industry 5 subgroup
0J\S
L A S S  M I D - P T M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N S K E W N E S S K U R T Q S 1 S
1 . 3 9 8 0 0 . 9 9 1 7 0 . 5 9 5 7 + 0 . 0 5 7 7 2 , 7 7 5 0
0 . 7 5 2 1 0 . 5 8 2 9 0 . 1 4 0 0 T 0 . 5 0 1 7 2 . 5  0 8  0
0 . 4 7 9 8 ‘ 0 . 3 1 1 9 0 . 1 3 7 7 + 1 . 6 9 1 0 4 , 4 0 9 0
0 , 5 5 2 7 0 . 2 3 3 2 0 . 3 6 5 4 3 , 2 1 2 0 7 . 2 6 5 0
0 . 2 5 7 7 0 , 1 3 4 4 0 . 0 7 4  4 T* 0 . 1 7 6 2 2 , 3 1 5 0
0 . 1 4  2 8 - 0 . 0 1 2 6 0 . 2 0 5 2 • 0 . 0 9 7 8 2 , 3 6 7 0
0 . 0 4 3 7 0 . 0 4 3 5 0 . 1 7 1 7 « 1 , 8 4 3 0 4 , 5 5 7 0
" 0 . 1 1 3  4 - 0 . 2 3 9 8 0 . 4 1 2 2 « 0 . 5 3 9 7 3.4160
. -0.2302 -0.3216 0.4915 • 5,7360 9.6030
-0-. 3407 -0.2295 n.1580 ** 0,0957 2,4750
-0.5508 -0.4636 0.3258 ■- 0,07 04 2,5150
-0.7945 -0,7057 0.1597 + 0,0589 . 1,7970
"1.3540 -0,7929 0,5288 - 0.0206 3,2600
I N D U S T R Y  5 S U B G R O U P  4
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURT OS I 3
2,0410 1.5520 0.7205 m 4,5610 10,8300
1,4630 1.179 0 0.2778 m 0,6441 3,4000
1.1810 1.1150 0.2919 m 0,3449 3.8450
0.9352 0.6872 0.3304 + 0.3190 3,2650
0,7056 0 .5662 0.2684 0.1138 3,0250
0.5410 0.4318 0,3977 - 0.3635 4,3550
0.3929 0.1682 0.2626 m 1,8360 4,8740
0,2444 0.0689 0.2753 «• 0,0312 3.5580
0,1340 "0,1548 0.5865 * 3.3410 6,9820
0 ,0079 "0.0124 0.2400 - 0.1368 4,2900
"0,1146 "0,0858 0.3388 0,0430 4,4700
"0,2203 "0,2363 0.3302 + 0,5056 3,5510
"0.2995 "0.4368 0.1646 0,6587 5.3030
-0.3914 "0,2903 0.2555 ’i' 0.1367 4.0530
"0.4825 "0,7005 0.3254 m 1,6110 3,6860
-0,5950 "0.4075 0.3238 * 0.0465 3,6190
"0,7521 -0.8267 0.3283 0.1721 3,1270
"0,9156 -0,7840 0.3962 * 0.0161 3.0780
*1.0980 -0,9129 0,3553 + 0.1045 5,3460
"1,660 0 -0,7491 0.5250 + 1,0240 4,9020
I N D U S T R Y  6 S U S G R O U P  4
CLASS M i D - P T MEAN VARIANCE S I G N S K E W N E S S k urtosis
1 , 8 9 5  0 1 . 3 3 5 0 1 . 3 6 8 0 m 2 . 0 6 2 0 4 . 5 9 2 0
1 , 2 3 9 0 1 . 0 2 3 0 0 . 3 2 3 1 * 0 , 1 0 5 8 2 . 7 7 8 0
0 . 9 3 4 8 0 . 7 4 3 1 0 . 2 3 7 2 4 0 . 2 0 1 8 2 , 6 6 2 0
0 . 7 2 9 2 0 . 5 5 1 4 0 . 2 9 5 7 ■ «* 1 . 6 6 3 0 4 . 8 1 7 0
0 . 6 0 5 6 0 , 4 0 9 4 0 . 4 3 2 8 + 0 , 1 9 5 2 4 , 2 1 4 0
0 . 4 7 4 9 0 . 2 3 0 1 0 , 3 6 0 7
•m 0 . 3 5 2 0 2 . 9 2 0 0
0 , 3 5 6 ? 0 . 2 3 8 6 0 . 1 7 2 0 + 0 . 0 8 1 5 3 , 2 5 4 0
0 , 2 0 2 1 0 , 1 8 6 2 0 . 2 2 8 2 0 . 0 2 2 5 3 , 2 2 2 0
0 . 0 8 1 9 - 0  0 7 6 0 0 . 2 6 1 3
mm 1 . 1 3 5 0 3 . 6 8 3 0
- 0  , 0 0 5  2. * * 0 . 0 1 6 1 0 . 1 9 1 1
m 0 . 7 4 8 8 3 . 8 3 6 0
-0.1 2 5 5 ” 0 . 0 3 7 1 0 . 3 8 3 7 - 0 . 7 2 0 8 3 . 0 9 0 0
- 0 , 2 3 3 3 ” 0 . 2 4 3 2 G . 3 0 2 4 ” 3 , 3 1 2 0 7 , 5 7 2 0
- 0 « 3 8 8 3 ” 0 . 2 0 4 4 0 . 3 4 0  0 <■* 1 . 3 2 7 0 5,0660
- 0 , 6 0 1 2 ’” 0 , 5 0 1 3 0 . 2 6 9 6 - 0 , 1 3 4 8 4 , 1 4 0 0
- 0 , 8 4 9 1 ” 0 . 7 3 5 8 0 . 3 8 4 2 - 0 , 1 8 2 0 3 . 1 4 6 0
- 1 . 1 6 4 0 ” 1 , 0 0 1 0 0 . 5 5 4 9
+ 0 , 0 8 7 3 3 . 1 7 6 0
- 2 , 0 4  3 0 ” 1 . 3 6 0 0 0 . 9 2 2 9
4* 0 , 8 6 9 5 4 . 5 2 7 0
i
-
7 9 7 P ^ (1 1 * •* : ■$'p i i §  irT t ■ 0 , t. !, 0 4- k: t
. ** .0 ; 2. .70 ‘
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2 .i 6 v 0 A
1 7 10 0 1
1 4 4 9 0 1
1 2 6 7(1 1
1 8 71.1; 0
0 9 3 9 2 (1
0 1)6 0 6 0
0 7 6 3 5 0
0 n 6 / 6 ()
n 6 f'l i] 6 0
0 5 4 2 4 0
0 4 8 5 2 0
0 4 4 0 9 0
0 4 n 5 8
0 3 4 5 o n
0 5 0 4 6 0
0 8 6 4 1 0
0 2767 0
0 ,1916 0
0 14 7 3 0
0 112 4 ~ 0
0 0 6 7 9 -o
0 0 3 83 **0
0 01 13 -0
0 o i 9 n -0
0 0549 ” 0
0 0 912 "fj
0 1242 -o
0 1519 ~ 0
0 1766 -n
0 1982 -o
0 2327 ~ 0
0 2598 -0
0 2773 -o
0 3003 -0
0 8300 "0
0 8633 -0
0 4055 -o
0 4374 -0
0 4 9 5 0 ~ 0
0 5455 "0
0 5872 - 0
0 6336 ~0
0 7 0 71 - 0
0 7946 -0
0 8 75 0 -o
o’ 9705 -o
1 0790 -0
1 2 4 7 0 *0
1 6 5 0 0 "1
b A N V A ii I A N c E
7250 0 .3431
4270 0.3164
2 5 4 0 0.3734
0240 0 . 2726
9161 0 .2555
671.3 0,1406
6323 0 . 2824
6 0 8 ? 0.259 9
6 0 7 8 0.1952
3806 0.1298
89 8 2 0.3337
2 4 3 2 0.1901
3 4 2 9 0.1068
3711 0 .110 o
3110 0.1105
0 9 5 0 0.1072
3012 0.1016
0677 0.1140
2388 0.2041
1199 0.1384
0481 0.1111
0337 0.1306
1008 0 .2106
0 84 8 0 . 0844
0213 0.0906
1414 0.1668
1552 0,0882
1327 0.1193
1821. 0.0747
1063 0.0620
2134 0.1393
1035. 0.1604
2033 0 .154?
2570 0.0925
3016 0.1880
3560 0.1034
3734 0.1658
369 0 0.1531
4389 0.0943
3514 0.2138
6913 0.5137
5 78 6 0.1897
4169 0.2363
6001 0.3096
5904 0.1676
6135 0.2539
7185 0.3455
9336 0.2727
8567 0.2157
3290 0.8354
SIGN1 SKEWNESS
0.0779
"FI 1.0250
2,1120
rr 0.3261
- 0.3508
+ 0,0 448
0,6745
+ 0.0539
- 0.2898
* 0 .5031
- 2,5480
- 0,1497
m 0,2035
0,1448
0.6286
- 0.1000
+ 0.0121
+ 0 .0026
+ 4.2220
0.0282
1,2240** 0.5859
4 . 6610
0,6795
+ 0.3206
• 0,3939
+ 0,1003
m 0.0149
m 0,2058
+ 0,2918
m 5,8470
♦ 0,7669
+ 0.1655
* 2.8590
- 0.0194
- 0,4101
+ 0.2376
♦ 0,6316
- 0.1619
+ 0,1652
1.2300
- 1,2320
+ 0.3200
0.0006
- 0,0085
+ 0.0128
fm 0.1256
- 0.6874
• 0.2594
+ 0,0593
KURTQSI
2.4410
2 . 8630 
6.84 2 0 
3.3090 
3.6110 
2.2610 
4.789 0 
3.1910 
4 .0250
3 . 84 0 0 
8.5700 
2.3060
' 2.3720 
3.2360 
2.67 0 0 
1.8780 
2,4330 
2.2330 
7,9110' 
3,2080 
5.0720 
4,9500 
7,5860 
3.4760 
3.4090 
3,3700 
2,8640 
3.9240 
3,8900 
4,6700
13,0400 
4.2390 
3.4180 
8,1630 
6,6050 
2,7060 
4.4460 
4.5970 
2.8880 
4,8650 
4.3430 
6.2000 
3,2230 
2.7800 
3,3550 
2.1360 
4,6620 
2..6410 
4.166 0 
2.6380
I N D U S T R Y  7 S U B G R O U P  2
CLASS MIO-PT MEAN variance SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
1.9950 1.5590 0.1967 - 0,0191 2.5760
1.4800 1.1000 0.1714 + 0.1491 2,6050
1.3020 1.0880 0.2774 m 0.2974 4,0490
1.1320 0,9323 0.16*79 Q,2853 2,4090
0 ,96 0 4 0,8910 0.4476 - 0.0236 2.5550
0 . 6553 0 .5947 0.224 0 m ■ 0,1979 3,2060
0.7770 0,6499 0.1802 + 0,1708 3,5070
0 ,6790 0.5957 0.1428 + 0.2024 2,2300
0.5863 0.4821 0.2299 - 0,8961 3.0810
0 , 4772 0.4946 0.2184 0,0409 3,6550 .
0,3546 C .2473 0,1584 + 1,5860 4,6860
0.2525 0.4593 0.1185 0.0229 2,5470
0,1618 0.1691 0.1729 1,5280 4,4130
0 .0772 0,0922 0.167S + 2,7820 6,3470
-0.0252 ”0.1449 0 ,2516 - 0.2187 3,5910
-0 ,1151 "0.Q724 0.1870 + 0,7236 5.1740
-0.2341 -0.0247 0,2807 +■ 0.1338 2,7550
- 0,3678 -0.0333 0.1791 0.1609 2.61,10
-0,5563 -0.3500 0.2193 + 0,1316 3,1690
-1.1530 -0,8143 0.4253 + 0,1011 2,8880
loo
I N D U S T R Y  8 S U B G R O U P  1
CLASS MiP-P'T MEAN VARIANCE SIGN skewness K i J R T Q S  I S
1.7150 1.0990 0.7712 0.7968 2,7820
1.1150 0.6383 0.3 730 - 0.1696 2.5890
0 . 7407 0,5458 0.5572 - 0.6127 3.8Q40
0.5390 0.4268 0.3537 0,0266 2,669 0
0.3305 0.3540 0.3078 0,1978 2,9880
0 .1648 0.2466 0.1969 0,0266 2.1710
0.0090 0.0035 0.4381 + 2,2140 4,2840
-0.1392 -0,2240 0.8533 ** 0,1060 3,6090
-0,2941 -0,3322 0.3989 0.4181 2,3720
-0.5003 -0.0567 0.4469 4- 0,0578 3,5110
-0.6828 -0,4610 0.2687 ** 0 «0523 2.9990
-1.3600 -0.6422 .0.7148 + 0»0453 2,9450
I N D U S T R Y  9 S U B G R O U P  1
,ASS HID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KliRTOSIS
1,7700 1.3430 0.4383 0.9103 3,9650
1,3210 0.901,5 0,5173 0,3749 ' 3,1760
1 . U 5 3 0 0.4953 0,5740 “ 0.4212 2,7560
0.3804 0.771,7 0.3779 0,1227 3,4520
0 . 71.99 0.4434 0,625 0 - 0.8003 3.5800
0.5973 0.3436 0.3654 * 0.0753 3,5040
0,4881 0.4708 0.3317 0,0116 2,314 0
0.3632 0.0764 0.6707 1,4060 4.1520
0,2739 0.2884 0.4293 0.2528 3.0060
0 .18 6 9 -0,1935 0.4020 + 0.0019 1,9880
0 . 0 4 6 6 0.0907 0.4305 + 0,8415 4,5750
-0.0414 0.1006 0.2965 + 0.2564 3,3500
-0.1407 -0,2054 0.5565 im 0,0081 3,7040
-0.2533 -0,2077 0.6373 ■f 0.0661 2.9770
“0.3725 “0,5685 0.5414 0.1100 2.4840
*-0.4650 -0,4202 0.4115 “ Q ,2411 2,1390
“0 .5939 -0.4179 0.81Q0 0,0008 3,6730
“0.7463 -0.4627 0,5654 « 0,7221 3,3570
“0,8957 -0.4949 0.1424 + 0,8727 3,3600
“1.1050 - 0,6964 0.4205 0.3369 3.0190
“1.6840 -0.9653 0.5912 - 0.0273 2.4860
( liMJ : 1 •- 'r I .i. ! i
LAB', :• ; A -»f - 1 MEAN V A R
2 . 0 4 is n 1. . 2 7 6 0 0 .
1 . 1 /1 <: 1 . 14 0 0 0 .
1 . 2 ri 2 fJ 0 .9716 0 .
0 . 9 A 5 I > 0 . 9 3 61 n.
0 . 7 8.93 0 , 7 5 0 7 o.
0 ♦ A .i 8 9 n. 5 4 1 3 0 .
!J . 5 i 6 9 0.39)6 0 ,
0 , A 'i 51 0 .35 03 0 .
0 . .>5 6 3 0,2576 0 .
U . 2 6 17 0 .19 4 8 (i.
0 .1 7 32  ^0 , j 0 7 i) 0 .
0.0/93 0 . 0 6 4 4 f! .
0 . - I 0 8 2 "0 . 2702 Cl ,
- 0 . ;j - 6 j ~0 . 16 83 0 .
- 0 . ,L 5 4 9 - 0 . 3 5 A 4 0 .
- U . 2 3 A 0 -0 . 5996 0 .
-0.3107 ~0 , 4576 0 .
-0 . 4 0 1 '5 - 0 . 4 0 2 6 0 .
-0.4a2 7 “0.4 02 3 0 .
-0.5307 -0,32 4 3 0 .
-U . 71.99 ■"0,60? 5 0 .
-0,065 7 “0.5332 D .
-1.15 0 0 "0,7391 0 .
-1. 9530 *•0,9268 1 .
SIGN SKEWNESS K U R r 0 I 3
*TV» 2 * 5 6 j, 0 6,34 0 0
•f 0 .0172 3 , 5 5 7 0
- 0 , 3118 3. 72*0
+ 0 . 0.7 0 7 2.3440
- 0.10 83 3,3860
- 0.1050 3.4540
- 1.9310 6,1020
- 2.4310 7.8520
- 0 .7052 4.94 7 0
0.1344 4.9070
- 0.0429 1 .9560
- 0.0451 .4.1920
- 4.7220 7.7430
*» 1.096 0 4 .1200
- 0.0880 2 >333 0
- 0,0693 4,0260
- 1.6930 5.2160
0 . 0670 3.1210
■f 0.0405 3 . 6800
0 . 0000 2,669 0
2.0150 4.8420
0,0115 2.3260
- a. 0907 3.5270
+ 0,5923 4,o510
I ANc
7 311
3 4 5 A
438?
2393
2522
26 2 9
? 3 7 U
24 84
3 6 fi 5
3 3 6 8
0 9 6 2
1 6 B 2
5275
2 3 4 4
1 8  2 fj
4960
5214
1.53 0
2016
2117
4038
2209
3 3 8 4
2400
7>0l>
NQUSTRY 11 SUBGROUP 2
lASS MID-pT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN skewness KURTOS I
1.6050 1,4180 0.2905 + 0.6204 3.2530
1.0520 0 .9724 0.1777 Q.0 324 4.3200
0 , 81,05 '0 , 6223 0.2310 - 1,1110 4,0160
0.6288 0 .54 44 0.2986 f), 089 8 2,4800
0 . 411.9 0.34 4 0 0,1138 - 0,1870 2,5360
0.2567 0.0734 0,15 02 +• Q . 0 0 n 2 2,2660
0.0425 -0.2704 0.2745 * 1,0970 3,4490
-0.1024 ■ -0,0799 0.229 0 + o. o o n 7 3.0860
-0,2407 -0,3143 0.211,2 - 0 , 5911 3,9770
-0,3507 -0.3224 0 ,3638 4> 0.5874 3,4990
-0,5152 -0.637 3 0.1687 n* 0,1251 2,4850
-0.7550 -0,6215 0 .3180 pm 0.8006 . 3,2060
-1.4720 -1,1450 0.4998 - 0.0151 . 2.5420
I N D U S  1 R Y  12  S U R G R O U P  2
SS n ID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
1,8570 1.5930 0.3016 T*» 1.4730 4.4710
1. 0‘520 0.9863 0.3047 0,4656 4.4660
0 , 7795 0 .527 3 0 . 3250 • 5. 0980- 8.0670
0 . 5 5 3 3 0.4558 0.4209 3.5620 7,4590
0 .34 68 0 ,4789 0 .1461 tr* 0.0017 2.2500
0,1861 0.0512 0,1010 w 1.1010 4,7230
0,0538 0 . 0549 0.1025 " 0,3685 3.8850
0,0717 -0.0998 0.0949 + 0 , 4 5 (14 2,7650
0 . 2236 -0.0915 0.1178 0 , 0606 3» 0-650
0 .3665 -0.3829 0.0806 0,1589 2.1720
0,4739 -0.4080 0 . ,15 4 6 + 3,1200 7.0230
0.6114 -0,5842 0.0954 + 1.2200 4,7910
0 .7616 -0,7773 0.1733 • 0.6407 4,2820
0196 35 ’-1,0620 0.1038 « 0,0140 2,1940
1,5620 -1,3160 0.5740 0.0109 3,3450
'ioS'
I N D U S T R Y  1 2 S U B G R O U P  4
C L A S S  • i I I . W ' T M L  A N V A R I A N C E S I O N SKEWNESS k ur tq s is
1 . 5 8 7 0 1 , 2 5 3 0 0 . 3 6 4  0 4* 0 . 0 4 7 9 3 , 7 2 9 0
1 , 0 1 5 0 0 , 8 3 1 8 0 . 1 9 0 1 + 0 . 0 6 2 1 2 , 3 6 7 0
0 , 7 5 9 5 0 . 4 6 7 7 0 . 3 5 4 1 * 0 . 0 4 4 4 3 . 7 6 3 0
0 . 5 5  6 9 0 , 4 7 6 1 0 , 1 6 3 0 - 0 . 3 3 2 6 3 . 3 3 1 0
0 . 4 1 2  3 0 , 5 2 4  7 0 . 2 2 0 4 1 . 0 0 9 0 4 , 3 5 8 0
0 . 2 6 5 0 0 , 1 1 6 9 0 . 3 5 3 2 - 2 , 4 4 2 0 5 , 9 9 5 0
0 . 1 3 7 7 0 , 1 5 2 8 0 . 2 1 4 8 4 0 . 1 0 5 2 2 , 3 1 9 0
- 0  . 0 1 8 0 - 0 , 0 1 6 1 0 . 3 3 6 1 - 3 , 0 1 6 0 7 . 2 3 6 0
- 0 , 2 3 5 0 - 0 . 1 4 6 1 0 . 1 4 5 6 0 , 4 6 3 0 2 , 1 5 2 0
- 0 . 4 5 4 4 - 0 . 3 6 3 7 C . 1 8 0 1 - 0 . U15 0 3 , 2 9 4 0
- 0 , 7 8 2 2 - 0 . 6 4 2 4 0 . 2 5 2 3 If* 0 , 0 0 0 4 3  . 0 0 1 Q
- 1 . 4 6 0 0 - 1 , 3 0 7 0 0 . 4 0 2 4 " 0 , 0 7 2 6 . 3 * 2 7 1 0
I N D U S T R Y  1 2  S U B G R O U P  6
CLASS MID-Pl MEAN VAR
1.9930 1 .3890 0 .
1.4600 1.13 6 0 0 .
1 .11.6 0 0,9862 0 .
0.8652 0 ,7283 0 .
0.6247 0,3886 0 .
0.4216 0.4895 0 .
0,2734 0,3147 0 .
0.1541 ”0,0163 0.
0.0293 0.1026 0 .
-0 .1058 “*0 . 0 9 61 0 .
-0.20 96 "0.3025 0 ,
-0.3164 "0.4904 0.
-0.4398 "0.3936 0 .
-0.5490 "0.4974 0.
-0,67 78 -0.5894 0 .
-0.8156 -0,4529 0.
-1.0620 “0.8368 o.
-1.8290 "1.148(3 0 .
SIGN SKEwNESS KURT 0 SI 3
1.5650 4.2270
- 0,5191 2,3610
- 0.2702 3,3620
• 3.9620 7,95 8 0
0.5074 2,8910
0.9543 4.5470
+ 1.2750 4,3090
- 0.3216 4.4230
+ 1,6770 6,4530
0,0864 2.3030
2.5490 6,41.00
- 0,4 799 2,6880
0.0001 3.1320
* 0,1262 3,7340
4- 0.0004 2,5190
+ 0,0188 2,7470
•f 1.6320 $.6220
. 0.0017 • 2,4940
I ANCE
6278
1721
5326
5961
6694
3208
3414
0 8:10
2660
1583
•5 9 5 5
1628
0989
281?
044 0
3774
4562
7418
io“]
INDUSTRY 13 SUBGROUP 1
C L. A -J S > < I — f‘ T MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
2.2110 1,8120 0.4222 «i 8,0810 15.0900
1.7520 1.4 09 0 0.1819 tv 0.0380 3,9250
1.5660 1,314 0 0 .189 4 - 0.5200 4,93 8 0
• 1.3690 1 ,264 0 0.1792 0.0721 2.2050
1,2x60 1,0180 0.4092 2.7790 5.9130
1.. 0 710 1.010 0 ' 0 , 3:141 6.3890 12. 7400
0,9663 0.9615 0.0705 + 0.1927 4,2300
0,6747 0,7406 0.1326 4* 0.3713 '2,4910
0 , 81.49 0,6259 0 . 5 6 7 2 6,8200 12,9100
0.7461 0,5713 0.26 0 6 1.9060 5,1950
0 , 6702 0.6761 0 .13 6 6 ■4* 0.3938 3,5500
0,6039 0.5378 0.2121 4* 0,0064 3.6880
0,5572 0.4942 0,2063 - 0,3124 5.4040
0 . 4887 0,4748 0,1/45 2.8690 7,6380
0 , 4399 0.3216 0.1398 « 2.6370 5,9330
0 , 400 7 0,3329 0 .1432 1 , 7 410 4 , 4 9 B 0
0 . 3569 0.5107 0.2344 4- 4 , 8 8 0 0 9.5650
0.2973 0.2409 0,0476 •f 0.2594 2.9990
0.2555 0,2284 0.0895 ■r 0.0001 1,9940
0.2225 0.1390 0 .3475 — 10,9000 16,7800
0 .1829 0,2147 0.0700 + 0 .1529 3,2070
0 . 1484 0 .0 910 0 i 14 01 2.7720 7.7630
0 .1186 0.0754 0.1141 + 1.0680 6,5050
■' 0.0820 0,0462 0.0 659 0,0670 2.6490
0 , 0427 0 . 00 0 5 0.2312 + 2,6310 8,2960
0,0081 -0.0225 0.1427 - 0,1227 3.317 0-
-0,0238 -0,0869 0.2433 - 4,5700 10,9400
-0.0805 -0,0360 0.0 365 w. 3.5590 9,8500
-0,0961 -0.1029 0,2839 r. 3,4100 7,2080
-0 .1294 -0.1377 0.0874 - 0.7069 3,4870
-0.1667 -0.1170 0.0841 + 0.2073 3,7360
-0.2093 -0,1838 0.3253 •r 5.5340 12,6400
-0,2383 -0.2998 0.1154 - 6,0490 11.6700
-0.2810 -0,2843 0.1092 0,4002 3.3190
-0.3212 -0.4561 0.0951 - 0.0120 2.9970
-0.3724 ”0,4007 0.2549 + 0.0402 6.2490
-0.4223 -0.4046 0.0781 - 0,6118 3,2500
-0,4669 -0,4234 0.0626 0.7 886 4,7750
-0.5158 -0.5154 0.2164 - 4,2870 9,8580
-0,5641 -0,5668 0.0648 0.0002 2.7170
-0 . 6132 -Q.6368 0.1154 + 0.0046 4 .2120
-0 , 6629 -0.6796 0.1802 - 3.2900 9,5510
-0.7253 -0,6639 0.1103 - 0.3101 3,3410
-0.7741 -0.7677 0.11B0 0,2524 3.6Q2Q
-0.8477 -0,6699 0,2183 + 3,0080 6.0550
-0J 9164 -0,80 n7 0.1183 - 0 , '0 28 2,6130
-1.00 40 -0.8826 0.0991 + l.cQGQ 4,6720
-1.1120 -1.1020 0.0981 »» 0,0501 2,5280
-1.2130 -1.136 0 0.2401 + 0.1438 3.7010
-1.2990 -1.15 8 0 0 . 0703 + 0.4873 2.8180
-1.4350 “1,2170 0,1561 + 0 , 0405 2.0880
-1,99 0 0 -1,5610 0.2692 •*> 0,1197 2 .B830
I N D U S T R Y  1 5  S U B G R O U P  1
CLASS MID-P1 ME AM VAR
1.9770 1.5280 0 .
1. 334 0 1.155 0 0 .
1.0480 '0,74 0 9 0 .
' 0,6654 0.6406 0.
0 . 7095 0.4911 0 *
0.6212 0.3994 0 ,
0.5159 0,2301 n.
0.4277 0 ,1731 o.
0.3327 0.3693 n,
0.2645 0.3169 o .
0.1696 0 .1846 0 .
’ 0.0526 "0.0039 0 .
-0.0501 "0,0/35 0 ,
-0.1513 "0.2495 0 .
-0,2786 "0,2813 0 .
-0 . 4027 "0,3853 n ,
-0,5412 "0,456 4 0 .
- 0 . 6 614 "0,5763 0 .
-0.8487 -0,7047 0 .
-1.0730 "0,7782 0 .
-1.4120 -0 ,9611 0.
-2.0020 -1.2490 0.
%o%
I GN SKEWNESS KURTOS1
0 .1317 2,3150
1.0930 3.9660
- 1,7250 5.3620
0.1547 3.4100
-|r 1,0 5 0 0 6.4240
IMB 0.3638 4,960 0
- 1,1630 4 .0450
- 0.6312 3 »1830
+ 0,0875 3.5920
+ 0 ,01.60 2,244 0
- 0,1495 4.0200
m 0,0933 4,6490
- 0*0471 2,5560
0,0991 2,4570
0,2259 3,2550
0,0011 3,1690
0,0010 3,0750
- 0.1266 2.9870
0,3369 5,4620
■f 0.0325 1.8820
■f 1.0780 5,3400
4* 0.2915 2,8830
I ANCE
6687
21587
4478
3174
3133
30 4 4
3602
4135
2891
1633
1509
4 4 8 i
2467
3659
1645
3038
4 589
5733
4966
640 2
9383
6072
I N D U S T R Y  1 5  S U B G R O U P  ?
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VAR
1 . 6 63 0 1 ♦4310 1 .
1.1600 0.9660 , 0,
0 .7631 0.7447 0 .
0.6167 0.5646 0.
0.4 4 81 0.16 7 2 0.
0.2871 0,12 01 0 .
0 .1399 0.0097 0 ,
0 .0011 0.0596 0,
-0 . 1004 "0.2833 0.
- 0 . 2 6 4 9 "0,1574 0.
- 0 . 4 0 5 4 "0.4358 0 .
-0.5323 -0.4680 0.
- 0 . 6965 "0.5401 n.
-0.8713 “0.7663 0.
-1.0940 "0.9830 0 .
-1.6580 “1.1030 0.
SION SKEWNESS KURTOSI
«r 4.7190 8,7570
m 0,9993 3 « 5 6 u 0
+ 0.4036 2.1310
- 0.Q080 2.8980
m 5.1820 9.09 B 0
•m 6.3960 if), 6000
- 0 . 0003 3,0340
mm 0.0704 2,9700
- 0,8459 4,7340
+ 1,4970 4.1390
+ 0 .0054 3*3350
4* 3.6220 . 8,6500
0.0004. 2,1080
* 0.0000 2.8770
** 0.4236 3.7590
- 0.0108 3,2890
I ANCE
0580
1349
1 266
1293
1839
3750
0 672
1123
0 8 j, 5
18 8 6
1144
3289
1067
2107
1312
3874
I N D U S T R Y  15 S U B G R O U P  3
CLASS HID-PT ME AM VAR*
1.9990 1. 4 (j 6 0 0 .
1.3130 0.8434 0.
1.0290 1 . 074 0 0 .
0.8341 0.8726 0.
0.6972 0.6294 0 .
0.5941 0 . 4 320 0 .
0.5057 0 , 4761 0 .
0 , 4502 0.5259 G .
0,3 7 94 0.344 0 0 .
0,317 4 0,3989 0 .
0.2509 0,12 0 8 0 .
0.1580 0,0335 0.
0,0696 -0 , 006 4 0 .
-0,0030 ' - 0 ,1.4 31 n
-0,0871 "0,2470 0 ,
-0.1665 -0 , 2717 0 .
-0.2564 -0.1876 0 .
-0,3356 "0*1528 0.
-0.4377 ”0.4293 0 .
-0.5618 -0,48 8 0 0.
-0.7121 ”0.7300 0.
-0.8823 ”0 .9628 0.
-1.1270 -0,8996 0 .
-1.6680 ”1,0780 0.
I G N S K EU NESS kurtqsis
+ 0.1730 2.3430
0.1227 2.2110
+ 0,5233 3,0200
+ 0,1763 1,9420
- 0,9612 4,3760
0 , 0006 2,6980
- 0.2654 2,8800
- 0 . 7174 4.7480
0.1904 3.6890
0.0012 3.3510
- 0.2625 2,2680
0,2630 2.7670
- 0.4923 4.1740
+ 0,0559 2,9120
*■ 2,6260 6,3520
Wf 0,07S0 2,2800
+ 0.7232 7,8760
" 0.0 618 5,0640
3,1740 7,3550
0,2209 2,3680
* 0.0193 2*0030
0.1120 3,6740
0.0026 2,2 7 30
0,2930 4.7400
I ANCE
4803
2618
3136
2737
0871
2084
0724
2013
1047
1257
1356
1832
0 67 2
1872
4 706
1368
1752
1813
2746
10 63
3689
3397
2684
7359
I N D U S T R Y  16 S U B G R O U P  1
C L A S S  M I D - P T MEAN' VAR
1 . 7 6 6 0 1 . 5000 0 .
1 . 0 8 3 0 0. 8 1 3 7 0.
0 ,7471 0.3990 0 .
0 , 5 1 7 8 0 .5386 0.
0 , 3 816 0 ,2463 0.
0 , 2 6 6 9 0 .4438 0 .
0 , 1 6 8 8 0 .0822 0 .
0 , 0533 ■0 , 0023 0.
- 0 , 0 5 8 5 -0 .2486 0.
- 0 . 1 7 6 4 - 0. 2 3 5 4 0 ,
- 0 , 3 2 0 0 - 0 . 2 4 1 0 0 ,
- 0 , 4 6  3 6 - 0 . 3 7 1 1 0 .
- 0 , 6 9 7 3 - 0 . 6 9 4 6 0 .
-1 . 0530 - 0 . 9 0 9 3 0.
- 1 , 6 6 6 0 - 1 , 1 9 2 0 0.
S I G N S K E W N E S S KuRTOSI
- Q.0526 2. 6 7 0 0
+ 0.7224 .3,5010
1,8490 4» 1 7 2 0
+ 0 ,0317 2 , 1 0 8 0
- 0.3599 2, 6 6 1 0
+ 0.9422 3 , 3 3 0 0
4 0,2589 2, 3 3 8 0
0, 0 4 2 4 2 , 9 3 7 0
- 1,7390 4 , 9 3 8 0
- 0 , 0682 2 , 9 4 2 0
+ 0, 1 2 4 3 2 . 1 7 9 0
a- 0 . 3621 2 . 9 7 5 0
m 0.05.42 2,0 6 6 0
** 1.3040 4 ,4870
’V' 0. 9 0 7 5 4 , 0 0 3 0
I A N C E
4 6 5 2
3688
5 49 5
1619
1085
3 2 71
0991
3312
3376
2327
0653
1245
4256
4669
6176
i .'! U U S' i Y i 6 S ' i h f> H 0 1) p 2
L A S S  M I D - P T M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N S K E W N E S S K U R T O S I
. 1 , 7 8  0 0 1 . 1 9 0  0 0 . 7 0 7 4 - 4 . 8 9 9 0 9 . 4 4 2 0
1 .  0 9 5 G 0 . 9 4  0 5 0 . 2 7 9 2 1 . 5 9 1 0 4 , 3 3 7 0
0 , 9 0 6 6 0 . 4 5 2 3 0 . 7 2 1 4 - 4 . 5 8 6 0 9 , 3 3 9 0
0 , 7 5 5 ? 0 , 6 8 3 7 0 , 2 2 4 9 - 0 . 1 2 3 6 2 . 8 2 3 0
0 . 5 7 9 3 0 . 3 9 6 1 0 . 1 0  8 2 0 , 7 2 0 6 4 , 0 1 0 0
0 . 4  4 3 7 0 . 3 7 2 2 0 , 2 1 1 4 + 0 , 0 1 1 0 2 . 3 7 1 0
0 . 3 4 4 1 0 , 1 0  2 4 0 . 2 4 7 4 « 1 . 0 0 9 0 3 , 1 7 7 0
0 . 2 2 7 9 0 . 3 2 6 0 0 . 1 4 8 6 * 0 , 0 4 6 6 2 . 0 2 6 0
0 , 1 1 4 6 ” 0 . 0 8 5 5 0 , 2 5 3 7 + 0 , 4  6 5 2 3 . 9 1 5 0
0 , 0 0 4 ? - 0 . 0 6 7 1 0 . 4 1 8 2 ■* 1 , 7 0 9 0 5 , 8 7 5 0
~ 0  . 0 7 0 8 - 0 . 1 7  4 U 0 . 2 1 4 4 + 0 . 2 9 4 9 3 • 6 9 9  0
- 0 , 1 6 4 3 ” 0 . 1 4 4 4 0 . 2 1 6 8 >(- 0 . 1 9 0 8 2 . 7 2 4 0
- 0 . 2 5 3 6 ” 0 . 2 2 6 3 0 , 1 1 7 1 0 . 1 0  6 1 2 , 5 7 9 0
- 0 . 3 4 5 7 - 0 . 2 7 9 l 0 . 3 7 2 7 - 0 * 1 1 3 4 2 , 0 9 1 0
. - 0 . 4 6 3 0 -.0 . 4 5 5 4 0 . 1 8 4 6 * 0 * 1 5  6  0 3 , 0 7 9 0
- 0 . 6 0 7 4 - 0 , 4 8 5 2 0 . 3 6 3 8 ** 0 , 0 1 5 6 3 , 0 7 0 0
- 0 , 8 6 4 0 ” 0 . 5 1 5 5 0 . 4 9 1 9 + 0 * 9 3 8 5 7 , 3 1 8 0
- 1 , 4 2 2 0 ” 0 . 8 7 5 7 0 . 4 4 1 7 - 0 . 8 8 4 6 3 . 0 9 3 0
1 Mi.) U S  T R Y  i 6 S U B G R O U P  3
C L A S S  M I D - P T M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N S K E W N E S S K U R T O S 1 S
1.6950 1.0790 0.3354 4* 0.1332 2*9830
1.19 6 0 1.0040 0.2401 *r* 0,0482 2,8880
0,9888 0,7255 0,2163 + Q .0322 2,3000
0,85 85 0,7824 0.2524 * 0,0575 2.2540
0 , 7222. 0,6283 0.16 7 5 + 0.0637 2.7030
0 . 6 014 0,4653 0 .3091 - 0,4 855 2,6110
0,4 4 68 0.3513 0 ,3316 0,7370 3,3170
0,3193 0.3224 0.3139 +■ 2,7800 6,7240
0 .1940 0,2021 0,1710 + 0.0132 2,2590
0,0607 -0,0938 0.1227 * 0.1421 3,1100
-0.0700 -0.0737 0,2684 4- .0,0112 2,6560
-0 ,2061 “ 0.1614 0.2733 + 0*0327 . 2*364 0
-0,3634 **0 .2666 0.2475 * 1.0210 . 3,8690
- 0 . 4431 **0.4972 0.2266 0.001Q 2,2170
-0.5322 “0.4496 0,1634 - 0.0073 3,6820
-0 . 7066 *“0,8760 0.3960 1,6960 3,9230
-0,9577 *0,6812 0.2542 + 0,4887 3*6110
-1,6660 *1,2280 0.6499 ft* 0.0000 2,3920
I N D U S T R Y  3.6 S U B G R O U P  4
CLASS YID*PT M E A N VAR
1.8680 1.3040 0 .
1.1820 0,9681 0 .
0 . 8717 '0 . 4076 0,
0 . 6601 0.4573 0 .
0 . 4851 0.34 62 0 .
0,3005 0.3327 0.
0 .1418 0.0242 0.
0 .0076 -0,1343 0.
-0.1017 *0.3117 0.
-0 . 8103 -0.2648 0 .
-0.4 497 -0.2521 0,
-0.5715 -0.4 794 n .
-0.80 4 3 -0.4485 0.
-1 , 0 700 “*0.7108 0.
-1.5970 -0,7652 0.
I G N SKEWNESS KURTOSI
0 .9332 5 . 3 6 4 0
+ 0 ,0 894 2,1830
- 0 .2148 2*492 0
- 0.3168 2.4600
+• 0.0382 2,784 0
+ 0,0172 3.0210
+ 0,0738 2,2880
* 0.1463 1.8370
- 0.6699 3,7750
+ 0,0001 2.5960
- 0 . 0005 1*7500
0.4862 - 3,5140
- 0.3189 . 2,2550
+ 0,2057 2,1940
m 0.0043 2,0240
IANCE
7325
1317
9 364
5166
26 0 4
4 618
2539
330 4
3357
24 28
3036
3618
4137
7927
5364
c l a s s  m i d -h t M E A N v a r i a n c e SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
1,6390 1.5470 0.3256 + 0,0 0 85 2,7540
1.1600 •0.8682 0.3255 + 0,0486 3« 18 0 0.
0 . 3 8 7 5 0.8210 0.2377 + 0,3077 5.7880
0 , 6776 0 .614 7 0 .2253 + 0.0 000 2.352 0
0,5044 0.4990 0.2X50 - 0.0571 • 3,8600
0.3177 0.2207 0.19 62 0.0000 2,8580
0.1134 -ft , 00 71 0.2656 + 0.0519 3.5870
-0 , 0138 -0.1019 0.1141 0,5528 5.1820
-0 ,1437 -0,2219 0.1295 + 0.2506 3,3060
~ Q .2519 -0.2911 0.1320 + 0.1808 3.2540
-0,3657 -0.5096 0.1242 - 3.8790 9,6710
-0 .4734 "0.4143 0.2464 + 0 .110 5 • 3,5290
-0,5662 -0.6108 0.1273 m* 0 , 9449 4,5590
-0.6657 -0.6283 0.2081 ■m 1.1430 4,3020
-0.8731 -0,8802 0,2494 + 0,0101 2,9600
-1,4510 -1.0220 0,3571 - 0,3476 ■2.677 0
e
C L A S S  1 P ~ L  T HLA'M
1 . J. 3 L 1 . 4 o S' 0
l • « f. M f‘
f) . 9 d  A 6
0 / r: > n . 3 A 9 2
(! ) -‘i 9 .’S 0 . 3 6 3 7
(1 •.) ' ■ ’ * i J . 3 3 4 4
o ‘3 /  :r n . 3 9 A  5
G 1 V' u f! , i 1S 3 i.
0 J i  0 6 - n . 0 7 L 5
~ 0 * > •' (.! 0 . 0 1 . 0?
- 0 :l. 3 1 '  [j . 1 4 X
- 0 V  ^♦ - n . ? 9 3 9
- 0 3 1. v . “ 0 . 3 7 ML
-  LJ A f-y 9 " 0 . 3  3 6 9
- 0 6 A r. ■; -  0 . 4 8 7 7
- 0 fS 9 A n -  n . 6 7 5 3
- 1 3 2 0 fi -1.  . 0 6 0 o
I
il 1AM C E S f G N S K t w N 5 S S KUK!OS I
. 4 3 7 4 0 .90 25 6 , 41, 7 0
.2760 + 0 . 0 0 1 2 2.4150
.14 9 3 + 0 • 0 0 23 3 . 1. 6 4 0
.1331 + 0 . 34 36 3,4640
.2330 0,0094 2,6740
. 2 1 0  8 !J . 6 n 7 5 A , 6 6 1 ()
. 1 7 2 4 ■f 0 . 0 6 5 2 3 « 0 5 a 0
. 1290 - 1. 6870 5 , 9 9 o 0
.1971 1.9340 7,1620
.1991 •4 1.6080 5,5 1 10
.793 6 •f 0.1648 3,3710
. 1 0 4 0 - 0.0633 p . 9 /19 fj
.2365 * 0.0565 2.52 4 0
.3027 2.6540 6 * o 4 6 0
.0921 - 0.0335 2,3550
.1726 - 0 , 0 7 8 4 2,5.1.4 0
.7450 + 5.0450 1 &. , 6 4 i j 0
V A
0
0
o
0
f!
0
0
0
0
0
fj
0
0
(■]
0
0
0
* 1
p j n U ^ T R Y  1 3  S U B G R O U P  1
C L A S S  M I D « P T M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N . S K E W N E S S K U R T O S i  8
2 . 1 7 7 0 1 . 5 2 1 0 0 . 6 4 8 9 - 0 . 5 1 5 7 3 . 1 1 3 0
1 . 3 4  4 0 1 » 2 3 3 0 0 , 3 0 5 9  ' 2 . 0 4 9 0 ■ 5 . 0 7 5 0
1 . 0 6 2 0 0 . 9 6 6 7 0 . 1 4 6 4 +■ 0 . 0 2 1 1 3 . 9 2 8 0
0 . 3 7  4 4 0 , 5 2 4 4 0 . 5 1 7 0 + 0 . 0 6 8 5 3 , 5 3 4  0
0 . 7 3 6 3 0 . 3 4 5 7 0 . 2 1 6 2 + 3 . 1 6 8 0 7 , 1 1 3 0
0 . 6 3 6 1 0 . 4 2 8 1 0 . 1 6 7 1 - 0 . 1 5 3 9 2 , 5 4 8 0
0 . 3 5  0 0 0 « 4 0 4 6 0 . 2 3 9 6 4- 1 . 5 0 9 0 6 , 1 0 0 0
0 , 4 6 1 3 0 . 3 9 5 0 0 . 1 6  8 9 - 0 , 2 0 5 3 3 , 0 0 9 0
0 . 3 6 2 6 0 , 3 5 0 2 0 , 1 0 7 8 0 . 1 0 0 0 3 , 4 6 2 0
0 . 2 8 7 5 0 , 2 8 1 5 0 . 2 2  0 6 - 0 . 6 2 8 9 3 , 3 6 6 0
0 . 1 8 5 7 0 , 1 8 4 1 0 . 1 1 3 6 - 0 . 0 0 1 2 3 , 4  8 3 0
0 . 1 2 4 6 0 . 1 6 9 6 0 , 0 6 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 4 2 , 0 2 7 0
0 . 0 4 7 7 0 . 0 6 4 9 0 . 2 5  8 2
«*•> 0 . 0 0 4 9 3 , 7 2 7 0
- 0 , 0 4  0 2 -11. 0 6 9 6 0 . 2 6 4 5 + 0 . 0  8 7 5 3 • 8 ? 6 0
- 0 . 1 u 6 9 - 0 . 1 5 1 4 0 . 0 8 5  4 0 , 4  2 1 6 2 . 1 7 4 0
- 0 , 2 1 0 0 - 0 . 3 5 2 8 0 . 1 1 3 1 . - 0 . 0 0 5 9 2 * 0 1 3 0
- 0 , 3 2 1 1 - 0 . 3 2 5 1 0 . 0 7 6 2 + 0 , 1 0 4 4 2 . 4 6 2 0
- 0 . 4 1 5 0 - 0  . 4 1 9 9 0 . 1 3 3 8 - 2 , 7 6 2 0 8 , 0 9 0 0
- 0 . 4 7 2 3 - 0 . 3 2 0 2 0 . 1 2 3 6 0 . 1 8 7 2 2 , 8 9 5 0
- 0 , 5 4 4 0 ■ * 0 . 5 4 1 7 0 . 1 1 1 6 0 , 0  6 6 5 2 , 3 9 7 0
- 0 , 6 5 4 6 - 0 . 4 7 2 1 0 . 2 8 6 1 0 . 9 5 6 1 3 , 1 3 0 0
- 0 . 7 6 0 6 - 0 . 7 2 5 0 0 . 3 6 8 4 + 0 . 0 0 5 6 3 , 9 5 1 0
- 0 . 8 7 2 5 - 0 . 8 6 5 0 0 . 1 2 3 0 - 0 . 5 5 2 2 2 , 5 7 5 0
- 1 .  0 4 4 0 - 0 . 8 9 9 2 0 . 2 2 7 1 + 0 . 2 4 4 8 2 , 0 9 5 0
- 1 . 2 4 5 0 " 1 . 2 3 8 0 0 , 3 8 8 4
m 0 . 7 4 7 5 2 , 8 8 4 0
- 1 . 0 7 3 0 - 1 . 3 2 5 0 0 , 2 2 2 9
t*r 1 , 6 8 7 0 5 , 7 1 4 0
I xiDU!' fR Y 13 S N R G R O U P  2
CLASS MID-pT MEAN V A R 1 A N C E SIGN SKEWNESS KIJ R T 0 S I
1.7700 1,2120 0 ,1819 - 0,0097 1*9860
1.3110 0.9242 0,163 7 0.1363 2.044Q
1.1360 0.7960 0.5107 0.2076 3.5010
0.9265 0,5730 0.8219 7.7610 11,2400
0.7623 0.5499 0.3699 + 0.2180 2.2890
0.6 0 33 0.6510 0.2326 0.2590 2,0540
0 . 4 6 8 B 0,4764 0,1583. •f 0,2743 •2 ,3060
0.3702 0,3264 0,3821 — 0.2616 5.1200
0,2917 0.1627 0.0453 .. 0,2413 2.3300
0,2385 0,1774 0.1391 0,0217 3,8340
0.1738 0,1988 0.1044 2,0010 4.4460
0,1125 0.1320 0,1856 - 0,0 326 2.6870
0 . 1)4 44 ."0.0164 0.4230 rf 1.2140 5,7300
-0 , 0057 ”0.2423 0,1926 1.0850 3.5720
-0.0669 -0 . 0516 0.2383 1.5730 4,7590
-0.1477 -0.2375 0.3068 mt 1.0290 4,3960
-0,2192 -0.3294 0.2834 - 1.8410 4.8180
-0.3129 -0,4390 0.3409 - 0.0211 2,9170
-0,4376 -0,4052 0.0963 * 0,0302 2.4800
-0.5517 "0.5441 0 .2641 - 0.4143 2,1340
-0 . 6618 -0,3825 0.3334 1.0400 5,8790
-0,7902 -0.6552 0.1721 + 0,0182 .2.2000
.-0,9254 ‘ -0.7360 0.2201 . 1,5200 4,9720
-1,1700 -0.9397 0.3131 0.0208 2.3850
-1.3520 -1.2380 0.7185 n* 0.3041 2.4290
n J 
A 5
S 7 K* Y .1.3 
S M i D - p T
S ‘ J R 8 ft 0  U P 3 
M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N S K E W N E S S K U R T D S i
2 . 2 9 7 0 1 , 6 2 4 0 0 . 5 4 3 3 0 , 0 3 9 2 2 . 3 6 8 0
1 . 6 8 3 C 0 , 7 2 1 1 0 . 6 1 1 7 - 0 . 1 7 2 4 2 . 7 5 8 0
1 . 4 4 3 0 C , 9 0 7 6 0 . 7 6 0 3 « 0 . 2 7 0 4 3 , 8 3 1 0
1 . 2 8 4 0 1 , 0 5 8  0 0 . 5 3 9 4 0 , 1 0 5 5 3 , 7 8 4 0
1 . 1 3  6 0 0 » 8 0 6 6 0 . 3 9 8 6  * - 0 , 9 3 9 8 4 , 2 1 1 0
1 , 0 2 1 0 0 , 6 6 8 8 0 . 2 8 9 0 0 . 0 2 3 9 2 , 1 4 7 0
0 . 9 2 9 1 0 . 7 6 4 9 0 . 6 2 7 4 - 0 , 0 0 0 0 5 , 0 0 9 0
0 . 0 3 6 7 1 * 0 6 A 0 0 . 3 0 7 6 + 0 * 2 1 6 6 2 , 5 6 6 0
0 , 7 7 2 0 0 , 8 0 6 3 0 . 2 1 9 4 «w 0 , 4 1 8 9 3 , 2 7 8 0
0 * 7 0 0 0 0 , 4 2 8 2 0 . 2 5 4 5 4- 0 . 0 1 5 3 3 , 2 9 9 0
0 , 6 5 3 2 0 , 4 4 8  4 0 . 2 3 1 8 • 1 . 1 8 0 0 ' 4 .  6 1 , 3 0
0 , 5 8 3 6 0 s 9 6  o  1 0 « 1 6 2 0 + 0 . 1 1 2  8 ■ 3 , 6 4 5 ( 3
0 , 5 1 9  3 0 . 5 3 7 3 0 . 1 5 6 3 t*4 0 . 0 0 9 4  ■ 2 , 6 9 1 0
0 . 4 5 5 7 0 , 4 4 9  0 0 . 2 2 2 2 •f 0 , 5 2 6 8 4 » 5 8 6  0
0 , 4 0 9 2 0 . 3 1 6 7 0 , 2 1 5 7 + 0 . 0 3 3 3 2 , 8 0 7 0
0 . 3 6 6 2 0 , 2 3 1 6 0 . 1 7 7 6 0 . 0 0 0 1 3 , 7 8  B 0
0 , 3 1 7 1 0 . 2 6 8 5 0 , 4 1 1 8 0 , 0 3 4 4 4 , 3 2 5 0
0 , 2 6 0 1 0 . 1 1 3 4 0 , 1 1 9 8 <> 0 , 2 3 5 4 3 , 3 5 8 0
0 , 2 0 9 2 0 , 1 6 1 2 0 , 3 1 3 6 0 , 1 3 7 1 4 , 6 3 6 0
0 . 1 7 3 6 . 0 . 1 8  5  6 0 . 2 4 9 6 + 2 . 8 8 0 0 8 , 0 5 8 0
0 . 1 3 8 3 n , 1 0  8 6 0 ,1 1 5 1 + 0 , 0 0 1 1 2 . 1 3 9 0
0 . 0 7 1 6 ~ 0 . 1 2 5 2 0 . 2 1 6 5 0 . 4 7 9 1 4 , 5 6 6 0
0 , 0 2 5 1 0 , 0 7 7  2 0 . 1 5 5 9 ** 0 . 0 4 6 2 3 , 1 2 1 0
-a . 0 1 6 2 " 0 . 1 7  5 4 0 , 4 7 1 4 0 , 8 : 5 6 1 5 . 1 1 3 0
- 0 , 0 4 6 7 “ 0 , 2 3 8 7 0 . 4 5 7 7 1 , 7 9 8 0 6 , 7 4 6 0
•*' 0 . 0 8 5  0 - 0 . 1 3 3 4 0 . 1 6 2 7 0 . 6 0 6 9 3 , 6 0 8 0
- 0 . 1 3  0 0 - o . 2 7 6 2 0 . 4 4 0 3 1 , 5 5 8 0 9 , 3 3 6 0
** 0 , 1 7 8 9 ” 0 . 2 9 5 3 0 , 6 4 7 6 “ 0 , 2 6 3 8 4 . 7 1 2 0
, 2 1 3 2 - 0 . 0 9 7 2 0 . 2 0 8 0 + 0 . 2 4 8 3 3 . 5 2 7 0
*• o . 2 6 6 3 ■*o . 5 0 4 1 0 . 5 2 0 0 * 0 , 5 7 9 6 3 , 3 0 5 0
-u . 3 0 4 5 - o . 2 6 0 2  ■ 0 . 1 4 9 7 +• 0 , 0 1 3 4 ’ 1 . 9 7 7 0
- D . 3 3 7 5 " 0 . 3 9 8 5 0 . 1 9 1 2 0 , 0 1 9 0 3 , 2 1 7 0
- 0 . 3 7 0 8 " 0 . 4 9 7 2 0 . 2 8 2 9 7 , 6 2 7 0 1 2 . 6 3 0 0
” 0 . 4 J. 7 0 - 0 , 2 6 8 3 0 . 1 6 4 3 «► 2 . 6 2 6 0 6 , 4 0 4 0
- 0 ,^4 6 0 1 - 0 , 6 0 5 0 0 , 3 2 0 9 + 0 , 0 0 0 6 4 , 5 1 8 0
- 0 , 5 i 4 6 - 0 . 3 3 6 2 0 . 3 9 7 4 0 . 0 0 5 7 6 , 5 5 1 0
m, Q , 5 6 6 5 “ 0 . 4 4 0 4 0 . 2 5 <5 9 + - 1 . 7 1 7 0 5 , 7 0 8 0
- 0 , 6 2 0 5 ~n . 5 7 0 6 0 , 3 8 5 3 + 0 . 7 1 3 3 4 , 6 5 7 0
- 0 . 6 7 9 6 ” 0 , 4 0 7 0 0 . 2 2 7 0 •f 0 . 7 5 2 6 3 . 3 7 8 0
■" 0 , 7 4 1 5 - 0 , 5 0  4 4 0 , 3 1 2 1 + 1 . 4 8 4 0 5 , 9 8 1 0
- 0 , 8 0 4 4 " 0 . 7 2 4 7 0 . 3 0  4 0 2 , 1 0 7 0 5 , 3 8 8 0
•*» o , 8 6 6 3 " 0 . 7 7 8 2 0 . 2 7 0 8 - 0 , 0  0 9 4 3 , 7 8 7 0
- 0 . 9 4 8 2 «. q . 7 9 7 7 0 , 2 3 3 1 + 0 , 3 7 9 2 5 . 1 3 7 0
* 1 , 0 5 5 0 - o , 8 9 7 1 0 . 4 3 8 3 + 1 . 7 5 1 0 . 5 »2 2 8 0
“ 1 , 1 8 0 0 - 1 , 0 2 1 0 0.4960 0.0210 3,7250
-1-, 4 07 0 ”1 ,1960 0.5025 " 0.2056 2.0920
-2 , 0260 -o ,9532 0.6645 3,8660 9.1730
?>zo
T '■.) iji: i T • > v 19 $ MR GROUP 1
CLASS MID-PT MEAN VARIANCE SIGN SKEWNESS KURTOSIS
2.0990 1 .6260 0,6714 0 .1888 2.5410
1.2150 0.9665 0.4213 + 1,6960 4,824 0
0.9313 0*7713 0.0 69 6 0 ,0268 2.5230
0 .7222 0 ,5599 0.1529 - 0 .0443 2.3790
0.5472 0 . 4870 0,2763 + 0,3553 3,5000
0.4105 0.4433 0.2127 4. 0.9435 2,6030
0.2681 0.1639 0.1317 4- 0.0114 .1,8950
0, 1791, 0.1587 0.1980 • 0 . 0 311 2.9330
0.0867 -0,0760 0.1883 - 0.3723 3,1740
-0 . 0 0 0 4 0 . 0 0 91 0,1233 - 0,0349 2,0090
- 0 . j. .1.0 3 "0 , 0556 0,3293 4* 2.7140 6,9660
- 0 .2119 -0.1664 0 .0 885 f 0 , 0 5 4 4 2.3810
•0.3320 . "0 .2765 0.0995 + 0.7403 3,8580
-0,4528 -0.4039 0.1729 * 0,7183 4,3450
-0,5729 -0,5607 0.1308 m 0*0633 2.5570
-0.6938 -0.8827 0.1088 0.0907 3,5570
-0,8442 "0,7074 0.1285 m ■ 0,6154 2,9350
-1,183 0 "1,1200 • 0.2172 + 0.0002 2,0370
-1.7020 "1,6060 0,2083 - ' 0.146-4 2,3670
I N D U S T R Y  .1 9 S U B G R O U P  2
CLASS HID-Pr ML AN VAR
2*1420 1.9500 0 .
1. 2400 1. (1910 0 .
0.7938 0,8050 0.
0.53 80 0.5019 0.
0.3433 0.1943 0.
0 . 2461. 0.1293 0,
0 * 1204 0.0837 0 .
0.0264 -0.0263 0 .
-0,0593 -0.1052 0.
-0,1383 -0 .10 49 0.
«0 . 2304 -0.1942 0 .
-0.3474 -0.3640 0 .
-0.4972 -0.5191 0.
-0.65 20 -0.7131 , 0.
-0.8360 -0.9835 0.
-1.5540 -1.3730 0,
S I G N S K E W N E S S K U R 7 0 S I S
+ 0 . 0  0 0 3 1 , 9 8 1 0
- 0 . 3 2 8 6 3 , 5 3 8 0
rf. 1 . 8 1 7  0 5 , 4 2 0 0
+ 0 , 2 0 4 1 2 , 6 2 2 0
- 0 , 0 7 7 9 3 . 3 0 6 0
- 0 . 4 7 9 5 3 , 2 7 0 0
0 , 2 0  0 6 4 , 6 4 9 0
• 0 * 0 2 3 3 3 , 0 7 1 0
+ 0 , 2 3 2 2 3 . 7 3 4 0
0 . 3 2 7 5 2 , 4 1 2 0
+ 2 . 0 7 8 0 6 , 4 6 3 0
«• 0 * 0 0 3 3 2 . 5 8 H 0
- 0.5266 3 , 2 9 1 0
+ 0.0609 2 , 8 6 / 0
m 3 * 0 2 2 0 6 . 2 4 9 0
m, 0,0665 2 , 3 1 3 0
1AMCE
4 2 3 !5
1867
1364
0379
0750
0 664
0943
0 547
0441
0537
0535
0 459
0628
0578
3032
6809
U'RTRY 1 9  S'JRGROUP 3
SS MlD-pT MEAN VARIANCE
2.1820 1.6460 0 . 5 311
1,7280 1.3490 0 . 3 4 8 8
1,4680 1.1610 0.3258
1 . 29 60 1.2220 0 .2627
1 , 1*550 ‘ 0 .8948 0.2219
1, ti 610 0.8621 0.3635
0,9775 0,8198 0.2492
0 . 8917 0 . 7031) 0.230 0
0 , 8209 0.6088 0,3220
0.7144 0.6210 0.3925
0,6111 0,6043 0.3477
0.5344 0.4864 0.3351
0 , 4 659 0,4507 0.0 969
0.3826 0,4013 0.1833
0,30 49 0.2082 " 0.1261
0 . 2499 0,0612 0.4429
0.1,721 0.1018 0.3623
0.1104 0,24.1.2 0 .3568
0 .0454 -0.0703 0.2034
0,0272 0 . 0 213 0.1095
0 . 0714 -0,0756 0.2035
0,1271 *”0.1558 0.2120
0.1883 -0,1977 0.1251
0,2634 -0,2343 0.2562
0,3330 -0.3377 0.1726
0 . 4189 -0,4212 0.3667.
0,4944 -0.5061 0,1214
0 . 5686 -0,5419 0.1836
0.6277 -0.4668 0.4013
0.6935 -0,6468 0.1251
0,7659 -0.6551 0.1360
0 , 8366 -0,8735 0.3828
0 , 9369 -0.8536 0.2091
1,0410 -1.0220 0.2710
1.2100 -1,0480 0.1668
1.4390 -1.2260 0.6136
1,9340 -1,3050 0.6276
SIGN s k e w n e s s KURTOSIS
1.9920 5,610 0
0.4751 * 3.2810
0.1241 3.4230
- 2.0240 7,0930
0.8329 4,5580
0 ,1147 2.3130
0.0569 .2*706 0
0,9095 3.5490
0-2022 2,5640
0,4352 3.3900
- 1.6800 5.7740
* 2.5840 8.7510
*♦* 0.0781 4.5440
0,1714 2,5180
0.2823 3.3670
* 2.3250 6.5520
0.6483 4,8760
4,0390 7,9430
- 0.0120 2,8360
■f 0.3725 3,2750
1,1650 5,1260
<¥ 0.0726 2,8090
+ 0 .0013 2,1350
+• 2.7800 7.5430
+ 0,5757 5,6170
0.0458 3,2990
4 0,0136 3,0010
» 0.2537 2,8190
4 1.3190 6.8400
+ 0.0697 2.8Q70 ,
4 0,0018 2,3870
• 0.0124 3,3340
0,0206 5,1190
- 0,0018 3,0770
m 0.0053 2,9900
* f ' 3,6750 7,1740
* 0,5243 3,4160
'Vrb
I N D U S T R Y  2 0 S U B G R O U P  2
C L A S S  M l D - P T ' M E A N V A R I A  N  C E S I G .N S K E W N E S S
1 . 0 8 8 0 1 . 4 9  4 0 0 . 4  2 6 6 1 . 1 9 7 0
1 . 3 0 8 0 1 . 0 6 7 0 . 0 . 2 3 1 7 0 . 3 6 7 5
0 . 8 2 2 0 0 , 5 7 5 2 0 . 2 2 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 1 1
0 , 5 4 9 7 0 , 5 O 8 O 0 . 3 3 3 0 •f 0 . 0 3 8 8
0 . 3 3 4 6 0 . 0 9 4 3 0 . 1 6 4 2 - 0 » 0 01-7
0 , 1 2 1 1 0 . 1 7 8 9 0 . 5 9 4 4 - 0 . 0  7 7 2
- 0 . 1 0 6 3 - 0 . 0 0 8 5 0 . 3 1 1 6 0 . 2 3 2 4
- 0 . 2 3 9 1 - 0 . 1 3 7 2 0 . 0 9 5 1 0 . 1 2 1 3
- 0 . 4 3 7 7 - 0 . 2 6 2 4 0 . 4 6 9 1 if. 5 . 1 2 1 0
- 0 . 6 3 8 3 - 0 . 7 0 4 2 0 . 1 7 8 0 + 0 . 4 1 7 6
- 0 . 8 0 0 5 - 0 , 7 2 8 1 0 , 4 6 B 0 - 0 , 0 3 7 7
- 1 , 0 7 1 0 - 0 . 9 8 2 1 0 . 1 8 6 1 0 , 2 9 8 3
- 1 . 6 1 1 0 - 1 . 2 2 9 0 0 . 4 4 6 4 0 , 0 6 0 7
K U R T O S i :
3 . 8 5 8 0  
2. 816Q 
3 . 4 5 9 0  
2.7050 
2 . 3 3 0  0 
3 . 0 8 9 0  
2 . 2 6 4 0  
2.9050 
8 ♦ 6 7 6 0  
3 . 2 2 2 0  
2 . 8 4 9 0  
3 . 3 8 6 0  
3 . 0 7 1 0
I N D U S T R Y  2 0 S U B G R O U P  3
C L A S S  MID-PT MEAN VARIANCE S I G N SKEWNESS K U R T Q S I
2,3050 . 1.8710 0.9794 « 1.8920 4 , 4410
1.3000 1.2720 0,3988 - 0*0091 2.2990
0 , c>6 6 6 '0 .6789 0.3108 1.3160 4.8950
0,7?01 0.7586 0.1352 0.0713 2,6110
0.5183 0 .2989 0.1814 ■f 0,2375 2.2810
0.3906 0.0991 0.2275 1,5620 4.4770
0,25 56 0,0673 0,1517 0.0613 2,2200
0.14 84 0 , j. 0 5 6 0.0 879 + 0.0240 2,0700
. Or, 0421 "0*0633 0.1028 - 0,3130 4,2120
-O'. 0360 ~0 . 0674 0.0542 • 0,4 432 2,8630
-0,0866 0,0842 0,0779 + 1,8700 4,7880
- 0,1530 "0 ,1207 0.0626 0,2647 . 3.1780
-0,2116 *0.1155 0.1853 0.0006. 2,2250
- 0, 2 1 9 6 *0,3 092 0,0518 + 0.0042 2,4250
-0,3579 -0,3267 0.0 548 0.2566 2,6670
-0.4403 “0.4531 0.1264 •f 0.1190 2,5250
-0.4996 "0 .5762 0.2298 0.9463 3.5400
-0.5668 ■*0 , 6728 0.164 0 - 0.9774 3.5860
-0,6537 "0,6818 0.0952 0,9563 • 3.5710
-0,7815 "0,5715 0.1288 1,4470 4,2840
- 0 . 9002 -0,7676 0.1755 + 0.3252 4,0210
-1,0110 "0,8477 0.1538 0,2906 3 . 0860
-1,3900 "0.9794 0.1367 + 0,0003 2.5700
N D U S T R y  21 S U B G R O U P  2
LASS .MID-P'f m e a n VAR
2,2210 1.6730 1 ,
1. 36 6 0 1.2460 0 .
0.9231 0.9157 0.
0 . 7310 0 . 6966 0.
0.5605 0 , 5 8 0 5 0.
0 , 4204 0 , 4 0 3 C 0.
0.3272 0.2952 0.
0 .2437 0.0 4 41 fj,
0 .1530 0.0644 0,
0 , 0570 0.0225 0.
-0.0279 0,0341 0 .
-0,1175 -0,1133 0.
-0 . 20 02 -0.3525 0 .
- 0,29 66 ’-0.2531 0 .
-0,3657 -0.2466 0.
-0 . 4 4 5 7 -0,4801. 0.
-0.5429 -0.5188 0.
-0,6165 -0,6469 0.
-0 , 7222 -0 ,6987 0.
-0 . 9.118 -0,7819 0.
-1.1870 -1.2560 0.
-1,7890 -1,2570 0.
S I GN S K E W N E S S K U R T O S I
1.6090 4,2600
- 0.4271 3.3400
0,1325 2.6480
+ 0,4678 4,7270
m 0.0928 2,6150
+ 0.0909 2.1150
+ 0,0020 3,1640
- 0.9999 3,8010
- 0,0334 2,8860
- 0.1019 2.5390
0.10 99 2,4410
0.0194 2,6000
- 1,3390 4 , 7360
J 3.0 340 8,2420
+ 2,4800 7,4550
0.7 462 3,5920
0,4661 3.4830
- 3.3830 7.2590
- 0,3254 3.4760
o . o o n 2.8620
•f 0.0-323 3.6310
4* 0,0025 3.1950
1 A’\;cG
0190
4175
1444
3235
1138
0723
1?02
1475
2478
2083
1093
10 4 4
1763
2775
2544
1496
1377
1230
1959
2914
3595
5590
5 !1D?!JST ?1 S^'PQRCtJP
VARIANCE SI6 N Sk ES^ESS
1.. 75 31; 1,4460 0.2368 O', 9568
1,^230 8,6002 * 2.7270
9,3 061 i • Misa 0.1032 +> 0.0778
0 • 4 '9 8 0.4955 I ) . 4541 * 0«10S2
9 . Z‘*T: < P.2953 ■ 6,2992 * 0*0044
’** 0 , L * **- it - {'j ,184 4 0.1398 + 0,1940
- 9 . 1.715 ”0.2471 0.1604 «* 2*0780
— 9 , 3 *~ 1 6 ”'0,3697 0.1155 - 1.8860
**9,5 ~: f> 4 ”0.3365 0 . 0575 + 0* 0474
-  § . t> 714 ” 0 . 5340 0.1498 * 0,0002
-0,9818 ”0 . 7663 0.2279 0.0148
-1 * 5519 ”1.3810 0.6400 + 2,6100
KURTQSJ:
2 , 8 5 2 0  
5 . 8 4 0 
2 . 1 3 4 0  
6,0110 
1 1 7 4 6 0  
2 . 2 6 2 0  
5 , 5 0 4 0  
5,7940 
2 , 6 7 5 0  
4,1560 
2 , 4 3 7 0  
6 , 7 2 0 0
w \
I :\'i 2 1
C L A S S  ■ v! I ) - F T
S U R: I ROi JP < 
IE A M V A R I A N C E S I G N skewness K UR T O S  I
1 . B a D D 1 3 5 7 0 0 . 3 6 9 1 ft* 0 . 3 0 4 8 2 , 4 5 6 0
1 .  1 O' 'j 0 0 8 5 9 9 0 . 5 8 8 5 * 2 . 0 3 3 0 5, 47 7 0
o  * a c o l O' 5 6 7 1 0 . 4 5 1 0 ** 0.1273 3 , 4 2 9 0
0 . 5 2 1 5 0 3 3 4 9 0 . 6 9 3 4 + 0 . 0 0 4 2 3 . 2 6 1 0
0 . 2 6 6 9 0 4 0 5 2 0 . 3 9 7 7 4- 0 . 0 8 6 0 2 , - e 3 6 0
0 . 0 5 4 7 0 2754 0 . 5 9 5 3 + 0.1191 3 , 5 5 9 0
- -  0 . 1 6  S 3 - 0 2435 0 . 3 5 9 2 4 0.0028 2 , 5 3 5 0
*- 0, 3 51* 4 - o 5 8 1 2 0.2448 - 0 . 1 1 3 6 2,79 60
- 0 . 5 6 2 7 - 0 4913 Cl. 2  6 .16 ** 0 . 0 0 5 9 2,6150
—  Q , 8 4 6 3 - o 7513 0 . 3 9 8 9 4 0.4175 2*7260
- 1 . 1 1 5 0 - o 8 5 4 8 0 . 3 0 6 1 4 0.0461 2 . 7 , 1 1 0
- 1 . 5 1 7 0 -0 9 2 8 1 0.2567 + 0 » 3 1 7 5 2.4910
Vl%
0 r n i s i- 5
A 4 4 ! ' i; ~ f' T M17 A :1 V A R  1ANCc SIGN SKf: i-iMhSS K U r '' I
j , ’> 0 P P i 17: t , , ^lj 0.4784 + C .37nl 2 4 1 6 0
11. ':'1 6 8 0 6 2 '•y o n . i 7 4 4 0 .0084 6l 0 56 0Cl
l
- :1 '•> 1 8
. 8 6 8 ?
0
n
3 b 
:.i. 7 ■ 7
f> . 2 6 6 7 
0 . 7 7  6 4
+ 0
o
. 2 7 6 6
0 3 0 6 6
3 p. 7 (j
i n o o0 . ? 8 n 7 o
- 0
f! A : • 0 . J. ' 6 1 A 2 614 0 7 3 610f!. d b 7 :• 0 6 / 0 . 1 b 7 5 - 0 1846 2 9 2 9 a- w » * * .1 9 8 n •0 7 1;> *, 0 .1 9 6 8 + 0 o i. 7 a c 4 {j 4 0f t . i  3 i 1 - o . 1.9'H G . ? Q 6 i 0 7 6 9 2 2 9540
- i)
- n
. 7 4 7 b  
. 7. 6 A 0
- n
“0
35 8 8
3 A / 1
I'. J 0 9 5 
0 . .1. (J 71
air
*r*
0
0
3 [161 
0 4 3 9
M<c * 
2
6 7 8 0 
9360- o . 7 j. 4 6 ~n 4 A ‘■9 0 . 8112 + 0 16 0 4 2 BO 80*- Ct. ' ‘ s 8 8 ~fj ; fi 0 , 7 8 7 n - 0 p *7 0 7 . 7. 6 4 4 0
- 1 .. \ ?.j b o *■ 0 b :$ M 0 . 7 9 7  9 • 0, 0 0 00  . 3. 3 2 8 0
I N D U S  T H Y  21 S U B G R O U P  6
C L A S S  H I P - P T M E A N V A R I A N C E S I G N SKEWNESS K U R T O S I 3
1 . 9 4 1 0 1 . 4 8 5 0 0 . 3 6 0 4 • 0 , 5 3 8 8 3 . 7 7 5 0
1 .  4 2 0 G 1 . 1 1 2 0 0 . 3 7 1 3 0 , 3 7 3 0 2 . 7 9 9 0
1 * 13 . 0 0 1 . 2 4 1 0 0 .3 8 9 5 *4* 0 . 4 5 3 7 4 * 0 0 4 0
0 . 8 5 8 2 0 . 6 2 7 3 0 . 3 3 5 6 4 0 . 0 0 5 3 4 . 0 5 5 0
0 . 6 7 0 0 0 , 6 2 7  3 0 . 1 5 4 6 4 1 . 3 6 4 0 4 , 0 1 1 0
0.. 4 8 3 6 0 . 4 4 3 3 0 . 1 1 7 2 4 0 . 2 5 1 8 3 . 2 2 4 0
0 2 9 5 6 0 , 2 6 6 5 0 . 0 9 5 5 - 0 , 0 2 2 0 2 , 8 4 7 0
0 . 1 2 3 0 0 . 1 1 2 4 0 , 2 8 9 9 4 0 . 3 1 1 9 3 . 5 9 6 0
- 0 , 0 4 1 6 - 0 , 1 9 6 2 0 , 3 1 0 3 - 0 . 7  0 2 8 4 . 0 5 2 0
- 0  . 2 0 9 2 - 0 . 1 7 7 4 0 . 1 6 5 5 4 0 . 1 3 9 2 3 , 3 6 3 0
-0 . 3628 - 0 , 3 4 9 1 0 , 3 7 5 7 4 1 . 1 7 1 0 4 . 1 1 4 0
- 0 . 5 3 0 5 -0,5701 0 . 1 4 4 5 4 0 . 2 1 2 3 3.6540
- 0 . 6 9 2 8 - 0 , 5 0 4 7 0 . 0 7 6 6 + 0 , 0 5 0 8 2 , 6 7 6 0
- 0 . 6 0 7 0 - 0 , 9 3 6 8 0 . 0 9 2 7 4 0 . 0 1 3 6 3 , 3 8 3 0
- 1 .  0 0 5 0 - 0 . 8 2 7 8 0 . 3 5 2 1 4 1.7110 5 , 0 2 7 0
- 1 . 1 8 2  0 - 1 , 0 3 3 0  • 0 . 0 7 8 4 4 0 . 0 1 4 1  . 3 , 9 5 4 0
- 1 , 6 1 6 0 - 1 . 4 9 8 0 0 . 1 7 7 7 4 1 , 0 3 5 0 3 . 5 0 3 0
A P P E  N D I X 13
THE PITTED EQUATIONS
The results of fitting the power function forms (see Chapter VI 
Section i) are given for both industries and subgroups.
See Chapter VII for discussion of these results.
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PRAStTR?^, OF THE DECAY OF PROFITABILITY
The rates of decay are given for each range and each, equation 
form at both industry and subgroup level.
See Chapter- VTTI Sections T and 2 for discussion of these results.
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Full Range Decay Measures
Industry No. Subgroup No. Linear (1D+ ) Linear Cubic (lcDf)
1 2 0 . 81+3 0 . 81+1
3 0.972 1.100
1* 1 0.812 0.838
2 0*759 0.763
1* 0.888 0.921
5 0 . 81+5 0 . 81+7
5 3 0.800 O.916
b 0.858 0.862
6 1+ 0.802 O.8H3
7 1 O.808 0.809
2 0.737 0.737
8 • 1 0.636 O.503
9 1 O.665 O.6U5
11 1 0.800 0.792
2 0.907 0.999
12 2 0.9l*0 1.025
1* 0 . 79^ 0.763
6 0.807 0.799
13 1 0.897 0.901
15 1 0.760 0.758
2 0.850 0.881
3 0.890 0.816
16 1 0.823 O.766
2 0.750 0.762
3 0.859 0.822
1* 0.690 0.721
. 5  0. 911* 0.823
17 1 0.802 0.71*0
18 1 0.880 0.906
2 O.78O 0.739
3 0.787 O.78I
19 1 0.887 O.87O
2 0.980 0.967
3 0.860 0 . 861*
20 2 0. 81*0 1.055
3 0.868 0.966
21 . 2 0.958 0 . 961*
3 0.871 0.852
k 0.812 0.725
5 0.71*1 0.612
6 0.910 O.89I*
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A P P E N D I X  P
IffiA gustos m? tm'ott^ TRY <yPTmryPTTi*ff and p s w o p m a  wnp
b<oO
Structural ^p^snrppi
r^ w y e r'p 4~‘^ 1TnT1 Concept rah.ion Rati o
Sour— firm hynpl nj/mpnt Sonceut r^ t, i no Tat i or Pdt Tff-j ni mum T,i st TToad i t\p" 
industries f*OT 1 SRR st*1 '^1 vpri by !’3iv/vpt' in his article ,,f!oncenbrab i on i t 
British Manufacturing Industry", n-y-^ nrd f'nnnnmio. ParnT-q Vr>T PS *1 q7*l , 
pp ?6P—3^3* I'hono havp been combined }ur avpraoin''' Wn * '"htod hy pm-nl nirrnoTf, 
ho gi v° concen h m  hi on  Tati op Tot the suh','rouos rand i n> t n  tri e s emoTc'cnd in 
th 1 e " hudy, ho Si ni t i ong oh* hhp sub ° T n n m  in tp m e  o r TVS T-T f n w  r:r»i -^an i n 
Table 4.4. The prnpl o^rmon |- p-j -p,-, Q ^ , . rr, •; , ^  f- 0 C1 rP fy-om 1 9RR Ppnaijp oh
Pnodnohion Snmma ry Tables p+, 135> rhhi p 1 f column I 7.. '-There r’a w w r  x/uvqc; 
ma.yimnm and minimum rctios, thoir a v o ^ - ’p h a p  hoon u s e d ,  'Phis a'f'foot.R 
Industry 4 subgroup R, 7 'mb group 1. and It subgronns P and 3. ',rbere a
subgronn involves some pon-TnarnifaotiiTin<" aotivi ties, these haim been
d i p t p  ponded i ri col cul a t i ng tho conoentration ratio, Pp p p p  of this p t p ;
Tnduntrv 1 subgroup P, Industry 6, Tndust.rv 11 guh'-’roun P apd Tudnstrr
13 pnbrTO'ip 1, Tn a number of the subgroup definitions irivolvo
the d 1 ea > ’',rTt' f;st i of) of MT,T-T*s, Tn t.he^o j the vhol e T -TT ,TT j q included 
v/bonever a component of it in called fort Industry A subgroups 4 and R, 
Trtduatrv 7 subgroup 1 end industry 16 subgroup R,
TTinallv, R a w e r  does rot give a f i gure for Const runt, i on but, using the 
method ho describes in Appendix TTT of bin article and date from the 
I9R8 Census of Producti on Pt 13?* dVbl o 4 , maximum and minimum values 
we re ca.1nnla.ted ,
Whit, t i nc*t o n 1 s Conoentration Ratio
T h e  values ore mi yen i n  " T h e  P r e d i c t i o n  oT Prof i tahi 1 i ty" Table 3^1, 'nhe 
r a t i o  in d e f i n e d  a s  " t h e  r a t i o  of t h e  sum o f  the net fleets o f  1 srge 
comnani e s  t o  t h e  s u m  o f  t h e  net, a s s e t n  of n i l  g m t e d  c o m p a n i e s  i n  t h e  
red event, i n d u s t r y " ,  q n l y  c o m n a n i  e s  w h i c h  c o n t i n u e d  f r o m  IRR/I t o  l q 6 o  a r e
included and 'large' is defined as having net assets of greater than 
£U million in 195^. It is only available at the industry level.
Variance of Logarithm of Size, Variance of Size and Average size 
These three measures all used net assets as the measure of size and all 
are calculated for quoted companies only. The logarithms in the first 
are Napierian.
*$>Tl
I n d u s t r y  L e v e l  Meas u r e s  o f  Struct ure
Industry Sawyer's I*-firm Whittington's Variance of Variance Average
No. Concentration Concentration Logarithm of of size Size
Ratio Ratio Size
1 29.0 66.8 1.55 1 .6U X 10T 151*6
1* 25. U 61.U 1 .1*8 2.63 X 10T 201*3
5 , 1*2.6 86.2 2.20 1.01 X 108 1*11*8
6 1*6 .7 81.2 2.67 9.1*6 X 10T 1*238
7 19.5 60.9 1.33 2. 81* X 10T l l *91
8 16.8 68.8 0 . Jh 3.0l* X 106 1003
9 10.6 37.1 0 . 81*
CVJ
-=rCO X 106 ll*2l*
11 lU . 3 39-9 1.28 5.96 X 106 1150
12 3U.3 81*. 6 2.08 3.75 X 107 2553
!3 25.1 75.2 1.39 8.59 X 10T 3l*90
15 20.3 70.9 2.02 3.86 X 107 2502
16 20.9 56.0 1.12 3. 51* X id7 i 267
17 5.6 26.5 1.55 3.20 X 106 1158
18 ■ * 1*2.5 1 ,16 CD . ON H X 106 1330
19 * 76.2 1. 9l* 1*. 37 X 107 2305
20 * 72.5 2.22 3.06 X 107 13l*0
21 # 62.3 1.95 1.17 X ID7 1329
S u b g r o u p  Le v e l  M e a s u r e s  o f  S t ruct ure
Industry Subgroup Sawyer's V-firm Variance of Variance of Average 
No. No. Concentration Logarithms Size Size
Ratio of Size
1 2 21*5 1.56 3.85 x 10® 1191
3 Ik. 5 0.75 5.78 x 105 881
k 1 3^.2 1.1*8 1.95 x 10J 3010
2 17.5 0.93 1*.50 x lo£ 1061
k 20.5 0.58 l*.l6 x 10' 779
5 22.6 1.1+3 2.70 x 10 f 2123
5 3 1*0.1 2.0l* 1.61* x 107 31*31
1* 38.2 I.59 1.72 x 10' 2057
6 1* 1*1*.1* 1.25 . 3.79 x 10® 1357
7 1 18.7 1.30 3.13 x lol 11*1*2
2 21+.3 1.32 6.19 x 10 1682
8 1 2l*.0 0.68 2.61 x 106 915
9 1 10.6 0.81 5.75 x 10® 1389
11 1 ll*. 3 1.15 1+.83 x lol 953
2 Ik.k 1.25 3.82 x 10 1651
12 2 28.6 1.61 8.88 x 10® ll*82
1* 38.9 1.73 5.79 x 10; 3152
6 31.9 2.19 1.71+ x 10f 2083
13 1 19.1 1.29 2.18 x 107 311*6
15 1 27.1* 2.13 5.21 x 107 2907
2 29.3 1.1*8 2.83 x lOl 3973
3 7.8 1.1*3 1.06 x 10* 903
16 1 36.1 2.30 1.89 x 10® 1*008
2 7.6 0.67 2.8 2 x 10' 602
3 16.7 0.69 1*.36 x 10' 568
1* 21+.8 0.57 2.76 x 10? 603
5 23.1+ 1.20 2.77 x 10 1030
17 1 5.6 1.62 1.89 x l O 6 1125
18 1 * 1.02 5.83 x 10® 1310
2 * 1.29 1.59 x lol 1255
3 * l.ll* 1+.23 x 10 1362
19 1 * 1.51 2.13 x 101 1881
2 * 2.70 1.06 x 107 55l*l*
3 # 1.69 2.58 x 10* 1521
20 2 * 1.18 1.89 x lol 317
3 * I.98 1**96 x 10 732
21 2 * 1 -26 7.11 x 10 ^ 608
3 * 1.18 3.91 x 101 536
k * 2.1*9 3.61* x. 101 2197
5 * 1.83 ■ 2.8 7 x 101 281+1
6 * 1.8U 2.7I+ x 10 388
P e r f o r m a n c e  M e a sures
Average Rate of Return on Net Assets
This is calculated as the average of the rates of return of companies 
for each of the years 1948-I9h0,
growth Pate of Wet Assets
Taken from-Whittington's "Prediction of .Profitability11 Table 2*4* Tt 
is the compound annual rate calculated after adjustments'have been 
made for asset, revaluations and changes of accounting date, ^hese 
figures are based, on continuing companies only*
Measures of the Variability of Industry Average Pate of Return 
For each industry, the annual average rates of return were calculated. 
Then each. industry series was regressed o n  a linear time trend. The 
coefficient of time in that equation is referred to as "the. Trend".
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I ndust ry Le v e l  M easur es o f  P e r f o r m a n c e
Industry Average Growth Trend in the Standard Deviation Standard Deviation
No. Rate of Return Rate of Average Rate of the Average of Errors about
on Net Assets Net Assets of Return Rate of Return the Trend in
Average Rate of
(%) (% p.a.) (% pts. p.a.) (% pts.) Return
1 15.7 7.1 0.13 1.2
1* 19.5 9.3 -0.66 2.5 1.1
5 20.0 10.8 -0.20 1.6 . 1.5
6 17.^ 7.9 -0.92 3.8 2.0
7 19.1 8.1* -0.1*7 2.3 1.6
8 13.0 5.9 -0.22 9.6 6.1*
9 16.7 6.5 -0.15 6.2 3.3
11 15.0 1*. 5 -0.52 i*.o 3.5
12 16.6 7.1 -0.1*1 1.5 1.0
13 11.9 1+.6 -0.27 1.1 0.5
15 16.6 7.5 -0.35 3.9 3.2
16 ll*.l* 5.6 -0.38 2.5 2.1
17 17.3 7.9 -0.07 1.9 1.9
18 lH.l > 2 -0.1*3 2.1* 1.9
19 16.6 7.5 -o.oi* 2.1* 1.0
20 12. % 1.3 0.09 1.5 1 .1*
21 11.8 1*.3 0 .1*1* 1.7 0.6
Industry
No.
Subgroup
No.
Subgroup Level Measures of
Average Trend in Average 
Rate of Return Rate of Return 
on Net Assets
{%) . {% pts. p.a.)
Performance
Standard 
Deviation of 
Average Rate 
of Return 
(% pts.)
Standard Deviation 
of Errors about 
the Trend of Average 
Rate of Return
1 2 15.5 0.32 1.6 0.8
3 15.7 -O.56 3.0 2.6
k 1 16.3 -O.tl 1.9 1.1
2 22.0 -0.92 k.3 2.7
k 17.1 -0.87 k.O 3.1
5 19.9 -0.60 2.3 O.k
5 3 19.0 -0.23 2.1 2.0
k 20.3 -0.03 1.6 1.3
6 1* 20.5 -0.68 2.9 1.5
7 1 20.7 -0.53 2.8 1.1 •
2 15.1 -0.06 1.6 1.3
8 1 13.7 -2.10 9.5 6. k
9 1 16.5 -1.50 6.1 2.5
11 1 lU.3 -0.59 k.6 3.0
2 15.5 -0.3^ 2.8 2.6
12 2 17.9 -0.70 2.8 1.3
k 19.9 -1.20 6.3 k.9
6 15.7 0.05 1.0 0.8
13 1 11.2 0.25 1.0 0.2
15 1 18.3 -0.5^ 5-8 k.l
2 17.0 0.19 1.6 1.3
3 13.9 -0.32 2.3 1.5
16 1 15.8 -0.U8 3.5 2.8
2 12.3 -0.05 2.9 2.k
3 13.8 -0.05 3. k 2.9
k 11.7 -0.16 6.8 3.6
5 16.5 -0.08 2.k 2.1
17 1 17.2 -0.13 1.8 1.5
18 1 1U.5 -0.15 0.9 0.5
2 lk.2 - 0.10 1.7 1.2
3 13.6 -0.66 3.5 l.k
19 1 Ik.6 0.20 1.3 0.9
2 13.6 0.20 l.k 1.1
3 18.0 -0.20 1.5 0.7
20 2 15.5 0.05 2.k 2.k
3 11.7 0.03 1.5 1.1
21 2 11. k 0.^6 1.8 0.7
3 15. k -0A 2 2.2 1.7
1* 13.1 0.07 0.6 0.6
5 11.3 0.32 1.8 l.k
6 12.9 0.21 1.1 0.6
